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Abstract

Engineering inspired by biology – recently termed biom* – has led to various ground-

breaking technological developments. Example areas of application include aerospace

engineering and robotics. However, biom* is not always successful and only sporadi-

cally applied in industry. The reason is that a systematic approach to biom* remains

at large, despite the existence of a plethora of methods and design tools. In recent

years computational tools have been proposed as well, which can potentially support

a systematic integration of relevant biological knowledge during biom*. However,

these so-called Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools have not been able to fill all

the gaps in the biom* process. This thesis investigates why existing CAB tools

fail, proposes a novel approach – based on Information Extraction – and develops a

proof-of-concept for a CAB tool that does enable a systematic approach to biom*.

Key contributions include: 1) a disquisition of existing tools guides the selec-

tion of a strategy for systematic CAB, 2) a dataset of 1,500 manually-annotated

sentences, 3) a novel Information Extraction approach that combines the outputs

from a supervised Relation Extraction system and an existing Open Information

Extraction system. The implemented exploratory approach indicates that it is pos-

sible to extract a focused selection of relations from scientific texts with reasonable

accuracy, without imposing limitations on the types of information extracted. Fur-

thermore, the tool developed in this thesis is shown to i) speed up a trade-off analysis

by domain-experts, and ii) also improve the access to biology information for non-

experts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biology is an abundant supply of engineering marvels. As an example, certain plant

species have been sticking their seeds on the fur of bypassing animals for millions

of years. It was only until someone recognised that this adhesion technique could

be useful for humans, that the technology was replicated under the name Velcro

[1]. Such nature-inspired technologies are everywhere around us, from airplanes to

nylon [2, 3]. Yet, the general consensus is that we’ve only scratched the surface of

what nature has to offer [4–6]. To delve a bit deeper various near-synonymous fields

of research have emerged over the past decades, all of which we will refer to as the

field of biom*.

1.1 Biom*

Biom* refers to the activity of solving engineering problems by actively invoking

biological analogies [2, 7]. While having resulted in highly innovative solutions,

biom* is mostly practised by academics in subjects related to engineering [6, 8, 9].

Nevertheless, the successful application of biom* requires a thorough understanding

of biology [10]:

• Solution-driven: starts with the encounter of a biological system that inspires

a technical application. Examples include Velcro [1] and self cleaning surfaces

[11]. The identification of an analogy between the biological system and a

technical application is often serendipitous. And developing a technological

‘copy ’ of the biological mechanism usually requires many years of research.
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• Problem-driven: starts with a technical problem for which relevant biological

systems have to be identified. A well-known example is the Shinkansen bullet

train whose shape is inspired by the Kingfisher bird [12] - this shape enables the

bird to move from air (low-density medium) to water (high-density medium)

without splash, and similarly enables the train to move from a tunnel (high-

density medium) to open air (low-density medium) without producing a loud

sonic boom. With the aid of an expert biologist the problem-driven process

can lead to novel solutions relatively quickly, typically a functional prototype

is built within six to eighteen months.

Solution-driven biom* processes are often initiated by biologists, while engineers

usually initiate a problem-driven process [10]. Moreover, problem-driven processes

may not even involve biologists: less than 8% of 300 biom* research studies was

found to involve any biologist [6]. This heavy bias towards engineering is reflected

in two notable ways.

First, because engineers are usually not experts in biology, many studies on biom*

rely on a very limited selection of biological information [6, 13]. This limited selection

can be understood in terms of diversity, e.g., 80% of papers on biom* published in

2015 consider only a single species, or refer only in general terms to a biological

concept like ‘cell ’ or ‘enzyme’ [6]. The limited selection can also be understood in

terms of the number of studies investigating known or obvious biological systems,

e.g., geckos, spiders and butterflies [6, 13].

Second, many of the tools and methods used during biom* processes are tailored

to engineers [9, 14, 15]. Such tools and methods aim to reduce the complexity of

biom* processes, e.g., by helping with the identification of biological analogies or

the understanding of a biological system [12, 14]. However, it is possible to argue

that these tools and methods primarily aim to replace biologists or delay their

intervention [15]. On the other hand, without the use of these tools and methods

biom* has been shown to provide no creative advantage over a regular problem-

solving process [16].

The absence of experts in biology during problem-driven biom* is remarkable –

regardless of the underlying reason. Biom* is, by definition, a cross-domain variant

of Design-by-Analogy (DbA) [17, 18]. Analogy [19–21], here, refers quite generally
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to relational similarities between problems, scenarios, and examples that may help

identify a solution [22, 23]. DbA can be a powerful tool in the generation of candidate

solutions, and grand challenges are thought to necessitate interdisciplinary research

[17, 23, 24]. But without expertise in both the problem-domain, engineering, and the

analogy-domain, biology, it is hard to fathom how biom* can be successful. Chapter

2 describes in depth the types of issues that engineers encounter during biom*.

1.2 Computer-Aided Biom*

Computational tools provide an outcome, to some extent, for engineers that know

little biology or characteristics of plants or animals. Such Computer-Aided Biom*

(CAB) tools support the integration of biological knowledge into the design process

at different stages. First, and foremost, CAB tools may help identify biological

systems and strategies that are relevant to a given engineering problem [25, 26].

Second, CAB tools can ease analogical comparisons between domain-specific terms

and relations that a non-expert in biology might not recognise [27–29]. Third, CAB

tools can supplement a lack of biological knowledge by providing explanations of

biological mechanisms using engineering terminology [13, 30–32].

But even the CAB tools that aim to fill the biological knowledge gap, them-

selves, cover merely a fraction of the biological knowledge [26, 33]. As an example,

existing CAB tools rely on small predefined lists of engineering and biology terms

[26, 29, 31, 34]. The consequence is that these tools hardly provide an influx of

novel and diverse biological information. The need is for a tool that provides access

to all of the information captured in scientific biology texts, which are thought to

capture biological knowledge most comprehensively [28, 35]. And for biom* to be a

feasible alternative problem-solving strategy in industry, this CAB tool has to follow

a systematic approach to the identification of relevant information.

Biologists may also benefit from a computational tool that eases the discovery of

scientific literature in the biology domain. Such a tool can help identify important

concepts, trends, techniques, applications and relations between them [36]. It may

also aid in the identification of potential biological systems for solution-driven biom*.

Note that the task of supporting experts biologists during biom* is presumably

3
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simpler, because there is no need to bridge the biological knowledge gap. In contrast,

engineers may require further support during the reading and understanding of

retrieved texts.

1.3 Research aims

Driven by the search for relational similarities during biom*, the research question

in this thesis is:

“Can Relation Extraction help an engineer with the identification, selec-

tion and understanding of any scientific biology text that is relevant to a

given engineering problem?”

The aim of this research is to develop a CAB tool that can exploit the full range of

biology information captured in scientific research articles, in order to support both

biology experts and non-experts during problem-driven biom*. Specific obstacles

include (1) the difficulty of cross-domain Information Retrieval and (2) the need to

overcome a lack of domain-specific knowledge among users of CAB tools. Several

sub-questions have been identified to help answer the main research question:

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of strategies used by existing CAB tools

to support the identification, selection and understanding of biology informa-

tion?

2. Which CAB strategies can contribute to a systematic application of biom*?

3. What approaches to Relation Extraction are suited for a CAB tool?

4. Can Relation Extraction aid an expert biologist during biom*?

1.4 Thesis structure and contributions

Chapter 2 presents the first large-scale synthesis of findings in biom* re-

search, with a focus on CAB tools. A list of requirements is produced for the

development of novel CAB tools, based on both theoretical and practical consider-

ations. The scope of the chapter is limited to CAB tools that are archetypal for the

different theoretical approaches to biom*.
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Chapter 3 theoretically underpins how trade-off relations provide a sys-

tematic categorisation framework that works well for both biology and

engineering. Trade-offs are central to many biology studies and express a negative

correlation between two or more traits – trade-offs can be thought of as a fuzzy

version of a mutual exclusivity constraint between competing demands. First, the

theoretical underpinnings of a trade-off based approach are described. Second, an

existing approach used by the BioMimetic Ontology is extended for the application

in a scalable CAB tool. Furthermore, the resulting biom* design process is out-

lined and exemplified. The scope of the CAB tool is limited to the extraction of

information from scientific texts.

Chapter 4 reviews the methods that the CAB tool may use for scientific In-

formation Extraction (IE). An IE strategy is proposed following the requirements

for a scalable CAB tool. Well-known approaches to IE are assessed, and a gap is

identified in methods that focus primarily on precision and methods that

focus largely on recall. To reduce the difficulty of the task, the scope is limited

to extracting information that will be read by humans – rather than, e.g., using

extractions for downstream reasoning tasks.

Chapter 5 presents the methodology used for the development of the first

scalable CAB tool, as well as the experimental setups to answer sub-question 4

and the main research question. Two main tasks are introduced: the extraction of

trade-offs from scientific texts and the extraction of contextual relations that help

model a biological system. Methods for data collection are described, as well as how

extraction results will be evaluated.

Chapter 6 presents the Focused Open Biology Information Extraction

(FOBIE) dataset. This dataset enables the training of a supervised Relation

Extraction (RE) system to solve the trade-off extraction task. The extraction of

trade-offs already provides insight in the CAB tool’s support of expert biologists

during biom* – novice biologists may require additional support for the modelling

and understanding of biological systems. Specifically, the output of a span-based

Neural Network (NN) model is compared against the manually extracted trade-offs

in 523 scientific biology texts. Results suggest that the proposed CAB tool can

greatly speed up the trade-off approach for domain-experts during biom*.
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Chapter 7 introduces a new task to tackle the quantity-quality trade-

off in RE: Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE). The aim of this task is

to extract relevant contextual relations, which help (1) understand a trade-off and

(2) identify solution strategies. An exploratory approach to SORE is implemented

and results are assessed both in terms of quantity and quality. Specifically, one

experiment is conducted to determine whether the extractions are informative or not.

As an example of an uninformative extraction, ‘(Faust, made, a deal)’ captures the

consequence, but not the critical information of whom Faust made a deal with in the

sentence “Faust made a deal with the devil.” [37]. Further qualitative experiments

provide insight in the output generated through SORE.

Appendices A to E provide relevant background information for a reader who is

unfamiliar with NN methods for Natural Language Processing (NLP). Appendix A

introduces NLP and relevant terminology. Appendix B introduces terminology re-

lated to RE and the evaluation of RE systems. Appendix C provides insight in the

empiricist and rationalist paradigms in NLP. Appendix D introduces the methods

used to compute the semantic similarity of two texts. And Appendix E provides an

introduction to NN methods used for NLP tasks, such as RE.

Finally, appendix F exemplifies how the CAB tool may be used to solve an

engineering problem through biom*.
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Chapter 2

Motivation: Computer-Aided

Biom*

The activity that consists in finding nature inspired solutions to engineering prob-

lems has recently been termed Biom*. Biom* is an umbrella term that covers several

concepts with slightly different meanings [38], including bionics [39], biomimetics

[40], biomimicry [4], and Biologically Inspired Design (BID) [7]. Bionics, for ex-

ample, has a strong focus on technological innovation to emulate biology, while

biomimicry is more a design philosophy that seeks to resolve problems in ways that

are both environmentally friendly and optimal [15, 41]. We follow the definition for

biomimetics by Fayemi et al. [12], namely “the interdisciplinary creative process

between biology and technology, aiming to solve technospheric problems through

abstraction, transfer and application of knowledge from biological models”.

Many well-known examples of biom* are the result of serendipity. A biologist,

designer or engineer came across a biological system and took the time and effort

to analyse it, with the aim of deriving an artificial version of the functionality.

Note that these examples are often solution-driven. But when looking for a novel

solution, where the answer has not yet been delivered through biom*, leaving things

to coincidence is not an option. Currently, problem-driven biom* processes are

rarely automated and usually take between 6 and 18 months to get from a specific

problem to a functional prototype [9, 10].

Systematically applying biom* remains an open research problem. The moti-

vation of this thesis is to develop a computational tool that provides systematic
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access to biological information, a crucial requirement if biom* is to be a feasible

alternative to within-domain engineering ideation methods. Throughout this thesis

computational tools that aim to support systematic application of biom* will be

called Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools.

This chapter provides the rationale behind the approach to biom* presented in

this thesis and the accompanying CAB tool that was developed. It is organised

as follows. Section 2.1 describes the necessity of systematic access to biological

information during biom*. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 address the requirements of such an

access during biom* processes. Sections 2.4 to 2.7 introduce existing approaches to

CAB and identify gaps and opportunities for a novel CAB tool. Section 2.8 provides

an overview of the identified requirements.

2.1 Biology in biom*

2.1.1 Common issues during biom*

It is sometimes mentioned that nature is a resource of solutions that have been

optimised through billions of years of evolution [4], and these could inspire all sorts

of human-made applications. Yet, biom* is only sporadically applied in industry [9].

If biom* indeed leads to optimal and sustainable solutions, then why does industry

not consider nature inspired solutions more often? Some insights into this question

can be gained from an overview of recurring findings in literature, based on [42]:

1. Over-idolisation, where biom* is regarded as a tool for sustainable design

[43–45]. A more reductive view sees biom* merely as an ideation method.

2. No silver bullet for knowledge capture:

• A variety of transfer models exist to capture the information from bio-

logical analogies that is relevant to an engineering implementation. None

of these can be applied to every problem and analogy.

• Abstraction, the reduction of context, of biological information often does

not retain all relevant constraints and affordances. Therefore, valida-

tion requires modelling and representing thoughts and notions in multiple

modalities, and at various levels of abstraction.

• Function is often used to bridge the domains of engineering and biology,

8
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but definitions vary and interpretations of biological functions are often

questionable.

3. A holistic approach is required, as such a CAB tool should support an

iterative and non-sequential knowledge acquisition process.

4. The limited biological knowledge among engineers requires additional

support during search, selection, understanding and validation of biological

information. The point is developed further in the next section.

2.1.2 Limited biological knowledge

The limited understanding of biology by many engineers is the root cause of most

of the above-mentioned issues with biom*.

First, engineering optimisation and optimisation through evolution depend on

vastly different selection mechanisms. While an engineer can borrow ingenious so-

lutions from existing solutions, evolution is bound by ancestry [46]. Following neo-

Darwinism, evolution may be seen as “the heritable changes that occur in a gene

pool over time due to differential reproduction” [47]. Hence, as a result of evolution,

populations change through time. The direction of that change is governed through

natural selection: the elimination of unsuitable characteristics in individuals. The

fitness of individuals cannot always be maximised due to competing demands, e.g.

offspring size versus number, resulting in opposing selection [48]. When biologi-

cal problems are analysed as multi-objective optimisation problems, also known as

trade-offs, the various solutions tend to group around the Pareto front – the set of

the most efficient allocations of resources to optimise mutually exclusive objectives

[49]. Evolutionary mechanisms thus optimise within the bounds of ancestral lineage,

but change happens as a blind result towards whatever improves reproductive suc-

cess [46]. The objectives and constraints change over time, and can have unknown

degrees of freedom. Therefore, it is hard to claim that biological solutions are a gold

standard for design; biom* is about learning from nature, rather than copying [5].

Second, there are other important differences between the domains of engineering

and biology, e.g., see table 2.1 on the concepts of function and design. The engi-

neering domain guides decision-making through rules and regularities. Biology, on

the other hand, is largely descriptive and creates taxonomies [2]. Besides, the idea

9
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Table 2.1: Differences between the engineering and biology concepts of function and
design. Engineering functions carry a notion of teleology, while this is usually not the case
for biological functions [50, 51].

Biology Engineering

Design &
Function

The products of evolution are
adaptations, incorporated into the
design of an organism to provide
functions involved with survival
and reproduction [47]. Fish & Be-
neski [47] note how a gazelle has the
design to run swiftly through open
terrain.

Engineering design specifically
aims to optimise the function and
value of a product [44]. The design
in this case refers both to the
structure of a system, as well as
to the conceptualisation of this
structure [47].

of biom* leading to sustainable design also has to be questioned [43, 52, 53]. Sus-

tainability, here, pertains to avoiding environmental harm during production, use,

or disposal of a product [44]. Definitions of sustainability usually revolve around an

anthropocentric target of reducing unsustainability [54], up to the point of neutral-

ity. But nature itself is not environmentally neutral and produces its own waste,

e.g., landfills of coal and oil. While most natural waste can be recycled, and does

not form a toxic threat, biom* cannot be expected to result in sustainable products

per se. A comparison of several products has shown that biom* products are not

more environmentally friendly than the norm [55]. Furthermore, it was found that

there are no metrics or indicators to guide the sustainable application of biom* [53].

Biom* can, however, lead to more efficient solutions to manufacturing and reduce

usage of materials and resources, and contribute in that way to a less unsustainable

product. If sustainability is the aim of an engineering process then it may be more

fruitful to look at circular design methods1.

Third, functional modelling of biological systems is not always straightforward.

Unlike in engineering, functions encountered in nature are often hierarchical, dy-

namic and rely on information embedded at various hierarchical levels [33]. Such

functions compete with each other for resources and are optimised in a way that can

be described as a trade-off. Because it can be hard to understand why a biological

system is organised as it is through evolution, engineering functions are not always

1The aim of a circular economy is to align product design, as well as business models, cities
and so on, to a regenerative ’ecosystem’ in which leakage of resource inputs, waste, emissions, and
energy are minimised [56]. Circular design methods aim to achieve this by slowing, closing, and
narrowing material and energy loops, e.g., through design for maintenance, reuse, disassembly,
recycling etc.
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a good starting point for biom* [57]. There is a need for a method to describe the

developmental history of nature-inspired solutions [54], as well as a need to avoid

oversimplification during the analysis of biological systems [13]. Iteratively creating

rich, multi-modal representations of various biological systems at different levels of

abstraction helps to rationalise thought and understanding, and avoid oversimplifi-

cation [30, 58, 59].

2.1.3 The need for CAB

A better understanding of biology can help overcome some common issues during

biom* processes. The importance of biological knowledge during biom* is really em-

phasised when one considers how the design process is affected by applying biom*.

One can assume that an engineer is initially presented with a vaguely defined prob-

lem, and solving that problem can be divided into distinct phases. Figure 2.1 visu-

alises both a generic problem solving process, as presented by Massey and Wallace

[60], and a biom* process. Both processes have been simplified and are regarded as

a series of sequential steps. The important difference is that biom* performs sev-

eral design phases within the biological domain and, therefore, these steps require

familiarity with biology.

Figure 2.1: Overview of simplified, classical problem-solving (top) and generic biomimet-
ics (bottom). Based on Fayemi et al. [12, 61].

Engineers, however, cannot always be expected to possess the biological knowledge

required to successfully engage in biom*. The need is for a computational tool that

integrates large amounts of biological knowledge in a given framework amenable to a

method suitable for engineering. The subsequent sections elaborate on requirements

for this computational tool and introduce possible frameworks and methods.
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2.2 Accessing biological information

An engineer has to be aware of the biological context and constraints in order to

judge, e.g., whether a solution found in biology could be mapped to engineering

and what the performance might be like [62]. Therefore, even when an engineer

has already identified a biological system of interest, access to relevant biological

information is crucial to a successful biom* process. An engineer may choose to

search the Web for relevant biological information, e.g. in blog-posts and research

papers. When searching the Web, Vattam & Goel [63, 64] found that engineers

waste a lot of time when working with biological information; while (1) browsing for

possible sources of information, (2) searching for relevant data within these sources

and (3) developing an understanding of the content of such sources. These findings

were translated into three challenges that designers encounter during biom*:

1. Findability

Keyword-based search is inadequate when the designer can only vaguely describe

the information needed. This results in either an extremely large number of

results or no results at all. In the former case, many sources have to be scanned.

In the latter case, the query often has to be refined over and over again.

2. Recognisability

Poor recognisability of relevant sources of information is attributed by Vattam

[65] to the lack of biological background knowledge. The main form of identifica-

tion is based on an overlap in terms of similar concepts between the problem and

potential solution sources. However, potential overlap in higher-order relations

is neglected, as well as the relative importance of similarities. Therefore, time is

often wasted on irrelevant sources and, worse, relevant sources may be missed.

3. Understandability

Typically engineers find it challenging to develop a conceptual understanding of

biological information. Major causes are the lack of explicit explanations, as the

reader is assumed to posses specific background knowledge, and explanations in

domain-specific terminology. Accessing and retrieving biological information is,

therefore, often intertwined with learning.

These challenges describe the basic set of requirements for any CAB tool. They

equate to the steps in Figure 2.1 that require familiarity with biology. One group
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of CAB tools provide this support in the form of a database that can be searched

with engineering keywords. However, when looking for a novel solution, answers

are likely not to have been delivered yet through biom*; that is, they have not been

recorded in a database. A further requirement for CAB tools, therefore, is scalability

[25, 66].

2.3 Capacity to scale up

Scalability pertains to the capacity of a CAB tool to scale up the amount of infor-

mation available to a user. A major driver for this requirement is the time and effort

required to create and maintain a biom* database. Several biomimetics databases

contain fewer than 25 complete entries, and the time to create an entry may be up

to 100 hours (an astonishing 3 weeks of work) [25, 67].

Creating an entry to a biom* database takes a long time because these databases

are tailored to engineers with little knowledge of biology. As a result, the biological

information has to be represented in a format that these engineers can easily work

with, (1) mainly to ease the identification of relevant biological models, (2) to ease

the selection of the models of interest, and (3) to alleviate the cost of developing a

conceptual understanding of these selected models. Looking again at Figure 2.1, it

becomes clear that these biom* databases aim to eliminate the need for engineers to

do work in the biological domain. They enable engineers to follow a regular problem

solving process by performing several steps of the biom* process ahead of time.

An entry in a biom* database may be expected to be useful to an engineer. But

compilation is prone to bias from the compiler, and the effort required to compile

and curate databases, catalogues and lists render them inherently limited in coverage

[26, 68, 69]. To resolve the scalability issue for biom* databases, the generation of

new entries has to be automated. The requirements for automated population of

a database are dictated by the approach that a given database uses to represent

biological data. The possible approaches to representation can be classified in terms

of domain specificity, see Figure 2.2. One approach is to abstract biological solutions

and derive domain-independent principles – the archetype for this abstract approach
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Engineering

Biology

abstract speci�c

speci�c

abstract
Solution principles Biom* examples

Biology research

Usually not 
feasible

Biom* design process

Figure 2.2: Information specific to the biology domain can often not directly be trans-
lated to specific engineering information. Biom* databases vary in the way they represent
information, e.g., BioTRIZ abstracts domain-independent solution principles from biology
research papers.

is BioTRIZ [2]. Another approach is to perform the larger part of the biom* design

process and present an engineering interpretation of a biological solution. A well-

known example of a database that takes this approach is AskNature [31]. Table 2.2

gives an overview of these two archetypes of biom* databases.

Sections 2.4 and 2.5 provide an overview of the feasibility of automated popula-

tion of a database for the abstract solution principles and function-based approach

to biom* respectively. Notably, the focus of these sections lies on a search through

biological research papers – because these papers are assumed to describe up-to-date

expert knowledge and cover the biological domain most comprehensively [25, 69].

2.4 Abstract solution principles

The assumption for both TRIZ and BioTRIZ is that (1) there is only a limited

number of manipulations to change a system [3], (2) different subsets of these ma-

nipulations suit certain problem types, and (3) there is a finite set of problem types.

To use these tools the problem type in question has to be determined. Subse-

quently, the tools suggest abstract manipulations to resolve this type of problem,

called Inventive Principles (IPs). An example of an IP is Fragmentation, which is

the division of an object into independent parts, introducing the ability to dismantle

it, or increasing the degree of fragmentation or segmentation [2]. A small subset of

IPs is associated with each problem type, as these IPs have been found to provide
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Table 2.2: Two well-known database tools. AskNature and BioTRIZ represent the
function-based approach and abstract solution principle approach, respectively, to captur-
ing biological information.

Tool Description

AskNature [31]
function-based
approach

This online database contains descriptions of over 1500 biologi-
cal strategies classified in a taxonomy of engineering functions,
the so-called Biomimicry Taxonomy. Trained biologists anal-
ysed biological systems, chosen subjectively based on possible
applications outside of the biological domain. The user is pre-
sented with a brief explanation of the biological strategy, an
excerpt from a scientific source document, application ideas or
examples, and sometimes additional information, such as illus-
trations or a video.

BioTRIZ
[2, 3, 70] abstract
solution
principles

Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch (TRIZ) is a body
of knowledge of technical problem-solving, proposing that there
exists a finite set of changes that can be made to technical sys-
tems. These changes provide strategies of solutions, so-called
Inventive Principles (IPs), to conflicting parameters of a sys-
tem [71]. An example is increasing the speed and weight of a
moving object. The IPs to overcome such conflicts have been
abstracted and grouped per problem type, based on the analy-
sis of an estimated 40,000 patents [72]. This abstract approach
to problem-solving has inspired the development of BioTRIZ.
2,500 conflicts found in 500 biological phenomena were classi-
fied into 6 highly abstract fields of operation, e.g., substance
[73–75]. The solution strategies to these 2,500 biological con-
flicts were classified into the IPs of TRIZ. The result is a 6 by
6 matrix of conflicting fields of operation that an engineer may
wish to address, each pair guiding a user to relevant TRIZ IPs.

solution routes in the analysis of tens of thousands of patents2. Classification of a

problem-to-solve into one of the defined problem types is essential to these methods,

which in classical TRIZ is done in terms of a contradiction. Contradictions are pairs

of conflicting parameters that describe the core of the problem at hand [71, 76], as

shown in Figure 2.3.

2It is not clear what the exact amount of analysed patents is, claims range from 40,000 to
millions.
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Parameter A

Parameter B

good bad

bad

good

Current design paradigm

TRIZ

Figure 2.3: An engineering contradiction between two parameters. The red line repre-
sents the current design paradigm. Instead of designing for an optimal compromise, TRIZ
aims to resolve the contradiction by changing the system in a way that both parameters
can be optimised. Resolution may not always be absolute, but rather incremental as de-
picted by the dashed lines. In the latter case the newly found solution provides a net
benefit to the overall design paradigm. Adapted from [77].

2.4.1 Gaps and opportunities BioTRIZ

Biological systems are no less constrained by physics than technological systems

[78]. However, the means to achieve functions in biological systems and engineering

systems is different [46]. The strategies to manoeuvre between the same boundaries

of physics are thus different for these domains. Vincent et al. [2] showed that the

solutions in biology and engineering differ in the type of object that is manipulated

in order to achieve a solution, see Figure 2.4. These differences between nature and

technology may provide inspiration to engineering problem solving [5].

A major opportunity of the abstract solution principles approach is the ability

to compare biological solutions and engineering solutions at the abstraction level of

contradictions. The set of all abstract solution principles suggested by BioTRIZ and

TRIZ are the same. One could argue that the TRIZ IPs are universal and compre-

hensively cover all possible changes that can be made to a biological or engineering

system. However, one could also argue that BioTRIZ is merely a rearrangement

of TRIZ, inspired by nature. A user study found that on average 31% of IPs de-

scribed by BioTRIZ were also found through regular TRIZ [75]. Furthermore, it

is common practice by some users of TRIZ to consider all IPs when the suggested

IPs did not inspire a solution. The added value of BioTRIZ, in comparison with

TRIZ, thus hinges on the incorporation of biological information. This brings us to
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an important gap in BioTRIZ: the source of biological information is not accessible.

As a result the engineering process does not necessarily involve a transfer of knowl-

edge from biology to engineering - BioTRIZ is not a biom* method following our

definition at the start of this chapter.

Sidenote: biology versus engineering solutions

Vincent et al. [2, 79] analysed 2,500 conflicting parameters found in 500 bi-

ological phenomena. The resolutions were classified according to six fields

of operation following [73], see Figure 2.4. These resolutions were compared

against TRIZ resolutions that were classified into the same six fields, repre-

senting the engineering domain. At levels of size up to 1 metre the engineering

solutions were typically found to manipulate the variables energy usage and

substance. In biology, on the other hand, solutions tend to focus on infor-

mation, space and structure. To illustrate this, Vincent et al. [2] note how

two biological polymers, proteins and polysaccharides, provide a wider range

of functionality than any of the more than 300 polymers created by humans.

An important difference is that synthetic polymers require relatively large

amounts of energy, while polymers found in biology are made at ambient tem-

perature. These stark differences between biology and engineering indicate

that there are still many lessons to learn.
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Figure 2.4: Biology and engineering solutions were classified according to the
changes they introduced in terms of substances, structures, information, energy,
time and space. The problem scale is encoded as size for technology and hierar-
chical levels for biology, e.g., organelle, cell, tissue, organ, organism, population,
ecosystem. Adapted from [2].
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2.4.2 Adding biology to BioTRIZ

To incorporate more biology in the BioTRIZ database the theoretical framework

would have to be extensively remodelled. There are two issues that complicate such

remodelling. First, introducing biological information into TRIZ is a daunting prob-

lem as the classification of solutions relies on the similarity of corresponding problems

[80]. Biological solutions may have been derived from problems that existed millions

of years ago. A second reason why the theoretical framework of BioTRIZ is too re-

strictive to scale up is the arbitrary classification into 6 highly abstract operational

fields. In conclusion, the required computational reasoning renders an automated

approach to populating BioTRIZ impossible.

2.4.3 Associating biology to Inventive Principles

One could claim that databases, by definition, do not provide the flexibility and

open-endedness that is necessary for classifying biological solutions. That is cer-

tainly true for the commonly used relational databases [81]. In relational databases

it is best practice to extensively plan the data schema for future use-cases, because

altering this schema at a later point is a complex task. Furthermore, performance is-

sues occur: when the amount of available data grows exponentially, when the variety

of data formats is large, or when there is a need to store and analyse unstructured

data like text [82].

However, graph databases are a type of database that do provide the flexibility

and open-endedness that is required to classify biological solutions [81]. And be-

yond databases there are also ontologies, described in more detail in section 3.2.1.

Although ontologies are strictly speaking not databases [83] they implement a graph-

based data model [84]. A well-known example is the Gene Ontology [85], which aims

to capture all knowledge on gene functionality in a standardised way [86].

With the aim of capturing biom* information in an open-ended data structure,

Vincent [33, 87] developed the BioMimetic Ontology (BMO). The BMO enables for-

mal definition of classes, relations and properties that capture the systemic context3

3Systemic context, in this thesis, refers to the context in which a system is able to perform
a certain property. Examples include environmental conditions, as well as specific properties of
systemic components.
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of a biological solution, linked to the original information source. These information

sources are chosen as they describe a trade-off between biological functions, as well

as a (partial) solution. The biological functions involved in these trade-offs have

been linked to TRIZ engineering parameters, e.g., the parameter harmful side-effect

links to the biological class auto-immunity. The BMO (1) guides users towards bio-

logical solutions to specific trade-offs, (2) enables advanced querying and inference,

and (3) provides insight into relevant parts and relations of a biological system.

Section 3.2.2 illustrates how the BMO might be used during biom*.

The BMO can provide improved access to biological information, but the scal-

ability of the approach is limited. Automating the population of the BMO, for

example, requires the association between biological solutions, and relevant trade-

offs and IPs. These tasks require processing of a text, understanding its meaning and

reasoning over existing and newly acquired knowledge. The combination of these

tasks is known as reading comprehension, which is considered an AI-hard problem.

2.5 The function-based approach to biom*

Biom* solutions are sometimes regarded as “novel technologies developed through

the transfer of function from biological systems” [8]. Actually, the engineering con-

cept of function has been key to many biom* methods. In 1979, Rechenberg pro-

posed identifying a desired function, finding a biological analogy and validating its

appropriateness before transferring knowledge [88]. In 1987, Zerbst proposed an

algorithmic search strategy for functions in biology, where a comparison between

analogies is made on the basis of functions, constraints and quality criteria [89, 90].

In 1997, Hill [91] proposed the search for abstract functions through a catalogue of

191 biological systems divided over 15 descriptive technical and biological functions.

And also more recent research on biom* relies heavily on engineering functions,

e.g., a 2014 study by Nagel [29] lists various function-based approaches to capture

biological systems and phenomena.
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2.5.1 Gaps and opportunities in a function-based approach

Presenting biological information using engineering terminology provides opportu-

nities for the support of identification, selection and understanding - see section 2.2.

However, engineering terminology is not always present in biology. Therefore, the

effectiveness (how many relevant results are retrieved) and efficiency (how often a

search term is contained in an article that was selected for further investigation) of

search term categories has been examined for [28, 92]:

• Function: the intended input/output relationship of a system whose purpose

is to perform a task. This definition is based on Pahl & Beitz [93].

• Property: internal properties and purpose properties defined by Eder &

Hosnedl [94], where a property is anything owned/possessed by a technical

system.

• Environment: all environmental effects on a technical system as well as the

interplay between a system and its environment.

The efficiency of engineering functions, that have been so central to biom*, was found

to be only 20% during searches through biological research papers [28, 69]. All of the

above-mentioned search term categories can be effective separately, but combining

search terms from different categories was shown to improve results. Furthermore,

the choice of term category was found to depend on the problem type [28].

Environmental information can be used in case functional information does not

suffice for search [95]. Such environmental terms often co-occur with functional

terms, suggesting that the capacity of an organism to perform a function might

be strongly aligned with environmental influences [28]. In line with this sugges-

tion, adding environmental terms to a search was found to increase the precision of

retrieved results in general. Notably, none of the 115 articles investigated in [28] ex-

press terms that belong to the category functions, without also expressing properties

or environmental terms.

In case functional information does suffice for search, the engineering keywords

may not convey the same meaning in biology. Nagel et al. [96] give the example of

the term bleaching, which may be expected to mean to clean, sterilize, or whiten.

In biology bleaching can also refer to a separation process between the retina and

opsin in vertebrate eyes [97]. Other examples of functions with specific semantics in
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cell biology include the functions divide and cleave [98].

The absence of, and differences in meaning of, engineering functions in biology

texts amount to major gaps in a automated, function-based approach to biom*.

These gaps are exemplified by research on the development of keyword search tools

for CAB.

2.5.2 Automating the function-based approach

Searching for functional analogies was initially attempted manually through a bi-

ology textbook for first year students [99]. The simplified terminology of an intro-

ductory textbook is thought to map more easily to engineering terminology [100].

Searching a digital version of the textbook retrieves many more search results, but

the overall quality of retrieved information is low [101]. Irrelevant matches are found

to be the result of (1) differences in meaning of the words, (2) a keyword being a

constituent part of a matched word, (3) irrelevance of context in which the word

is used, and (4) impossibility to determine relevance due to a lack of knowledge

of the retrieved biological phenomena [100]. To partially overcome these issues,

additional features4 and lexical resources, like WordNet [102–104], have been used

to disambiguate word senses and identify synonyms, hypernyms and troponyms

[68, 105, 106]. These features provide handles for filtering, e.g., the adjectives ‘wet’

or ‘dry’ determine humidity levels. Further extensions are the introduction of biolog-

ically meaningful keywords5, and the identification of causal relations [100, 109, 110].

However, the biologically meaningful keywords were not found to add any matches

when searching for biological research papers [69]. And the identification of causal

relations in scientific texts is not straightforward, due to the relatively long and

complex sentences [111, 112].

2.5.3 Additional opportunities and gaps

Studies using the keyword matching approach described in section 2.5.2 highlight two

fundamental gaps to the function-based approach [100, 105]. First, they highlight

4Examples of the features used are Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging and chunking – also see
appendix A.

5Words that are often found in excerpts of text, when searching for an engineering function.
Only the words that are also found in a biology dictionary are considered [68, 107, 108].
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the conceptual differences between engineering and biology. Second, they indicate

that engineering functions are often generic terms.

The gap due to conceptual differences was briefly mentioned in section 2.1.2

and has important consequences for computational systems, especially those that

aim to reason over biological and engineering information. Inexact definitions of

terms complicate text-based search and can lead to misapplication of terminology,

and wrong or simplified interpretations of biological functions [42, 113]. A unified

definition of the concept of function itself, that works for both engineering and

biology, does not exist [114]. As a result, engineering functions can not support

the identification step of a CAB tool. At the same time biological texts that do

not contain any engineering terminology can still be useful to engineers, even when

these engineers lack a biological background [92].

Despite the conceptual differences, it is the generality of engineering functions

that is thought to cause inefficiency of functional terms when searching through

biological research papers [28]. The reason is that function keywords for search are

often considered independent of systemic context. This is reflected in the findings

in section 2.5.2 that search keywords were found in irrelevant contexts, and the

impossibility to determine relevance of context due to unknown biological terms.

Context plays a crucial role in understanding a function [115], especially for

functions in nature, where functions typically result from a biological entity seeking

to maintain its environment in a particular state [51]. Such a biological entity can

play a role in various interdependent functions. For example, consider how a moss

optimises its surface area for intercepting light, while having to balance this surface

area for functions like water conservation and protection [13]. Owing to the inherent

multi-functionality of most biological systems “a direct transfer of a biological system

into a technical system is rarely possible and often does not make any sense” [88].

If a CAB tool were to follow the function-based approach, both the selection and

understanding steps of the biom* process would have to be supported by more than

just engineering functions.

These two fundamental gaps indicate additional requirements for CAB tools.

First, there has to be some form of mapping between domains, which will be referred

to as a bridge between the domains of biology and engineering; see section 2.6.
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Second, a CAB tool should support capturing the systemic context of biological

functions; see section 2.7. How one would address these requirements relies also

on the approach used during biom*, function-based or abstract solution principle,

although, for the latter approach context is ignored by design [98].

2.6 Bridging the domains

An open research problem in biom* has been the search for a suitable bridge to aid

the transposition of biological information to the engineering domain and vice versa.

To aid transfer between domains there exist several mapping tools, e.g., see table

2.3. Furthermore, abstraction can be used to help define what information has to

be transferred between the domains.

Table 2.3: An overview of transfer tools that provide a heuristic mapping between do-
mains. The mapping is performed at the abstraction level of engineering functions.

Tool Description

Associative
checklist
[89, 116]

A list of associations between engineering functions and biol-
ogy terms that capture similar semantics. An example is the
function change the state of aggregation, which can be further
specified, e.g. condense a gas; biology associations provided are
nose passages, desert animals and plants, leaves. The abstract
engineering functions are loosely based on TRIZ; the associa-
tions can aid search and analysis of biological information.

Engineering to
biology
thesaurus
[29, 62, 96, 117]

The main aim of this thesaurus is to support the understanding
of biological texts and abstraction into engineering functions.
The thesaurus makes this possible by linking a selection of en-
gineering functions and flows to equivalent terms that are more
likely to be used in a biological context. As a result, engineers
are supported in defining their problem using biological termi-
nology. Regarding CAB tools, the links between biological and
engineering terms facilitates indexing of biological systems in
terms of engineering functions and flows. See the sidenote on
the engineering to biology thesaurus for more details.

Static mapping tools, like static biom* databases, are inherently limited in coverage

and the choice of information included is biased by the curator. Studies on using the

Engineering to Biology thesaurus exemplify this. If functional modelling is applied

correctly, some of the search terms that the thesaurus suggested have been found

to help find relevant information [118]. But other biology terms suggested by the
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thesaurus are only sporadically found in biological research papers [16]. The the-

saurus terms were also rated by the quantity of inspirational sentences retrieved from

biological texts. Not surprisingly, more familiar terms were found to be more use-

ful. In general, non-informative sentences were either too technical, e.g., contained

too many highly specific biological terms, or non-significant [98]. The Engineering-

to-Biology thesaurus is envisioned to support automated translation of biological

information to engineering functions [96]. But it seems unlikely that highly specific

biology terms can be mapped to engineering functions
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Sidenote: Engineering to Biology thesaurus

Accessing biological information is hard for someone who is unfamiliar with the

domain specific terminology [96]. Linking possibly relevant biological terms to

engineering functions might partially overcome the issues described in section

2.1.1: the identification, selection and understanding of relevant biological

information. To create these links Nagel et al. combined [108, 117]:

• The Functional Basis, is a standardised lexicon for function-based design

approaches, consisting of two hierarchical taxonomies [119]. One taxonomy

consists of function-related active verbs and the other of flows, aiming to

provide a comprehensive, minimal set of non-overlapping terms - inspired

by Pahl & Beitz [93]. Functions here can be regarded as a desired behaviour

performed on either a signal flow, an energy flow or material flow [117, 120].

• Biologically meaningful keywords;

– Words that are often found in excerpts of text, when searching for an

engineering function. Only the words that are also found in a biological

dictionary are considered [68, 107, 108].

– Using the Functional Basis, further collocated words were collected fol-

lowing a similar approach [117].

• Selected verbs found in the descriptions of SAPPhIRE models

[117]. These models are described in Table 2.4. They are indexed by func-

tions that can be mapped to the Functional Basis [121, 122].

An example of a function, provision, and a flow, material [96, 117]:

Primary Secondary Tertiary Biological correspondents

provision store collect absorb, catch, breakdown, concentrate,
digest, reduce

material gas oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine

In an analysis of the thesaurus keywords it was found that both (1) keywords

specific to the biological domain, e.g. anaphase, and (2) context-dependent

keywords that are common across domains, e.g. release, rarely return passages

of text that may inspire a solution [98].
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2.6.1 Automatic cross-domain association

Experiments show that classifying biological information into functions is not straight-

forward. Each function would require its own classifier [16], and the imbalanced

occurrence of certain engineering functions complicates creating classifiers for these

[123]. Rather than using a predefined list of engineering classes, the SEABIRD sys-

tem semi-automatically determines terms of interest in both domains [26]. Here,

retrieving relevant information sources is based on similarity between a group of en-

gineering terms, so-called Product Aspects (PAs), and a group of biological terms,

so-called Organism Aspects (OA). PAs and OAs are manually labelled and group

terms together that are thought to have similar semantics, e.g., see Figure 2.5. Auto-

mated association between PAs and OAs provides a cross-domain mapping inspired

by TRIZ [72], although in practice the mapping is only slightly more abstract than

word-level matching.

Sidenote: SEABIRD

For the SEABIRD system important concepts in biology and engineering were

computed using a Vector Space Model (VSM) approach [41]:

Organism Aspects (OA) Product Aspects (PA)

300 (manually labelled) clusters of the

nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs

found 8,011 biology research papers; as-

sumed to represent biological functions,

properties and environmental terms.

Organism mentions were filtered using

the LINNAEUS system [124].

300 (manually labelled) clusters of the

nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs

found in a corpus of 155,000 technical

patents; assumed to represent engineer-

ing functions, properties, technologies

and application domains.

Both OAs and PAs represent words that are found to reflect the most relevant

concepts in a text, using an algorithm that is close to Latent Semantic Index-

ing [22] – also see Appendix A. Concepts are represented by words that are of-

ten found in the same document [125], and at least 10 times in the entire cor-

pus [26]. Clustering is then based on variance in co-occurrence, after which

these clusters are manually labelled; see Figure 2.5. Cross-domain links are
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Continued: SEABIRD

established through a similarity computation based on the overlap in words

that comprise the OAs and PAs. Links are successfully established between a

handful of near-identical and semantically similar concepts, but most concepts

remain unrelated. Note how the OA for buoyancy in Figure 2.5 does not

capture any words that relate to the mechanisms that may be used to achieve

this function.
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Figure 2.5: Term values for a specific principal component found in biology texts,
after varimax rotation to improve interpretability. This Organism Aspect (OA) was
labelled buoyancy. Adapted from [66].

2.6.2 Gaps and opportunities in automated association

The limited coverage and proneness to bias constitute gaps in the use of manually

curated static lists, such as taxonomies and thesauri. Automatically generated lists

pose an opportunity with regards to an increase in coverage and a decrease in the

introduction of bias. Furthermore, the categorisation or clustering6 of terms into

concepts adds flexibility to search through the identification of words with similar

semantics [92, 106].

The method used by the SEABIRD system, however, creates a static list of

OAs from a corpus of 8,011 research papers. A gap in this specific method is that

6Categorisation using a predefined set of labels is usually called classification, whereas categori-
sation without such a predefined set of labels is called clustering.
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expanding the corpus requires re-computation and manual re-labelling of the OAs.

While the association between concepts in engineering and biology might seem like

an opportunity, there is a considerable risk of inaccurate mapping. Most of the

associations between OAs and PAs are found to be meaningless [26]. Ultimately,

the association between OAs and PAs relies on a cross-domain similarity measure

that is based counting how often words occur together in the same documents. It is

debatable if computational representations can allow a computer to understand the

meaning of a word or concept. However, a more reliable approach would be to avoid

treating documents as a bag-of-words, e.g., using pre-trained word embeddings.

The primary gap in the SEABIRD system is that the method to search across

domains does not take into account the systemic context, such as the properties and

environmental aspects that play a role in the achievement of some functionality by a

biological system. Capturing such complex information in a relatively short search

query can be challenging [65] and finding relevant information is not trivial [126].

Furthermore, the use of single keywords during search offers little help in recog-

nising or understanding a valid analogy from biological texts [16]. Context is thus

paramount for a tool that aims to bridge the domains of biology and engineering.

2.7 Capturing systemic context

As noted in section 2.5, the systemic context in biology often involves interrelated

functions and components at various hierarchical levels of organisation7. One could

argue that, if these functions and components are properly recorded, the assignment

of a single function to a single biological subsystem can still be valid. The role of a

CAB system in that case is to extract both function and the relevant context from

biological research papers. Several design theories exist that guide a user during the

selection of relevant context, e.g., see table 2.4 for two prominent approaches. If we

assume these models can accurately represent a biological system, the question be-

comes whether it is possible to instantiate these models automatically or whether it

is desirable at all, considering that automated approaches may not be fully accurate.

7Examples of hierarchical levels in biology, from small to large, include molecules, cells, tissues,
organs, organ systems, organisms and populations.
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Table 2.4: Two modelling tools used in biom* that capture systemic context.

Tool Description

SAPPhIRE
models
[121, 122, 127–
129]

SAPPhIRE models aim to represent causality for both natural
and technical systems at different levels of abstraction through
capturing;
• State-change: the attributes and values of attributes that

define the properties of a given system at a given instant of
time during its operation

• Action: An abstract description or high level interpretation
of a change of state, a changed state, or creation of an input.
– Premises: provide an explanation as to how a state change

can be interpreted as a specific action
• Parts: A set of physical components and interfaces consti-

tuting the system and its environment of interaction.
– Attributes: properties of parts, therefore organs are also

attributes. However, the data entry for attributes consists
only of non-organ attributes.

• (Physical) Phenomenon: A set of potential changes associ-
ated with a given physical effect for a given organ and inputs,
e.g. heat transfer.

• Input: The energy, information, or material requirements for
a physical effect to be activated; in the context of an organ
the energy/material parameters of a change of state.

• Organ: The structural context necessary for a physical effect
to be activated.

• Physical Effect: The laws of nature governing change.

SBF models
[27, 32, 65, 130–
133]

SBF models explicitly capture teleology in complex systems, as
a hierarchy of simpler systems.
• Structures: the physical components, or substances, and the

connections amongst them.
• Behaviours: causal mechanisms that realise a function.

These sets of states and transitions between these may be
influenced by specific stimuli, and arise from interactions
among structural components.

• Functions: the purpose or role of a structure in the system
overall operation, achieved by a behaviour.

2.7.1 Gaps and opportunities in capturing context

A study found that creating Structure-Behaviour-Function (SBF) models manually

took 40 to 100 hours for students from a variety of backgrounds including biology

and mechanical engineering [25]. An astonishing amount of time, which may be

attributed at least partially to inexperience with SBF modelling. Automated in-
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stantiation of models, therefore, poses an opportunity in terms of speeding up a

function-based biom* approach.

A first issue with the automated instantiation of a function-based model is that it

requires substantial reasoning and is thus inherently difficult [26]. To use functional

modelling tools one must have a good understanding of the underlying design theory

[63, 98]. A user may then engage in a detailed analysis of both engineering and

biological systems, at a shared level of abstraction. This analysis is often complicated

by the tight coupling of functions and properties of biological mechanisms.

Table 2.5: The IBID system follows the Structure-Behaviour-Function modelling ap-
proach to annotate biology research papers. The sub-modules enable indexing and
are independently extracted from the papers before interlinking them. Adapted from
[34, 132, 134].

SBF sub-models Method of extraction

Structure
Physical components
and the connections
amongst them.

To find structures in biological texts a vocabulary of
biologically-specific structures is used, containing over 200
structural components and connections. This vocabulary is
adapted from an early version of the BioMimetic Ontology
(BMO) [33, 135]. First, the main verb of a sentence is identi-
fied using the Stanford dependency parser [136], enabling the
identification of the verb-object and verb-subject. The nouns
in these objects and subjects, as well as synonyms and hy-
pernyms found through WordNet [104], are matched against
the static list of structures.

Behaviour
Description of causal
mechanisms.

Behaviour arises from the interactions among structural com-
ponents and contributes to the system’s functions. To de-
termine causality a static list of syntactic patterns is used,
following [137] and [138]. These patterns aims to capture
actions, effects and their causes.

Function
Abstraction of the
system’s actions on
its external environ-
ment.

The function sub-model is extracted using a domain-
independent controlled vocabulary, based on the Functional
Basis and the Biomimicry Taxonomy of AskNature. This
static taxonomy of verbs is used to filter VerbNet [139] frames
that are computed for every verb in every sentence.

To ease the task of manual model instantiation, the Intelligent Biologically Inspired

Design (IBID) system extracts Partially Structured Structure-Behaviour-Function

(PSSBF) models [34, 134]. Table 2.5 provides an overview of how each SBF sub-

model is extracted. Although IBID integrates a variety of existing resources for the

extraction of sub-models, gaps exist in the extraction of each these sub-models:

• The extraction of functions and structures relies on static lists, which limits
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coverage and is prone to bias.

• The extracted PSSBF sub-models are often not interlinked and some extracted

structures are noted to play no role in achieving the extracted functions [34].

• Extracted behaviours are often incorrect.

The second issue with automated instantiation of function-based models is that bi-

ological research papers often do not address the information that constitutes an

engineering model; the underlying principles or associated phenomena, how biologi-

cal structures are physically interconnected, or how functions are achieved [90]. An

opportunity here is the integration of information from multiple sources, as well as

improving the extraction of behaviours.

2.7.2 Extracting behaviours and causal relations

The IBID module for the extraction of behaviours is a subset of the work by Khoo et

al. [137, 138] on capturing causal relations in newspaper text and research abstracts

from the medical domain [34, 134]. It is worth noting some characteristics of these

extraction rules:

• Because causal relationships are important in the medical domain, these rela-

tions are more likely to be expressed explicitly [138].

• In the medical domain, causal patterns were found to be most commonly

indicated by causative verbs, i.e., verbs that indicate the start of some event,

such as commence, ignite, initiate, set, and start [137]. As an example, in the

medical domain the verbs receive, get and take indicate the event of a patient

receiving a drug or treatment [138].

• The accuracy of the methods is noted to be ”not very good” [138]; F-measure

scores for extraction in the medical domain for causes is 0.47 and for effects

is 0.54.

• Erroneous extractions are related to the complexity of the sentence in more

than 80% of the cases [138].

These characteristics are likely to cause performance issues in IBID’s behaviour

extraction module, since (1) it is not known if causal relations are likely to be

expressed explicitly in full-text biological research papers, (2) it is not known if

the selected subset of causative verbs are applicable to biological texts, and (3) the
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accuracy of the system is not great to begin with, and can only be expected to be

worse on out-of-domain full-text sentences that are more complex than sentences

from abstracts8. Owing to the performance issues the IBID system does not use

extracted behaviours to index PSSBF models [34].

Cheong & Shu [140] use similar extraction rules to identify causal relations, as

briefly noted in section 2.5.2. Their focus lies on identifying implicit causal relations

between verbs, e.g., the causal relation between the verbs destroy and protect in

the sentence Lysozomes destroy bacteria to protect animals. The approach does

not require the use of specific indicator verbs, and initially just identifies sentences

containing two verbs that are syntactically related following one of six predefined

patterns. Notably, to improve precision the system discards some extractions based

on the appearance of certain verbs or certain objects. The reason is that not all

verbs are found to be useful in identifying biological analogies, including certain

causative verbs, e.g., cause, lead and allow. Extractions containing objects of verbs

that are considered abstract entities in WordNet, such as theory, are also rejected.

The system performs significantly worse on chapters from an introductory textbook

on a different sub-domain of biology9. This illustrates how hard the task of relation

extraction is and that performance of a system is highly dependent on the domain

of texts.

2.7.3 Gaps and opportunities in relation extraction

There are gaps in the approaches described above that pertain primarily to the

methods used:

• The IBID system relies on extraction rules developed for a different domain,

and both systems use a static set of extraction rules. The rules were devel-

oped for relatively simple sentences in newswire texts, introductory biological

textbooks and abstracts of research papers. A gap is the performance in these

extraction rules to different domains and the more complex language used in

8The average sentence length in a corpus of 500 abstracts is found to be less than 25 tokens,
while the average sentence length in 1,548 sentences from full-text biology papers is 37.7 tokens.

9The method was evaluated on held-out chapters from two introductory textbooks to biology
that were manually annotated [140]. The F1 score drops by 11.7 points, which can be largely
attributed to the domain-dependence of processing steps to improve precision – the filtering of
extractions that contain certain verbs or objects.
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full-text scientific papers [111, 112].

• A gap in the focus on causal relation extraction is that it limits the extraction

to one type of relation. Like engineering functions, scientific biological texts

might not express causality as often as, for example correlations that are based

on observations.

When taking into account the biological context, verb-based relations can support

analogical reasoning over functions in biology [19, 21, 22, 141]. And, in comparison to

a keyword-based search (the method described in section 2.5.2), causal relations are

found to better support the identification, selection and understanding of biological

information [100, 140]. An opportunity of extracting relations is, thus, saving time

and effort during the manual instantiation of models that capture systemic context.

Another opportunity is to focus on a variety of relations, not just verb-based relations

to identify causal relations and analogies.

2.7.4 Gaps in automated model instantiation

Slight differences in the abstraction of systemic context allow the co-existence of

various function-based modelling methods, such as SBF [120]. The manual instan-

tiation of such function-based models was found to support the understanding of

biological systems [30, 65, 98]. But the question remains whether function-based

models are suited for capturing biological information, as it is not straightforward

to understand why a living system is organised as it is through evolution [57].

Automated instantiation of teleological models is, therefore, not only complicated

by the complexity of biology research papers, absence of engineering terminology

and required reasoning. Automated instantiation undermines the thought process

that leads to understanding. Instead, an opportunity for a CAB tool is to ease

the reasoning and modelling of context. Rather than prescribing one single model,

biom* processes benefit from using a variety of abstract representations that guide

the thought process. That is, existing modelling methods - such as Functional

Modelling [142], Structure-Behaviour-Function models [34], SAPPhIRE models [129]

and the Living System model proposed by Fayemi et al. [57, 143] - may be used

side-by-side to shed light on different aspects of a biological system [30, 75, 98,

118, 144]. The process of designing and developing design understandings has been
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called distributed cognition [59]. Besides aggregating knowledge iteratively, another

important aspect of a holistic approach to CAB is the aggregation of knowledge

from different information sources [32, 65, 145]. For CAB tools this implies that

the requirement for accurate extraction can be relaxed substantially, because the

reasoning is done by a human.

2.8 Conclusions

This chapter introduced the necessity of systematic access to biological information

and the two archetypal approaches to provide this; the abstract solution principle

and function-based approaches. A selection of biom* tools has been described that

represent these two approaches at various levels of automation. Several gaps and

opportunities have been identified that relate either to the underlying theoretical

approach of a tool, or to the computational method used to achieve automation.

Based on these gaps and opportunities we define the following requirements for a

CAB tool:

1. A CAB tool should have the capacity to scale up the amount of information

that can be searched. Biological research papers are generally thought to

provide a comprehensive, yet unstructured, collection of information sources -

see section 2.3.

2. A CAB tool should alleviate a lack of knowledge on the biological domain

during a biom* process. The following requirements are grouped according to

the most relevant steps of the biom* process (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.2):

• Support the identification and selection of relevant information sources:

– A CAB tool should not automatically map specific information between

the domains of biology and engineering, because reliable cross-domain

association between specific concepts requires substantial reasoning that

is currently not computationally feasible.

– A CAB tool should not base the similarity between an engineering prob-

lem space and a biological solution space on single words, because they

do not provide insight into the context that is crucial to the identifica-

tion and selection of relevant information.
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– A CAB tool should avoid the use of static lists of terminology that may

not be used in biological research papers, because these lists are limited

in coverage and likely biased.

– A CAB tool could automatically cluster terms of interest into concepts

by semantic similarity. This provides flexibility during keyword-based

search. Manual annotation of the resulting clusters should be avoided

to preserve the dynamic properties of an automatically created list.

– To support filtering and recognition of relevant information, a CAB tool

should elucidate contextual properties, e.g., environmental conditions,

systemic components and interactions.

– A CAB tool should provide insight in the relations between terms in a

biological research paper. Extraction of these relations should not rely

on rules or methods that are developed for distant domains.

• Support the abstraction for transferring information to an engineering con-

text:

– A CAB tool should avoid the automated instantiation of knowledge

transfer models, e.g., SBF models. Reasons include: (1) missing out on

the valuable understanding that manual instantiation of these models

provides, (2) the inherently difficult reasoning that will be required to,

e.g., interlink extractions accurately and map them from the biologi-

cal to the engineering domain, and (3) the choice of a specific model to

instantiate entails choosing a specific design theory to use during knowl-

edge transfer, which limits the usefulness of extractions to alternative

modelling methods.

– Systemic context is crucial to the understanding of functions in biology,

and may not be fully captured in a single biological research paper. A

CAB tool should, therefore, support the iterative modelling of informa-

tion from multiple sources.

– A CAB tool should support the use of various modelling methods, be-

cause each method highlights different aspects of a biological system.

– A CAB tool does not need to accurately extract facts from biological

research papers, because the extracted information will aggregated by
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a human – rather than a downstream computing task.

– Extracting verb-based relations from biological texts can support ana-

logical reasoning. A CAB tool should extract the verbs, subjects and

objects to ease the manual modelling of relevant context; verbs can

indicate causal and functional interrelations, and objects the systemic

components.

We claim that automated population of a biom* database should be avoided. This

will require context-based reasoning that is currently not feasible. Instead, a human-

in-the-loop system can provide support for the reasoning steps during biom*. A CAB

tool that adheres to the requirements described above can support human reasoning

by easing the use of biological information (1) directly in a holistic biom* process,

or (2) indirectly for the addition of biological information to a biom* database.

With regards to supporting the expansion of a biom* database the recommenda-

tion is made to avoid a function-based approach. The reason is that in a problem-

driven biom* process the specific requirements of the engineering problem influence

(1) the abstraction of relevant knowledge and (2) the integration of knowledge from

various biological information sources. Adding an entry to a function-based biom*

database performs these two steps in disregard of the specific problem. Instead, both

steps are likely to be biased towards an example engineering solution that applies

the abstracted knowledge. A user will not acquire the understanding that results

from performing the abstraction and transposition. As a result, the database entry

is expected to limit the integration of knowledge from several biological solutions

and, therefore, limit the use with regard to finding novel solutions through biom*.

The abstract solution principles approach avoids a bias towards an example engi-

neering solution during the abstraction of knowledge, and avoids transposing specific

knowledge to the engineering domain in general. The BMO – briefly introduced in

section 2.4.3 – introduces a framework that can improve access to biological informa-

tion. Characteristics that enable this are (1) the highly abstract trade-off approach

that, uniquely, bridges the engineering and biology domains, (2) the focus on cap-

turing within-domain biological information, and (3) the open endedness of using an

ontology instead of database. Development of a CAB tool will follow this trade-off

approach and may, therefore, support the expansion of the BMO.
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Proposed CAB solution

When solving engineering problems, engineers do not systematically consider biom*.

And when engineers do consider nature, they tend to reuse existing biom* examples

and focus on superficial similarities [13, 17, 140]. Chapter 2 provides an extensive

overview of the problems that occur during biom* and concludes with a set of

requirements for the development of a Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tool. As

noted in section 2.1.2, most problems with biom* are rooted in a lack of biological

knowledge. This chapter describes how a trade-off approach could help overcome

the problems with CAB, and elaborates on the implications of this decision on a

biom* process.

3.1 Trade-offs

Engineering functions are easy to define from the perspective of engineers. However,

chapter 2 concluded that functions are not suited to bridge the domains of biology

and engineering. An alternative approach is to categorise biological systems into

abstract and domain-independent classes. This section introduces trade-offs as a

suitable categorisation mechanism. Subsequently, two scenarios are introduced for

the use of trade-offs in CAB.

3.1.1 Trade-offs in biology

A trade-off exists when an increase in one trait, that improves fitness, is coupled to

a decrease in another trait, which reduces fitness [146, 147]. It is widely recognised
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that trade-offs underlie issues ranging from diversity to speciation and co-existence

within communities [148]. Trade-offs play a central role in life-history theory, e.g.,

explaining general features of an organism’s life-cycle, anatomy or behaviour [146].

Reasons that trade-offs are so important to evolutionary thinking include:

• Trade-offs in fitness-enhancing traits maintain genetic diversity [149].

• Trade-offs in species’ traits are thought to maintain species diversity [150].

• Trade-offs across environments are thought to limit niche breadth and geo-

graphical range of a species (maintaining species diversity) [149].

An understanding of the mechanisms that cause these trade-offs is important to

establish credible models that can predict the effect of trade-offs on competition and

co-existence for example [148]. Table 3.1 provides an overview of several distinctions

that can be made between trade-offs.

The first distinction is between between genetic and phenotypic trade-offs [151].

Regardless of this distinction, most theoretical approaches to evolution state that

the genotype determines the phenotype, which in turn determines the performance

on fitness-enhancing tasks [152]. Therefore, both genetic and phenotypic trade-offs

influence fitness and both are important to understanding biological systems [146].

A second distinction can be made between one-trait and multiple-trait trade-

offs. One-trait trade-offs indicate that both the increase and decrease of a single

trait may improve certain fitness aspects, while decreasing other aspects of fitness.

The fundamental difference between multiple-trait and one-trait trade-offs lies in the

type of selection that occurs. In multiple-trait trade-offs both traits are individually

under positive directional selection1, while in one-trait trade-offs there is opposing

selection on an individual trait [149].

Finally, a difference exists between trade-offs and adaptive negative correlations.

In adaptive negative correlations there is no consistent pattern of selection on each

trait individually, e.g., due to developmental or physiological inter-dependencies

[149]. Adaptive negative correlations often occur between traits that are both costly

and mutually redundant – as an example see Figure 3.1 (C), where specialising to-

wards either resistance or tolerance provides some fitness benefit. While trade-offs

1Positive selection means that an extreme phenotype is favoured over other phenotypes, nat-
ural selection then causes the allele frequency to shift over time in the direction of that extreme
phenotype.
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are also a type of negative correlation, trade-offs are characterised by positive se-

lection on the involved traits. In cases where a negative correlation exists between

traits, and the traits are under positive directional selection individually, this corre-

lation can reasonably be interpreted as a trade-off [149].

Table 3.1: An overview of genetic and phenotypic trade-offs, which are commonly used
in biology.

Genetic trade-offs

Genetic trade-offs exist when an evolutionary change in a trait that benefits fitness
is linked to an evolutionary change that reduces fitness [151]. An example is the
artificial selection for extended lifespan in fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster),
which causes both increased adult lifespan and decreased early reproduction [153].

Phenotypic trade-offs

Phenotypic trade-offs involve measurable and observable traits. A distinction can
be made between one-trait and multiple-trait trade-offs [149]:
• One-trait trade-offs may exist when opposing natural selection occurs on

a single trait, which is the cause of many examples of stabilising selection
[149]. An example is birth weight for humans; high birth weight increases
infant survival, but decreases survival during birth [154]. Over time the
extremes, very light or very heavy, are selected out and the actual weights
of infants stabilises around a value that lies somewhere in the middle. As a
result, the average infant survival rate for the population is optimised with
regards to the single trait of birth weight.

• Multiple trait trade-offs are characterised by competitive allocation of
limited resources to two or more phenotypic traits [149, 151]. As an ex-
ample, consider how an increase in egg size and number of eggs may both
improve fitness at the cost of resource allocation.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 3.1: Hypothetical depiction of; (A) directional selection on a pair of traits, the
extremes of both traits provide a fitness benefit and are expected to be adapted over
time; and (B) negative correlational selection (a trade-off), here positive selection on
both traits is limited as the interaction between traits results in low fitness for at least
two combinations. And (C) example of the fitness surface depicting adaptive negative
correlational selection on resistance and tolerance to frost damage in wild radish (Raphanus
raphanistrum). Adapted from [149]

3.1.2 Trade-offs as optimisation problems

Through natural selection, phenotypes are thought to maximise fitness, provided

that populations and selection pressures are large enough to overcome genetic drift2

and there is enough time and genetic variation for adaptation [152]. Rather than

interpreting fitness as a single performance function, fitness can be seen as a com-

bination of performances on a set of tasks that contribute to the overall fitness

[152, 155]. As an example consider the shape of a bird’s beak; for the task of eating

seeds the beak should be shaped like pliers, while for the task of eating pollen it

should be shaped like a pincer [156]. Because the beak cannot be both extremely

pliers-like and extremely pincer-like, an inherent multiple-trait trade-off exists. In

this example, the measurable traits would be width and length of the beak. Specific

combinations of beak width and beak length can provide a comparative advantage

on the tasks of eating seeds or pollen.

2Genetic drift refers to serendipitous changes in allele frequencies within a population. It can
be understood as a ‘sampling error ’ in the selection of alleles for a subsequent generation, based
on the gene pool of the preceding generation.
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Modelling how multiple traits interact with one another, and optimise the per-

formances on various fitness-enhancing tasks, is usually not straightforward [157].

Only a limited understanding can be gained from studying a single trait in isolation.

A better approach is to model the feasible space of traits that an organism has to

its disposal for achieving one or more fitness-enhancing tasks [155, 157]. In doing

so, the trade-off can be interpreted as a multi-objective optimisation problem. How-

ever, the objectives may be unknown and the traits that influence the individual

performances on objectives may not be commensurable. A useful technique that

overcomes the latter issue is Pareto analysis [157].

Sidenote: Pareto optimality

In multi-objective optimisation problems the performance of solutions is mea-

sured according to the performance on various individual objectives. When

individual objectives are not commensurable, e.g., when comparing apples and

oranges, it is not always possible to determine a single score with regards to

the overall performance of a solution. This is often the case in biology, e.g.,

in a predator avoidance versus energy intake trade-off it is not obvious how to

express the benefit of predator avoidance in a measurable standard that could

reasonably be used for energy intake [157].

Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3
(number) (centimeter) (dimensionless)

Solution A 5 200 0.9
Solution B 4 200 0.9
Solution C 4 200 1.1

The concept of Pareto optimality makes it possible to compare solutions on

the basis of non-commensurable objectives. As an example, the assessment
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Continued: Pareto optimality

of the solutions in the Table above can be achieved by comparing each of the

individual objectives:

• Solution A is said to dominate solution B, because solution A performs

at least as well as solution B on all objectives, and performs better with

respect to one or more of the objectives.

• Solution A and solution C are known as mutually co-dominant solutions, if

they do not dominate each other.

• The Pareto front is the set of all mutually co-dominant solutions that are

not dominated by any solution, in this case solutions A and C.

• The Pareto optimal set is the set of all parameter values that comprise the

solutions on the Pareto front.

In biology, Pareto analysis enables the identification of multiple, optimal solutions,

and the concept of Pareto optimality can explain the occurrence of variability in

optimal behaviour [157]. Each of these optimal solutions reflects a specific com-

bination of traits that provides some comparative advantage. Whenever multiple

optimal combinations of traits exist, this tends to result in polymorphism [152]. It

has been shown that the polymorphisms that become prevalent in a population have

phenotypic characteristics that align with the Pareto front [152, 155].

The set of Pareto optimal solutions forms a simple geometry in the space that

is defined by two or more negatively coupled traits [155], also see Figure 3.2. The

vertices of these geometries represent phenotypes that are optimal for a single task,

called archetypes. Based on the prevalence of specific trait combinations it is possible

to infer which combinations perform well on some fitness-enhancing task. Further-

more, it becomes possible to deduce putative tasks by observing special features of

organisms near an archetype [152, 155].
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Figure 3.2: Various phenotypes within a multiple-trait trade-off loosely form a polygon,
where the corners of a polygon indicate fitness-enhancing tasks. (a) Standard approaches
assume a fitness function where selection favours phenotypes near a single maximum. (b)
Fitness is determined by performance on several tasks in the multi-objective optimisation
setup, where each task has a performance function whose maximum is called the archetype.
Every coloured hill represents a combination of traits where the performance function for a
specific task is maximised. (c) The overall fitness maxima in two environments can differ;
in some locale the performance on one task may enhance the overall fitness more than the
performance on another task. (d) For all possible environments the fitness is a combined
function of the performance of all tasks. The polygon, in this case a triangle, that spans
between the archetypes represents the Pareto front. Adapted from [152].

3.1.3 Trade-off as a bridge

The multi-objective optimisation approach to understanding biological systems em-

phasises an important implication for biomimetics, briefly mentioned in section 2.1.1.

While evolution may be presumed to work towards optimisation, one should not as-

sume that organisms are optimal; in fact organisms are rarely optimised toward a

single task (or function) [157–163]. Biological systems can, however, inspire engi-

neering solutions that surpass the performance of these biological systems [5, 46].

In order to understand the constraints and limitations of biological systems, it is

crucial to understand evolution and how organisms have adapted to present and

past environments [47].
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Trade-offs provide a way to better understand causality and adaptation in bio-

logical systems. From the perspective of developing a CAB tool, trade-offs are of

interest for at least three reasons:

• Presence in biological texts. Trade-offs underpin much of the research in

sub-domains of biology such as evolutionary biology, physiology, behavioural

ecology, and functional morphology [147].

• Presence in biological data. Many biological texts analyse how a trade-off

between traits is influenced. When data are available, it may be possible to

infer a set of fitness-enhancing tasks by redefining a multiple-trait trade-off as

a multi-task trade-off [152, 155]. This can provide valuable insight into the

Pareto-optimal combinations of negatively coupled traits.

• Domain-independent categorisation mechanism of problems. In both

engineering and biology, problems can be defined as trade-offs between abstract

desirable properties [33, 67]. An example is the common trade-off between

speed and accuracy; actions are less accurate when they are performed faster.

These trade-offs are domain-independent and can occur at any hierarchical

level, e.g. from sub-molecular scale to the size of ecosystems [33]. Therefore,

trade-offs provide an initial filter for the identification of biological systems

relevant to a particular problem, as defined by the trade-off.

In contrast to engineering functions, categorising biological systems by trade-offs is

in line with the requirement that CAB tools should avoid cross-domain mapping of

information, see section 2.8. The reason is that the categorisation can be done in

abstract, domain-independent terms. A key consideration is that these trade-offs

provide only an initial filter of biological information. Subsequent to the identifica-

tion of biological systems that manipulate a problem of interest, an engineer should

be supported in the selection and understanding of retrieved information. This can

be done following two distinct scenarios.

Scenario 1: Trade-offs provide a filter for identifying the solution prin-

ciples used by biological systems to deal with a specific problem. This

scenario relies on (1) the BMO to store solution principles that are abstracted from

biological information sources and, therefore, on (2) the underlying abstract solution
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principles approach described in section 2.4, as well as (3) a preliminary abstraction

of information.

Scenario 1 is most easily understood in the light of the TRIZ contradiction

matrix. In TRIZ, problems are defined as trade-offs between abstract Parameters,

such as speed and force [87]. Relevant solution principles are suggested based on

the analysis of (at least) 40,000 patents [72]. TRIZ presumes that there exist both

a finite set of problem types and a finite set of solution principles [164]. The TRIZ

matrix guides a user from a specific set of contradicting Parameters to a small set of

Inventive Principles that provide strong solutions to tackle the issue at hand. Most

of the contradicting Parameters in the TRIZ matrix display the characteristics of

balanced trade-offs [165].

Table 3.2: A simplified representation of the approach used to create the TRIZ (Teoriya
Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch) Conflict Matrix. The BMO uses a similar classifica-
tion approach to guide engineers towards solution principles inspired by nature.

Original TRIZ approach BMO approach, adapted to biom*

Analyse patents describing an engineer-
ing solution:
• Classify the described problem as

a contradiction between two tech-
nical parameters.

• Determine the abstract solution
principle.

Analyse biology research papers describ-
ing a trade-off:
• Classify the trade-off using TRIZ

parameters.
• Determine the abstract solution

principle.

Suggest relevant solutions to trade-offs
in a static table.

Suggest relevant solutions to trade-offs
through an open-ended data structure.

The BMO applies an approach that is similar to how the TRIZ matrix was as-

sembled, also see Table 3.2. The working hypothesis is that the TRIZ Parameters

and Inventive Principles are universal and complete [164]. These abstract trade-offs

and solutions can be decomposed into more specific parameters and solutions that

capture more of the biological context [165]. As a result, the BMO provides an

interface between engineering and biology that enables engineers to find relevant

solution principles inspired by nature.

Scenario 2: Trade-offs provide only the initial filter for identifying bio-

logical systems that deal with a specific problem. In this scenario a CAB

tool focuses on supporting the abstraction and understanding of the mechanisms to
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manipulate the problem. Abstraction in biom* may be defined as refining biolog-

ical information into some working principles, strategies or representative models

that explain the biological solution and can be transferred to a target application

[166]. Despite the existence of various biom* design theories that prescribe how to

abstract biological information, Wanieck et al. [9] note that abstraction depends

largely on a practitioner’s expertise in his/her respective domain. The question is

which systemic components and interrelations should be elucidated to a non-expert

during abstraction.

Following the design theories described in Chapter 2 an engineer might be in-

terested in actions, behaviours, characteristics, conditions, effects, environmental

interactions, functions, inputs, parts, phenomena, state changes and structures.

Identifying these contextual properties is of interest during CAB, because these

properties are used in a variety of modelling methods. However, automated classi-

fication of biology information into these engineering concepts equates to mapping

information across domains. A resolution is to identify those biological concepts and

relations that:

• Provide insight into a problem, as defined by a trade-off, and how to manipu-

late that problem.

• Provide additional handles for filtering biological systems during a more tar-

geted search.

• May not map easily across domains, but may be understood more easily within

a biological context.

3.2 Scenario 1: the BioMimetic Ontology

The BioMimetic Ontology (BMO) was briefly introduced in section 2.4.3. To provide

additional insight into scenario 1, this section first describes ontologies and how they

differ from databases. Subsequently, the BMO approach is described in more detail

and exemplified.
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3.2.1 Ontologies

In philosophy, ontology is a sub-field of metaphysics that aims to classify entities

definitively and exhaustively [167]. The goal is to describe what exists, e.g., the types

and structures of objects, properties, events, processes and relations [168]. The term

ontology was adapted in the domain of Computer Science, where it initially pertained

to representing information in support of Artificial Intelligence (AI).

With regards to representing information, Table 3.3 provides an overview of sev-

eral fundamental differences between ontologies and relational databases. A major

goal within ontology research became to resolve the terminological and conceptual

incompatibilities that arise when computational systems communicate with each

other. The solution would enable the integration of large quantities of data cap-

tured in a plethora of databases [168].

But the efforts to create an all-encompassing ontology were unsuccessful for two

main reasons [168]. First, it is extremely difficult and time-consuming to create such

an ontology. Second, the requirements for information systems change too rapidly

for ontological modules to keep pace. For various reasons the work on ontologies, in

Computer Science, has continued:

• Ontologies enable communication and sharing of knowledge between compu-

tational systems, between humans, and between humans and computational

systems [84, 169, 170].

• Ontologies enable the organisation of explicit domain assumptions and knowl-

edge, not only data [84, 170].

• Ontologies enable the reuse and standardisation of formally represented knowl-

edge [171], supported by linking classes and instances to a Internationalised

Resource Identifier that uniquely identifies and reifies3 the meaning of a class

in a given domain [84].

• Ontologies can be defined following Description Logics, which relies on a clear

separation of the data schema (the terminological knowledge that is sometimes

referred to as T-Box) and the data instances (the assertional knowledge that

is sometimes referred to as A-Box) [84].

• Ontologies can enable computational reasoning over the formally defined data

3To reify means to establish a concrete representation of an idea.
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structure and knowledge captured within [172], which allows checking for log-

ical contradictions and implicit sub- and super-class relations, as well as clas-

sifying and retrieving instances [173]. This ability relies heavily on the formal

architecture of an ontology.

• Because ontologies implement a flexible and open-ended graph-based data

model they can continuously evolve during application run time, in contrast

to relational databases [84, 173].

Table 3.3: Crucial differences between databases and ontologies, adapted from [83, 167,
174].

Relational database Ontology

The focus lies on efficiently storing and
retrieving data: a collection of facts that
requires interpretation in order to be
converted into knowledge. As an exam-
ple, the numeric results of some labora-
tory experiment convey no meaning to a
human.

Focus lies on capturing knowledge: the
meaning derived by interpreting data.
As an example, the findings that are
based on the analysis of experimental
data convey meaning to a human.

Databases are created from scratch and
use Entity Relationship models to de-
scribe their syntax. Little or no support
is provided for data integration or stor-
age of semi- or non-structured informa-
tion.

New ontologies take advantage of exist-
ing ontologies by reusing structures and
objects, essentially extending an exist-
ing ontology. The syntax is written in
a logical language, e.g., OWL descrip-
tion logic, and the aim is to facilitate
integration and interoperability between
heterogeneous knowledge and informa-
tion source.

The Closed World Assumption states
that the known information is complete;
anything that is not known is automati-
cally false. As an example, if a database
for a flight company does not include
data for a requested flight, it is safe to
assume that the flight does not exist.

The Open World Assumption states that
something that is not known may ei-
ther be true or false. This is useful for
systems that deal with incomplete in-
formation, e.g., storing information on
the functions of genes and gene products
across various species.

The Unique Name Assumption states
that different names will always denote
different instances. This relieves the bur-
den of defining that flight KL123 and
BA123 are not the same flight.

Every entry in the ontology has a unique
identifier, but two unique identifiers may
refer to the same entity, e.g., Dave and
David could be the same person.

With regards to biology, databases are
useful for storing and interpreting exper-
imental data and managing results.

With regards to biology, ontologies are
useful for capturing knowledge that is
usually distributed over notebooks, text-
books and journals, or just held in the
memory of biologists.
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The diverging aims and definitions of research involving ontologies resulted in various

interpretations as to what an ontology is4 [176]. As an example from the field of

bio-informatics, the well-known Gene Ontology5 (GO), focuses on keeping track of

functional information on genes and corresponding cellular context [86, 177]. The

GO started as a controlled vocabulary that was named an ontology as a joke [177], it

focused neither on computational capabilities nor the logical expression of theories

[178–180]. A library of Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) was created to provide

a practical framework for the extension of the GO towards additional domains,

e.g., relate information on genes to diseases [181]. However, due to the lack of

a formal architecture, the relational graph became more and more tangled as the

GO grew [182]. The OBO ontologies adapted specific criteria to overcome issues

with maintainability, reuse and continuous growth [183]. These criteria include the

use of: human-readable definitions, a standard syntax (OWL [184]), reuse of terms

across OBO ontologies and consistent application of relations. And, in line with

these criteria, all OBO ontologies implement a standardised upper level ontology:

the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [180, 185].

As an upper level ontology the BFO is domain-neutral; it does not contain any

terms that belong to a specific domain like biology or chemistry [186]. Instead, the

BFO adds logical rigor to the OBO ontologies through shared high level classifica-

tions and constraints [180, 183]:

• Universal/Particular: whether something is a term or an instance, equates to

the T-box/A-box division described above.

• Continuant/Occurrent: whether a term exists in full at any single instance of

time, such as organism and molecule, or unfolds itself in successive phases,

such as a process or an event. An example of a constraint is that Part Of

relations never cross the divide between continuants and occurents.

• Dependent/Independent: whether an entity has the inherent ability to exist

without support from other entities, e.g., a virus infection is an entity that

depends on a virus.

4A widely cited definition is that an ”ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisa-
tion” [171], where ”a conceptualisation is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to
represent for some purpose” [175].

5By 1-1-2020 the Gene Ontology contained an astonishing 44,700 terms, 7,437,710 annotations,
1,351,824 gene products and 4,591 species [85].
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• Material/Immaterial[187]: whether an entity has a real-world counterpart or is

purely conceptual, e.g. identity. Biology deals primarily with entities referred

to by material terms such as cell, nucleus and organism.

The BFO provides a hub that interconnects hundreds of OBO ontologies, re-introducing

the computational capabilities associated to ontologies. One of these OBO ontolo-

gies is the BMO.

3.2.2 Systematic search for information using the BMO

[188] provides a formal description of the BMO. As an OBO ontology, the BMO

extends the BFO by adopting it as the top-level framework. Furthermore, the BMO

makes extensive use of other OBO ontologies, examples of which include the Cell

Ontology, the Plant Ontology and the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest ontol-

ogy. Currently the BMO is a ’proof of concept’. It can (1) be used to systematically

guide engineers towards a nature inspired solution for a limited range of problems,

and (2) capture the capacity of a biological system to manipulate a trade-off.

To illustrate how an engineer may be systematically guided towards a biom*

solution, consider the following example of a chance encounter;

1. In the mid 90’s Julian Vincent spent some time examining the mechanical

properties of the ovipositor of a wood wasp (Megarhyssa nortoni nortoni)

[189]. Despite being long and thin, this ovipositor is used to drill into wood

and overcome a trade-off between the maximum end load (Parameter : force)

and buckling point (Parameter : stability of object).

2. In the mid 00’s Julian Vincent has a chance encounter with Ferdinando Ro-

driguez y Baena, who is looking for a way to insert a medical probe along a

curvilinear path during brain surgery - see Figure 3.3.

3. Over the course of several subsequent meetings, Ferdinando and Julian [190]

further develop the idea. A research project, named STING (Soft Tissue

Intervention and Neurosurgical Guide), is set up to develop a bio-inspired

flexible probe [190].

4. The STING project leads to an EU-funded international consortium that suc-

cessfully performs the world’s first live flexible needle insertion trial [191].
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Figure 3.3: To perform percutaneous intervention, the STING project [190] uses a flexible
needle that can reach a target while avoiding specific areas. Image taken from [192].

Ovipositor

Host larva

Bark of tree

Figure 3.4: Certain species of Megarhyssa wood wasps, amongst others the Megarhyssa
rixator (left) and the Megarhyssa nortoni nortoni, lay their eggs on parasitic larvae deep
inside a tree trunk. The long and thin ovipositor drills through the bark of the tree and
is steered through a path of least resistance towards the larva (right).

If the described chance encounter had not happened, the STING project might never

have been initiated. The BMO aims to eliminate the need for serendipity. To this

end the BMO relies on TRIZ Parameters and Inventive Principles, as described in

section 3.1.3. These parameters and abstract solution principles provide a domain-

independent categorisation mechanism for problems, expressed as trade-offs, and

biological solutions. A systematic version of the biom* example described above

would then be:
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1. A non-biology expert defines the percutaneous intervention problem, illus-

trated in Figure 3.3, as a trade-off between TRIZ Parameters. The problem is

then defined as a trade-off between (1) the required force to insert and steer the

needle, and (2) the required stability of the needle to avoid collateral damage.

2. The TRIZ matrix initially provides little help through suggesting the Inventive

Principles : Preliminary action, Partial or excessive action, Rushing through,

Change physical or chemical properties.

3. The BMO stores a research article on wood wasp ovipositors, which is classified

as a trade-off between force and stability of the object.

4. The user is presented with a solution principle that is derived from the wood

wasp ovipositors, see Figure 3.4. The solution principle might be classified

under Preliminary action, or even Partial action, and further sub-classified

under a class like stability by tension.

Although unrelated to the STING project example, Figure 3.5 shows an example of

the sub-categories of the Inventive Principle ‘feedback ’ in the BMO.

Figure 3.5: Example of the Inventive Principle number 23 Use of feedback (FEED-
BACK), along with sub-categories that have been captured in the BMO and examples of
biology solutions (boxes). Image courtesy of Julian Vincent.
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5. Following the information stored in the BMO, the user investigates the under-

lying mechanism. Based on the structure and functioning of the ovipositor, a

segmented probe may be developed that relies on dovetail interlocking [191].

3.2.3 Populating the BMO

The BMO comprises an extensible, flexible data structure that categorises biology

information into a domain-independent framework. The use of an ontology over a

database provides an advantage in terms of scalability. However, the manual analysis

required to populate the BMO is still a major limitation. The type of information

that is entered into the BMO provides insight in the required time and effort to

populate the BMO.

The input to the BMO is a trade-off, which must be described in abstract terms

using a vocabulary provided through TRIZ. The combinations of the 40 TRIZ Pa-

rameters allow for the categorisation of biological solutions into roughly 800 trade-off

categories. Currently, about 300 of these categories have been retrieved from bio-

logical research papers through manual analysis, and there is some overlap among

these. If the assumption is made that 10 to 20 examples of biological solutions to

each trade-off provide a coherent set of design recommendations, this means another

7,700 to 15,700 articles will have to be analysed to complete the BMO. However,

not all articles determine the biological solution principle and systemic components

that manipulate the trade-off. As a result, the number of articles that have to be

analysed by hand may be increased by a factor of two or three.

To improve the scalability, a CAB tool that supports scenario 2 might greatly speed

up the population of the BMO.

3.3 Scenario 2: proposed CAB tool

This section elaborates on scenario 2 of section 3.1.3: a CAB tool that supports

the abstraction and understanding of mechanisms to manipulate a trade-off. First,

several ways are introduced to support the population of the BMO. Second, it is

argued that a CAB tool which provides support for populating the BMO may also
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be used as a standalone CAB tool. A detailed example is provided to illustrate how

the trade-off approach can be used in a standalone CAB tool.

Broad patterns of increasing 'safety' and decreasing 'e�ciency' of 

xylem with increasing aridity are evident, and there is some evidence 

demonstrating safety-e�ciency trade-o�s within conifer species or 

individuals.

implicit

explicit

xylem

is vulnerable to
is a
performs

embolism
transport tissue
hydraulic and structural function

Figure 3.6: Example of a sentence that contains both an implicit and an explicit trade-
off [193]. Automated extraction of trade-offs may take advantage of both. Furthermore,
extracting information on concepts and relations in the text can provide a summary view.
A term like xylem may be unknown to an engineer, but relations found in the text may
quickly clarify its meaning and properties. A system may further clarify such biological
concepts using information from other sources, or, for example, add short descriptions
from a dictionary.

3.3.1 Support population of the BMO

The manual analysis required to populate the BMO may be improved in at least

three ways:

• Automated identification of trade-offs in biology research papers.

While trade-offs are present in many biology texts, they can be expressed in

various ways, e.g., explicitly or implicitly – also see Figure 3.6. An analysis of

200 papers used in the BMO shows that explicit trade-offs may be indicated

by various terms, including association, balance, conflict, correlation, compro-

mise, interaction, interplay, optimization, ratio, relationship. Extracting all

of these trade-offs can save time during the selection of papers to analyse.

• Automated identification of manipulating factors. As shown in Figure

3.6 these trade-offs occur within a specific context. Automatically identifying

the systemic components and interrelations that make up the systemic context
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can speed up (1) the selection of papers that provide insight in the manipu-

lation of a trade-off, and (2) the identification of systemic components and

interrelations that contribute to the manipulation of a trade-off.

• Automated classification of systemic components and interrelations

into ontology classes. Populating the ontology may be sped up, e.g., by a

tool that automatically suggests the relevant unique identifiers that belong to

the identified systemic context.

3.3.2 A standalone, scalable CAB tool

As noted in section 2.1.2 a limited knowledge of biology underlies many of the

common issues with biom*. To overcome this lack of knowledge, iterative modelling

of biology information is imperative [32, 145]. An iterative approach means that

there will be a continuous challenge between emerging conceptual thoughts and

concrete knowledge that can be validated [194, 195]. This idea of iterative design is

central to a variety of design processing theories, amongst others, design thinking

and the Concept-Knowledge (C-K) design theory [45, 196]. Such iterative design

strategies have been adapted in recent years for teaching biom* [197, 198], because

it (1) incrementally leads to a richer representation of both biological and technical

models [58, 194, 195], and (2) promotes exploring new directions for solutions when

stumbling upon interesting properties of analogous biological systems [45, 58].

The steps of a biom* design process, visualised in Figure 2.1, can be plotted onto

the iterative cycle of a design thinking process. Fayemi et al. [14] split this cycle

into two parts; the steps that occur in the domain of engineering, and the steps that

occur in the domain of biology. An additional distinction can be made within the

abstraction step, defined in section 3.1.3 as the process of moving from biological

information to a concrete understanding. On one hand there is the processing of

biological information that results in conceptual thoughts, and on the other hand

some of these thoughts are made concrete so they can be validated. Figure 3.7

visualises the resulting biom* design process.
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the iterative approach that may be supported by a CAB tool.
Steps may follow each other in non-deterministic order. One possible route through a
Computer-Aided Biomimetics (CAB): (A) Define an engineering problem as a trade-off,
enabling an initial search for biological research papers. (B) Select several sources of data
and aggregate the information that seems relevant. (C) Abstract relevant knowledge from
the information sources and represent this, separately from the problem context. (D)
Validate the represented ideas and transpose the knowledge to the engineering problem,
enabling the implementation and testing of the conceptual solution.

The support that the proposed CAB tool can provide may be clarified by splitting up

the abstraction process into conceptualisation and knowledge acquisition. Elucidat-

ing trade-offs and systemic context supports the conceptualisation: the processing

of biological information to form ideas. New knowledge may be acquired by ex-

ternalising and validating these ideas, e.g., using design theoretical models. In the

biom* process depicted in Figure 3.7 the proposed CAB tool thus focuses primarily

on conceptualisation, by supporting the identification, selection and understanding

of biological information. This level of support adheres to the requirements set out

in chapter 2. Importantly, the CAB tool is scalable and presents within-domain

information to users, while also providing insight in the systemic context. A more

detailed overview of a possible route through this design process is described in the

following example, as indicated by steps A-to-D in figure 3.7.

Step A – Define the engineering problem – Based on an engineering problem,

a user is expected to define one or more trade-offs. Each of these trade-offs define

a solution space and a controlling trade-off may be identified. As an example, the

accuracy, speed and complexity of movement for an industrial robotic arm influ-

ence processing time and cost. The speed-accuracy trade-off could be selected as

controlling alternative trade-offs, e.g., an accuracy-complexity trade-off.

A biological system may provide insight into methods to improve repeatability
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and accuracy of a robotic arm that has to perform actions quickly. Several examples

of biological systems that operate in the domain of a speed-accuracy trade-off are

provided by [33]; a brief overview of the first two biological systems is given in table

3.4. One might start investigating a paper that describes the capture of prey by

the ant-lion larvae [199]. A second example of a biological system that may initially

seem less relevant is the hunting behaviour of an archer fish [200]. For the purpose

of this example we further explore how the archer fish might inspire a solution.

Table 3.4: Overview of two possibly relevant biological systems within the solution space
of a speed-accuracy trade-off. The information listed as possibly relevant has been manu-
ally extracted from the information sources by quickly scanning through the documents.
Adapted from [33, 199, 200]

Biological systems Possibly relevant information

Ant-lion
A pit-building larvae
that uses its mandibles
for catching prey.

This organism essentially modulates independent bi-
lateral control over a single rotational degree of free-
dom. Recreating this behaviour may be possible
through further investigating the ant-lion’s control
system, possibly in combination with reducing the de-
grees of kinematic freedom.
• Strikes prey in 17.60 ± 2.92 ms
• Near-simultaneous contact of both mandibles
• Modulation of angular velocity based on

prey location
Trade-off between:
• Modulate accuracy of the strike
• Velocity of the strike

Archer fish
A fish that preys on
land-based insects by
shooting a jet of water
from its mouth.

This fish shoots down prey above the water surface
and aligns itself with the location where it predicts the
prey will land within 100 ms [200]. After alignment,
the fish rapidly accelerates to catch the prey before
other predators do. The alignment itself is based on
a three-dimensional prediction task, taking into ac-
count:
• speed
• direction
• target distance

Step B – Support the selection of further papers – The initial information

source does not describe how the archer fish is able to align its body so rapidly

towards the estimated falling location of a prey [200]. It does, however, show that

the fish bases its prediction of where the prey will fall using less information than a
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normal trigonometrical construction requires. Thus it cuts down on information to

be processed and saves time. Notably, we assume that initially identified information

sources are unlikely to contain all information to solve the engineering problem. The

reason is that biological research often does not fully explain the biology, but aims

to describe one or more specific properties of a biological system. Through an

iterative search for additional information, a more complete understanding of the

entire system is compounded.

Selecting further information sources can be based on the references that accom-

pany extracted relations of interest. For example, Berry et al. (1999) explain that

the processing of visual cues may be expected to take 30-100 ms, emphasising the

extraordinary quickness of the archer fish’s reaction [201].

• Schuster et al. (2004) show that archer fish learn to estimate absolute sizes

of aerial objects despite complex optical distortions from their underwater

viewpoint. Notably, the fish is thought to learn a concept of objective size

instead of interpolating estimations using past experiences [202].

• Schuster et al. (2005) describe that the fish can learn to hit targets that move

in three-dimensional space, by training them with targets that move in only

one direction. They can even learn this skill by watching another archer fish

hunt [203].

• Wähl & Schuster (2007) find that the fast and precise predictive alignment

manoeuvre shows all hallmarks of Mauthner-driven teleost C-type fast-starts

[204]. C-starts are very fast escape reflexes that start with the fish bending

its body in a C-shape. Many fish and amphibians can perform this C-start

escape. The predictive fast-starts that archer fish perform are among the

fastest known C-starts, and did not perform slower than archer fish escape

C-starts. The kinematic equivalence and identical temporal pattern of both

starts suggest that the neural C-start escape network is used to drive the

predictive starts.

• Schlegel & Schuster (2008) note that the computations underlying a predictive

C-start must be done in the retina and the fastest output pathway, making it

likely that a small network of six identified neurons plays a key role [205].

The decision of a user to spend time, and the time spent, on an information
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source may be considerably sped up by an Information Extraction tool. Based on

the information in the set of 6 papers describing the archer fish, one can form an

initial idea of how this fish is able to balance speed and accuracy during a predictive

C-start. If one decides to pursue this as a solution direction, a more directed search

is possible - e.g. adding Mauthner-cells as an additional search concept. Notably,

spending a short amount of time on a paper that turns out to be irrelevant to solving

the problem may still be helpful in the selection of information sources later on.

Step C – Abstract knowledge – Another aim of the CAB tool is to aid the

recognition of relevant information by automatically unveiling relations and con-

cepts mentioned in the text. Understanding of a biological process or system in its

context is achieved through the representation of information gathered throughout

various papers. Such representations could take the form of sketches, as exempli-

fied in figure 3.8, notes and instantiations of existing knowledge transfer models.

The incremental expansion and revision of the user’s knowledge supports further

identification, selection and understanding.

Figure 3.8: Example of simple sketches to capture abstracted relevant knowledge from
several information sources, in this case those listed in step B. Such a simple sketch can help
validate design ideas, e.g., point a designer to re-examine the [204] for more information
on S-starts and C-starts. Alternative modelling methods may be used to capture specific
types of information, e.g., by following existing biomimetic transfer models.

Step D – Transpose knowledge – It is up to the user to validate the abstracted

understandings and judge whether transposition of the knowledge to engineering

is feasible [62]. Further research on a fish’s neural escape network may provide

the basis for a conceptual solution to the example problem in this section, which

might be tested and implemented in the engineering context. This step represents

the actual knowledge transfer between the engineering and biology domains. The

CAB tool would not necessarily provide any support here. Rather, information
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processing across domains is avoided in favour of a more reliable support for the

speedy identification, selection and abstraction of relevant information.

3.4 Conclusions

3.4.1 The gap in CAB

The problem that CAB tools aim to solve can be defined as a trade-off between

accessibility and complexity. On the one hand, packaging complex information in

chunks is necessary to describe domain-specific knowledge, e.g., the verb to reify

means establishing a concrete representation of an idea [206]. On the other hand,

information becomes less accessible to novices who are not aware of the meaning of

such chunks.

×

Figure 3.9: The problem that Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools aims to solve can
can be defined as an abstract trade-off between (a) the accessibility of information to
engineers, and (b) the complexity of the information captured in biology research papers.
Note that fitness, here, is measured as the performance of a solution with respect to
accessibility, complexity, and importantly the requirement that a CAB tool is scalable
(fitness = scalability× (accessibility + complexity)).

In Figure 3.9 the problem that CAB tools aim to solve is depicted as a multi-

objective optimisation problem, a trade-off. In this Figure, archetype 4 is a solution

that does not take into account how accessible information is to engineers; exam-

ples include repositories of biological research papers. Archetype 3 is a solution

that does well when accessibility is the most important factor; examples include the
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biom* databases described in section 2.5. Scenario 1 represents the BMO, where

information is abstracted (red dotted arrow) and made accessible to engineers, while

linking to the information sources in a flexible and extendable data structure. When

scalability is added as a decisive factor, however, the solution described in scenario

2 provides optimal fitness. Scenario 2 uses trade-offs as a domain-independent cate-

gorisation mechanism and provides insight into systemic context (blue solid arrows),

both measures improve accessibility without reducing the information complexity.

3.4.2 Proposed Computer-Aided Biom* tool

The proposed approach to CAB is to follow scenario 2. The aim is to maximise the

scalability of the CAB tool while improving the accessibility of complex biological

information. The proposed CAB tool focuses on Information Extraction from sci-

entific biological research articles. Figure 3.10 shows how a CAB tool that supports

scenario 2 can support the population of the BMO.

Data (measurements)

Text (research articles)

Images (research articles)
Not considered at 
    the moment

Explicit and implicit 
    trade-o�s

Pareto Analysis
Multi-Objective
    Optimisation
Principal Components
    Analysis Biological trade-o�

Resolution of 
biological trade-o�

TRIZ Parameters

Engineering
problem

TRIZ Inventive
Principles

Systemic context:
chemistry, e�ects, functions, etc.

Output of proposed CAB tool

Scenario 2

BMO

Scenario 1

Engineering
solutions

Figure 3.10: Scenario 2 performs part of the journey of scenario 1. From left to right:
the sources of information and knowledge (squares), the output of the proposed CAB tool
comprises trade-offs and systemic context that helps identify the resolution of a biological
trade-off (middle), the output of the CAB tool can also be used to populate the BMO
(right). Note that Figure 3.2 exemplifies how ‘data measurements’ (top-left square) can
provide insight in trade-offs. The BMO provides a systematic approach to identifying,
selecting and understanding biology information that is relevant to an engineering problem.

The proposed CAB tool identifies trade-offs and systemic context in biological re-

search articles. The systemic context here refers to the properties, such as chemical

properties and causal relations between systemic components. Providing this infor-
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mation is expected to help identify the ways in which nature creates, supplements

and controls the TRIZ Inventive Principles.

To populate the BMO context-based reasoning will be necessary. Therefore,

following the requirements set out in Chapter 2, the automated population of the

BMO should be avoided. However, the proposed CAB tool could aim to classify

systemic context of biological systems, such as components and interrelations, into

OBO ontology classes. As an example consider the text excerpt chitin protects the

gut epithelial barrier. This can be formatted as a binary relation CONCEPT:chitin

RELATION:protects CONCEPT:the gut epithelial barrier. It is expected that in

some cases these systemic components can easily be linked to ontology classes. These

links enable the integration of additional information from such ontologies in a

design process, e.g., the fact that Chitin (CHEBI:17029) is a polymer beta-D-N-

acetylglucosamine (CHEBI:28009).
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Relation Extraction Literature

Discovering relevant scientific literature is a hard and time-consuming task that

often requires domain expertise [207–209]. This problem is even more pronounced

in inter-disciplinary fields of study, such as biom*, where experts in a target domain

often lack the deeper knowledge of a source domain [210]. Information Extraction

(IE) systems can partially ease these challenges by identifying the central concepts

and relations in a text [211, 212], and improve the access to information in text for

use in downstream tasks [213–217]. Here, IE refers to the discovery of structured

information from unstructured machine-readable documents [218, 219]. Examples

of IE include:

• Named Entity Recognition (NER) – deals with locating real-world entities in

a text and assigning them a predefined category [220], e.g., correctly assigning

the labels Person and Organisation to spans of words in a sentence:

“ Person[Professor Richard Williams ] is the chancellor and vice-president of

Organisation[Heriot-Watt University ].”

• Relation Classification (RC) – is the task of assigning a predefined semantic

relation, given a sentence and two annotated arguments [221]. As an example,

the semantic relation Message-Topic may be attributed to the set of entities

(Section, Information Extraction) in the sentence:

“This Argument[Section] introduces Argument[Information Extraction].”

• Relation Extraction (RE) – is the task of identifying both the spans of words

that may have a semantic property of interest and the semantic relations be-

tween such spans [222]. An example of this combined task is finding the rela-
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tion Capital-Country(Edinburgh, Scotland) in the unannotated sentence:

“The parliament is in the Holyrood area of Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland.”

Section 4.1 defines the IE task for the proposed CAB tool, which requires a Relation

Extraction (RE) module to identify trade-offs, their arguments, and relevant con-

text in biology research papers. The remainder of this chapter introduces Natural

Language Processing (NLP) techniques relevant to the CAB task. First, NLP and

RE are introduced in Section 4.2. This chapter concludes that two fundamentally

distinct approaches are required to achieve the identified IE task. The first approach

is Open Information Extraction (OIE), which is described in depth in Section 4.3.

The second approach relies on Neural Network (NN) methods to extract relations,

described in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 proposes a pragmatic approach to the

defined CAB task.

For the purposes of this thesis, the term IE refers strictly to the extraction of in-

formation from unstructured text; text that has not been annotated with syntactic

and semantic properties [223]. This Chapter contains much terminology that may

not be clear to someone that is unfamiliar with NLP and RE. These readers are

referred to the following appendices, which provide a broad overview of relevant

NLP terminology:

• Appendix A provides an overview of relevant Natural Language Processing

(NLP) terminology.

• Appendix B introduces relevant Relation Extraction (RE) terminology.

• Appendix C outlines how progress in NLP research has focused on empiricist

methods in recent years.

• Appendix D provides an overview of so-called word embeddings, a method

commonly thought to capture the semantics of words.

• Appendix E provides an overview of Neural Network (NN) architectures, the

method used in recent years to achieve state-of-the-art results in amongst

others NLP.
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4.1 Proposed CAB task

4.1.1 Introduction

The CAB tool proposed in Chapter 3 aims to identify trade-offs and relevant sys-

temic context in biology research papers. Informally, trade-offs are defined as rela-

tions that express a negative correlation between competing demands. As mentioned

in section 3.3.1 – also see Figure 3.6 – a distinction can be made between:

• Explicit trade-offs – expressed within a single sentence, competing demands

are clearly stated to be in a trade-off relation, e.g.;

“... demonstrating safety-efficiency trade-offs within ...”

• Implicit trade-offs – comprise multiple independent clauses that are not

necessarily expressed in a single sentence. Such trade-offs occur when one

demand is stated to improve at the expense of another demand, implying a

trade-off relation rather then clearly stating it, e.g.;

“... broad patterns of increasing ‘safety’ and decreasing ‘efficiency’ ...”

In order to limit the complexity of the extraction task, the decision is made

to omit the extraction of implicit trade-offs.

It is not known in advance which relations and arguments in a text make up the

biological system, nor which parts of the systemic context are relevant to the ma-

nipulation of the problem space – as defined by a trade-off. The assumption is

made that relevance can be expressed as the ‘distance’ between two relations. In

this assumption a document is interpreted as a document-level graph, where the

concepts expressed in text are the nodes and the interrelations expressed in text are

the edges. Trade-offs are the central relation of interest to CAB and the central re-

lation in many biological studies [146–150]. Therefore, the ‘relevance’ of relations in

a document is measured as distance in the document-level graph from an argument

of some contextual relation to the arguments of a trade-off relation – the number of

edges that the shortest path comprises. As a result, the most relevant relations are

assumed to directly involve one of the competing demands of a trade-off. Figure 4.1

illustrates how this relevance assumption is expressed as distance in a graph:

1. The trade-off indicator represents the root of the graph. Concepts captured

by the arguments of a trade-off relation are level one nodes, e.g., the distance
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of these nodes to the root is one.

2. The concepts involved in the trade-off occur in non-trade-off relations in the

same text. The arguments of non-trade-off relation types can be either entities

or concepts. The arguments of these relations that are not captured by the

trade-off, are level two nodes in the graph.

3. The level two concepts and entities occur in additional relations, which can be

connected to introduce level three nodes in the graph.

4. Et cetera.

Trade-o�
Root Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 etc.

concept A Bconcept
Centity

Dconcept
Econcept

trade-o� relation
non-trade-o� relation

Figure 4.1: The relevance of concepts and relations with respect to a trade-off can be
regarded as a rooted graph. Here, the indicator of a trade-off relation is the root that has
two concepts as arguments. Other relations can also have entities as arguments. A set of
nodes that have the same depth is known as a level in graph theory [224].

4.1.2 Task definition

An explicit trade-off relation can be factorised as a set of binary relations [225, 226];

each binary relation holds between a span of words that indicate the existence of the

trade-off relation and a span of words that represent an argument. Factorisation is

beneficial for a number of reasons, such as simplifying the identification of training

samples, balancing the dataset, and simplifying the classification task [225, 227] –

also see Section B.2.

Formally, let concepts be defined as classes c ∈ C, instances of such concepts

as entities e ∈ E, and relation-types as predicates p ∈ P , with P the set of unique

predicates. Then a binary relation is a triple predicate(subject, object) with subject

and object elements of either C or E.

Definition 4.1

A trade-off relation is a tuple TradeOff(subject, object), where the TradeOff

is a predicate p ∈ P , which indicates the existence of a trade-off relation, and the

subject and object are spans of words that express concepts c ∈ C and/or instances

of concepts e ∈ E.
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Capturing a trade-off between two or more arguments can be achieved by combining

multiple binary trade-off relations in a sentence. Following Davidsonian semantics,

the task is then to extract n-ary relations by (1) identifying an indicator phrase

and (2) extracting the binary relations between this trigger phrase and the argument

phrases [228]. Consider the following example:

“... Arg0[safety ]-Arg1[efficiency ] Indicator[trade-offs] ArgumentModifier[within conifer

species or individuals].”

Here, the relation predicate is captured by an Indicator label, the order of argu-

ments is captured by labelling them Arg0, Arg1, etc., and attributes of arguments

are labelled ArgumentModifier. This annotation format is inspired by Prop-

Bank [229–231] with the aim of (1) supporting an empiricist approach that employs

statistical methods, while (2) providing an interface between semantics and syntax

(rationalist approach). Chapter 5 further defines the annotation format.

The relevant systemic context consists of all non-trade-off relations that share an

argument with the trade-off relation. Following the types of arguments shown in

Table B.2, relevant contextual relations may be nested. A nested relation is a binary

relation predicate(subject, object) where the subject and/or object is itself a binary

relation or contains a modification. As an example, the sentence “The forest in Brazil

is threatened by ranching” (in Table B.2 of Appendix B) expresses how “ranching”

threatens “The forest”. Here, the attribute “in Brazil” modifies “The forest” by

defining a location – PropBank explicitly labels such types of modification, e.g.,

ArgM-LOC [230]. This nested relation can be expressed by two binary relations:

• Threaten(ranching, The forest)

• ArgumentModifier(The forest, in Brazil)

with ArgumentModifier a binary relation m ∈ M with M the set of unique

argument modification types. The argument modification types are not taken into

account in this thesis.

Following the definitions above, the task for a CAB tool is to capture all binary

relations that are relevant to a trade-off described in a biological research paper.
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4.2 Relation Extraction for Computer-Aided Biom*

To perform the task described in Section 4.1 the CAB tool will have to make use of

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Specifically, the CAB tool requires

a Relation Extraction (RE) module that is able to extract trade-off relations and

relevant context from scientific texts. This Section introduces the following topics:

• Section 4.2.1 introduces the empiricist and rationalist approaches to Natural

Language Processing (NLP).

• Section 4.2.1 introduces the different types of approaches to the Relation Ex-

traction (RE) task.

• Section 4.2.3 introduces Relation Extraction (RE) from scientific texts.

4.2.1 Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an umbrella term for computational tasks

that deal with natural language inputs and/or outputs [232]. Natural languages

are every-day languages, such as English. These languages are characterised by

their natural development through use; in contrast to formal languages that follow

a defined set of rules and symbols. Both understanding and generating natural lan-

guages are monumental tasks for computational systems, and examples of challenges

include [220]:

1. Ambiguity, e.g., consider the meaning of I cooked pasta with friends versus I

cooked pasta with fish.

2. Variability due to changes in meaning of existing terms and a constant influx

of new terminology.

3. Discreteness, language is made up from discrete symbols, such as distinctive

characters and words.

4. Composition in terms of symbol combinations and in terms of semantics1, e.g.,

an idiom can carry more meaning that the individual words that comprise it.

5. Sparsity. Unseen data is likely to contain new, valid combinations of symbols.

There practically exists an infinite amount of possible symbol combinations

1Throughout this thesis semantics is considered as the meaning of words, phrases, sentences, or
text in general – not as the narrower senses of semantics that pertain to formal logic or semantic
web definitions.
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and corresponding semantics. However, most combinations of seen symbols

are invalid.

To overcome the challenges of handling natural language, a large variety of methods

and approaches have been developed. A distinction can be made between ratio-

nalist and empiricist approaches and corresponding methods [233], also see Table

4.1 and Appendix C. With the advent of large scale data collection efforts, empiri-

cist approaches that relied on statistical methods started to outperform rationalist

Rule-Based methods [233, 234]. Following recent advances in the development of

statistical methods for NLP, the systems that currently achieve state-of-the-art re-

sults on many NLP tasks follow the empiricist paradigm [235–237].

Table 4.1: Comparison of the rationalist and empiricist views on Natural Language
Processing. Adapted from [238].

Rationalism Empiricism

Aims to externalise a metalinguistic
model, which captures and predicts all
possible expressions of a given Natural
Language.

Avoids the creation of metalinguistic
models, Natural Language is thought to
entail the required information that en-
ables text analysis and generation.

Methods are Rule-Based, they rely on
patterns of symbols and associated ac-
tions to analyse and generate text.

Statistical methods are used that learn
from examples, without necessarily us-
ing rules to capture linguistic knowledge
in a system.

Examples of these models are gram-
mars, e.g., Lexical Functional Gram-
mar and Generalised Phrase Structure
Grammar.

Neural Networks are the most well-
known example of a purely empiricist
model.

Rules represent an externalised view
of the mind’s internal knowledge on a
given Natural Language. They can be
defined intuitively, or by deduction from
intuitive propositions.

Externalising metalinguistic rules is
thought to be unnecessary at best, and
simply wrong in the worst cases.

However, both metalinguistic models and statistical models are incomplete repre-

sentations of language [238–240]. The rationalist and empiricist methods have their

own strengths and weaknesses [233]. While statistical methods are more robust in

dealing with ill-formed and incomplete input [238, 241], they seem to be unable to

deal with the compositional aspect of natural language [235, 242].
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4.2.2 Rationalist and Empiricist Relation Extraction

The dichotomy between traditional (rationalist) Rule-Based approaches and statis-

tical (empiricist) data-driven approaches to NLP can also be found in the methods

developed for Information Extraction (IE) tasks [219, 243]. The two views present

opposing extremes on a spectrum of Relation Extraction (RE) settings – this section

provides an overview of this spectrum.

Rule-Based Systems (RBS) employ a largely rationalist approach, i.e., they

search through text for matches of specific words or syntactic patterns [137, 138].

This approach focuses on extracting precise, narrow, predefined types of information

in text, such as location and time of an event. Often, substantial lexical resources are

used to reduce the amount of work, e.g., WordNet [102–104], PropBank [229–231],

FrameNet [244, 245] and VerbNet [139]2. To further reduce the tedious, manual

coding of rules for every relation, the use of semi-supervised methods was explored

to automatically learn extraction rules [246–249].

Semi-supervision relies on a small dataset to learn a possibly large amount of

relation extraction patterns [222, 250]. As an example, two systems that start with

a small set of ‘seed tuples ’ are DIPRE [246] and SNOWBALL [247]. Seed tuples

are pairs of arguments that are known to be in a specific binary relation, e.g., the

Author of a book Title [223, 249]. When the arguments of a seed tuple are found

together in a sentence, the patterns of text that connect both arguments are identi-

fied. Using these patterns new sentences can be scanned for the (Author, Title)

relation, enabling an iterative process of pattern identification called bootstrap-

ping [250, 251].

DIPRE and SNOWBALL show that even extremely selective patterns can be

used to find new examples of a relation in a large corpus of texts [223]. But the

bootstrapping approach relies on non-trivial manual annotation of training data for

every relation type to be extracted [252]. An alternative semi-supervised approach

is called Open Information Extraction (OIE): a paradigm that aims to move

away from both (1) manual coding of extraction rules for each specific relation,

2Notably, the IBID system described in Section 2.7.1 implements a Rule-Based approach that
relies, amongst other lexical resources, on Wordnet and VerbNet.
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and (2) manual annotation of training examples for each specific relation [249]. To

overcome the limitations of working with a predefined set of relations, OIE aims

to find unlexicalised extractors [253]. A small set of extraction rules is then used

to bootstrap the collection of training data, regardless of the relation or argument

types [254].

Distant supervision avoids the manual annotation of training data [250]. In

distant supervision sentences are first scanned for the occurrence of a pair of ar-

guments known to be in a specific relation, e.g., because this relation is expressed

in a Knowledge Base (KB) [255–257]. For a relation X between Y and Z in the

KB, every sentence in the corpus that mentions Y and Z is marked as a positive

example of relation X. However, this bootstrapping-based approach leads to a huge

amount of noisy training data. Methods to reduce the amount of noise include the

subsequent filtering using a Rule-Based System (RBS) [258], as well as automated

noise reduction methods [250, 259–261].

Unsupervised RE does not rely on any training data [250]. An early system

clusters documents with similar topics, and in each cluster of documents finds the

Named Entities and the dependency paths that connects these [262]. The idea is

to find common patterns that connect similar entities, e.g., Named Entities that

occur frequently in similar dependency structures. As an example, if sentences like

“Katrina headed for Louisiana’s coast” and “Longwang headed towards Taiwan”

occur frequently, then a table can be created of similar entity types in the columns

(tropical cyclones, affected geographical locations). Notably, this early unsupervised

systems relies heavily on supervised modules for NER tagging, parsing, feature

extraction and co-reference resolution [262] – also see the sidenote on Pipelined

versus end-to-end Relation Extraction. A general feature of this work, as well as

newer unsupervised RE systems [263, 264], is the ability to extract an unrestricted

amount of relations [252].
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Sidenote: Pipelined versus end-to-end Relation Extraction

Many RE systems implement so-called pipelined approaches that separately

extract entities and relations – often relying on an existing Named Entity

Recognition (NER) module, e.g., [223, 225, 248, 262, 265]. This division sim-

plifies the RE setting to assembling existing modules and focusing on Relation

Classification (RC), a task that has been studied widely [266], e.g., [213, 267–

269]. Joint inference over the output of independent classifiers has been shown

to outperform pipelines of independent modules, because relations interact

closely with entity information [216, 270–274]. For example, dividing RE into

sub-tasks like ‘entity-boundary identification’, ‘entity type classification’ and

‘relation classification’ has limitations [216, 275–277]:

• The division prohibits interaction between the pipelined classifiers for

sub-tasks. As an example, the errors of an entity classifier are being

propagated to RC without feedback, because entity classification is not

affected by the RC module.

• The division over-simplifies the RE task to classification based solely on

local features, which impedes learning from long-distance and cross-task

interactions between features.

The alternative to a pipelined approach is the ‘end-to-end ’ joint classification

of entities and relations, which has been shown to significantly improve RE

performance [216, 275, 276]. An issue for the end-to-end classification set-

ting can be the sparsity of the feature space [266]. The reason is that the

combined feature space for joint classification is significantly larger than the

separate feature spaces for sub-tasks [277]. This further increases the effort

required to make feature-based and kernel-based methods work – the prepa-

ration of features like gazetteer-based tagging of entity types, capitalisation,

dependency-path features between entities, and whether relations cross each-

other or form cycles [275, 276].
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Continued: Pipelined versus end-to-end Relation Extraction

Recently, Deep Learning (DL) approaches have been applied that automati-

cally learn to detect features [216, 266, 277] – Appendix E introduces DL meth-

ods. In these deep Neural Network (NN) approaches the sparsity of feature

spaces is overcome by mapping the feature space to much lower dimensions –

also see Appendix D. The resulting systems only rely on dependency features

[216] or completely unprocessed text [217, 266] to jointly extract entities and

relations, pushing the state-of-the-art in RE.

Supervised learning is the dominant paradigm in RE [278] and Machine Learning

(ML) in general [236]. Supervised RE systems are able to make predictions about

unseen data by learning predictive models from training data [219]. However, be-

cause the systems are often trained on small domain-specific corpora and limited sets

of relations, they do not scale well to large and highly variable corpora [279]. Tra-

ditionally feature-based or kernel3 methods were used, whose performance heavily

depends on how training data is represented [280]. To avoid the laborious pro-

cess of feature engineering, the focus shifted towards methods that can extract and

organise discriminative information from unprocessed data [236]. In recent years,

these supervised systems achieve state-of-the-art results on RE tasks, while being

trained end-to-end [217, 266] – meaning they do not rely on any pre-processed input

features. Appendices D and E provide an overview of the Neural Network (NN)

techniques used by these systems.

4.2.3 Relation Extraction for CAB

It is not likely that a single approach to RE can meet all the requirements of the

CAB task defined in Section 4.1. On the one hand, the explicit TradeOff relations

may follow a specific structure, e.g., “trade-off between A and B”. On the other

hand, the arguments of TradeOff relations are expected to be concepts, rather

than Named Entities. Such concepts are challenging to identify – in comparison to

3Here kernel refers to a similarity function, a well-known example of a kernel method is Support
Vector Machine (SVM).
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Named Entities – because they are often Multi-Word Expressions (MWE), described

in highly variable terms, and lack clear signifiers, like capitalisation [211].

Another key consideration in choosing a suitable RE approach is that the rela-

tions will be extracted from scientific texts. Scientific biological texts contain many

rare terms [281]. And the longer and more complex sentences in scientific texts have

been shown to contain many unique relation types, e.g., 698 unique relation types

were found in 400 sentences [112]. As a result, identifying the relations that belong

to the systemic context may not be feasible using supervised classification – each

relation type would require its own classifier.

As a result, none of the RE approaches described in Section 4.2.2 are expected

to suit the CAB task individually:

• Rule-Based Systems intuitively seem well-suited for the identification of

TradeOff relations. However, identifying a large set of TradeOff ar-

guments requires an equally large amount of extraction rules. And further

extraction rules will be required to handle the expected variability of argu-

ments, as well as handling negations in sentences – if negation is not handled

a TradeOff between ‘A’ and ‘B ’ will be identified in “There are no signs of

a trade-off between A and B”. Following this line of thought, an exceedingly

large number of extraction rules is required to identify the systemic context.

• Semi-Supervised systems can reduce the need to manually encode extrac-

tion rules.

– Bootstrapping relies on sets of arguments known to be in a specific rela-

tion, the so-called seed tuples. It may be possible to use the TradeOff

relations captured in the BMO as seed tuples. This approach greatly

simplifies the formulation of extraction rules by iteratively identifying

possible candidates. Nevertheless, this approach necessitates an exces-

sive amount of manual labour – an issue that becomes more severe for

the identification of systemic context.

– Open Information Extraction (OIE) captures all possible relation

types using unlexicalised extraction rules. This RE paradigm is not suited

for the extraction of a specific relation, such as TradeOff. But OIE is

ideal for the identification of the systemic context, avoiding the require-
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ment of a separate classifier for each type of relation and/or argument.

• Distant Supervision may be implemented using pairs of TradeOff argu-

ments found in the BMO, similar to bootstrapping. The main issue here is the

expected noise; there may be many missing labels (the pairs of arguments in

the BMO capture only a fraction of the expressions for all possible TradeOff

arguments) and wrong labels (even if only sentences are selected that express

a word like ‘trade-off ’, handling negations remains an issue). Such noise can

be expected to deteriorate the performance of a classifier.

• Unsupervised RE is more suited to a pipelined approach. The focus lies on

finding patterns of recurring arguments with clear boundaries, such as Named

Entities, which are found commonly in sentences with a similar structure. Is-

sues may arise from the expected variability of TradeOff arguments, the

variability and complexity of sentences in scientific texts, and the relative fre-

quency of TradeOff relations in general. It is unlikely that an unsupervised

system will learn to extract TradeOff relations.

• Supervised RE systems are able to handle unseen expressions, but rely on

a dataset to train a classifier. Given a suitable dataset that also contains

examples of negation, this approach seems to be most suited for the extraction

of TradeOff relations and arguments in terms of performance4.

The most suited RE approach for the CAB tool is thus a combination of Open

Information Extraction (OIE) and supervised RE – approaches that are near the

opposite ends of the rationalist-empiricist spectrum. Section 4.3 describes OIE in

more detail, and Section 4.4 elaborates on supervised RE from scientific texts.

4.3 Open Information Extraction

OIE systems aim to extract an unbounded set of n-ary relations from large, het-

erogeneous corpora [252, 254]. The OIE approach is predominantly rationalist, i.e.,

the goal is to define rules and patterns to identify a wide range of generic relations

[111]. However, the use of Machine Learning (ML) methods is required to improve

recall and identify the long tail of patterns [278]. This section provides insight in

4Section B.2 describes the evaluation metrics used for Relation Extraction (RE) tasks.
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the types of relations that an OIE system extracts.
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(f ) strip needless words 
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Figure 4.2: TextRunner is an early OIE system that comprises three modules. To-
gether, these modules estimate the probability that a tuple (Arg1, rel, Arg2 ) is a correct
instance of the relation rel, given that it was extracted from k different sentences. Adapted
from [252].

4.3.1 Unbounded Relation Extraction

To exemplify the OIE paradigm, this section describes the TextRunner system

illustrated in Figure 4.2. The TextRunner system relies solely on linguistic prop-

erties to identify relations in text, using three distinct modules [252]:

• Self-Supervised Learner. This module takes a relatively small sample of the

PennTreebank corpus, and runs an unlexicalised constituency-parser [282] (a

in Figure 4.2) on the sentences and identifies candidate triples (b in Figure

4.2). Each candidate triple consists of two Noun Phrase (NP) constituents that

represent the possible arguments. The path connecting these NPs is assumed

to be a potential relation predicate. Candidate triples are labelled positive

or negative based on a set of rules (c in Figure 4.2), i.e., constraints on the

distance in the dependency chain between entities or type of dependency tags.

Unlexicalised features of the labelled triples, such as Part-Of-Speech (POS)

tags and length of the potential relation predicate, are used to train a Naive

Bayes classifier (d in Figure 4.2). The classifier thus learns to predict the

likelihood of a triple to represent a relation, without looking at specific words.
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• Single-Pass Extractor. This module is run on a large, heterogeneous corpus of

9 Million Web pages. Existing Maximum-Entropy (MaxEnt) classifier models

[283] are used to perform POS tagging and NP chunking, and again the text

between two NPs is assumed to expresses a relation (e in Figure 4.2). The Max-

Ent NP chunker outputs the likelihood for a word to be part of an NP, which is

used to strip unlikely component words of NPs. Furthermore, a RBS removes

non-essential phrases from candidate predicates (f in Figure 4.2). Prepositional

phrases are among the phrases considered to be non-essential, e.g., “Scientists

from many universities are studying ...” is analysed as “Scientists are studying

...”. Furthermore, individual tokens like adverbs are removed. Each stripped

candidate tuple is fed to the Naive Bayes classifier (g in Figure 4.2).

• Redundancy-based Assessor. This module learns to assign a probability of

correctness to relations extracted through OIE, based on their occurrence in

a large corpus. The stripping of words from predicates results in a normalised

form of relations, which enables a third module to merge and count triples

with the same arguments and relation (h in Figure 4.2).

Besides relying on a statistical method like Naive Bayes for TextRunner, a per-

missive and a strict Rule-Based classification approach were tested [252]. Encoding a

potential relation predicate as the entire string between two NPs was found to result

in extraneous and incoherent relation types. A strict approach that focused only on

verbs connecting NPs resulted in incomplete predicates and missed recall on pred-

icates that rely on Noun or attribute-centric properties, e.g., Arg0[Oppenheimer],

Rel[Professor of], Arg1[theoretical physics]. In conclusion, the variety of expressions

that can indicate a relation is too broad for a RBS – even when these expressions

are unlexicalised.

4.3.2 Increasing the coverage of OIE systems

Issues with early OIE systems, such as TextRunner and WOE [252, 284], included

the incoherence of both relation predicate selection and detecting the correct argu-

ment boundaries [253]. ReVerb and the R2A2 system introduce improvements on

these issues [37, 253]. However, the recall of the inflexible Rule-Based extractions

used during bootstrapping remains limited [278].
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To overcome recall limitations the OLLIE system applies a distant supervision

approach, which relies on the high precision of ReVerb seed triples [278]. From

the resulting dataset OLLIE learns unlexicalised patterns by filtering the depen-

dency parse trees using a RBS. Examples of rules include constraints on the path

size between argument and relation phrases, as well as syntactic properties of the

words comprising a relation predicate. Using distant supervision as a bootstrapping

method, the OLLIE system is able to identify relations where the arguments occur

both before or after a relation predicate [258].

OLLIE is also able to extract noun-mediated relations [258, 278], but requires

a dictionary of relational nouns to do this [285]. The RelNoun system overcomes

the scalability issue of this dictionary by introducing a bootstrapping method that

relies on common properties of noun-mediated relations, such as [285]:

• Capitalised relational nouns, e.g., “Mayor X”

• Demonyms, e.g., “Chinese X”

• Compound Noun Phrases, e.g., “health minister X”

To investigate the extraction of open n-ary relations, the incorporation of Semantic

Role Labelling (SRL) has been investigated [278, 279]. After converting the SRL

output, a comparison with TextRunner shows that the investigated SRL system

performs better but is much slower [279]. A combined system, SRL-IE, creates a

smart union of the output of two SRL systems and TextRunner.

Another important aspect of IE is handling sentences that contain numbers,

quantities and units. The BONIE system extracts tuples in the form <Arg1,

“relation phrase”, Arg2> where either one of the arguments is a quantity – also

see the sidenote on BONIE.

Sidenote: BONIE

BONIE relies on Rule-Based bootstrapping in a similar approach as the OL-

LIE system. Specific modifications include [286]:

1. Collect seed facts for bootstrapping;

• Besides a small list of high precision extraction rules the Illinois

Quantifier system [287] is used to extract quantities and units.

• An ablation study reveals that the initial extraction rules of

BONIE output high precision and low yield, as intended.
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Continued: BONIE

2. Filtering of extracted seed facts is performed with the aim to reduce noise;

• Extracted quantities have to be within a span pre-specified by the

Illinois Quantifier.

• Facts whose argument is not a proper noun are rejected.

• To avoid the collection of noisy examples through distant supervi-

sion, seed facts are checked against Yago KB [288]. Only common

facts are kept as the involved arguments are thought to lend them-

selves well for bootstrapping.

• Expanding keywords using WordNet [102] to create new seed facts

using canonicalised relations, e.g. convert <X, tall, 20,meters> to

<X, height, 20,meters>.

• The WordNet pattern expansion has little influence on the sys-

tem’s results. But omitting the filtering step of seed facts overall

drastically reduces precision due to the additional noise in the boot-

strapped training data.

3. Normalising facts found through bootstrapping;

• Normalising units, e.g. replace ’%’ with ’percent’, is performed by

Illinois Quantifier.

• Quantities found during bootstrapping have to be within a pre-

specified range of difference from the seed fact.

4. Open pattern learning;

• The dependency parses of sentences corresponding to a seed fact

are anonymised - the argument and relation in training examples

are replaced with ’{arg}’ and ’{rel}’, while quantities and units are

replaced at a higher level in the parse tree with ’{quantity}’.

• Some patterns are based on a specific word - WordNet expansion is

used to take advantage of inflections and synset synonyms of this

word to generate additional patterns.
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Continued: BONIE

5. Post-processing of extracted facts;

• Extracted relations containing adjectives are normalised by replac-

ing them with their respective noun-forms, e.g. < X, old, 50 > is

changed to < X, age, 50 >.

• Missing relations are inferred from the unit accompanying a quan-

tity using UnitTagger [289].

• The fact normalisation step improves precision by 5 points and

yield by 7%.

A final system that is worth mentioning is CalmIE, which focuses primarily on deal-

ing with conjunctions by splitting a complex sentence into several simple sentences

[290]. The approach is based on the principle that replacing a full coordinated phrase

with just one conjunct produces a coherent simple sentence. Additionally, the search

space for conjuncts is restricted for single and nested coordination cases following

the idea that partially intersecting conjuncts – where one conjoining construction

is only partially contained in another conjoining construction – are ungrammatical.

Therefore, the boundaries of a nested conjoining construction constrain the mini-

mal boundaries of a parent conjoining construction. Splitting of entities expressed

by multiple words, adjacent verbs and prepositions in case of light verbs is avoided.

Furthermore, sentences are not split on “or”/“nor”, paired conjunctions like “either-

or”, and various non-distributive coordinator triggers, such as “between”, “total”,

“sum” and “average”.

4.3.3 Evaluating OIE systems

Large online knowledge sources that capture knowledge on Named Entities, such

as DBpedia5, WikiData6 and Yago7, are often used to collect seed tuples for boot-

strapping [291]. Nevertheless, evaluation of OIE systems is predominantly done on

small-scale corpora that consist of only several hundreds of sentences [292]. Fur-

5https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
6https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main Page
7https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-

systems/research/yago-naga/yago/
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thermore, most OIE systems are primarily evaluated on precision, ignoring recall or

using a proxy – such as the total number of correct extractions, or the percentage of

input text that is contained in at least one of the extractions [111]. This complicates

the comparison of OIE systems amongst each other [292]. A manual qualitative com-

parison on a specific benchmark dataset, however, indicates that common errors of

OIE systems include [111, 292, 293]:

• Wrong argument boundaries, e.g., missing words or including too many words.

• Redundant extractions, e.g., multiple extractions that express the same rela-

tion with slightly different argument boundaries.

• Uninformative extractions, e.g., critical information is omitted.

• Missing extractions, e.g., constraints used to filter wrong extractions remove

correct extractions.

• Wrong extractions, e.g., no meaningful interpretation is possible.

Evaluation of OIE systems can then be based on the performance on a benchmark

dataset, by counting how often these errors occur in the output of a system [292, 293].

4.3.4 Scientific Open information Extraction

Open Information Extraction (OIE) systems [251–253, 279, 284] are developed for

Web and news-wire domain texts [111, 112, 292, 293]. Therefore, existing state-of-

the-art OIE systems, like OpenIE 5 [294], perform poorly on scientific texts [112]:

• Scientific sentences are longer and more complex, e.g., sentences from scientific

articles are on average 7 words longer than sentences from Wikipedia texts.

• More complications from the use of pronouns as subjects of verbs, leading to

the pronoun being selected as an uninformative argument of a relation.

• More complications from the reuse of abbreviations as adjectives.

• More of complications from the presence of mathematical formula.

Notably, the evaluation of OIE systems on scientific texts is not based on the error

categories described above in Section 4.3.3. The crux of the IE challenge is that

extractions reflect the consequence of the sentence [112]. This approach to evaluation

may be less stringent, but it eases the annotation of OIE outputs without requiring

a benchmark dataset.
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Improving the performance – for as far as performance is measurable – of OIE

systems on the scientific domain can be expected to be a time-consuming and hard

task. To exemplify this, consider how the state-of-the-art OIE system called Ope-

nIE 5 is actually an agglomeration of the various OIE systems described above:

SRLIE, RelNoun, BONIE and CalmIE [294]. As such, it incorporates various

distinct bootstrapping components and classifiers. It is not straightforward to recre-

ate these components and improve their accuracy for the extraction of a specific type

of open relation from scientific text.

Finally, an issue with OIE systems is that semantically similar or even equivalent

relations are treated as distinct, e.g., “was born in” is not treated as an equal relation

to “’s birthplace is” [257, 295]. This problem is more pronounced in scientific texts,

i.e., [112] found 648 unique relations in 400 scientific sentences.

4.4 Supervised Relation Extraction

This section provides an overview of supervised Relation Extraction (RE) approaches

that are relevant to the extraction of TradeOff relations from scientific text. The

scope of this section is limited to Neural Networks (NN) methods and Deep Learn-

ing (DL), because these methods have surpassed the performance of other statistical

methods while requiring a minimum of pre-computed features – Appendix E intro-

duces NN architectures. In statistical methods the complicated details of symbolic

space for both language input and output is approximated numerically [232] – Ap-

pendix D introduces relevant methods to capture the meaning of words. Word

embeddings have limitations, however, such as the range of dependencies that can

be captured by n-grams [233]. Specific NN architectures, such as Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) [296] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [297], may be

used to overcome some of these limitations.

Section 4.4.1 introduces NN methods for RE. Section 4.4.2 describes how neural

approaches can reduce the number and types of features required for training. Sec-

tion 4.4.3 introduces existing datasets for the training of NN systems for scientific

RE. Section 4.4.4 describes several systems that achieve state-of-the-art results on

one of these datasets (the Semeval 2018 task 7 dataset), all of which rely heavily
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on features. Section 4.4.5 introduces an alternative neural approach to scientific

RE that is end-to-end. Finally, Section 4.4.6 provides insight in the use of distant

supervision and the extraction of n-ary relations from scientific texts.

4.4.1 Neural Relation Extraction and Classification

An early Neural RE system explores the use of Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNN) [296] on news-wire and e-mail texts [298]. An explicit aim of the system is

to reduce the need for hand-built features and reliance on computationally costly

parse trees. Examples of features one might expect to use for Relation Classification

(RC) and RE include [248, 267, 273, 275, 299]:

• Word-level information, such as Part-of-Speech (POS) tags, dependency tags,

and capitalisation.

• Argument-level information, such as whether the word is a Named Entity, the

type of entity, and other entity mention level information like whether the

word is a name, or a pronoun.

• Relation-level information, such as the distance in number of words between

two arguments, the shortest path between two arguments in a dependency

tree (also called the Shortest Dependency Path (SDP)), whether relations

cross each-other or form cycles, the words within a certain distance from an

argument, and constituency parsing features, e.g., the type of phrase of the

lowest common ancestor of two arguments, the depth from the root of the

lowest common ancestor.

Instead, a simple Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used that consists of

three layers [298]. First, the input layer associates each word to a word embedding

vector – following the neural Language Modelling approach [300] described in Section

D.2. To handle near-synonymous words, words are stemmed and assigned a one-

hot encoding based on the WordNet [102–104] synset8 they belong to. As a result,

the embedding vocabulary is limited to a list of synsets – note that no word sense

disambiguation is performed. Additional embeddings are created to capture features

like Part-of-Speech (POS) tags, or whether the word is a Named Entity and which

8A synset is a set of words that can be used with the same sense, hence the synset becomes the
representation of that common sense of synonyms of the same word – also see Section A.2.
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type of entity. The second layer is the convolutional layer, which is assumed to

replace parse tree-like features by capturing sequential information [298]. Notably,

input sequences are padded to handle the variability in size of inputs – also see Table

E.2. Finally, a linear layer and a softmax activation function output a probability

distribution over a set of labels.

This early neural RE approach showed that deep NN methods are capable of

outperforming traditional Machine Learning methods used for RE, such as a Shortest

Path Kernels [267, 298]. Notable improvements that enabled NN approaches to

achieve state-of-the-art in RE and RC include:

1. The introduction of word position embeddings (WPE) [214], which greatly

improves the performance of CNNs [213].

2. A max-pooling layer that enables the output of the CNN to be independent

of sentence length and window size of the convolutional kernel [214].

3. Convolutional kernels with varying window sizes to capture various n-gram

features – kernels of size 2, 3, 4 and 5 were found to be most suited [301] –

also see Table E.2.

4. The use of pre-trained word-embeddings, like Word2Vec [302], improves per-

formance in comparison to the use of randomly initialised vectors and static

Word2Vec vectors [301] – also see Section D.2.3.

5. Similar to using Shortest Dependency Path (SDP) features, one could consider

only parts of the input sentence. The intuition is that the words comprising the

SDP between two arguments exclusively express the relation and, therefore,

noise from further irrelevant words can be reduced [267]. Approaches include:

• Restricting the input to a CNN to words comprising the SDP, e.g., omit-

ting words of a sentence that are not part of the arguments or the words

connecting the arguments [213].

• Replacing the max-pooling operation with ‘Piecewise Max Pooling ’ [303,

304]. Here, a sentence is divided into three chunks based on the known

positions of two arguments of a relation. The intuition is that this division

mimics the inherent structural division of information in a sentence.

• Simply providing a CNN or RNN with SDP features as additional input

has been found to improve performance [269, 305].
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6. Augmenting the training data with unlabelled sentences, e.g.;

• Distant supervision [255, 256], where sentences are identified that contain

a pair of arguments known (from other information sources) to be in

a specific relation. The assumption is made that the newly identified

sentences express the same relation between the arguments, although

this may not be true [250, 259]. Various methods exist to reduce the

number of false examples in a dataset that is augmented through distant

supervision. An example is Multi-Instance Learning (MIL) [306], where

a relation label is given to a bag of instances. Bags of instances can then

be given a positive label when they contain at least one sentence that

expresses the relation [259].

• Self-training [307], where a classifier is trained on a small amount of

labelled data and then used to predict labels for a large amount of unseen

data [308]. Subsequently, the classifier is re-trained on both the initial

labelled data and the (noisy) newly labelled data – often using only the

predictions with high confidence.

Notably, the MIL approach is used by the model that introduces ‘Piecewise Max

Pooling ’ [303], but the implemented loss function only takes into account a single

instance of each bag-of-instances [309]. To overcome this issue an attention mecha-

nism over all the instances in a bag may be used [310]. Here, each sentence in the

bag is separately encoded into a vector representation. The entire bag of instances

is then represented by an attention-weighted average of the sentence vectors. Alter-

natively, it is possible to apply two-dimensional max pooling operation across the

sentences in a bag of instances [215].

4.4.2 Reducing the features used for RE

The first neural approach to jointly extract both entities and relations is illustrated

in Figure 4.3. This model makes use of bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) layers and an attention mechanism [216] – also see Section E.3.4. Features

consist of the words in the input sentences, POS tags, and dependency tags. The

network explicitly models the Shortest Dependency Path (SDP) between a pair of

predicted entities, which provides a strong prior for the relation classification task.
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Notably, this method achieved state-of-the-art results on the ACE2004 [311] and

ACE2005 [312] datasets, surpassing CNN-based models.

The first completely end-to-end neural RE model performs only slightly worse

than [216], despite discarding input features like POS and dependency tags [266].

This model inputs only the words of a sentence to multiple layers of bidirectional

Figure 4.3: A bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM) encodes features for an entity predic-
tion module, which are passed to a relation prediction module that explicitly models the
Shortest Dependency Path (SDP) in a bidirectional tree-LSTM. This variant of an LSTM
models sums the weights of preceding and succeeding dependency nodes with the same
type, where the tree is navigated both top-down and bottom-up. Image taken from [216].
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Figure 4.4: Multiple layers of bidirectional LSTMs (Bi-LSTM) are used to encode a
word. The encoding, and the predicted label for the preceding word, are used to predict
whether the current word is part of an entity. For each word that is predicted to be part
of an entity, the input to the entity classification and the predicted label embedding are
concatenated (dotted lines in the figure). For each predicted entity, a relation classifier
looks at all preceding entities to predict whether a relation holds between these two entities
(a Phys relation holds between ‘Safwan’ and the preceding words ‘Martin’ and ‘Geissler ’
in the figure above). Image taken from [266].

LSTMs, also see Figure 4.4. For every word in the input a BILOU9 label is predicted

using a linear layer with a softmax activation. For words that are predicted to be

part of an entity, an embedding for the predicted label is concatenated with the

hidden representation of the last bidirectional LSTM layer. The result is a vector

that encodes all possible entity words. A pointer network [313] is used to compute an

attention mechanism for each of the encoded entity words, outputting a (directed)

probability over the relation labels for each of the entity words in the sentence [266].

The supervised RE and RC systems mentioned so far, e.g., [213–216, 266, 269,

305], are developed for Web and news-wire domain texts. Evaluation is primarily

based on the training and performance on the ACE 2004 [311] and ACE 2005 [312]

datasets. While these networks achieve state-of-the-art results on general domain

9BILOU refers to a labelling scheme, where: the first word of a multi-word entity is labelled B
for Begin, words that are part of a multi-word entity (but not the first or last word) are labelled I
for Inside, words at the end of a multi-word entity are labelled L for Last, words that do not make
part of an entity are labelled O for Outside, and entities that consist of a single word are labelled
U for Unit-length token. A similar tagging scheme is IOBES, which stands for Inside, Outside,
Begin, End, Singleton.
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RE, they are unlikely to perform as well on scientific literature. In the first place,

because sentences in scientific text are longer and more complex [112]:

• Pre-computed features, such as the dependency tags used in [216], are more

likely to contain more noise for longer sentences [215, 314].

• The network architectures of [216] and [266], themselves, have trouble dealing

with predicting long-distance relations. As an example, the performance of the

networks illustrated in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 is ±60 F1-score for relations

of which the distance between arguments is less than 8 words [266]. The

performance on relations with a distance of 8 words or larger is only 19.2

F1-score for the end-to-end network and 26.7 F1-score for the network that

explicitly models the SDP.

A second issue is the limited number of annotated training resources, a problem

that is exacerbated by the large variety in scientific domains [315].

4.4.3 Scientific Relation Extraction datasets

This section provides an overview of datasets, and their characteristics, that were

created for RE from scientific texts.

ScienceIE Semeval 2017 task 10 introduced the ScienceIE dataset, consisting of

500 paragraphs taken from full-text scientific documents in the domains of Computer

Science, Material Science and Physics journal articles [211]. It contains annotations

of keyphrases, because scientific text often uses Multi-Word Expression (MWE) to

indicate concepts – both in the form of Noun Phrases as well as Verb Phrases [211,

315]. An example is the Noun Phrase ‘Long Short Term Memory network ’. These

keyphrases are classified as materials, processes or tasks. Furthermore, hyponym-

and synonym-relations between the keyphrases are captured.

Semeval 2018 The manually annotated Semeval 2018 task 7 dataset contains

6 relations types that are noted to occur regularly in scientific abstracts; usage,

result, model, part-whole, topic and comparison [212]. It contains 500 abstracts

from the domain of Computational Linguistics and draws on the ACL RD-TEC 2.0

corpus [316] for entity annotation; technology and method, tool and library, language
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resource, language resource product, measures and measurements, models and other.

Notably, the ScienceIE dataset contains a significantly higher proportion of long

keyphrases in comparison to the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 corpus [317]. This is likely

due to the different characteristics of sentences taken from abstracts and those in

the main body of a research paper.

SciERC The SciERC dataset consists of 500 abstracts taken from Artificial In-

telligence conference and workshop proceedings [217]. It extends the entity and

relation types of the Semeval 2018 task 7 dataset; the relation types are used-for,

feature-of, hyponym-of, part-of, compare, conjunction and corefence, and the en-

tity types are task, method, evaluation metric, material, other scientific terms, and

generic terms – the latter includes anaphora and cataphora that are annotated for

corefence resolution.

BioNLP datasets A handful of datasets has been prepared for RE in the biol-

ogy domain, which have been used in various editions of the BioNLP and BioCre-

AtIvE shared tasks [318–321]. These datasets, too, focus on a narrow set of pre-

defined biomedical relations, such as interactions between known proteins, genes,

diseases, drugs and other chemicals [322–325]. Notable BioNLP datasets that are

more biology-oriented, rather than biomedical, include the BB corpus [326] and the

SeeDev corpus [327]:

• The BB corpus includes 4 entity types and 2 relation types that revolve around

microorganisms of food interest. Besides abstracts and titles, it contains para-

graphs and sentences from 20 full-text documents [328]. On average, specific

micro-organisms and their habitats are mentioned only twice throughout the

entire corpus. Furthermore, 3,189 entities are classified into 519 categories,

indicating a relatively high variety in expressions indicating the same entity

type [326]. The large amount of rare terms poses issues for the training and

use of Word2Vec [302] or GloVe [329] word embeddings [281]. In combination

with the variability of terms, lexicalised Rule-Based approaches would have to

rely on large vocabularies.

• The SeeDev consists of 86 paragraphs from 20 full-text articles about seed

development in a specific plant, the Arabidopsis thaliana. The relatively small
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number of paragraphs are annotated with relatively many entity and relation

types; 16 types of Named Entities and 21 types of relations. The result is

a highly imbalanced dataset with 7 relations making up less than 1% of all

relations, and overlap in source documents when splitting data into training,

development and test sets [327]. This imbalance and overlap increase the

likelihood of overfitting when training a supervised RE system.

Both the BB and SeeDev corpus contain approximately 3,500 relations within a

small sub-domain of biology. These datasets indicate that biological texts contain

many rare terms [281]. These rare terms and non-standard words can provide im-

portant cues for RE, but they are often treated as Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words

that receive the same word embedding [315]. This issue is further complicated by

the variable expressions used to denote the same term [326]. An example from ma-

terial sciences is ‘Cu40Zn’, which may also be denoted as a ‘brass alloy ’ or ‘BS40 ’

[330]. Note that both of these issues complicate the use of lexicalised Rule-Based

Systems (RBS).

Cross-sentences boundary In the news-wire and Web domains, extracted re-

lations often involve popular entities that are expressed in single sentences [252].

Scientific articles on the other hand are less redundant and information is more of-

ten spread across sentence boundaries [226]. As an example, in the BB dataset 27%

of the relations have arguments that are not part of the same sentence [277, 326].

Combining single-sentence RE and co-reference resolution provides one way to cap-

ture such cross-sentence relations [217], although it does not truly model relational

patterns that cross the sentence boundary [228].

4.4.4 Neural approaches on the SemEval 2018 task 7 dataset

Various neural RE systems were developed for SemEval 2018 task 7, which was eval-

uated on three sub-tasks; RC trained on clean data, RC trained on noisy data, and

RE trained on clean data [212]. LSTM-based submissions were found to slightly

outperform CNN-based submissions in both RE and RC tasks, and the neural ap-

proaches consistently outperformed alternative methods. Characteristics of the four

systems that together achieve top 3 results for all sub-tasks are (reversed order):
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4. Talla [331] – second place in RC on noisy data. A CNN-based approach

is used that applies pairwise ranking, following [213]. The final models is a

soft-vote ensemble of the best models obtained through 10-fold stratified cross-

validation. Notably, the pre-trained word embeddings are frozen during the

first 10 epochs to avoid large updates.

3. SIRIUS-LTG-UiO [332] – third place in all three tasks. This system is CNN-

based and uses SDP input from Stanford NLP [136] dependency parses. All

entities are replaced by a unique identifier before parsing, effectively collapsing

MWEs. The SDP is encoded following [269]. Based on different settings for

the pre-initialisation of weights, the best variation for each sub-task is chosen.

Final results are based on the best performing variants, and a majority vote

of 5 variants.

2. UWNLP [333] – first place in RE, and second place in RC on clean data. This

system extends the model illustrated in Figure 4.3 [216] and a system that

achieves state-of-the-art results on the ScienceIE dataset for keyphrase ex-

traction [315]. Words in the input sentences are represented using pre-trained

Word2Vec word embeddings [302], character-level LSTM embeddings and fea-

ture embeddings. A bidirectional LSTM is used to compute the hidden states

for a sentence and based on the SDP the states of the argument headwords

and closest common ancestor are concatenated. The entity-extraction model

[315] is pre-trained on the SemEval 2018 task 7 dataset, and used to predict

concept spans for unlabelled data from two large datasets. Entities that occur

more than 10 times are collected and used to retrain Word2Vec embeddings,

where MWEs are treated as single tokens. One or more candidates from the

pre-trained concept embeddings are concatenated to the SDP representation,

as well as a distance embedding that counts the amount of concepts between

the target concept pairs. The final linear layer classifies the relations using a

softmax activation function. Notably, removing the dependency path features

as input results in a performance drop of 11.5% [333].

1. ETH-DS3Lab [334] – top-performer in the RC tasks, and second place in

RE. This system is an ensemble that trains a bidirectional LSTM and CNN in
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parallel. Two large corpora within the same domain as the SemEval 2018 task

7 dataset are used to pre-train Word2Vec embeddings [302]. Only the words

of entities and the words that connect these entities are fed to an embedding

layer, along with their relative positions in both directions. The embedded

partial sentences are fed separately to a bi-LSTM and a CNN. Two linear lay-

ers classify the output of the RNN and CNN to the relation classes. The final

prediction is based on a weighted and post-processed average of twenty models,

each initialised with different random seeds. A relatively large amount of pre-

processing steps is used to improve performance, e.g., up-sampling, computing

relative distances, collapsing nested entities, as well as labelling entities with

tags following [335]. Various standard procedures to improve training are im-

plemented, such as using a weighted loss-function and a decaying learning rate.

Furthermore, the predictions from the CNN and LSTM in each model are com-

bined after weighting based on sequence length – the reason is that the LSTM

is shown to perform better on longer sequences. Finally, post-processing is

used to introduce, e.g., some constraints on directionality of specific relations.

All of the above mentioned systems rely on ‘tricks ’ to boost performance, such as

pre-computing features, self-training, ensembling, and post-processing [331–334]. To

emphasize this, the best performing system – ETH-DS3Lab – is an ensemble of a

staggering 20 separately trained models [334].

4.4.5 A general neural approach to scientific RE

The SciIE system is a more general end-to-end NN model for scientific RE, de-

veloped for the SciERC dataset [217]. SciIE jointly extracts entities, relations

and co-reference annotations. The latter allows post-processing of extractions to

identify cross-sentence relations. The model adapts a span-based approach that

achieved state-of-the-art results for the tasks of co-reference resolution [336] and

Semantic Role Labelling [337]. These span representations enable end-to-end learn-

ing, which allows the SciIE system to propagate information between NER, RE

and co-reference resolution, without increasing the complexity of inference [217].

Figure 4.5 illustrates how the SciIE model could identify a TradeOff relation

in a single sentence. The model’s ability to extract co-reference relations is omitted,
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Clear
trade-offs

[...]
energy
storage

.

Figure 4.5: The SciIE system can be provided with a single sentences D as input. For
all possible spans up to width W a span label ∈ LE is computed and a mention score
φmr. Spans with the lowest mention scores are pruned, with variable beam size λn. For
combinations of remaining spans a relation label ∈ LR is predicted. The set of span labels
LE and the set of relation labels LR both contain a dummy class ε.

since co-reference is not relevant to the CAB task defined in Section 4.1. First,

the SciIE system embeds input words using ELMo embeddings [338] – also see

sections D.2.3 and D.2.5. For a single sentence D = {w1, ..., wn} all possible spans

S = {s1, ..., sN} are computed, which are within-sentence word sequences. A bidi-

rectional LSTM on top of the embedding layer captures the sentence-based context

for each word [217]. Subsequently, spans are represented as a concatenation of: the

hidden states of the left-most token and right-most token in the span, a weighted

sum over all token representations in the span with the weights learned through a

self-attention mechanism [339], and an encoding of the span length [336]. Each span

representation is fed to two span-classifiers – two stacked linear layers – that output

span-scores φe and mention-scores φmr respectively. Span-score φe is used to predict

a span label ∈ LE with LE the set of possible span labels, including a non-span class

ε. Mention-score φmr indicates how likely a span is mentioned in a relation – also

see section 6.2.2.

The model deals with O(n4) possible pairs of spans, where n is the number of

words in a sentence. Therefore, pruning is required to make the classification of

span-pairs into relation labels tractable at both training and test time [336, 337].

First, mention scores φmr enable pruning the number of spans considered for relation

classification with a variable beam of size λn, where n is the number of tokens in the

input sentence [217]. Second, the maximum width W of spans is limited to reduce

the total number of spans.

After pruning, a label ei ∈ LE is predicted for each remaining span si using φe
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[217]. Pairs of spans with the highest values for φmr are concatenated and fed to a

relation classifier, which is another stack of two linear layers that predicts a relation

label rij between two spans (si and sj) [337]. For pairs of spans (si, sj) the model

predicts which relation rij ∈ LR holds between them. The set of possible relation

types is LR, which includes a non-relation class ε. The output consists of span and

relation labels for retained pairs of spans. The probability of spans and relations,

given an input sentence D, is computed as [217]:

P (E,R|D) =
N∏
i=1

P (ei|D)
N∏
j=1

P (rij|D)

where the conditional probabilities of each random variable are normalised indepen-

dently as follows:

P (ei = e|D) =
exp(ΦE(e, si))∑

e ′∈LS exp(ΦE(e ′, si))

P (rij = r|D) =
exp(ΦR(r, si, sj))∑

r ′∈LR exp(ΦR(r ′, si, sj))

where ΦE denotes the unnormalized score for a span si having label ei. ΦR denotes

the score for relation type rij and a pair of spans (si, sj).

This neural approach to scientific RE exemplifies the possibility of reducing the num-

ber of features used during training. The input for training consists of the unlabelled

text, pre-trained word embeddings and output labels for supervision. Importantly,

this model achieves state-of-the-art performance on the ScienceIE dataset [211],

which includes the tasks of span identification and keyphrase extraction. No re-

sults of the SciIE system on the Semeval 2018 task 7 dataset have been provided

[217]. However, it is expected that with self-training and ensembling this model may

achieve strong, or even state-of-the-art, results for that dataset as well.
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Figure 4.6: Example of a document-level graph representation for two sentences. The
words form the nodes, while the edges represent the types of possible connections between
words in either sentence: adjacency, co-reference, dependency, discourse. Note how the
edge labelled NEXTSENT connects the dependency roots of the sentences. Adjacency
edges between words are not visualised, but used as well to mitigate parser errors. Image
adapted from [226].

4.4.6 Distant supervision for cross-sentence scientific RE

A noteworthy direction of scientific RE research focuses specifically on n-ary re-

lations between arguments that occur in adjacent sentences. Two related studies

adopt a document-level graph representation to represent intra-sentential dependen-

cies, as well as inter-sentential dependencies between adjacent sentences [226, 228]

– also see Figure 4.6. As a result, the number of possible paths between pairs of

entities becomes larger. To cope with the number of paths that might indicate a

relation, and to handle language variations and parser errors better, rich structural

information is provided to (1) a binary logistic regression classifier [226], and (2)

to a graph LSTM network [228]. As an example of these rich features, co-reference

information [340] and discourse relations [341] are pre-computed. However, it was

found that these co-reference and discourse relations led to a small drop in perfor-

mance due to abundant parser errors on scientific text [226]. The ultimate aim of

these approaches is to improve RE in a Machine Reading setting and, therefore,

both approaches rely on distant supervision to automatically create a large dataset

[226, 228]. Note that this aim is similar to that of the OIE paradigm, but to reduce

complexity the scope is limited to specific relations in a given domain.
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The binary logistic regression classifier relies on distant supervision from a man-

ually curated database of gene and cancer drug interactions [342], which contains

approximately 700 relations in standardised terminology [226]. The task is to pre-

dict only the general association between a drug and a gene. 960,000 unlabelled

full-text articles from PubMed [343] are used to select candidate training samples.

Pre-processing consists of tokenisation, POS tagging, syntactic parsing using SPLAT

[344], as well as dependency parsing to obtain Stanford dependency tags [136], and

drug and gene entity tagging using Literome [345]. The selection of candidates is

limited to entities that occur in at most three consecutive sentences. An issue to

take into account is that for a pair of entities, one (or more) of the entities may occur

multiple times in a group of sentences. A solution is to always label the pair that

has the minimum distance in number of words, and add a penalty to a path that

crosses a sentence boundary [226, 228]. As a result, 87,773 positive instances are

found. Because related genes and drugs are relatively rare, negative examples are

created by randomly sampling pairs that are not known to be associated. Roughly

the same number of negative examples is sampled to balance the dataset.

The graph LSTM model relies on the same gene-drug interaction database [342], as

well as a database of Clinical Interpretations of Variants of Cancer (CIViC) [346].

While fine-grained interaction types are available in both databases, the task is again

limited to coarse associations [228]. However, a multi-task setting is used; the main

task is to identify drug-gene-mutation triples, sub-tasks include the identification of

drug-gene and gene-mutation sub-relations. A set of 59 distinct drug-gene-mutation

seed tuples was identified in the database, for which 3,462 ternary relation instances

were found in the approximately one million PubMed papers [343]. The sub-relations

add an additional 140,661 partial instances.

The paths between two entities in the graph-based document representation

are collapsed by a graph LSTM. To deal with cyclical graphs, the document graph

representation is split into a forward Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and a backward

DAG [228]. The recurrent LSTM units contain a separate forget gate for each edge

coming into a node – each edge type thus has its own set of parameters to be learned,

which is shown to outperform edge-type embeddings. In the case of only linear chain

edges, this approach is essentially a normal bi-LSTM.
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While both approaches leave room for improvement in terms of both recall and

precision [228], these studies show that automatically extracting facts can provide

strong candidates for manual curation – possibly in an iterative bootstrapping type

of approach. Further insights from these studies include [226, 228]:

• Using a pipelined approach for distant supervision inevitably introduces noise,

especially during scientific RE:

– The use of rich structural information for scientific text is prone to error-

propagation, especially when the features are pre-computed using systems

that were not developed specifically for scientific texts

– A significant proportion of errors was found to be based in entity linking,

another error-propagation issue.

• Higher arity relations are more likely to be cross-sentence.

• Adding more paths than just the SDP was found to substantially increase

accuracy, and indeed dependency connections were confirmed to be more in-

formative than word adjacency.

• The top-K shortest paths were selected to determine whether a relation exists,

showing that learning from more paths improved accuracy.

4.5 Conclusions

The Relation Extraction (RE) task for the proposed Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB)

tool can be formulated in terms of two distinct sub-tasks.

The first sub-task consists of identifying TradeOff and ArgumentModifier

relations. These n-ary relations are central to the CAB approach and require precise

extraction from scientific texts. It is possible to factorise these n-ary relations into a

set of binary relations. Factorisation simplifies the identification of training samples

for each binary relation type, balances the dataset, and simplifies the classification

task. Nevertheless, RE from scientific text remains challenging for various reasons:

• Sentences in scientific texts are often long and complex. This generally leads to

reduced performance of systems that achieve state-of-the-art results on general

domain texts.

• The use of pre-computed features in a pipeline approach is prone to error-
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propagation, an issue that becomes more severe for scientific texts.

• Rich structural information may be required to identify the arguments of re-

lations, because:

– Scientific concepts are often Multi-Word-Expressions (MWE) that lack

clear signifiers like capitalisation.

– The terminology used in scientific text is highly variable, e.g., alternative

terms are used to express the same concept.

• Scientific texts contain many rare terms and non-standard words. While

these can provide important cues for RE, they are often treated as Out-Of-

Vocabulary (OOV) words that receive the same word embedding.

A simple lexicalised Rule-Based System (RBS) is not suited for this sub-task. Such a

symbolic approach would require a practically infinite amount of symbol definitions

to discern the semantics of all singular word entities and MWEs. And although the

trade-offs in the BMO might be used as a set of seed tuples, neither bootstrapping

nor distant supervision are suitable approaches. One reason is that the arguments of

TradeOff relations in the BMO have been manually classified and are unlikely to

be found verbatim in many biological research papers. Another reason is that these

approaches rely on rich structural representations to identify positive examples, e.g.,

the systems described in Section 4.4.6. An end-to-end neural RE system is expected

to provide the best results, as it can learn to identify meaningful representations for

a specific classification task. However, a supervised neural RE system requires the

preparation of a dataset.
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The second sub-task revolves around the identification of the relevant systemic con-

text. A supervised Neural Network (NN) based approach is impractical here, because

it would require a training dataset for each type of relation to extract. However, it

is not known which types or relations are relevant, nor whether they are binary or

n-ary relations. A solution may be to extract any relation from scientific text using

an unlexicalised Rule-Based approach. To this end, an existing Open Information

Extraction (OIE) system may be used. While these systems have been shown to

perform significantly worse on scientific texts, creating a Rule-Based OIE system

from scratch is not straightforward.

The downside of the poor performance of OIE systems is that their noisy output

will either (1) be passed down to subsequent components of the proposed CAB tool,

such as a system that aims to automatically populate the BMO, or (2) presented

to human users. The latter may not necessarily pose an issue for a CAB tool when

the aim is to support the manual abstraction and understanding of mechanisms

Figure 4.7: Examples of the relations that the proposed CAB tool might extract, based
on Figure 3.6. A narrow RE system would first extract the Trade-Off expressed between
the central concepts ‘safety ’ and ‘efficiency ’ (in blue), that takes place specifically in
‘conifer species’ (in green). An OIE system explores further content of the same paper
to extract relations that may comprise the systemic context (in red). The arguments
captured by a Trade-Off relation could be used to filter irrelevant OIE extractions,
which are found to be error-prone in scientific texts. The filtered OIE extractions found
in the same document can shed light on the semantics of relevant concepts, e.g., ‘xylem’,
as depicted at the top of the Figure (in the red box).
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to manipulate a TradeOff – scenario 2 in Section 3.1.3. It may be possible to

leverage the arguments extracted by a precise narrow RE system to then filter out

irrelevant and erroneous extractions.

In conclusion, the proposed CAB tool requires both narrow and open approaches

to RE. The accuracy of narrow RE systems to extract trade-off relations and ar-

guments in scientific texts, and the flexibility of an OIE system to capture a much

larger fraction of the possible relations expressed in scientific texts. Notably, OIE

systems will capture many relations that are not part of the systemic context. In

consequence, a method will be required to align the extracted arguments – such as

clustering arguments based on semantic similarity. Figure 4.7 illustrates the type

of information that extractions from both sub-systems may provide to a user. Fur-

thermore, a dataset will be required for the training of a narrow RE system that

extracts TradeOff relations from scientific biology texts.
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Methodology

5.1 Introduction

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide insight into the first three sub-questions, introduced in

Chapter 1:

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of strategies used by existing CAB tools

to support the identification, selection and understanding of biology informa-

tion? Chapter 2 outlined the strengths and weaknesses of strategies used by

existing Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools and provided a list of require-

ments for identification, selection and understanding of biology information.

• Which CAB strategies can contribute to a systematic application of biom*?

Chapter 3 identified and exemplified an approach to CAB that enables a sys-

tematic application of biom*.

• What approaches to Relation Extraction are suited for a CAB tool? Chapter 4

provided an overview of relevant Relation Extraction (RE) literature to achieve

two RE sub-tasks for the proposed CAB tool:

1. Trade-off extraction: extract specific relations and arguments that align

with the trade-off approach to biom*.

2. Systemic context extraction: extract relations and arguments that could

support analogical comparison or scaffold the understanding of a biolog-

ical system.

This chapter describes the methodology used to answer the remaining sub-question,

as well as the main research question:
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• Can Relation Extraction aid an expert biologist during biom*? One type of

envisioned end-user may be an expert in the biology domain. Here, a CAB

tool may speed up a problem-driven biom* process, e.g., by extracting relevant

information from biology texts that support the identification and selection.

• Can Relation Extraction help an engineer with the identification, selection and

understanding of any scientific biology text that is relevant to a given engineer-

ing problem? The main type of envisioned end-users know little biology, such

as engineers. A CAB tool may further support them by elucidating systemic

components and relations that they might overlook.

Section 5.2 describes how the trade-off extraction sub-task will be solved, and how

the outputs of this task provide insight in the support of expert biologists during

biom*. Note that the task of supporting expert biologists during biom* is pre-

sumably simpler, because biologists require little to no support when it comes to

understanding biological texts. Section 5.3 describes how the systemic context ex-

traction sub-task will be tackled, and how the outputs of this task can provide some

insight in the support of non-experts during biom*.

5.2 Trade-off extraction

5.2.1 Task overview

Following the conclusions of the literature review, see section 4.5, the extraction of

trade-offs is best achieved using a supervised approach to RE. This necessitates the

creation of a dataset to train a RE system. The scope of this dataset is limited to

explicit trade-offs and, as a guidance for the size of the dataset, the assumption is

made that a size comparable to existing datasets for scientific RE is sufficient – see

section 4.4.3 for an overview of existing datasets.

5.2.2 Data collection

A corpus of 10,000 scientific biology texts is scraped from open access journals

in relevant biology sub-domains. To identify sentences that express trade-offs a

bootstrapping approach is tested.
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First, a Rule-Based System (RBS) identifies candidate trade-off relations in the

collected corpus. Because the scope is limited to the extraction of explicit trade-off

relations, one or more words explicitly indicate the presence of a trade-off. Identi-

fying these explicit trade-offs is facilitated using a static list of trade-off indicators.

Second, the candidate relations provided by the RBS are used to alleviate the

annotation task. The quality of these automatically generated annotations can be

poor. Manual re-annotation by a domain-expert ensures that the correct argument

boundaries are selected and negation is handled properly.

Following chapter 2, e.g., see section 2.8, it is undesirable to rely on a static

list of terms to extract arguments or relations. The reason is that such lists may

impose limitations on the system’s coverage. The assumption is that a static list of

indicator words will provide sufficient coverage to evaluate the application of RE for

CAB. With regards to the extraction of arguments, the use of a static list is avoided

during bootstrapping. Instead, unlexicalised extraction patterns are used to extract

any phrase that comprises the argument of a trade-off.

5.2.3 Evaluation

To verify that extracted trade-offs are useful to expert biologists during biom*, a

supervised RE system is trained on the collected dataset – see section 4.4.5 for an

overview of the SciIE system. Evaluation of this system revolves around answering

the question: “Can Relation Extraction aid an expert biologist during biom*?”. To

this end, the output of a supervised trade-off extraction system is compared against

expert annotations.

The trained supervised RE system is used to predict trade-offs for the scientific

texts that have been used to populate the BioMimetic Ontology (BMO). Specifically,

523 scientific biological texts have been manually analysed by a biology expert to

populate the BMO. Each of these papers is classified by the trade-off described in the

text, also see section 2.4.3 and 3.2 for details on the BMO. Therefore, a comparison

can be made between the predicted trade-offs and the ‘gold ’ hand-annotated trade-

offs for these 523 texts.

The comparison of predicted trade-offs against gold labels found in the BMO

is performed by a domain expert. The results provide insight in the value of an
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automated trade-off extraction system for biology experts during biom*. The auto-

mated trade-off extraction is found to provide similar results to the manual analysis,

although the trade-offs are not identified for all 523 papers. This means expert bi-

ologists can benefit from the developed trade-off extraction system during biom*,

e.g., when populating the BMO. Possible limitations of this study include:

• Not all texts used in the BMO express explicit trade-offs, potentially reducing

the sample size.

• The texts used in the BMO are likely biased towards their use in biom*, and

they may not be representative for the entire domain of biology.

5.3 Extracting systemic context

5.3.1 Task overview

Extracting the systemic context is key to support the identification, selection and

understanding of relevant biological information. Consider for example the usability

of the CAB tool in terms of:

• Effectiveness of the trade-off approach to CAB – the degree to which a desired

result is achieved.

• Efficiency of the trade-off approach to CAB – time, perceived effort and num-

ber of mistakes made.

Identification Simply identifying a verbatim trade-off in a text may not be effec-

tive for non-expert readers, such as an engineer with little biological knowledge. As

an example, extracting a trade-off between ‘acquired immune responses ’ and ‘innate

immune responses ’ might be hard to convert to domain-independent terms. While

in context of the biological system, such a trade-off may be interpreted more easily

as, e.g., a trade-off between ‘flexibility ’ and ‘usability ’. As a result, extracting the

systemic context alongside a trade-off can be crucial for novices during the identifi-

cation of a domain-independent trade-off. And such domain-independent trade-offs

form the basis of the trade-off approach to identifying relevant biological systems.
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Selection A desired outcome is the identification of mechanisms to manipulate a

trade-off, see section 3.3. These mechanisms comprise the parts of a system that

work together to bring about a change in the system. Extracting these parts of

the systemic context is expected to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the

selection of relevant biological texts, both for novices and biology experts.

Understanding Finally, the CAB tool should support the understanding of bio-

logical texts. To this end a distinction can be made between understanding the text

at the level of the domain-specific terminology used, and at the level of the biological

system. The latter, understanding the biological system, pertains to understanding

how parts are interrelated – a task that seems particularly eased by extraction of

systemic context. But extracting the systemic context may also support the under-

standing of terms by providing a summary view. Section 5.3.2 further elaborates on

providing a summary view of scientific terms.

5.3.2 Summary view of scientific terms

Section 3.3 introduces how contextual relations can provide a summary view of a

term like ‘xylem’, also see Figure 3.6. But it is not known in advance which types

of contextual relations and arguments should be extracted. Scientific texts have

been shown to contain large amounts of distinct relation types [112] and argument

types [326], also see section 4.4.3. For each class of relations or entities a supervised

approach will require training data. Therefore, Chapter 4 concludes that an Open

Information Extraction (OIE) approach is necessary. This section reiterates that

conclusion in the light of providing a summary view of scientific terms. Here, the

aim is to support the understanding of domain-specific terminology in biology texts.

Figure 5.1 illustrates how the semantics of an unknown entity, in this case ‘Ja-

hangir ’, may be elucidated through a small set of contextual relations [278]. Ex-

tracting contextual relations from scientific texts, however, is not straightforward:

• To provide a summary view of scientific concepts it is not known which types

of relations and arguments should be extracted. An OIE approach can avoid

this issue by extracting any relation and argument type.

• Training a classifier for each argument and relation type in scientific text
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requires exponentially large amounts of training data, because these contain:

– An abundance of unique surface forms for each scientific entity [281, 326].

– An abundance of unique relation types [112].

• Many scientific concepts are expressed as, or part of, a phrase [211]. Argument

boundary detection is complicated by the lack of clear signifiers and contexts.

Furthermore, these phrases can be nested and relatively long.

• Relations in scientific text are more often n-ary and may cross the boundaries

of a sentence [226, 228].

Figure 5.1: Extracting a summary view of a term can elucidate semantics, but is chal-
lenging for scientific concepts. A supervised approach would require an enormous amount
of training data, as a classifier would have to be trained for every relation and argument
type found in scientific texts.

5.3.3 Extracting systemic context

An OIE approach is required to extract the systemic context, as well as to provide

a summary view of scientific concepts. However, OIE performs significantly worse

on scientific texts [112] and can be expected to extract many wrong and irrelevant

extractions. Figure 5.2 illustrates just how noisy OIE results can be on scientific

texts. In order to automatically retain only the most relevant OIE extractions, a

filtering approach is implemented as illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Examples of OIE extractions from scientific text. The words comprising an
argument or predicate are highlighted in blue and labelled (OIE span, OpenIE rel span
or context). The output contains many overlapping extractions that only differ in the
boundaries of one argument or relation span. As a result, the output contains many
redundant, irrelevant, and simply wrong extractions.

Section 4.1 introduces the idea of defining how relevant a relation is in terms of

the ‘distance’ in a graph view. So far, the trade-off relation is considered to be of

central interest during biom*. In many scientific biology texts, however, trade-offs

also capture the central relation that is studied [146–148], also see section 3.1. This

property of capturing central concepts is found to facilitate the automated filtering

of OIE extractions from scientific texts.
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Figure 5.3: The need is for a way to automatically filter irrelevant OIE extractions.

5.3.4 Data collection

The proposed CAB approach is limited by default to papers that contain a trade-

off relation. Therefore, testing the developed CAB tool requires the collection of

a sizeable dataset of scientific biology texts. The assumption is made that 10,000

open access journal papers – also see section 5.2.2 – provides a sufficient amount

of papers with trade-offs to explore the filtering of OIE extractions using trade-off

arguments. In case the number of biology documents where a trade-off is found is

too little, more documents may be collected.

The automated filtering of OIE extractions is explored as follows. First, a super-

vised RE system extracts trade-offs from the corpus of open access biology papers.

Second, for each document that contains a trade-off, the OpenIE 5 system computes

OIE extractions – section 4.3.4 describes the OpenIE 5 system. Third, the filtering

step is accomplished by computing a similarity measure between the arguments of

each OIE extractions and the arguments of the trade-offs in the same document.

To limit the complexity of this filtering step, only first level contextual relations

will be retained. The resulting extractions are assumed to capture (1) the most

relevant systemic context, while also (2) providing a summary view of the arguments

captured in a trade-off relation.

5.3.5 Evaluation

The evaluation of the exploratory filtering method hinges on whether the approach

is feasible, and whether the approach is worthwhile. Feasibility may be quantified

in terms of the number of OIE extractions before and after filtering, combined
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with a qualitative analysis of the OIE extractions before and after filtering. This

qualitative assessment consists of a manual evaluation to determine how relevant

OIE extractions are to a reader. Further inspection of the extraction results provides

additional insight into whether filtering is worthwhile, i.e., filtering improves the

effectiveness and efficiency of identifying the systemic context.

Specific examples indicate that the filtering results provide relevant handles for

the identification, selection and understanding of biology texts during biom*. And,

importantly, that the filtering results capture systemic context – the mechanisms

employed to manipulate a trade-off. Finally, in appendix F the STING project –

described in section 3.2.2 – is used as a real-world problem to test the developed

CAB tool. The findings in this appendix indicate that the CAB tool indeed improves

the efficiency and effectiveness of identifying relevant context.

Limitations of this evaluation method include:

• The number of OIE extractions retained after filtering provides little insight

into the usability of these extractions during biom*.

• The qualitative assessment of filtered and unfiltered OIE extractions provides

only limited insight into the usability of these extractions. To fully assess the

usability aspects of systemic context extraction during biom*, a user study

with multiple participants is required. However, such an evaluation takes con-

siderable planning. It is particularly hard to identify one or more suitable

real-world case studies. Furthermore, it will be necessary to identify par-

ticipants with similar levels of expertise in engineering, biology and biom*.

Therefore, in-depth evaluation of filtering results is left outside the scope of

this thesis.
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Extracting Trade-Offs

This chapter presents the Focused Open Biology Information Extraction (FOBIE)

dataset. Section 6.3 describes the dataset collection and annotation process. FO-

BIE comprises 1500 manually-annotated sentences taken from full-text scientific

biology documents. The dataset enables training and evaluation of Relation Ex-

traction (RE) tools that extract trade-offs from scientific biology texts. Section 6.2

describes specific training and evaluation settings and corresponding results.

6.1 FOBIE dataset collection

This section describes the annotation and general statistics of the FOBIE dataset.

A corpus of 10,000 open-access papers is collected from the Journal of Experimen-

tal Biology (JEB) and three BioMed Central (BMC) journals: Biology, Systems

Biology and Evolutionary Biology. This corpus will be referred to as the 10K cor-

pus throughout this thesis. The selection of journals was made only to the extent

that the articles focus on the biological domain or more-or-less generic biology sub-

domains. However, the BMC journal on Evolutionary Biology may be expected to

contain more studies on trade-offs.

6.1.1 Rule-Based System

Annotating scientific text is not trivial and requires domain-specific expertise. Large-

scale crowd-sourcing [347] or human-in-the-loop [348] efforts can be unreliable for

such tasks. This section describes how a simple Rule-Based System (RBS) has been
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used to alleviate the manual labeling of FOBIE by a domain expert.

Following the annotation guidelines of the BMO, only the abstract, introduction,

results, discussion and conclusion sections are retained for all papers in the 10K

corpus. The texts are split into sentences and tokens using spaCy1. To identify

unlexicalised extraction patterns the dependency parse trees are computed as well –

the spaCy dependency parser performs near state-of-the-art with an accuracy 94.48

on the Penn Treebank corpus [349].

Explicit trade-offs The scope of the FOBIE dataset is limited to explicit trade-

offs. Therefore, like traditional RE systems the RBS can rely on matching specific

words to find a TradeOff or similar relation [219]. Similar to Open Information

Extraction (OIE) systems the RBS relies on unlexicalized grammatical structures,

e.g., syntactic patterns, to determine the argument phrases [253]. This enables

the extraction of trade-offs from various domains [252, 254] and avoids limiting the

extraction to specific argument types.

Indicator words A set of 200 papers were analysed manually to determine the

types of verbatim expressions used to indicate a trade-off. The subjects of these

scientific texts ranged from cell biology to bio-mechanics. Purely descriptive pa-

pers and those reporting results with little analysis were not selected. 85 papers

were found to provide reasoning behind the approach to solve a stated problem.

59 of these papers were identified as describing a trade-off, but only 25 explicitly

mentioned at least one trade-off verbatim. Indicator words were found to include

association, antagonism, balance, conflict, correlation, compromise, interaction, in-

terplay, optimization, ratio, relationship and trade-off. The range and variance of

expressions used to indicate a trade-off, which have similar semantics only in specific

cases, can be problematic for a traditional Rule-Based approach [350, 351].

Argument extraction The identified indicator words do not necessarily indicate

the presence of a trade-off relation, but when one of the indicator words is found in

a sentence the RBS is triggered. That is, the RBS traverses the dependency parse

tree to identify whether one of the following patterns is present:

1https://spacy.io/
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• “[INDICATOR] between [sub-tree containing two arguments]”, e.g., “balance

between speed and accuracy”.

• “[sub-tree containing two arguments] [INDICATOR]”, e.g., “speed versus ac-

curacy trade-off ”.

Note that the argument extraction patterns are limited to capturing trade-offs be-

tween two arguments.

Out of all sentences in the 10K corpus, the RBS identifies just over 1,600 sen-

tences that may express a trade-off or syntactically similar relation. Upon inspection

of the extracted trade-offs, various possible extensions of the simple extraction pat-

terns are identified. Most notably, the extraction patterns do not handle negation

and may traverse long and complex sentences incorrectly. With regards to negation,

the main source of errors is the large variety of verbatim trade-off expressions (e.g.,

‘negative correlation’, ‘positive correlation’), rather than the quality of the depen-

dency parser output. Figure 6.1 shows two examples of partial dependency parses

taken from sentences that are near the average sentence length of ±38 tokens. As

an example of traversing a sentence incorrectly, Figure 6.2 shows two sentences that

express a trade-off, where each sentence deals differently with phrasal attachment

and argument boundaries. Because of the variety in argument and modifier arrange-

ments, improving the accuracy of the RBS requires more detailed extraction rules

and exceptions.

Improving the extraction rules of the simple RBS is expected to be a time-

consuming and complex task. Very often the presence of a trigger word does not

automatically lead to the presence of a trade-off. Determining whether the sen-

tence expresses a trade-off requires additional reasoning and often domain-specific

knowledge. However, considering that the simple extraction rules identify just over

1,600 sentences that may contain a trade-off, the number of candidate relations is

comparable to the size of other scientific RE datasets. After manual re-annotation

the dataset should thus be large enough to train a supervised RE system. And

while the bootstrapping method may exclude a number of false negative examples,

the supervised RE system is expected to generalise well enough to identify these

explicit trade-offs.
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Figure 6.1: Dependency parses of two sentences that are near the average length of 37.81
tokens. The TradeOff indicators and arguments have been underlined as in Figure 6.2,
as well as the single argument modifier ”such as [...]”. Defining extraction rules that can
traverse a large variety of dependency trees correctly is a time-consuming and hard task
that requires expertise in both linguistics and biology.

RBS ARGUMENTS CORRECT  ARG1: ontogenetic trajectories in tolerance    ARG2: ontogenetic trajectories in resistance 

This [...] negative genetic correlation between ontogenetic trajectories in tolerance and resistance throughout plant development [...].
INDICATOR ARG1ARGMOD ARG2

RBS ARGUMENTS WRONG  ARG1: avoidance of parasitic immune responses   ARG2: avoidance of maintenance 

These [...] trade-o� between avoidance of anti-parasitic immune responses and maintenance of the host’s antimicrobial defences.
INDICATOR ARG1 ARG2

Figure 6.2: When traversing sub-trees that are expected to contain at least two trade-off
arguments, the RBS has trouble identifying arguments that share a preposition (black
text). The indicator word (yellow text) denotes the trigger word that connects two trade-
off arguments - Arg1 and Arg2 (green text). ArgMod denotes a modifying phrase
(green text).
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6.1.2 Annotation

The output of our simple RBS is used to bootstrap manual annotation of a scientific

RE dataset. That is, the 1,600 sentences identified by the RBS are converted to

be re-annotated using the BRAT2 interface [352]. During re-annotation a biology

expert manually corrects the relation label for indicator words, handles negation,

and identifies the boundaries of argument and modifier phrases. And while the

RBS aimed to identify two arguments per trade-off indicator, a proportion of the

identified trade-offs actually contains more arguments. Following the Computer-

Aided Biom* (CAB) task description in section 4.1, binary relations are annotated

that constitute a non-projective graph of one or more n-ary relations in a sentence.

Each binary relation is a triple <governor, relation, dependent> where:

• governor is either an indicator word or a modifying phrase.

• relation indicates the type of relation – TradeOff, Argument-Modifier

or Not a TradeOff.

• dependent is an argument phrase.

Three relation types were annotated: TradeOff, Argument-Modifier and

Not a TradeOff. The latter relation is used to indicate that a trigger word

does not express a trade-off. These annotations are retained because their expres-

sions are syntactically similar and, therefore, they can provide useful training signal

as negative samples. This can be exemplified with an indicator word that may either

express Not a TradeOff or TradeOff based on the context, e.g., a correlation

is only a TradeOff when it is a negative correlation.

Many argument phrases are found to be nested and can be broken down into an

argument and a modifier, e.g., ‘ontogenetic trajectories ’ modifies ‘tolerance’ and ‘re-

sistance’ in Figure 6.2. While the argument-modification is reminiscent of PropBank

labels [230] the type of modification is not taken into account, e.g., temporal expres-

sions and phrases that indicate a location are both treated as generic modifiers. One

reason is that indicator words can be either nouns or verbs, e.g., ‘balance/NOUN’

and ‘trade-off /VERB’ in Figure 6.1. Therefore, the modifier classes found in com-

mon Semantic Role Labelling (SRL) frameworks such as PropBank [230] are not

always appropriate. Instead, a verbose approach is taken where the words that may

2https://brat.nlplab.org/
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indicate the type of modifier is included in the annotation of modifying phrases.

As an example, ‘in the [...] ’ is likely to indicate a location and ‘such as [...] ’ will

indicate an example.

As a heuristic, Prepositional Phrases (PPs) heading a coordinating clause are

treated as modifying phrases when they apply to word-level arguments of a trade-

off – such as in the top example in Figure 6.2. In the case of coordination of PPs that

contain arguments of a trade-off, each PP is considered as a whole argument, e.g., in

the bottom example in Figure 6.2. Similarly, when nested phrases in an argument

can be distinctly separated by punctuation, they are treated as an Argument-

Modifier pair. In order to simplify the annotation, phrases that modify the relation

directly are not annotated, e.g., ‘throughout plant development ’ modifies ‘correlation’

in the top of Figure 6.2. Regarding the direction of relations, the trigger words and

modifying phrases are treated as governors of a relation. Figure 6.3 provides an

example of an annotation in the BRAT interface.

Figure 6.3: Example of an annotation in BRAT showing a trigger word, ‘correlation’,
that is related to two arguments, which in turn are related to a single modifier. The trigger
word indicates a Not a TradeOff relation, but a positive correlation.

Despite setting up annotation guidelines, determining exact rules for the boundaries

of arguments was found to be challenging. As an example, consider the second

TradeOff relation in Figure 6.1. In this sentence, ‘immune activity ’ is a ‘life-

history function’ that trades off with ‘growth’ and ‘reproduction’, two other examples

of ‘vital life-history functions ’. Specifically, ‘energetic and nutritional costs ’ needs to

be shared between these ‘life-history functions ’. The first argument ‘immune activity

[...] costs ’ is treated as a single phrase following the heuristics introduced above.

This clause could also be split up, leaving the informative phrase ‘entails energetic

and nutritional costs ’ outside of the annotation scope. In such ambiguous cases,

the longest possible phrase spans is annotated to capture more comprehensively the

information in the sentence.
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Table 6.1: The aggregated statistics for FOBIE.

Train Dev Test Total

# Sentences 1248 150 150 1548
Avg. sent. length 37.42 38.91 40.02 37.81
% of sents ≥ 25 tokens 82.21 85.33 83.33 82.62

Relations:
- TradeOff 639 54 72 765
- Not a TradeOff 2004 258 240 2502
- Arg-Modifier 1247 142 132 1521

Triggers 1292 155 153 1600
Keyphrases 3436 401 398 4235
Keyphrases w/ multiple rel’s 1600 188 163 1951
Spans 4728 556 551 5835
Max relations/sent 9 8 8
Max spans/sent 9 8 8
Max triggers/sent 2 2 2
Max arguments/sent 5 4 4
Unique spans 3643
Unique triggers 41
# single-word keyphrases 864 (20.4%)
Avg. tokens per keyphrase 3.46

6.1.3 Dataset description

Table 6.1 summarises the statistics on FOBIE. The final dataset consists of 1,548

single sentences from 1,292 unique documents, split into 1,248/150/150 train/de-

v/test. The split is controlled for source document overlap to avoid having identical

arguments of relations appearing both during training and testing. FOBIE contains

relatively long key-phrases with an average of 3.46 tokens and only 20% of them con-

sist of a single token. A random selection of 250 sentences (16.1%) is re-annotated

for quality control by a second domain expert. The inter-annotator agreement –

computed per token and averaged over all labels – Cohen k is found to be 0.93.

In contrast to the existing scientific IE datasets described in section 4.4.3, FO-

BIE does not classify arguments of relations into specific entity-types. Arguments in

FOBIE are key-phrases found in full-text scientific papers, similar to ScienceIE.

Most of these phrases are not available in standard knowledge bases, so they can-

not be learned through distant supervision. Relations in FOBIE often constitute a

non-projective graph of n-ary relations between indicator words, argument phrases

and modifying phrases.

Table 6.2 provides an overview of the size of FOBIE in comparison to Scien-
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ceIE, the SemEval 2018 task 7 dataset and SciERC. In comparison, ScienceIE

and SciERC both contain 31% singleton key-phrases (FOBIE 20.4%) and the aver-

age entity length in SciERC is 2.36 (FOBIE 3.46). Furthermore, sentences taken

from full-text documents are longer than those found in abstracts. The average

sentence length in SciERC is 24.31 tokens, while 82.62% of the sentences in FO-

BIE are longer than 25 tokens. Notably, both the BB and SeeDev corpus contain

approximately 3,500 relations within a small sub-domain of biology, while FOBIE

focuses more generally on the domain of biology.

Table 6.2: Amount of arguments, relations and relations per instance for FOBIE, Sci-
ERC, ScienceIE and SemEval 2018 task 7. Rel/doc stands for relations per sentence*
for FOBIE (per abstract or paragraph for the other datasets).

# FOBIE SciERC ScienceIE SE ’18

Arguments 5835 8089 9946 7483
Relations 4788 4716 672 1595
Rel/doc 3.1* 9.4 1.3 3.2

6.2 Trade-off extraction

We train the SciIE system [217] on FOBIE to extract spans that constitute trigger

words and key-phrases, as well as the binary relations between these spans. This

span-based approach is described in section 4.4.5 and has been shown to perform

well on the tasks of co-reference resolution [336], Semantic Role Labelling [337],

and scientific IE [217]. The use of span representations as classifier features enables

end-to-end learning by propagating information between multiple tasks without in-

creasing the complexity of inference. This section reiterates the task on which the

SciIE system is trained and describes the results. Furthermore, section 6.2.4 de-

scribes the experimental setup to test the use of a trade-off extraction system during

curation of the BMO.

6.2.1 Task definition

Following Davidsonian semantics, the task is to extract n-ary relations by (1) identi-

fying the trigger phrase and (2) extracting the binary relations between this trigger

phrase and the argument phrases [228].
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We define trigger phrases and argument phrases as spans of consecutive words

s ∈ S, with S all possible spans in a sentence, and relation-types as r ∈ R, with

R the set of unique relation types. Then a binary relation in a sentence is a triple

(governor, relation, dependent) with governor and dependent elements of S and

relation ∈ R. The union of the following binary relations found in a sentence may

constitute a non-projective graph:

Definition 6.1

An explicit trade-off is an instance of a directed relation ∈ R that is indicated by a

trigger word t ∈ T with T the set of unique trigger words and T ⊂ S. A trade-off

is a binary relation with governor ∈ T and dependent ∈ S. A single trigger word t

can be in n multiple relations.

Definition 6.2

An argument-modifier is a directed binary relation a ∈ A, where we omit the classi-

fication of a into the set of possible modification types A. An instance of a is then

a tuple (governor, relation, dependent) where one of the arguments is related to a

trigger word p, and both arguments ∈ S.

6.2.2 Model

Section 4.4.5 describes the SciIE system [217], which can be trained on both the

tasks of Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Relation Extraction (RE). In the

SciIE system separate classifiers for each task are trained jointly – also see Fig-

ure 4.5. The sidenote on ‘Pipelined versus end-to-end Relation Extraction’ in sec-

tion 4.2.2 indicates how this approach enables the model to share parameters while

learning representations that work well for both tasks. However, for the FOBIE

dataset and task a single end-to-end classifier may be able to take full advantage of

the interaction between specific arguments, trigger words and relation labels. This

section describes a model that largely follows the span-based approach of the SciIE

system in an end-to-end fashion.

Similar to the approach taken by the SciIE system [217, 336, 337], OurModel

uses span representations as classifier features, also see Figure 6.4. End-to-end

learning is enabled by propagating information between multiple tasks, without
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increasing the complexity of inference. Different from Luan et al. [217] we capitalise

on salient features of spans by training separate classifiers for (1) span types, (2)

combinations of possible governors and dependents, and (3) relation types. The

explicit modelling of directionality is expected to provide a bias towards the type of

relation between spans, consider for example the relations in Figure 6.3.

Governor Pruner (FFNN)Dependent Pruner (FFNN)

Pairwise Pruner (FFNN)

top-Kg

top-Kp

top-Kd

efficiency tradeoffs within conifer species-Safety

Safety -
Safety

Safety - efficiency

within conifer species within conifer species
conifer species

species

within conifer species
... ...

... ...

conifer species
species

Safety
Safety -
Safety - efficiency

Safety
...

...
Arg-Modifier

Figure 6.4: Overview of OurModel. Spans are all possible sequences of consecutive
input tokens (top) up to a certain length - 3 is the maximum shown in the figure. After
computing a span representation g, these representations are fed to two separate pruners
for governor and dependents respectively. Combinations of top-Kg and top-Kd spans are
pruned by a pair-wise Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN). A distribution over labels
L is computed for the remaining top-Kp span pairs.

The output layers of OurModel predict (1) whether a span is a governor, (2)

whether a span is a dependent, (3) whether a pair of spans occur together in a

triple, and (4) a distribution over the possible relation labels for pairs of spans.

The input to OurModel is a single sentence S = {w1, ..., wn} for which we com-

pute all possible governor spans G = {g1, ..., gN} and all possible dependent spans

D = {d1, ..., dM}. The spans are within-sentence word sequences up to a certain

length. For combinations of a governor and a dependent span (gi, dj), we predict

whether they occur in any relation rij ∈ R : R = {0, 1}. We also predict a label

`ij ∈ L, with L the set of all possible relation types including a null-type ε.
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Model Formulation Similarly to Luan et al. [217], we learn the distribution

P (G,D,R,L|S) and assume governor and dependent spans are conditionally inde-

pendent given S:

P (G,D,R,L|S) =
N∏
i=1

P (gi|S)
M∏
j=1

P (dj|S)P (rij|S)P (`ij|S)

where the conditional probabilities of each random variable are normalised indepen-

dently as follows:

P (gi = g|S) =
1

1 + exp(−ΦG(g, si))

P (di = d|S) =
1

1 + exp(−ΦD(d, si))

P (rij = r|S) =
1

1 + exp(−ΦR(r, si, sj))

P (`ij = `|S) =
exp(ΦL(`, si, sj))∑

` ′∈L exp(ΦL(` ′, si, sj))

ΦG and ΦD denote the unnormalized scores for a span si being a governor or depen-

dent, respectively. ΦR denotes the score for a relation between two spans si and sj.

ΦL denotes the scores for the labelled relation between a pair of spans (si, sj) – also

see below.

First, we compute span and pair-wise span scores for shared span representations

g. Each span representation g is a concatenation of the contextualised first and last

token embeddings for span si, a weighted sum over the tokens in the span and

a feature-embedding that encodes the span size [336]. For span si the span-score

φg(si) indicates the likelihood of it being a governor, φd(si) the likelihood of it being

a dependent. Pairwise score φr(si, sj) measures how likely it is that a pair of spans

is related, and φl(si, sj) measures how likely the spans are related for each relation

type ∈ L. The span scores φx(si) for x ∈ {g, d} and pair-wise span scores φy(si, sj)

for y ∈ {r, l} are computed as follows:

φx(si) = wx · FFNNx(gi)

φy(si, sj) = wy · FFNNy([gi,gj])
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where gi is a fixed-length vector representation for span si and {wx,wy} are neural

network parameters to be learned. These scores are used directly to compute the

different Φ:

ΦG(g, si) = φg(si)

ΦD(d, si) = φd(si)

ΦR(r, si, sj) = φr(si, sj)

ΦL(`, si, sj) = φ`(si, sj)

Note that this is a simplified scoring architecture in comparison to SciIE. Specifi-

cally, we do not propagate span-based scores to the pairwise scorers – for comparison,

see the computation of ΦR in Figure 4.5. Furthermore, contrary to Luan et al. [217],

we do not use an element-wise multiplication in our pair-wise span representations,

as we found this to hurt performance.

Our objective function is the sum of the negative log-likelihood losses for each task:

−
∑

(S,G∗,D∗,R∗,L∗)

{logP (G∗|S) + logP (D∗|S) + logP (R∗|S) + logP (L∗|S)}

with gold labels G∗ for governor spans, D∗ for dependent spans, R∗ for related pairs,

L∗ for pair-wise relation labels.

Pruning The model deals with O(n2) possible governor spans, O(n2) possible

dependent spans, O(n4) possibly related span pairs and O(n4|L|) possible relation

types - where n is the number of words in a sentence. Therefore, pruning is required

to make the model tractable at both training and test time [217, 336, 337]. We

define three separate beams: BG to limit the top-Kg governor spans, BD to limit

the top-Kd dependents, and BR to limit the top-Kp pairs of top-governors and top-

dependents. We set all beams and the maximum argument length to a fixed size.

Implementation details We use a 1-layer biLSTM with 200-dim. hidden units

for the shared span representations g and initialize with different pre-trained ELMo
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embeddings (PubMed) [338]. Each Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) for binary

classification consists of a single 100-dim. hidden layer, and the relation classifier

has a single 400-dim. hidden layer. Furthermore, we introduce a single layer FFNN

with 10 hidden dimensions that compresses the embedding representation of the

start and end tokens in g – this greatly helps reduce the memory load. We use

beam λ(GD)n = 0.8 and set the maximum beam sizes to BG = 14, BD = 14 and

BR = 60. We optimise using Adam [353] and set the initial learning rate to 0.001.

6.2.3 Training results

We compare OurModel on FOBIE against SciIE [217] on two sub-tasks: (1)

Argument Recognition, and (2) Relation Extraction (RE). For both models we use

the recommended hyper-parameters to train the SciIE system on the SciERC

dataset. However, we adjust the beam sizes of SciIE in accordance to the longer

arguments in FOBIE. The same settings are used to provide a fairer comparison:

λ is set to .8 and W to 14 tokens.

In total we train the SciIE system four times. In the first place, two different

settings for patience are used. In the setup referred to as SciIE10, training is

constrained with a patience set to 10 epochs – meaning that if the validation F1

score does not improve over 10 consecutive epochs, training will end. In a second

setup this constraint is dropped and the training is allowed to continue3, indicated

as SciIE∞. In the second place, two different approaches are used with regards to

providing span labels during training. For both SciIE10 and SciIE∞ one model

only learns to predict whether a span is a valid span or not, while a second model

predicts whether the span is a trigger word or a key-phrase.

Table 6.3 summarises the results of all models on the sub-tasks of Argument

Recognition and RE. For the Argument Recognition sub-task we also report the

results of the RBS described in section 6.1.1. The RBS performs significantly

worse; as expected it identifies trigger words exceptionally well (F1=95.89 on test

set) but does not recognise many of the remaining key-phrases correctly (F1=22.36

on test set), resulting in a low overall performance. The SciIE system performs

3The SciIE∞ model was allowed to run overnight – it ran for many more than 10 epochs
without improving upon the F1 score.
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Table 6.3: Results on test set for our Rule-Based System (RBS) and SciIE [217] w.r.t
argument recognition and the combined task of extracting and classifying relations (RE).
Providing the model with labels to distinguish trigger words from key-phrases slightly
improves performance. †The difference between SciIE and OurModel is statistically
significant (p<0.01) according to two-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Argument Recognition P R F1

RBS 44.31 35.32 39.31

SciIE10 unlabelled spans 86.76 79.39 82.91
SciIE10 labelled spans 83.86 80.83 82.32

SciIE∞ unlabelled spans 84.50 80.40 82.40
SciIE∞ labelled spans 84.11 80.94 82.49

OurModel 78.74 79.99 79.32
w/o span-pair classifier 80.20 73.13 76.50

Relation Extraction P R F1

RBS — — —

SciIE10 unlabelled spans 68.53 65.48 66.97
SciIE10 labelled spans 67.71 67.71 67.71

SciIE∞ unlabelled spans 69.60 69.60 69.60
SciIE∞ labelled spans 71.72 68.72 70.19

OurModel 69.68 67.04 †68.33
w/o span-pair classifier 48.01 59.24 53.04

best in terms of recognising arguments and their boundaries, while the overall RE

performance is similar to OurModel. This indicates that OurModel more often

labels relations correctly.

SciIE results

The results for the labelled and unlabelled SciIE models confirm that relations in-

teract closely with entity information. The performance on the RE task is improved

by providing the model with labels for trigger and argument spans. However, the

unlabelled SciIE10 setting provides the best results in terms of Argument Recogni-

tion. One explanation could be that the best performing model, SciIE∞, overfits on

biases that are likely to exist in FOBIE. An obvious example of a bias in FOBIE

is the imbalance in trigger words:

• Rule-Based System indicators: association, antagonism, balance, conflict, cor-

relation, compromise, interaction, interplay, optimisation, ratio, relationship

and trade-off.

• FOBIE dataset indicators: trade-off, correlation, balance, compromise, rela-

tionship, interaction, interplay, conflict, the contradictory objectives and ‘on
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Table 6.4: The indicators for TradeOff and Not a TradeOff relations in the FO-
BIE dataset are highly imbalanced.

‘trade-off’ ‘correlation’
FOBIE split TradeOff Not a TradeOff TradeOff Not a TradeOff
train 208 4 61 454
dev 27 1 3 61
test 24 2 7 51

Pred  
&  

Gold:

Gold:

Pred:

Gold:

Pred:

Figure 6.5: Examples of output from the SciIE system trained on FOBIE, in comparison
to gold annotation.

the one hand combined with ‘on the other ’.

Table 6.4 indicates how a trigger like ‘correlation’ more often indicates a positive

correlation than a negative correlation – recall that only the latter is a TradeOff.

In contrast, the trigger ‘trade-off indicates a TradeOff unless there is a nega-

tion in the sentence. While early stopping may help prevent overfitting on specific

triggers, continued training and providing the separate labels for trigger and argu-

ment spans may emphasise such bias. Notably, the following triggers only indicate a

Not a TradeOff relation in the development and test set: ‘ratio’, ‘compromise’,

‘interplay ’ and ‘conflict ’.
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Table 6.5: Ablation results of our RE model on the development set. Tokens embedded
using GloVe are not lower-cased, resulting in a substantial amount of out-of-vocabulary
words, also see section 7.2.1.

Governors Dependents Relations
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

PubMed ELMo 80.59 83.05 81.80 75.84 74.12 74.97 68.65 67.76 68.20
Original ELMo 82.56 72.20 77.03 71.01 72.61 71.80 65.56 64.27 64.91
Small ELMo 82.12 76.27 79.09 75.92 67.34 71.37 54.32 62.96 58.32
GloVe* (300d) 82.55 76.95 79.65 69.15 67.59 68.36 48.74 50.76 49.73
w/o span-pair 81.94 80.00 80.96 68.65 75.38 71.86 50.81 61.66 55.71

OurModel results

The F1-score of OurModel for Argument Recognition is an average of extracting

the governor (82.39) and dependent spans (76.25). As shown in Table 6.5 the extrac-

tion of governors is easier than the extraction of dependents. This can be explained

by the increased complexity of extracting argument phrases in comparison to single

trigger words, the latter constitute many of the governor spans. Furthermore, a

reason may be that dependent spans contain more often scientific terms that are

not covered adequately by general domain word embeddings.

The use of pre-trained embeddings of different sizes and domains has a consider-

able effect on the performance of the system. An ablation study on the development

set is shown in Table 6.5. For the extraction of governors and dependents, using

domain-specific embeddings (PubMed ELMo) seems to have the most significant

effect in performance (4.77 and 3.17 F1-score increase versus original ELMo). As

expected, a decreased performance on the Argument Recognition task results in a

significantly decreased performance on the RE task. If we ablate span-pair classi-

fication – OurModel (w/o span-pair classifier) – the performance drops slightly

on the Argument Recognition task and significantly on the RE task. This suggests

that span-pair classification is able to capture relevant inter-dependencies between

arguments and relations.

To exemplify the performance of OurModel (PubMed ELMo), Figure 6.5

shows example outputs on arguments of different lengths. The predicted relation

(Not a TradeOff) and its accompanying structure for the first example are com-

pletely correct – note also how the argument modifiers result in a non-projective

structure. The second example is more challenging, with a longer range depen-
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dency between the trade-off span and the second dependent argument. In this case

OurModel predicts the correct relation, TradeOff, but only extracts partial

argument spans and essentially fragments them into several modifying argument

relations. This behaviour is likely the result of the annotation heuristics described

in section 6.1.2. The third example exhibits a relatively long argument – which is

common in scientific texts – where only a small part of the span is predicted.

Besides a bias in terms of the indicators found in the FOBIE dataset, biases

may exist in terms of the lengths of argument spans and the distances between

a governor and a dependent. OurModel picks up on these biases, although the

explicit scoring of pairs of spans may help reduce the influence of such biases.

6.2.4 Experiment: trade-off extraction

The aim of this experiment is to verify that a trade-off extraction system is useful for

expert biologists during biom* – this should be easier than supporting non-experts.

To this end a comparison is made between the (gold) trade-off annotations found in

the BioMimetic Ontology (BMO) [33, 135], and the output of OurModel for the

same documents. Trade-Offs are predicted for 523 unlabeled, scientific papers. A

domain expert compares the trade-offs found in the BMO against the output of the

IE system. The results are expected to indicate that a trade-off extraction system

can speed up a biom* process for domain experts, considering the time gained by

automating the identification of trade-offs.

Table 6.6: Manual analysis of extractions from 523 scientific documents that were used
in the creation of an ontology of biomimetics [33, 135].

Documents with identified trade-offs 243
Exact match 77.37%
Match after interpretation 89.71%

Sentences with identified trade-off 998
Exact match 68.04%
Match after interpretation 84.47%

Figure 6.6 and Table 6.6 provide an overview of the results. Supervised RE is found

to locate the central TradeOff relations and arguments for 41.68% of the total

523 papers (left bar-graph in Figure 6.6). Explicit trade-offs were found in only

243 documents (Table 6.6 and right bar-graph in Figure 6.6), indicating that the
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Figure 6.6: For only 243 documents a trade-off was identified, meaning that the FOBIE
dataset is still limited in its coverage of trade-off relations. If we focus only on those
documents were a trade-off was found, nearly 80% of the extractions was correct and
another 10% helped a human annotator identify the correct trade-off more easily.

coverage of the FOBIE dataset may be increased. At least one of the extracted

TradeOff relations for each document is identical to the expert annotation in

77.37% of these documents. For 89.71% of the 243 documents a trade-off was found

to be correct after some interpretation by the expert. As an example, the system

identified ‘desiccation resistance’ as an argument of a TradeOff (instead of ‘within

population trait variability in cuticular lipid mass per fly ’) in the sentence: “On

the basis of isofemale line analysis, within population trait variability in cuticular

lipid mass per fly is positively correlated with desiccation resistance and negatively

correlated with cuticular water loss in D. leontia.”. Two main types of uninformative

trade-offs were found: trade-offs from a cited source and trade-offs between generic

terms, e.g., a trade-off between cost and benefit without defining what the cost and

benefit are.

These results confirm the ability of a supervised RE system to support a domain

expert during trade-off annotation. Considering the accuracy of the system for those

texts where a trade-off was found, the current system may already be used to support

population of the BMO. The limited coverage may be attributed to the coverage of

the FOBIE dataset. First, in terms of only explicit trade-offs being extracted, and

likely not all of these. Second, in terms of the domains of scientific biology texts

covered in FOBIE and in the BMO.
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6.3 Conclusions

This chapter presented FOBIE, the first scientific Information Extraction (IE)

dataset that focuses on the domain of biom*. FOBIE supports the extraction of

TradeOffs and syntactically similar relations from scientific biological texts. The

verbatim expressions for TradeOff and the types of arguments that these rela-

tions capture varies a lot. Furthermore, the arguments are often modified in possibly

non-conventional dependency structures. This large syntactic variation and the long

sentences in scientific text decrease the accuracy of extraction rules. Therefore, Rule-

Based Systems (RBS) may never be able to deal with the long tail of patterns. The

alternative Neural Network (NN) based approach requires time-consuming manual

annotation of datasets.

In this chapter both approaches are combined to speed up the manual anno-

tation of FOBIE. Section 6.1.1 describes a simple RBS that was used to provide

candidate relations for the annotation of scientific text by a domain expert. Two

separate end-to-end NN models are subsequently trained on the relation instances

in FOBIE. Section 6.2.2 describes a span-based NN model that learns to identify

binary relations between phrases in text. This model is inspired on the SciIE sys-

tem, which is trained on FOBIE to compare the results. OurModel relies on

a simpler setup and performs almost as well on the TradeOff extraction task,

despite performing worse in terms of argument boundary detection.

SciIE comprises a multi-task setup for Named Entity Recognition (NER), Re-

lation Extraction (RE) and coreference resolution. This enables the provision of

explicit entity labels for the spans. Providing these labels is shown to improve per-

formance on the RE task, but hurts the performance on Argument Recognition.

One explanation could be that the explicit labels emphasise biases towards specific

trigger words during training. Chapter 7 further explores whether such a bias exists

in FOBIE.

The size of FOBIE is comparable to existing datasets for scientific IE. Unlike

existing datasets the keyphrases in FOBIE are not classified into entity types. The

output of OurModel has been used to verify that supervised RE can support a

domain-expert during the annotation of TradeOff relations for the BioMimetic

Ontology (BMO).
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Semi-Open Relation Extraction

7.1 Introduction

Information Extraction (IE), and specifically Relation Extraction (RE), may im-

prove the access to central information in scientific texts [213–217]. However, the

focus of current RE systems and datasets is either too narrow, i.e., a handful of

semantic relations captured in an abstract, such as ‘Used-For’ and ‘Synonymy’,

or too broad, i.e., an unbounded number of generic relations extracted from large,

heterogeneous corpora [111], referred to as Open Information Extraction (OIE)

[252, 254]. A novice biologist really needs a bit of both (1) the accuracy of nar-

row RE systems to extract central relations from scientific biology texts and (2)

the flexibility of an OIE system to capture a much larger fraction of the possible

relations expressed in scientific texts.

The narrow and open IE strategies can be regarded as two archetypes in a trade-

off between the quality and quantity of relations extracted from scientific texts,

as illustrated in Figure 7.1 – see section 3.1.2 regarding archetypes. This chapter

provides an overview of experiments within the space between narrow and OIE, a

strategy that we call Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE). The aim of SORE is

to extract the central concepts in a text accurately, while also extracting the most

significant candidate relations identified through OIE. The results of SORE are

expected to support identification, selection and understanding of scientific biology

texts during biom*.

The experiments rely on an approach where OIE extractions are filtered with
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Figure 7.1: The extraction of relations from scientific texts presents a trade-off between
the quality and quantity of results. A supervised strategy extracts only a fraction of the
information accurately, while OIE result in many lower-quality candidate relations. This
chapter introduces Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE), where the aim is to accurately
extract any relation that conveys central information from a text.

the help of supervised RE extractions, which is described in section 7.2. Section 7.3

provides an overview of experimental setup and the quantitative results, as well as

a study on the quality of extractions in terms of ‘informativeness ’. Section 7.4 aims

to provide additional insight in the quality of SORE extractions. Furthermore, a

small biom* case study is conducted to see whether SORE can support a trade-off

based approach to biom*.

7.2 Exploratory filtering approach

Figure 7.2 illustrates the exploratory approach to SORE – also see section 4.1. First,

we find the central concepts ‘safety ’ and ‘efficiency ’ involved in a Trade-Off

relation. Second, the extractions computed by an OIE system are filtered. Initially,

OIE extractions are only retained if they involve one of the central concepts. Third,

further concepts and relations can be explored, e.g., ‘xylem’ in Figure 7.2.

The filtering of OIE extractions hinges on the alignment of OIE and supervised

RE arguments. This argument alignment necessitates some measure of semantic

similarity between two sequences of text. However, computing the semantic similar-

ity between phrases is not straightforward [257, 295, 354]. Notable issues include:
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Figure 7.2: Example of Semi-Open Relation Extraction in the Biology domain [193],
based on Figure 3.6. First, explicit Trade-Off relations are extracted – here, expressed
between the central concepts ‘safety ’ and ‘efficiency ’ (in blue), that takes place specifically
in ‘conifer species’ (in green). Second, the remaining relations in the same paper are
extracted using an OIE system (in red). Finally, the central concepts captured by a
Trade-Off mechanism enable the filtering of many irrelevant OIE extractions. Retained
OIE extractions found in the document may shed light on the meaning of relevant concepts,
e.g., ‘xylem’, as depicted at the top of the Figure (in the red box).

• Polysemy – Polysemous words may refer to different senses and should be

represented by distinguishable embeddings [104]. As an example, consider

how the words ‘good ’ and ‘great ’ may be used to convey similar semantics.

Therefore, when searching Google for ‘good Dane’ you will mostly get results

for the dog breed ‘Great Dane’ – even though ‘great ’ refers to the size of the

dog and not it’s gentle nature. The surrounding context of a word is thus

important to distinguish between the intended semantics of words.

• Word order – The meaning of a phrase depends on the order of constituent

words [239]. As an example, ‘tip top’ and ‘top tip’ convey very different se-

mantics.

• Compositionality – The semantics of a phrase depends on the meaning of

constituent words [235, 242, 355]. As an example, consider how semantically

similar relational phrases, such as “was born in” and “‘s birthplace is”, should

be treated as equals. Composing the semantics of such phrases from their

constituent words is an open research problem [235, 242, 268, 356] – also see

section D.2.4 and E.3.3
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Recently, strong results on the task of determining text similarity have been achieved

using Siamese Neural Networks [357], examples include [358–360]. However, these

supervised approaches require training data [361, 362]. Creating such training data

is outside the scope of an exploratory study on SORE, and may impose limitations

on the domain and coverage of the system. The traditional unsupervised approach

to determining semantic similarity between texts is to represent texts as vectors [354,

363–366] – Appendix D provides an overview of methods and terminology in relation

to capturing the semantic similarity of words and phrases. These word vectors can

then be used to compute a similarity metric [367], such as cosine similarity [368, 369],

or can be clustered into semantically similar groups, e.g., using the well-known

K -Means algorithm [370, 371]. This traditional approach is explored to limit the

complexity of the SORE task. Furthermore, the scope of filtering OIE extractions

is limited to retaining only OIE extractions for which one of the arguments align

with the arguments of a TradeOff relation.

This section describes how the traditional approach to determining semantic

similarity is implemented, and how it is used to filter OIE extractions. Section 7.2.1

provides an overview of the considerations taken into account during the embedding.

Section 7.2.2 provides some insight in the ability of cosine similarity to discern

semantic relatedness. Section 7.2.3 describes how clustering is used to better align

arguments during SORE.

7.2.1 Representing scientific text as vectors

To test the creation of vector representations for phrases from scientific biology

texts, we embed the annotations found in the FOBIE dataset. We use GloVe

embeddings [329] with a dimensionality of 300, which were pre-trained on 6 billion

tokens from Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 51. It is expected that some tokens

from scientific texts will be Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV), meaning that there is no

pre-trained embedding available for these words.

Usually all OOV words are represented by the same ‘UNKNOWN ’ vector, which

undermines the idea of computing the similarity between two word vectors as a rep-

resentation of semantic similarity. Out of the 7,450 unique tokens that are embedded

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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with GloVe, 2,122 tokens (28.5%) are treated as OOV. Examples include words that

contains a capital, such as ‘ATPase’, ‘rDNA’ and any word at the start of a sentence,

e.g., ‘Trade-off ’. It turns out that GloVe does not handle capitalisation, which is

problematic:

• If capitalisation is not removed during pre-processing, all author names, abbre-

viations and first words in a sentence are represented by the same embedding.

• By removing capitalisation, important clues are removed w.r.t. the semantics

of a word. As an example, consider the difference between ‘CAB ’ and ‘cab’.

7,118 unique tokens remain after lower-casing the annotations from the FOBIE

dataset. This means 332 (4.5%) of the capitalised tokens are comprised of the

same letters as one of the lower-cased tokens (‘CAB ’ equals ‘cab’). Furthermore,

952 tokens (13.4%) remain OOV. Examples of such OOV tokens include domain-

specific terms, such as ‘molluscivorous ’ and ‘orthopically ’, partial or whole species

names, such as ‘macrothorax ’ and ‘mombin’, as well as tokens that contain special

characters, such as ‘ß-phosphate’. To emphasize the impact of OOV tokens, consider

the following sentence where OOV tokens are replaced with ‘UNKNOWN’:

1. “The heterodimerization of human p47phox and p67phox is dependent on the

interaction between the C-terminal PRR of p47phox and the C-terminal SH3

domain of p67phox [40,70-72].”[372]

2. “The UNKNOWN of human UNKNOWN and UNKNOWN is dependent

on the interaction between the C-terminal PRR of UNKNOWN and the C-

terminal SH3 domain of UNKNOWN [40, UNKNOWN].”

In order to reduce the loss of information by OOV tokens the argument phrases are

embedded using ELMo [338] – also see section D.2.5. The character-level embedding

layer in ELMo is capable of embedding OOV words with a nearest-neighbour embed-

ding based on morphological similarity [373, 374]. Furthermore, the contextualised

ELMo embeddings are expected to better represent OOV and polysemous words.

And finally, ELMo embeddings will be used that were trained on scientific biomed-

ical texts found in PubMed 2. The pre-training on biomedical texts is expected to

aid the embedding of biological terms.

2https://allennlp.org/elmo
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7.2.2 Computing phrase similarity

Ideally, a semantic similarity measure takes into account polysemy, word order and

compositionality [357, 375]. The assumption for the use of ELMo embeddings [338] is

that they can handle polysemy and capture word order, by incorporating multi-word

contextual information. This leaves us with the problem of compositionality, e.g.,

combining the meaning of single words to represent the meaning of a phrase [355,

356]. The most common methods for combining distributed text representations

are vector averaging and vector addition [356, 376] – also see section D.1.4. The

intuition is as follows:

1. Words that appear in similar contexts are expected to have a similar meaning

[377–379].

2. By counting how often a word or phrase appears in a certain context, it is thus

possible to compute a vector that captures a latent semantic representation of

word meaning [380, 381] – also see section D.1.

3. Words vectors can be interpreted as a set of coordinates for some point in a

continuous Euclidean space, where each dimension captures some information

about the co-occurrence frequency with other words or phrases [302, 329, 382].

4. The distance between words that occur in similar contexts is small and, more

generally, the similarity between two words can be expressed as the Euclidean

distance between two vectors [383, 384].

The sidenote on Semantic Similarity and Word Analogy in section D.2.3 provides

insight in issues with vector averaging and vector addition. Taking the average of the

meaning of two words completely neglects the compositional structure of language,

e.g., the meaning of ‘brown cow ’ is not simply the average or addition of ‘brown’

and ‘cow [356]. Nevertheless, an unweighted average of word embeddings can be a

useful heuristic to capture the semantics of short phrases [385, 386]. To represent

longer phrases and entire sentences, a more effective method is to use the so-called

Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) [361]. SIF also relies on an average over the word

embeddings, but [361, 387]:

• The relative importance of each word is indicated by a weight, based on the

estimated frequency of the word in some corpus.

• Frequency- and syntax-related noise in the averaged embeddings is removed
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by subtracting the first principal component. However, this may only work

well for embeddings that implicitly or explicitly rely on matrix factorisation,

such as Word2Vec and GloVe embeddings.

Considering the scope and exploratory nature of this study, the decision is made

to simply use a weighted average to compose the semantic representation of argu-

ments. A canonical approach is used for both weighting and similarity metric, both

described below.

IDF weighting subword units

For the computation of phrasal similarity in the scientific domain, weighting is ex-

pected to be crucial. One reason is that the argument phrases contain many words

that do not inform phrasal similarity, such as determiners. A second reason is that

arguments may contain multiple scientific entities. Both problems worsen as the

length of an argument phrase increases, which is the case when modifying phrases

and arguments are combined into single phrases.

To provide weights, the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)

matrix is computed for the 10K corpus. Section D.1 provides an intuition on TF-

IDF. The TF-IDF matrix provides us with a measure of the number of documents

in which a term is found – so-called IDF values. Weighting a vector based on such

IDF values provides a simple method to incorporate the relative importance of a

word [356]. Furthermore, an IDF weighted overlap of phrases was found to provide

a strong signal for noun phrase similarity in Web domain texts [295].

To generalise the weighting approach to words that were not seen during the

computation of IDF weights, words are treated as sequences of subword units [388].

The use of subword units also makes it possible to share IDF weights between

morphologically similar words, while distinguishing between abbreviations and low-

ercase equivalent words, e.g., ‘CAB ’ and ‘cab’ do not share any subword units. IDF

weight-sharing is expected to reduce the differences between IDF weights for:

• Tenses for verbs, such as ‘heterodimerizing ’ and ‘heterodimerized ’.

• Capitalisation of first words in a sentence, such as ‘Trade-off ’ and ‘trade-off ’.

• Morphologically similar scientific concepts, such as ‘microfauna’, ‘macrofauna’

and ‘meiofauna’.
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Table 7.1: Examples of weights for words encoded and weighted as subword units. Sub-
word units with an IDF weight lower than a threshold (set to 2.0 here) can be removed
when computing the average weight for a single word, indicated by strike-through text.
The use of a threshold can implicitly provide stop-word removal, consider for example how
the words ‘the’ and ‘between’ have an IDF value below the threshold of 2.0.

‘haploinsufficiency ’ ‘spermatogenesis’ ‘drosophila’ ‘the’

5.55 haplo 5.50 spermatogenesis 2.74 d 1.00 the
2.99 ins Average: 5.50 3.41 ros Average: 1.00
3.92 uff Threshold < 5.50 5.02 ophila Removed
1.80 ic Average: 3.72
1.26 i Threshold < 3.72 ‘between’
3.59 ency 1.06 between
Average: 3.19 Average: 1.06
Threshold < 3.19 Removed

The computed IDF weights are used to indicate the relative importance of each

token in a phrase. Therefore, each token should be represented by a single weight.

The average of the IDF weights is assigned to tokens that are split into multiple

subword units – an alternative strategy would be to select the maximum of sub-

word unit IDF weights. An additional benefit of using subword unit weights is that

common subword units can be removed automatically using a threshold, e.g., a min-

imum IDF weight value for the subword unit to be considered. Table 7.1 exemplifies

how stopwords, such as ‘the’ and ‘between’, can be removed from phrases by simply

neglecting words whose IDF weight is below a certain value. In case an IDF weight

doesn’t exist for a subword unit it is set to occur in every document with a value of

one. This means issues handling special characters, e.g., some Unicode characters

like ß, reduces the overall IDF weight of that unigram in a phrase – and its relative

importance.

The caveat of using a subword unit approach is that the number of distinct sub-

word units influences the ability to discriminate between longer character-sequences.

That is, if the number of subword units considered during the computation of IDF

weights is too small, many unrelated words will receive similar IDF weights. Ta-

ble 7.2 exemplifies this issue. Specifically, we use SentencePiece3 to compute the

subword units for the 10K corpus [389]. In testing the recommended vocabulary

sizes (8K, 16K, 32K), we find that a vocabulary size of 16K works well in terms of

specificity with weights for uncommon words.

3https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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Table 7.2: Example of subword units computed by SentencePiece for the 10K corpus,
with a vocabulary size of 1,000, 8,000, 16,000 and 32,000. Specifically, 9,663 documents
with a total of 923,294 sentences that comprise 182,122,990 characters, and a total alphabet
size of 88.

1,000 8,000 16,000 32,000
been vertebrates plesiomorphic photoperiodic
these developmental spermatogenesis gluconeogenesis
E RT OXPHOS SMAD
B ATP CES ncRNA
1 2000). 1% 1.4
gen tion ophila theria
ial ical etter arian
ph para ophila ylation
mo trophic roid augh

Cosine similarity metric

The decision is made to use the cosine similarity metric, a metric used frequently to

compute document similarity in text analysis [390]. The metric considers the angle

between two vectors, while neglecting information on the magnitude [356]. In a

Vector Space Model, this magnitude can be regarded as the frequency in which words

co-occur. The cosine similarity values range between 1, for very similar vectors, and

-1, for opposing vectors.

So far, argument phrases will be represented as a weighted average of the ELMo

embeddings for each word in the phrase. The weight for each word is retrieved by

splitting a word into subword units, for which IDF values were computed. Each

IDF value indicates in how many documents of the 10K corpus that subword unit

occurs. Furthermore, stopwords may be removed to enforce the influence of words

that are known to be irrelevant – see section D.1.3 on pre-processing.

Table 7.3 provides examples of cosine similarity values for various combinations

of phrases containing engineering and biology terms, each embedded using ELMo

(PubMed). While these examples are too few to draw any conclusions, it seems that

context in ELMo embeddings plays only a marginal role for the identification of word

sense. Consider the different WordNet sense descriptions for the Noun ‘plant ’ [391].
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A comparison against a constituent word ‘industrial ’ leads to a reasonable cosine

similarity score, while a phrase that expresses the exact semantics – ‘industrial plant ’

– only marginally improves this score.

This problem can be emphasised by comparing phrases that are semantically

different, but morphologically similar. The phrase ‘plant cell nucleus ’ is rightly

scored higher for the word ‘leaf ’ than for the word ‘electricity ’. And the phrase

‘nuclear power plant ’ is rightly scored lower for the word ‘leaf ’ than for the word

‘electricity ’. However, the morphological similarities between the two phrases result

in a high similarity score between these two vastly different concepts. An additional

issue, here, is that the constituent word ‘cell ’ is semantically ambiguous.

As expected, weighting and stopword removal are both able to emphasise possibly

relevant words in longer Noun Phrases. Consider for example the score for the

longer phrases that are dictionary entries for the related terms ‘spermatogenesis ’

and ‘gametogenesis ’. And also the dictionary entry for ‘xylem’ provides slightly

better scores when this long phrase is weighted, when the stopwords are removed,

or both. Changing the term ‘xylem’ to a related term ‘phloem’ affects these scores

less in the cases that stopwords are removed.

7.2.3 Phrasal clustering

Cosine similarity seems to provide a relatively weak heuristic for semantic similarity.

A complementary clustering approach could capture information on the Euclidean

distance between two embedding vectors. To this end, the decision is made to rely

on a popular clustering algorithm called K -Means [370, 371]. Implicitly, K -Means

divides the Euclidean space into k groups of vectors. The intuition of using K -

Means, alongside cosine similarity, thus, is to provide a complimentary view on

the proximity of two vectors in the embedding space. Section 7.3.2 describes the

clustering approach.

Table 7.4 exemplifies two phrases that fall into different clusters. The phrases

‘plant cell nucleus ’ and ‘nuclear power plant ’ are morphologically and syntactically

similar, so the cosine similarity score for just these parts of the ELMo embedding is

high – as expected. However, the ELMo representations that should capture word

senses are also considered similar. One explanation is that the phrases are too short.
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Table 7.4: Example of the clusters assigned to, and the cosine similarity between, two
phrases that are morphologically similar, yet semantically different. The distance between
the two clusters 39 and 44 is 4.84.

Phrase 1: ‘plant cell nucleus’
Phrase 2: ‘nuclear power plant’
Subword weights
2.92 plant 2.80 nuclear
1.92 cell 2.74 power
3.82 nucleus 2.92 plant

Weighted Unweighted
Clusters 44 & 39 44 & 39
Cosine similarity

All ELMo 0.582 0.558
character only 0.603 0.599
syntax only 0.571 0.542
sense only 0.602 0.579

7.3 Quantitative study

This section provides an overview of the experimental implementation and results

of the proposed approach to SORE, which has been described in section 7.2. The

experimental setup is described in sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 7.3.3. It is worth reiter-

ating here that the scope of this experimental method is limited to direct matches

with TradeOff arguments – the first level of arguments in Figure 4.1.

7.3.1 Experimental setup

Supervised RE in this experiment is performed by OurModel that was trained on

the FOBIE dataset – also see section 6.2.2. This supervised RE model is used to

predict trade-offs for all unlabeled open access biology papers in the 10K corpus.

The OpenIE 5 system [279, 285, 286, 290] is run on each document in which one or

more Trade-Off relations is found.

The supervised RE system finds of 2,216 Trade-Off relations in 1,279 doc-

uments of the 10K corpus. The corresponding OIE output for these documents

consists of 401,588 relations with a confidence score higher than .70. A relatively

small proportion of the OIE extractions are given a lower confidence score (19.3%),

but those that do more often contain pronouns as arguments, uninformative unary

relations, and redundant relations. The TradeOff arguments are pre-processed

by appending their modifier, and stopwords are removed from arguments (no IDF
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threshold is used). All arguments are embedded using ELMo (PubMed)4.

Clustering is used to divide the arguments of the 2,216 TradeOff relations into

semantically similar groups. That is, the input to the K -Means clustering algorithm

consists of the pre-processed and embedded TradeOff arguments, section 7.3.2

describes the clustering in more detail. Filtering is then achieved as follows:

For each document that contains one or more TradeOff relations:

1. We determine what clusters the modified TradeOff arguments belong to.

2. We determine what clusters the arguments of OIE extractions belong to.

3. We ignore every OIE argument whose cluster identifier (ID) does not match

with one of the cluster IDs for TradeOff arguments.

4. For the remaining OIE arguments we compute the cosine similarity with each

of the TradeOff arguments. The OIE extraction is only retained if the cosine

similarity measure is above 0.5 – this value seems to provide a reasonable cut-

off point in Table 7.3.

Figure 7.3: For the given set of TradeOff arguments, k = 20 is too small to identify
all coherent groups of phrases (circled in red on the left). A value of k = 45 provides
better coverage for these coherent groups of arguments.

7.3.2 Clustering insight

Figure 7.3 shows 2-D projections of the embedding space divided into 20 and 45

clusters that were hand-labelled. If k is set too low, many clusters represent se-

4https://allennlp.org/elmo
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mantically unrelated groups of terms. As an example, setting k to 20 results in 10

very large clusters that share two or more conceptually distinctive terms. One of the

larger clusters contains 882 phrases that describe broad topics like ’life history traits ’

and ‘evolutionary rate’, while one of the smaller cluster comprises 36 instances of

the single-word phrases ‘cost ’ and ‘costs ’.

Increasing the value of k provides a better balance in terms of large and small

clusters. If k is set too high, however, semantically similar terms may be divided into

distinct groups. An extreme case would be when the small cluster of 36 instances of

‘cost ’ and ‘costs ’ is split into two groups. But already at k = 75 there are separate

clusters for ‘reproduction’, ‘reproduction effort ’, and ‘future reproduction’, as well

as for ‘size’, ‘body size’, and ‘the size of [...] ’. A good balance between generic and

more fine-grained topics for the clustering data seems to be k = ±50, some examples

are provided in Table 7.5.

There exist two types of clusters that provide little discriminative power. First,

longer phrases often contain multiple scientific concepts. The vector representations

for these long phrases are simply a weighted average of the individual word vectors.

As a result, a small group of cluster IDs is assigned to longer phrases that are

represented by the uninformative average of many word embeddings.

Second, some arguments are not informative without context or not informative

to a non-expert. As an example for k = 45, there exists one cluster that groups

various protein names. Another cluster groups a large variety of mathematical

variables, such as ‘ω’ and ‘R0’ (this cluster is split into two groups if k = 75).

Table 7.5: Examples of manually labelled clusters for k = 50, groups were computed
using the K -means algorithm on trade-off arguments found in 1,279 documents. The
‘Top-5 arguments’ are those phrases that were grouped most frequently in a cluster.

Cluster name Immunity (109) Size (63) Locomotion (51)

Top-5 arguments immunity size swimming
immune function number sprinting
the immune system volume running
incompetence age locomotion
immune response time diving

Top related clusters Mating Temperature Attribute of Animal
Reproduction Sperm Length Verbs
Life History Traits Offspring Number Capacity/Endurance
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Table 7.6: Total number of OIE extractions before and after filtering, as well as the
sentences that these extractions were found in.

Filtering # Nr.

OIE extractions
before 401,588
after 140,357

Sentences
before 170,551
after 67,460

7.3.3 Filtering results

During filtering, OIE arguments are ignored if they are assigned a cluster that is

known to contain only mathematical symbols or very long phrases. The resulting

experimental setup leads to a striking drop in the number of OIE arguments. The

total amount of OIE extractions reduces from 401k before filtering to 140k (34.95%)

after filtering. Table 7.6 and Figure 7.4 provide an overview of the filtering results.

The OpenIE 5 system identified 2.35 relations per sentence in the 1,279 documents

in which a TradeOff relation was found. This number drops to 0.82 after filtering,

which is a considerable smaller number of relations to process for a human reader.

Note also that not all sections of papers are retained during the creation of the 10K

corpus – only the abstract, introduction, results, discussion and conclusion sections

are retained, see section 6.1.1.

Considering that retained OIE extractions are likely concentrated in a subset of

all the sentences, it is worth looking at the number of sentences these extractions

were found in. The unfiltered OIE extractions are found in 170k sentences, of which

67k (39.55%) are retained after applying SORE. For these sentences the average

number of OIE extractions is thus closer to 2, which is near the original 2.35 relations

per sentence. This may indicate that the other 60% of the sentences is less relevant

with regard to the TradeOff relations found in a document.

7.3.4 Evaluation: informativeness

The number of OIE extractions per document reduces from 314 to 110. However,

quantitative results provide little insight in the quality of the retained extractions.

The hypothesis is that the filtering approach can remove extractions that are irrel-

evant to a reader in general, and thus not only extractions that are irrelevant to
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Figure 7.4: Following the proposed exploratory method, roughly 35% of the OIE ex-
tractions is retained for the 1,279 documents in which a TradeOff relation was found.
These retained extractions were found in 40% of the sentences.

the identified TradeOff. The reason is that TradeOff relations are thought to

capture the central relations in the biology texts from which they are extracted.

To test this hypothesis – that SORE can reduce the number of uninformative

extractions without limiting RE to a narrow set of relations – a random selection

of unfiltered and filtered OIE extractions is sampled (400 each). A domain expert

manually annotated whether each extraction or sentence was thought to be informa-

tive, e.g., provides relevant information to understanding a biological system. As an

example, consider the sentence “We have used this approach in a previous study to

investigate the molecular factors governing the altered liver regeneration dynamics

caused by ablation of the gene adiponectin (Adn)” [393]. OIE extractions such as

‘(We, have used, this [...] study)’ are considered uninformative, in contrast to ‘(the

molecular [...] dynamics, caused by, ablation [...] adiponectin)’.

Many OIE extractions are found to be poorly structured. Like Groth et al.

[112] we relax the requirement of extractions being well-formed, e.g., we consider

extractions that incorrectly identify the boundaries of one or more arguments as

possibly capturing relevant information. Different from their evaluation on correct-

ness, we evaluate whether an extraction captures information that is relevant to
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Figure 7.5: During the assessment of informativeness it is not taken into account how
well-structured the extraction is. The relational phrase ‘can lead to [...] perhaps driv-
ing ’, for example, is part of an extraction that contains relevant information to a reader.
Extractions that contain a pronoun as an argument are usually labelled uninformative
(‘we’ underlined in red), as well as relations that have a citation for the larger part of the
argument (‘(Wood, 1986)’ underlined in red).

understanding a text. As a result, we consider poorly structured OIE extractions

that contain relevant information to be informative, e.g.:

• (’the resumption of respiration’, ’ can lead to an increase of superoxide anions

in the cytosol perhaps driving’, ’ increased elevation of Cu-ZnSOD’).

• (’transcriptional coregulation amongst many genes’, ’ will give’, ’ rise to indi-

rect interaction effects in mRNA expression data’).

Figure 7.5 provides example screenshots from the Doccano [394] annotation inter-

face5 used in this experiment. Annotations rely on the correctness of the information

captured by OIE extractions and whether this information is useful to a reader. How-

ever, this does not imply informative extractions are relevant to the central theme

of the text captured in a trade-off. We consider OIE extractions uninformative if

the extraction:

• contains an uninformative argument class, e.g., (’Miller et al . , 2012’, ’ to

minimize’, ’ their swimming effort’).

• contains incomplete arguments, e.g., (’the RDME requirement’, ’ reactions’,

’ only fire’).

• is non-sensible to a domain expert, e.g., (’P. magellanicus’, ’ would have re-

sulted’, ’ in a 1.6-fold higher Vmax for the scallop muscle’).

5https://github.com/doccano/doccano
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Figure 7.6: Besides judging OIE extractions on their informativeness, the sentences in
which OIE extractions were found are judged themselves. The intuition is to reduce an-
notation bias stemming from how well-formed an OIE extraction is. Here, the sentence on
the top provides insightful information on ‘hexamitid diplomonads’, while the sentence on
the bottom does not provide information that would help a reader understand a biological
system better.

• is unlikely to help understand a text, e.g., (’DeepBind’, ’ was trained’, ’ on

data from RNAcompete , CLIP - RIP - seq [ 10’) and (’microlepidopteran

superfamilies’, ’ are heavily entombed’, ’ L:in amber’).

We also randomly select representative samples from the 170k unfiltered and 67k

filtered sentences from which the OIE extractions are sourced (400 each), also see

Figure 7.6. The reason is that erroneous OIE extractions, e.g., not well-formed

tuples, can guide a reader to informative passages in a text. We see similar errors

as described by Schneider et al. [293] and Groth et al. [112], e.g., long sentences

lead to incorrect extractions and errors in argument boundaries. To illustrate the

complexity of scientific sentences, consider the following examples:

• the arity of relations can be high, e.g., (sentence length is 49 tokens) “A large

genome size tends to correlate with delayed mitotic and meiotic division [6–8],

decreased plant invasiveness of disturbed sites [9], lower maximum photosyn-

thetic rates in plants [2], and lower metabolic rates in mammals [10] and birds

[11, 12].” [395].

• many phrases are nested and express non-verbal relations (in bold), e.g., (sen-
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tence length is 45 tokens) “However, for arboreal animals that regularly jump

between branches (often when elevated quite high above the ground), jump-

ing accurately (which we define as the ability to land close to the

intended target) may also be important to fitness.” [396].

Filtering is found to increase the informativeness of both OIE extractions (χ2=6.39,

p<.025) and sentences (χ2=11.75, p<.01). As shown in Figure 7.7, the percentage

of informative OIE extractions increases by 5.75% and the percentage of informative

sentences by 8.25%. A second domain expert annotated 25% of each set (400 total),

the inter-annotator agreement Cohen k was found to be 0.84.

Figure 7.7: Filtering results in an increase in the relative number of informative OIE
extractions, as well as an increase in the relative number of informative sentences in which
OIE extractions were found.

7.3.5 Conclusions

The hypothesis is that Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE) can provide a reader

with the most relevant information in a text, as well as contextual relations that

elucidate domain-specific terminology –see Figure 7.2. The presented approach to

SORE relies on the filtering of OIE extractions using the output of a supervised

RE system. However, aligning the arguments of supervised and OIE relations is not

always straightforward.
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The cosine similarity provides only a weak measure of semantic similarity. To

complement this similarity measure a clustering based approach is introduced. Both

approaches to determining the similarity of words and phrases rely heavily on the

word embeddings used. Specifically, word embeddings need to handle capitalisation

and domain-specific terminology.

The presented SORE approach shows that automatically filtering OIE extrac-

tions is feasible. Nevertheless, the quantity of retained extractions provides little

insight in their usefulness during biom*. Informativeness is used as a proxy for mea-

suring the overall quality of extracted information, both of the OIE extractions and

the sentences in which OIE extractions were found. The exploratory approach to

SORE shows promising results w.r.t. automatically filtering out a large proportion

of irrelevant, incorrect, or uninformative OIE extractions. But the retained OIE

extractions themselves may be incomplete or redundant.

Section 7.4 aims to provide more insight in the value of SORE outputs during

CAB, e.g., whether the most relevant information is retained and whether retained

extractions can provide a summary overview of a scientific term.

7.4 Qualitative study

The aim of this section is to provide further insight in the quality of retained OIE

extractions, as well as the value of the SORE approach as a standalone CAB tool.

For supervised RE the previous experiments relied on OurModel, described in

section 6.2.2. In this section the SciIE∞ model will be used to provide supervised

RE extractions, with the aim of providing insight in the influence of supervised RE

on the exploratory approach to SORE.

Section 7.4.1 describes the new experimental setup and the issue of representing

long phrases as an average of word embeddings. Section 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 provide

additional insight into clustering and the explicit TradeOff indicators, respec-

tively. Section 7.4.4 investigates the relation between argument length and the

number of retained OIE extractions. Section 7.4.5 describes a manual inspection of

within-domain and out-of-domain results of SORE. Section 7.4.6 presents a small

case study to investigate the quality and value of retained OIE extractions during
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the recognition and understanding of relevant sections in scientific biology texts. Fi-

nally, appendix F describes a similar small case study that aims to solve a real-world

engineering problem.

7.4.1 Experimental setup

The SciIE∞ model performed slightly better on the RE task of FOBIE and im-

proves the F1-score by 1.86 points – also see Table 6.3. However, this improved

performance is expected to come at the cost of overfitting on biases in the training

data. A second filtering experiment is performed with the aim of:

1. Providing insight into the existence of biases stemming from the imbalance in

trigger words in FOBIE.

2. Providing insight in the effect of the supervised RE output on the quality of

the filtering approach to SORE.

The SciIE∞ model finds two-and-a-halve times as many Trade-Off relations in

comparison to OurModel (5,523 versus 2,216). These relations are found in a

larger proportion of the documents (1,522 versus 1,279) in the 10K corpus. In

total 3,119 sentences are found to contain a Trade-Off relation and 1,028 of their

arguments are modified. Both the modified arguments, arguments and the indicators

are fed to the K -Means algorithm, which totals 9,448 phrases. To accommodate for

clusters of only trigger words the value of k is increased from 45 to 60. The largest

cluster is ignored, as well as a cluster that contains only mathematical symbols.

Similar to the setup described in section 7.3, OIE extractions with a confidence

score lower than 0.65 are neglected, the cosine similarity threshold is kept to .50 and

the IDF-weight threshold is set to 2.0.

Table 7.7 provides an overview of the filtering results. The documents in which

a TradeOff was found contain 154,200 sentences, and in 142,818 (92.62%) of

these sentences at least one OIE extraction was found. The filtering setup described

Table 7.7: Filtering results for the SORE experiment using the SciIE∞ model, as de-
scribed in this section.

Unfiltered Filtered % retained
OIE extractions 443,002 59,355 13.40
Sentences 142,818 36,098 25.28
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Table 7.8: The filtering results when using different supervised RE systems vary greatly,
despite the F1 measure being just 1.86 points higher in the setup described in this section.

Total docs Unique docs % overlapping
Setup section 7.3 1,279 394 69.19
Setup section 7.4.1 1,522 637 58.15

above only retained 13.4% of the OIE extractions, which were found in 25.3% of the

sentences that contained an OIE extraction to begin with. This is a considerable

drop in comparison to the previous filtering setup that retained 35% of the OIE

extractions in 40% of the sentences that contained an OIE extraction.

One possible explanation for the stricter filtering is the difference between the

documents used as input for filtering. The SciIE∞ model identified 18% more

documents that contain a TradeOff relation. From this larger number of input

documents, 10% more OIE extractions are identified. As shown in Table 7.8 the

specific input documents identified through supervised RE varied considerably –

respectively, 59 and 69% of the input documents (885 documents) were identified

by both setups. Variations in the OIE extractions themselves is expected to be of

negligible influence to the filtering results. However, the supervised RE system has

a precision of 71.72% on the FOBIE test set. At least 30% of the extractions can

thus be expected to contain errors. An even larger proportion of the supervised RE

extractions may not capture arguments that are suitable for the identification of

central OIE relation in a text.

A second explanation is the difference in the filtering setup. While most settings

are similar, a larger number of clusters was used. Furthermore, these clusters were

computed based on a different set of TradeOff arguments and the largest cluster

was ignored. The following section provides more insight in the clusters.

7.4.2 Insight in clusters

Inspection of the clusters indicates that the largest cluster contains 994 matches of

the indicator ‘trade-off ’. 15 out of the 60 clusters are coherent groups of indicator

spans, also see Figure 7.8. Explicitly ignoring these indicator clusters, as well as a

single cluster that groups mathematical symbols does not affect the filtering results

much – these clusters are responsible for filtering .16% of sentences and .06% of OIE
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extractions. The reason is two-fold. First, the mathematics cluster is uncommon

for the supervised RE output with only 56 arguments (1.01%) out of 5,523. Second,

the OIE extractions often have longer and messier phrases as arguments, which are

unlikely to be classified as a mathematics symbol or indicator word.

Higher values of k are not expected to benefit the SORE approach given the

number of TradeOff arguments to cluster. The reason is that it may break up

coherent clusters unnecessarily. As an example, there is a separate cluster that is la-

belled ‘reproduction’, which consists of 111 instances of exact matches ‘reproduction’

and four short phrases that entail ‘reproduction’.

After ignoring the mathematics and indicator clusters, the clustering approach

is near-identical to that described in section 7.3. Again, 44 clusters are used during

filtering or almost wholly responsible for the influence of clustering on the filter-

ing process. This indicates that, for the experiments described in sections 7.3.3

(OurModel) and 7.4.1 (SciIE∞), the slightly different clustering settings influ-

ence the filtering results marginally in comparison to the input – the supervised RE

relations and corresponding OIE extractions found in the same sentences.
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Figure 7.8: Overview of the 60 manually
labelled clusters, with the cluster identifier
(ID) shown within brackets. The bar graph
indicates how many members a cluster has,
and the line graph indicates the cumulative
number of members.
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7.4.3 Insight in indicators

The supervised RE output consists of two distinct sets of text: the indicators and

the arguments and modifiers. Section 7.4.4 investigates the clusters of arguments

and modified arguments. This section focuses on indicators and the ability of the

supervised RE system to identify unseen trigger words.

Table 7.9 lists the 15 clusters that were manually identified as groups of indi-

cators. 5 separate clusters are created for different variants of ‘trade-off ’ because

of the shear number in which these variants occur – as well as the distinct ELMo

embeddings for capitalised and hyphenated variants. A total of 3,293 triggers are

found to indicate a TradeOff relation in 1,522 documents. In comparison to the

1,279 documents in which OurModel found a TradeOff, only 885 documents

(58%) are overlapping. And in comparison to the FOBIE dataset, only 407 docu-

ments (27%) are overlapping – this is because most documents in FOBIE contain

only Not a TradeOff relations.

The SciIE∞ model uniquely identifies 532 documents (35%) and 42 of these

contain only indicators that were neither part of FOBIE, nor identified by Our-

Model. Many of these are most likely not indicators of a TradeOff, e.g., ‘over-

lap’, ‘mosaic’, ‘separation’, ‘deal ’ and ‘angle’. Others might be, such as ‘synergy ’

and ‘asymmetry ’, or simply are capitalised.

OurModel uniquely identifies 217 documents (17%) that express some indi-

cator that is not identified by the SciIE∞ model. Just 2 documents contain only

unique indicators, suggesting that for the other documents a TradeOff relation

may be expressed in multiple ways. Unlikely triggers include ‘incongruence’, ‘offset ’,

‘discordence’, and ‘scaling ’. One reason for the identification of such unlikely triggers

is that none of these indicators were provided as instances of Not a TradeOff

during training. As a result of biases in the FOBIE dataset, syntactic patterns in

the text may be emphasised too strongly by OurModel during the assignment of

a TradeOff relation.

Table 7.10 provides an overview of the unique indicators in FOBIE, as well as the

indicators identified by OurModel and SciIE∞. In FOBIE there are 21 distinct

indicators for a TradeOff relation. When clustering these indicators, 4 of these

21 indicators are not grouped into one of the 15 indicator clusters. This confirms
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Table 7.9: 15 clusters are identified that comprise a total of 3,036 trigger words, out of
which 1,816 (59.82%) are expressed as a variant of ‘trade-off ’.

Indicator Count % Further matches in cluster
trade-off 994 32.49
trade-offs 509 16.64
correlation 363 11.87 interaction 1, association 1
correlated 306 10.00 correlates 11, correlate 6, correlating 1
relationship 215 7.03 relationships 18, relation 9, Relationship 3, Relationships 1
tradeoffs 155 5.07 Tradeoffs 11
tradeoff 138 4.51
correlations 93 3.04 interactions 17, Correlations 1
discrepancies 84 2.75 discrepancy 17, Discrepancies 15, contradiction 12, Differ-

ences 8, overlap 7, discrepancies 4, Transitions 3, disparity
3, Concordance 2, dichotomy 2

balance 83 2.71 balancing 9, Balance 1, balances 1
compromise 28 0.92 disconnect 7, Compromise 1, bridge 1
mismatch 28 0.92 mismatches 1
gap 23 0.75 lag 3, gap duration 3
conflicts 20 0.65 Conflicts 6, conflict 5, Conflict 3
Trade-offs 20 0.65 Trade-off, 2

that the semantic similarity between indicators (as captured by ELMo embeddings)

varies. The reason that these 4 clusters are not grouped into an indicator cluster is

that, together, they occur only 6 times in FOBIE. The supervised RE models are

thus unlikely to identify these indicators during prediction and, consequently, these

indicators are unlikely to be part of a coherent group of indicators.

The SciIE∞ model identified 100 unique indicators and 18 of these were seen

during training. The remaining 82% of the indicators, however, only accounts for

13.1% of the extracted TradeOff relations. This suggests that the SciIE∞ model

indeed overfits on the trigger words in the FOBIE dataset – as noted in section 6.2.3.

In comparison, OurModel identifies 77% more indicators than the SciIE∞ model.

Accordingly, a much larger number of the extracted TradeOff relations (31.3%)

is identified using an indicator that was not seen during training. The differences in

the indicators used by the supervised RE models may at least partially explain the

differences in filtering results.

In conclusion:

• The FOBIE dataset contains biases towards specific syntactic patterns, as

well as specific indicator words.

• During clustering, the semantics of indicator words may be better represented

if more sentential context is taken into account.
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Table 7.10: Overview of the number of unique indicators and total number of indicators
found in the FOBIE dataset, also for the train/dev/test split, as well as for the indicators
identified by the supervised RE system trained with patience 10 (setup section 7.3) and
without patience (setup section 7.4.1).

Indicators Not part of clusters Not in FOBIE
unique total count unique total count unique counts

FOBIE 21 (20/7/10) 376 4 (19.0%) 6 (1.6%) - -
Setup 7.3 177 2,216 93 (52.5%) 166 (7.5%) 159 (89.8%) 693 (31.3%)
Setup 7.4.1 100 3,293 51 (51.0%) 107 (3.2%) 82 (82.0%) 443 (13.1%)

Table 7.11: Overview of the contribution of clusters at different sizes. The three largest
clusters (>400) are responsible for the majority of the retained OIE extractions, while the
21 largest clusters (<100) were hardly matched with the OIE arguments.

Cluster sizes Filtered % of Filtered % of Unfiltered

Relations
>400 32960 55.77 7.44
400 - 100 24038 40.68 5.43
<100 2097 3.55 0.47

Sentences
>400 19711 54.85 13.80
400 - 100 14655 40.78 10.26
<100 1568 4.36 1.10

7.4.4 Insight in supervised RE arguments

This section explores how the clustering of arguments and modified arguments

of TradeOff relations may influence filtering. Figure 7.9 and 7.10 provide an

overview of sizes for the 44 manually labelled clusters used during filtering. No-

tably, the three largest clusters group over 400 phrases each and they account for

±25% of all identified TradeOff arguments.

Table 7.12 provides an overview of the three largest non-indicator clusters, as

well as three clusters that are closer to the average cluster size of 156. Larger

clusters contain long argument phrases that express multiple scientific concepts. In

the current embedding strategy such phrases are represented as a weighted average

of the word embeddings in a phrase. Therefore, many of the longer argument phrases

are clustered together despite the possibly highly variable semantics of these phrases.

This issue is much less severe for shorter phrases, which more often express a single

concept or recognisable multi-word expression.

Ignoring the three largest clusters during filtering, as well as the mathematics

and indicator clusters, shows that these clusters are responsible for filtering 13.80%

of all sentences (54.85% of filtered sentences) and 7.44% of OIE extractions (55.77%
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Figure 7.9: Labels and sizes of the
largest clusters, which together make up
50% of all counts.
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Figure 7.10: Labels and sizes of the
smaller clusters, which together make up
50% of all counts.
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of filtered OIE extractions). Also see the overview in Table 7.11. This suggests

that many of the OIE extractions were retained during filtering because one of the

arguments was a long phrase entailing multiple concepts.

21 clusters have sizes ranging between 100 and 400 are responsible for filtering

10.26% of all sentences (40.78% of the retained sentences) and 5.43% of all OIE

extractions (40.68% of the OIE extractions). And another 21 clusters group less

than 100 phrases each and typically capture single words. The small clusters are re-

sponsible for filtering only 1.10% of all sentences (4.36% of all the filtered sentences)

0.47% of the OIE extractions (3.55% of all the filtered OIE extractions). Further-

more, OIE extractions are found in just 344 of the 1,522 documents (22.6%) if only

small clusters are considered during filtering. This suggests that the clusters with

larger phrases may provide semantic flexibility that is important during clustering.

The reason is that many OIE arguments either do not capture single words, or the

single word arguments are not relevant with respect to the TradeOff arguments

in the same document.

In conclusion:

• Phrase length directly influences argument alignment. Both in terms of clus-

tering and in terms of the cosine similarity between phrases.

• Multi-word phrases that contain a single coherent concept provide additional

flexibility over single words.

• Multi-word phrases that capture multiple concepts are not specific enough and

require further segmentation.
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Figure 7.11: A manual grouping of the TradeOff relations (in black dotted box)
and some of the related OIE extractions found in [397]. Note that multiple TradeOff
relations can exist between recurring arguments, e.g., the document expresses a conflict
once and a trade-off twice between ‘energy conservation’ and ‘memory consolidation’.
Automating the grouping of such information could help a human reader to quickly assess
whether a text is relevant.

7.4.5 Qualitative inspection of filtering results

This section describes the qualitative inspection of SORE results. To this end,

all supervised RE and OIE extractions are reformatted so they can be visualised

in BRAT6 [352]. First, one text that is found to contain at least two TradeOff

relations is randomly selected from the 885 overlapping documents – recall that both

the setups described in sections 7.3 and 7.4.1 identified at least one TradeOff in

these 885 documents. Second, filtering results for out-of-domain texts are inspected.

Within-domain comparison

The randomly selected text is sourced from the Journal of Experimental Biology.

The title of the document notes that the study investigates a “trade-off between

energy conservation and learning” in bats [397]. Figure 7.11 shows a manual group-

ing of the SORE extractions for this document, following the filtering approach

described in section 7.3. A CAB tool could provide a reader with such an overview

during the search for relevant biological information. These relations do not only

improve the ability to select a relevant publication, they may also provide insight

into domain-specific terminology. As an example, the term ‘torpor ’ can be expected

6https://brat.nlplab.org/
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Figure 7.12: Screenshots of the entire BRAT interface visualise clearly that SORE fil-
tering reduced the number of OIE extractions. Figure 7.13 contains the enlarged selection
on the right.

to revolve around sleep and has an influence on learning abilities. This enables the

reader to interpret the relations involving ‘torpor ’ at least to some extent, without

having to look up the exact definition7.

Figure 7.12 provides an indication of the quantity of OIE extractions retained

by the SORE filtering setup described in section 7.4.1. On inspection of the output,

only 4 TradeOff relations are identified. As shown in Figure 7.11 the setup

described in section 7.3.1 identifies 6 TradeOff relations. The missing relations

are expressed in bold in the following two sentences:

• ‘In other words, bats are able to avoid or minimise the conflict between en-

ergy conservation and memory consolidation.’

• ‘Recently, an interesting conflict between energy conservation and sleep

was discovered in hibernation and torpor using mammals (for review, see Roth

et al., 2010).’

In both cases the missing indicator is ‘conflict ’, which the setup described in section

7.4.1 identifies only 20 times. Table 7.9 shows that only 5 of the members in this

7Torpor is an involuntary state of hibernation that can be induced by environmental conditions
and may last for a short period of time, e.g., torpor depends on daily feeding patterns.
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Table 7.13: The trigger word ‘conflict ’ does not indicate any TradeOff relation in the
development and test sets of FOBIE.

‘conflict’
FOBIE TradeOff Not a TradeOff
train split 3 4
dev split – 4
test split – 3

cluster are a verbatim match of ‘conflict ’. Imbalances in the FOBIE dataset are

likely the reason that the SciIE∞ model misses the ‘conflict ’ indicators. Table 7.13

shows that ‘conflict ’ is a positive indicator of a TradeOff relation only 3 times

in FOBIE, and none of these instances occur in the development or test set. This

finding further emphasises that SciIE∞ overfits on the training data, and suggests

that a future version of the FOBIE dataset should be balanced better.

Figure 7.13 shows a section of the annotations retained by the setup described

in 7.4.1. While the supervised RE system does not identify every TradeOff in the

selected paper, retained OIE extractions can guide a reader to relevant sentences:

• The ‘duration of torpor ’ ‘does not play ’ a role (or only a minor one) in the

‘impairment of memory consolidation of a simple task ’.

• ‘Torpor ’ impairs ‘object recognition’ in rodents in complex tasks, but not in

simple ones.

• ‘Negative effects of torpor ’ may be ‘minimised ’ when ‘learning is associated

with a food reward ’.

Out-of-domain filtering

To test the SORE approach on out-of-domain texts, the SciIE∞ system is ran on the

OA-STM corpus, which contains 110 open access papers from 11 different scientific

domains. After pre-processing 98 papers remain and only 2 of these fall within the

domain of biology – discarded papers contain only an abstract. The SciIE∞ model

identifies 37 TradeOff relations in 20 of the 98 papers. Examples include:

1. Agriculture – 12 TradeOff relations, including:

“[...] following clearfelling combined with the negative correlation between birch

regeneration and herbaceous cover.”:

• ‘birch regeneration’

• ‘herbaceous cover ’
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2. Chemistry – 1 TradeOff relation:

“[...] found a negative correlation of rare earth elements and CaO.”:

• ‘rare earth elements’

3. Computer Science – 15 TradeOff relations, including:

“Multilevel Bloom Filters (MBF) have been shown to be an effective approach for

mitigating the large-space-overhead problem by providing a trade-off between the

space requirement and the false positive rate”:

• ‘the false positive rate’

• ‘the space requirement ’

4. Earth Science – 1 TradeOff relation:

“[...] a poorly defined negative relationship between weathering intensity from the

geochemistry and the weathering intensity in the clay mineralogy, although [...].”:

• ‘weathering intensity from the geochemistry ’

• ‘the weathering intensity in the clay mineralogy ’

5. Engineering – 3 TradeOff relations, including:

“[...] the accuracy at low tip speed ratios due to the high angles of [...]”:

• ‘the accuracy at low tip speed ’

6. Mathematics – 3 TradeOff relations, including:

“[...] ’[...] new coordinates ϕ does not depend on the variable x1 and ∂/∂x1ε

〈∇φ(q)〉⊥ for all q; hence the set CG coincides with the set {qεU : ∂/∂x1ε 〈J∇φ(q)〉⊥

[...]”:

• ‘the variable x1 ’

• ‘the set cg ’

• ‘the set ’

7. Medicine – 1 TradeOff relation:

“[...] the cube size 20×20×20 provides a good balance between speed and accuracy.”:

• ‘speed ’

• ‘accuracy ’

The output indicates that only a limited number of syntactic patterns are correctly

identified by the SciIE∞ model. As an example, it does not identify any arguments

in the phrase ‘frequency/synchrony trade-off ’. Furthermore, the OpenIE 5 system

has severe redundancy issues for scientific texts, as exemplified by Figure 7.14. An-

other general issue with the OpenIE 5 system is the inability of handling all Unicode

characters – consider the TradeOff example from the domain of Mathematics.
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Figure 7.14: The OpenIE 5 system does not handle scientific texts well. Visualising
the extractions in BRAT indicates how single sentence may contain numerous, largely
overlapping, OIE extractions. A verb that has multiple objects will often result in equally
many extractions.

Inspection also indicates that the TradeOff arguments do not capture central re-

lations in the out-of-domain texts. SORE filtering is performed using all arguments

and modified arguments of both TradeOff and Not a TradeOff relations. Fig-

ure 7.15 shows a selection of the results for a paper in the Astronomy domain. The

retained OIE extractions guide the reader to generic information that is irrelevant to

understanding the paper, e.g., ‘The results can be used to infer some basic properties

of the atmosphere’.

In conclusion:

• The exploratory SORE approach is able to provide a summary overview of

domain-specific terminology, for at least some scientific biology texts.

• Biases in training data and overfitting affect which arguments are found through

supervised RE, and thus which arguments are found through the exploratory

SORE approach.

• The exploratory approach does not work well for scientific texts outside of the

biology domain.
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7.4.6 Caselet

This section describes a miniature biom* case study, known as a caselet. The aim

is to investigate the usability of the filtering approach to CAB. As the problem-to-

be-solved we consider the trade-off between quantity and quality that we found in

scientific IE – also see section 7.1. The filtered output of the setup described in

section 7.4.1 will be used to find relevant information in 1,522 documents that are

likely to express a TradeOff relation. Recall that appendix F describes a further

caselet that aims to solve a real-world engineering problem. The aim of this section

is to investigate the performance of SORE in the CAB tool.

13 documents are identified that might express a trade-off between ‘quantity ’ and

‘quality ’. The document retrieval relied on exact matches of TradeOff arguments

with ‘quantity ’ or ‘quality ’. This approach could be improved, e.g., to capture

semantically similar words instead of only exact matches. However, the number of

retrieved documents suffices for this caselet. The titles and unique identifiers in the

10K corpus for these papers are:

1. BMC.2955 - “Mother and offspring fitness in an insect with maternal care: pheno-

typic trade-offs between egg number, egg mass and egg care”

2. JEB.3680 - “Dynamics of PHA-induced immune response and plasma carotenoids

in birds: should we have a closer look?”

3. JEB.0707 - “Reproductive consequences of female size in haematophagous ectopara-

sites”

4. BMC.3549 - “Characterization and 454 pyrosequencing of Major Histocompatibility

Complex class I genes in the great tit reveal complexity in a passerine system”

5. BMC.5092 - “Genotype-specific interactions and the trade-off between host and par-

asite fitness”

6. JEB.2705 - “Experimentally increased in ovo testosterone leads to increased plasma

bactericidal activity and decreased cutaneous immune response in nestling house

wrens”

7. BMC.3220 - “Negative frequency-dependent selection or alternative reproductive tac-

tics: maintenance of female polymorphism in natural populations”

8. BMC.3572 - “Can number and size of offspring increase simultaneously? - a central

life-history trade-off reconsidered”

9. JEB.0928 - “Experimental evidence that litter size imposes an oxidative challenge to
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offspring”

10. BMC.6554 - “Quality prevails over identity in the sexually selected vocalisations of

an ageing mammal”

11. BMC.1289 - “A simple work flow for biologically inspired model reduction - applica-

tion to early JAK-STAT signaling”

12. BMC.1616 - “Protein-protein interaction as a predictor of subcellular location”

13. BMC.0850 - “EnRICH: Extraction and Ranking using Integration and Criteria Heuris-

tics”

14. BMC.2939 - “Self-pollination rate and floral-display size in Asclepias syriaca (Com-

mon Milkweed) with regard to floral-visitor taxa”

The titles provide little insight in the relevance of the papers – as expected, none

of the retrieved papers deals with the actual problem of scientific IE. The modified

arguments of TradeOff relations, however, provide additional information that

may help select one or more papers:

1. BMC.2955 - ‘the quantity of eggs’, ‘quality of eggs’, ‘egg quantity ’

2. JEB.3680 - ‘other functions’, ‘individual condition’, ‘quality ’

3. JEB.0707 - ‘quantity of offspring of X. ramesis’, ‘quality of offspring of X. ramesis’

4. BMC.3549 - ‘quality of the dataset ’, ‘size of the dataset ’

5. BMC.5092 - ‘the number of descendants’, ‘their size’, ‘quality ’

6. JEB.2705 - ‘nestling number ’, ‘quality ’

7. BMC.3220 - ‘females’, ‘quantity ’

8. BMC.3572 - ‘offspring number ’, ‘quantity ’, ‘quality (which is most commonly mea-

sured as body size)’

9. JEB.0928 - ‘offspring number ’, ‘quality ’

10. BMC.6554 - ‘quantity ’, ‘quality (segregation of information)’

11. BMC.1289 - ‘the amount of experimental data’, ‘quality of the experimental data’

12. BMC.1616 - ‘quality ’, ‘coverage’

13. BMC.0850 - ‘quality ’

14. BMC.2939 - ‘the quantity of pollen deposited by A. mellifera’, ‘quality of pollen

deposited by A. mellifera’

Note how argument-modifiers provide valuable additional information in two distinct

ways. First, argument modifiers provide better insight in the topic of the paper, e.g.,

‘the quantity of eggs ’ and ‘quality of eggs ’ are likely modified by the same phrase ‘of

eggs ’. Second, modifiers can provide additional insight in the contextual semantics
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of a phrase, e.g., how quality is commonly measured by body size in the context of

paper BMC.3572.

We limit the investigation to a single paper: BMC.2955. Other viable op-

tions (in bold) include JEB.3680, JEB.0707, JEB.2705, BMC.2939 BMC.3572 and

BMC.5092. On the other hand, the TradeOff arguments for BMC.0850 and

BMC.3220 indicate that the supervised RE system may have had issues identify-

ing a TradeOff correctly. And papers like BMC.3549 and BMC.1289 are likely

irrelevant. As an example, the supervised RE system correctly identified a ‘balance

between the quality and size of the dataset ’ as a TradeOff relation in BMC.3549.

However, this trade-off is not related to the biological system.

Quality of supervised RE extractions

The SciIE∞ model identified 14 TradeOff relations in BMC.2955. Only a sin-

gle TradeOff explicitly mentions the arguments quality and quantity. Notably,

the indicators are all instances of ‘trade-off ’ or ‘trade-offs ’ and 5 of the identified

TradeOff relations are incorrect. OurModel finds TradeOff relations in 19

sentences of the same document. 11 of these 19 TradeOff relations are indicated

by ‘trade-off ’ or ‘trade-offs ’, and 3 of these are incorrect. The remaining 8 of these

have ‘association’ or ‘associations ’ as an indicator. 7 of these associations are ex-

plicitly indicated to be a ‘negative association’, which is a strong indicator that the

extracted relation labels are correct.

In all cases the incorrect TradeOff extractions have a single argument, e.g.,

‘[...] offspring number and size, potential trade-offs among them [...] ’ leads to the

extraction of ‘trade-offs ’(‘them’). OurModel also identifies one correct single-

argument TradeOff, although its argument ‘pre- and post-hatching care’ should

have been split into two separate phrases.

Both models make mistakes in terms of argument recognition, specifically regard-

ing the allocation of modifiers in nested phrases. As an example, in the sentence

‘[...] negative association between egg number and maternal expenditure in egg care

[...] ’ OurModel extracts the following arguments:

• ‘egg number in egg care’

• ‘maternal expenditure in egg care’

In general the SciIE∞ model tends to select only one argument for each modifier,
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while OurModel tends to assign ArgumentModifer relations too often. An ex-

ample of a nested phrase that is extracted correctly by OurModel, but incorrectly

by the SciIE∞ model is:

• For “[...] trade-offs between egg number, egg mass and maternal expenditure on

egg care in the European earwig, [...]” the SciIE∞ model incorrectly outputs the

modified arguments:

– ‘egg-number ’

– ‘egg mass’

– ‘egg care in the European earwig ’

Finally, an example of a TradeOff relation that both systems extract correctly

occurs in the sentence “The negative association between egg number and mean egg

mass reflects a traditional trade-off found across a wide range of species [...]”. While

OurModel picked up on the ‘negative association, the SciIE∞ model managed to

extract a ‘trade-off ’ between ‘egg number ’ and ‘mean egg mass ’. This example, as

well as the incorrect ‘trade-off ’-based extractions from BMC.2955, indicate again

that the SciIE∞ model is strongly biased towards specific trigger words.

Figure 7.16: Screenshots of the entire BRAT interface visualise that SORE filtering
reduced the number of OIE extractions.
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Table 7.14: Number of OIE extractions in BMC.2955 before and after filtering, as well
as the number of sentences in which an OIE extraction was retained. Clusters that are
known to group indicator labels are ignored.

Unfiltered Filtered %
OIE extractions 268 156 58.21
Unique rel types 162 101 62.35
Unique arguments 412 287 69.66

Sentences 91 rel’s/sent 1.71

Retained OIE extractions

Table 7.14 and Figure 7.16 indicate that SORE removed a proportion of the OIE

extractions. However, the number of retained OIE extractions per document is

far above the average of 13.34%, also compare Figure 7.16 against Figure 7.12.

One reason is that the SciIE∞ model identified a lot of TradeOff relations.

Correspondingly, many argument were used during filtering. And filtering using

a relatively large number of modified TradeOff arguments is more prone to the

retainment of redundant relations, e.g., see Figure 7.17. Note how the number of

unique OIE arguments (287) in Table 7.14 is below an average of two arguments

per relation (312), while single argument OIE extractions hardly occur. This also

suggests that the ratio between unique relations and unique arguments may be

considered a measure of redundancy.

Another reason that many OIE extractions are retained is that BMC.2955 fre-

quently mentions specific argument phrases and related terms. The words ‘quantity ’

and ‘quality ’ are mentioned 9 and 10 times respectively, other examples include:

• ‘egg number ’ – 23 mentions

• ‘egg care’ – 36 mentions

• ‘egg mass’ – 19 mentions

• ‘females’ – 31 mentions

• ‘hatching ’ – 48 mentions

– ‘pre-hatching ’ – 18 mentions

– ‘post-hatching ’ – 11 mentions

– ‘egg-hatching ’ – 8 mentions

• ‘weight ’ – 30 mentions

The problem of retaining too many OIE extractions is aggregated by incorrect

TradeOff relations. As an example, the argument ‘females ’ is part of an incorrect
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Figure 7.17: Redundant OIE extractions are retained when one of the arguments is
semantically similar to one of the TradeOff arguments. This problem is more severe for
a text like BMC.2955 because of the presence of a large variety of TradeOff relations
and arguments – both correct and incorrect.

extraction from ‘[...] are traditionally thought to trade-off, females are expected [...].

Together, just 4 incorrect TradeOff arguments are responsible for retaining 87

OIE extractions (56% of retained OIE extractions):

• ‘mutually exclusive functions’ is clustered in one of the three large clusters (ID 32

fitness/energy, 636 members) and is responsible for retaining 51 OIE extractions.

• ‘them’ and ‘these three parameters’ are clustered in a medium-sized cluster (ID 21

experimental results, 310 members) and retain 19 OIE extractions.

• ‘females’ is clustered is a medium-sized cluster (ID 36 attraction and offspring,

108 members) and retains 17 OIE extractions (OurModel does not identify this

argument).

The correct TradeOff arguments identified by both the SciIE∞ and OurModel

are responsible for retaining the remaining 71 OIE extractions:

• Cluster ID 4 Mixed phrases, 420 members – 34 OIE extractions

• Cluster ID 16 Size, 125 members – 3 OIE extractions

• Cluster ID 31 Quality, 21 members – 0 OIE extractions

• Cluster ID 46 Maintenance/regulation, 264 members – 2 OIE extractions

• Cluster ID 48 Egg number/size, 49 members – 12 OIE extractions

• Cluster ID 51 Number of eggs, 131 members – 12 OIE extractions

• Cluster ID 56 Sexual activity, 139 members – 8 OIE extractions

Figure 7.18 indicates that BMC.2955 is one of the papers for which SORE outputs

many OIE extractions. In most documents fewer OIE extractions are retained, with

many documents containing less than 100 extractions per document. Figure 7.19

shows that documents for which many TradeOff relations were identified, more

often many OIE extractions were retained. BMC.2955 is one of those documents

where many TradeOff relations are identified. However, even for documents where
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Table 7.15: Number of informative and uninformative sentences retained by SORE in
BMC.2955. Note also how some sentences that express a TradeOff relation, themselves,
contain further information that is relevant to a reader.

Count % of SORE input % of document
Informative 58 63.74 34.32
Uninformative 33 36.26 19.53
Sentences with OIE extr. 78 85.71 46.15
TradeOff w/ informative 10 10.99 5.92
TradeOff w/o informative 6 6.59 3.55

Total SORE input: 91 sentences Total document: 169 sentences

Table 7.16: Overview of the influence of the clusters used during filtering on the number
of retained extractions in BMC.2955. The numbers of retained informative and uninfor-
mative extractions are directly influenced by cluster size.

Sentences No indicators No large Medium only Small only
Inform. sentence 58 56 71.8% 46 69.7% 33 64.7% 14 73.7%
Uninform. sentence 33 22 28.2% 20 30.3% 18 35.3% 5 26.3%
Total of SORE input 100% 78 85.7% 66 72.5% 51 56.0% 19 20.9%
Total of document 53.9% 46.2% 39.1% 30.2% 11.2%

only one or two TradeOff relations were identified, the type of arguments dictate

which types of OIE extractions are retained. Determining the statistical relevance

between the number of TradeOff relations and number of OIE extractions re-

tained does not provide much insight for this exploratory approach to SORE. Fu-

ture work could investigate such correlations, as well as interactions between the

correctness of TradeOff relations, the types of TradeOff arguments, types of

ArgumentModifiers, document-level properties (such as number of mentions of

an argument) and the total number of retained OIE extractions.

Information captured by SORE

156 of the 268 (58.21%) of the OIE extractions in BMC.2955 are retained. The

retained extractions are found in 70 out of the 80 sentences (87.5%) that were fed

to SORE. Both numbers are far above the average for all 1,522 documents, also see

Figure 7.18 and 7.19. On closer inspection, 11 sentences were not split correctly

and OpenIE 5 actually identified relations in 78 of the total 91 sentences (85.7%).

Notably, pairs and triples of concatenated sentences led to considerably longer OIE

arguments. And even singular long sentences lead to issues. The reason is that

OpenIE 5 expects single sentences at lengths of Web and news-wire domain text. As
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an example, both before and after SORE filtering 7 OIE extractions are annotated

in [398]:

• “Whereas the second hypothesis requires forms of cooperation from nymphs

to mothers, which to our knowledge have never been reported in species with

family life, the first one could reflect a trade-off between pre- and post-hatching

care, with females expressing low expenditure on egg care (including higher egg

consumption rates) subsequently showing high levels of offspring care, and vice-

versa.”.

The sentences in which OIE extractions were found have been manually labelled

by a domain expert, see Table 7.15. Labelling indicates whether the sentence is

informative with regard to understanding the mentioned TradeOffs. Recall that

only the abstract, introduction, discussion and conclusions sections are fed to SORE

– also see section 6.1.1. BMC.2955 contains a total of 169 sentences if the Results

and Methods sections are not omitted. In comparison to the full document, 34.32%

of the sentences provide relevant information to a non-expert in Biology. Table 7.16

outlines how many of these sentences are identified through SORE, considering the

sizes of clusters used during filtering. It is worth noting that the smaller clusters

provide the best balance between informative and uninformative extractions for the

paper BMC.2955.

The larger part of the retained sentences provide insight into the existence, or

non-existence, of interactions between components of the biological system. Gen-

erally, modifying phrases are found to support the understanding of the biological

system, e.g., the ‘multiple forms of egg care’ is exemplified in the text ‘such as

egg guarding, grooming and clutch displacement ’. The most relevant examples of

sentences, with regards to this caselet, include [398]:

• “Maternal expenditure on egg care was estimated by measuring mother weight loss

between egg laying and hatching, a period in which females had no access to food.”

• “[...], the fact that 27 (33.8%) females gained weight during this period of time

implicates that at least some mothers consumed a few of their eggs.”

• “[...], the benefits of low expenditure into pre-hatching care (and possibly of higher egg

consumption) in terms of 2nd clutch production are in line with filial egg cannibalism

as an adaptive strategy of earwig females.”

These three sentences capture the main mechanism that the European earwig, For-
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ficula auricularia, employs in optimising the quality and quantity of offspring: ‘filial

egg cannibalism’. OIE extractions that include the term ‘filial egg ’ provide some ad-

ditional insight into the semantics. However, Figure 7.20 suggests that the quality

of OIE extractions is too low to provide a summary overview of a term like ‘filial

egg cannibalism’. In this case the sentences, themselves, are more informative. Re-

gardless of the cluster sizes used during SORE, each setting shown in Table 7.16

identifies at least one sentence describing ‘filial egg cannibalism’.

In conclusion:

• Extracted TradeOff relations improve both the identification and selection

of relevant scientific biology papers.

• The FOBIE dataset provides too little training signal for the correct identifi-

cation of many ArgumentModifier relations.

• Large differences exist in the number of retained OIE extractions:

– The number of TradeOff relations found in a document is causally

related to the number of retained OIE arguments.

– Incorrect supervised RE arguments, especially longer argument phrases,

can match many irrelevant OIE extractions and greatly reduce the effec-

tiveness of SORE.

– The ratio between unique arguments and unique OIE relations is indica-

tive of the quality of OIE extractions, specifically in terms of redundancy.

– Text pre-processing issues, such as incorrect sentence-splitting, are a

cause for additional errors in the OpenIE 5 output.

• SORE is able to support the identification and understanding of the mech-

anism employed to manipulate a TradeOff relation, even for non-expert

users. A solution to the quantity-quality trade-off examined in this caselet

may be to employ an equivalent to filial egg cannibalism.
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Figure 7.18: The number of OIE extractions retained per document, with colours in-
dicating whether the document was identified by SciIE∞ (in blue), both SciIE∞ and
OurModel (in green), or were part of FOBIE to start with (in red). BMC.2955 is one
of the documents for which many OIE extractions were retained, especially in terms of
extractions per sentence.
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Figure 7.19: The number of OIE extractions retained per document, with colours indi-
cating how many TradeOff relations were found. BMC.2955 is one of the documents in
which many TradeOff relations were found. When the OIE extractions are normalised
by the number of sentences in the document (also see Figure 7.18), there seems to be a
clear correlation between (1) the number of TradeOff relations found in a document
and (2) the number of retained OIE extractions.
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7.4.7 Conclusions

This section aimed to (1) provide further insight in the quality of the informa-

tion extracted through Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE), and (2) investigate

whether the retained extractions are valuable during biom*. The results suggest

that the exploratory approach to SORE may be improved in many ways. Although

the implementation of such improvements is left outside the scope of this thesis, this

subsection provides some pointers to encountered problems and possible solutions.

Supervised RE and indicators Section 7.4.3 shows that there is a bias in FO-

BIE towards specific trigger words. To some extent, this bias causes the supervised

RE system to identify both false positive and false negative instances of Trade-

Off relations. A large number of missed extractions may decrease the coverage of

the system. However, the incorrect extractions present a more serious problem for

the usability of the CAB tool – also see section 5.3. As an example, false positives

decrease the usability of SORE in two notable ways:

• First, documents are identified that do not actually express a TradeOff.

This increases the overall run-time of SORE and may guide a user towards

irrelevant documents, potentially slowing down the biom* process.

• Second, the arguments of incorrect TradeOff relations can greatly influ-

ence the number of retained OIE extractions. Encountering a document that

contains many OIE extractions does not only slow down the biom* process.

The purpose of SORE is to speed up the analysis of a text – this purpose is ultimately

defeated if large numbers of uninformative OIE extractions are retained. Future

work on extending FOBIE for the extraction of explicit TradeOff relations should

aim to increase and balance the types of (1) indicators, (2) arguments and (3)

modifiers. Further studies may investigate whether biases in FOBIE exist with

regards to specific span lengths, syntactic patterns or distances between spans.

Clustering As section 7.3 illustrated, the cosine similarity between two embedded

phrases is a weak measure of similarity. Clustering is introduced to provide an

alternative view on vector-based similarity. However, the implemented clustering

approach is completely based on the output of the supervised RE model. An issue
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is that biases towards specific argument types are propagated and clusters become

imbalanced. As an example, two small clusters may unnecessarily divide a group of

semantically similar terms if they occur often in the supervised RE output as two

specific surface forms. In future work the input to clustering may be balanced better

by drawing on external resources, such as biology dictionaries.

Imbalances in the input to clustering also stems from the decision to feed both

arguments and modified arguments of TradeOff relations to the K -Means cluster-

ing algorithm. Section 7.4.2 indicates that clustering works relatively well for short

phrases. And it is worth noting that the average-sized clusters seem to provide the

desired word-matching flexibility described in section 2.6.2. However, the length of

modified arguments is correlated to the assignment of a cluster ID and the matching

of OIE arguments. Small clusters may be too specific in the exploratory filtering

setup, e.g., they match few of the OIE arguments that tend to be long and messy.

And for long phrases clustering does not provide enough discriminative power. This

means longer arguments that are combined with a modifier are very likely to be

assigned to one of the larger clusters.

Section 7.4.6 indicates that OurModel performs better in terms of identify-

ing ArgumentModifiers correctly, which may explain why OurModel retains

many more OIE extractions during SORE filtering – in comparison to using the

output of SciIE∞. A possible improvement can be to assign multiple clusters to

longer phrases, e.g., one cluster for each Noun Phrase that expresses a concept of

interest. Furthermore, a strategy to ignore specific clusters could be to threshold

the average of the Euclidean distances of members to the cluster’s centroid. Finally,

the embedding strategy may be improved to leverage recent advances in pre-trained

word embeddings on scientific texts, e.g., [399].

Quality of retained OIE extractions The purpose of the retained OIE ex-

tractions is to both elucidate domain-specific terminology and capture information

that is relevant to a mentioned TradeOff. Section 7.4.5 suggests that providing

a summary view of a term like ‘torpor ’ is possible. And some terms are found to

be explained explicitly in the same document, e.g., BMC.2955 mentions ‘the young

offspring (called nymphs)’. However, the quality of OIE extractions themselves is
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often too poor to capture such explanations. A substitute solution could be to link

concepts in the text to a biology dictionary.

This poor quality of OIE extractions also undermines the exploratory filtering

approach at a more general level. The caselet described in section 7.4.6 highlights

that many OIE extractions are retained because one of their arguments is long. This

issue is aggravated when sentences are not split correctly. A practical solution may

be to ignore OIE arguments that are very long during filtering, e.g., arguments that

contain more than 20 tokens. Furthermore, future work should rely on text process-

ing tools that have recently been developed for scientific texts, e.g., SciSpacy8.

Long sentences and complex sentence structures also lead to a plethora of re-

dundant OIE extractions that may be retained during SORE, which in turn poses

limitations to any conclusion w.r.t. the quantitative results of SORE. An alternative

filtering strategy is to identify sentences of interest, rather than OIE extractions, by

matching short Noun Phrases found in a document. This strategy avoids problems

that arise from long and messy arguments of OIE extractions, as well as issues with

redundant relations. The sentences in which relevant Noun Phrases were identified

could be fed to an OIE system with the aim of identifying relevant interrelations.

Capturing of interrelations is hypothesised to be a valuable aspect of the CAB

tool, because they enable a non-expert reader to quickly grasp the systemic context.

The exploratory filtering setup focuses only on first denotations – also see section

4.1. Identifying secondary denotations requires more concise arguments that ideally

capture a single concept at most. The OIE extractions provided by OpenIE 5 are not

suited for this task. A practical solution may be to mask Multi-Word Expressions

before feeding sentences to an OIE system. It may also be possible to automatically

break up long and complex sentences into shorter clauses.

A final issue, briefly indicated in Figure 7.20, is that OpenIE 5 does not handle

coreference. Future work should aim to resolve coreference links in a document for

at least two reasons. First, resolving coreference relations improves the coverage and

accuracy of the extracted contextual information. Second, coreference links could

provide features for the presence of implicit TradeOff relations.

8https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
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SORE as a CAB tool The caselet described in section 7.4.6 confirms that SORE

can be valuable as a standalone CAB tool. First, TradeOff relations provide han-

dles for the identification and selection of relevant documents. Second, SORE can

identify sections of text that contextualise the TradeOff. The context provided

by SORE has been shown to efficiently guide a reader towards the mechanisms

employed to optimise the TradeOff solution space. However, in the current ex-

ploratory approach of SORE the value of retained contextual relations is limited.

Specifically, the reliability and accuracy of the implemented filtering setup is

highly variable – consider the imbalanced number of OIE extractions per docu-

ment illustrated in Figure 7.18. As described above, issues during the experimental

filtering approach include the length of phrases and the imbalance in occurrences

of certain phrases. Possible routes to improve the accuracy and reliability of the

exploratory approach include:

• There are likely interactions between the number of times a TradeOff is

mentioned and whether a document is useful for biom*. Ignoring documents

that mention only a single TradeOff relation may reduce the number of

uninformative documents.

• Repeated use of otherwise uncommon terms and phrases in a document may

be useful to validate the importance of context-specific arguments, e.g., the

term ‘pre-hatching ’ occurs 18 times in BMC.2955 while only occurring 40 times

in the entire 10K corpus.

• Argument modifiers can provide additional insight and understanding. It may

be possible to capitalise on this through the collection of modifiers for spe-

cific Noun Phrases from a large corpus. Furthermore, distinguishing between

high-level types of modification, such as time or manner, may be helpful for

downstream tasks and document retrieval

In conclusion, the results of the caselet suggest that SORE is a promising research di-

rection for the development of Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools. Considering the

poor quality of OIE extractions, SORE is not accurate and reliable enough to pro-

vide data for downstream tasks – such as automatically populating the BioMimetic

Ontology (BMO). However, the extracted information may aid collection of data for

further annotation and can already be useful for a human reader. SORE can speed
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up (1) the process of determining whether a document is worth reading in full, and

(2) the identification of TradeOff-related information in a text. The exploratory

approach may be used to provide a reader with the sentences that entail the fil-

tered OIE extractions. These sentences are shown to be capable of guiding a reader

towards relevant context and even the mechanism to manipulate a TradeOff.
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Discussion

This chapter aims to synthesise the findings of previous chapters to answer the

research questions set out in section 1.3.

8.1 Sub-questions

8.1.1 Strengths and weaknesses existing CAB tools

“What are the strengths and weaknesses of strategies used by existing CAB tools to

support the identification, selection and understanding of biology information?”

In light of answering the research question, recall that biom* is a cross-domain

form of Design-by-Analogy. Here, the solution of an engineering problem relies on

understanding how biological strategies handle essentially unrelated problems. Ana-

logical reasoning thus inherently requires interdisciplinary knowledge, which compli-

cates the successful and systematic application of biom*. With the aim of reducing

complexity, research on biom* (as a design practice) is characterised by the devel-

opment of theoretical frameworks to aid the understanding of biological systems.

Over the last two decades computational tools have been developed as well,

which either store known biom* solutions or aid the search for new ones. Such

Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools aim to support problem-driven biom*, while

largely ignoring the alternative solution-driven biom*. The prospect of a system-

atic approach has inspired the development of various CAB tools. Most of these

CAB tools rely heavily on the existing theoretical frameworks for the storage and

retrieval of biological strategies. The primary strength of using existing theoretical
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frameworks in CAB tools is that this approach provides engineers with the means

to cheaply consider biom* during a problem-solving process. That is, the value of

CAB tools is that they reduce the need to invest time and resources to just investi-

gate whether biom* could provide a feasible solution route. The ultimate CAB tool

significantly eases the transfer of any biological strategy to technology. However, bi-

ological systems cannot always be modelled and understood as engineering systems

and – as identified in Chapter 2 and 3 – CAB tools face a trade-off between (1) the

accessibility of information to engineers and (2) the complexity of readily available

biology information.

Identification CAB tools store relevant biological knowledge in a manner that

promotes accessibility to engineers. This strategy is often perceived as a strength,

because it enables non-experts in biology to quickly identify and understand relevant

biological systems. In practice, however, the accessibility requires the preemptive

abstraction of complex biological information. Such abstraction necessarily obscures

the contextual interrelations of inherently multi-functional biological systems. This

means that storing biological knowledge in engineering terms actually introduces

two important weaknesses:

• Decontextualised biological analogies are one of the main causes for failed

biom* projects.

• Describing a biological system in engineering terms requires manual analysis

by a domain expert, which imposes a major bottleneck on scalability.

Selection Scalable approaches to CAB favour complexity over accessibility. These

tools employ Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to tap into the knowl-

edge captured in scientific biology texts. Models of biological systems, based on

engineering design theory, is used as a proxy for providing accessibility to complex

information. CAB tools that aim to automatically populate such models signifi-

cantly ease the selection of relevant information for engineers. However, the Infor-

mation Extraction (IE) modules in these systems are often constrained to predefined

vocabularies and engineering terminology. These CAB tools thus, again, run into

context-based mismatches at both terminological and system level. This problem is

further aggravated by the complexity of IE from scientific text.
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Understanding Manual modelling of biological systems is thought to provide

substantial understanding of the possibly complex systemic context. An additional

weakness of CAB tools that automatically instantiate such models is, thus, that

they actually undermine the understanding of a biological system. On the one hand,

incorrect and incomplete models may actually hurt the accessibility and insight in

constraints. On the other hand, a recurrent finding in the literature is that holistic

and iterative approach to biom* is crucial to biom*. The lack of support for such

an iterative process that does not fixate on a single transfer model is a weakness

of previously developed CAB tools. The CAB tool developed in this thesis aims to

provide this support as a strength, with the aim of scaffolding the understanding of

biological systems and analogical reasoning.

Table 8.1: Overview of the strategies used by existing CAB tools to support biom*.

Type of tool Limitations Support
Database of biological strategies
described in engineering
terminology, e.g., [31]

Analysis is prone to bias
Limited to specific use cases
Adding an entry is effort and
time intensive

Identification (-)
Selection (+)
Understanding (+)

Search through an introductory
biology textbook using
engineering keywords, e.g., [100]

Terminology mismatch
Not scientific text
Limited vocabulary

Identification (-)
Selection (-)
Understanding (-)

Latent semantics of biological
concepts linked to engineering
concepts through similarity
measure, e.g., [26]

Limited to abstracts of papers
No context to concepts
Struggle with polysemy and
synonymy

Identification (±)
Selection (-)
Understanding (-)

Transfer model, e.g., [34]
Structures – biology terms
Behaviours – lexicalised patterns
Functions – engineering terms

Limited vocabulary
Patterns not designed for
scientific texts
Limited to
Structure-Behaviour-Function
modelling

Identification (±)
Selection (±)
Understanding (-)

A final weakness of existing CAB tools revolves around the computational techniques

employed. Most tools rely on keyword-matching and suggest that relevant biology

information can be retrieved using a single-keyword search. Exceptions include

a tool that implements lexicalised patterns to identify relations between concepts

(IBID), as well as a tool that retrieves information based on latent semantics of a

search term (SEABIRD).
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8.1.2 Systematic approach

“Which CAB strategies can contribute to a systematic application of biom*?”

Research on biom* applications has produced a body of work that is interdisci-

plinary – both engineering and biology terminology are used. An engineering-centric

approach may work when searching through this literature. However, a search be-

yond what is currently known requires the identification of biological systems that

were not considered during biom* before. It is not possible to define a coherent set

of relations and properties that work well for both biology and engineering. There is

a need for alternative methods to support the systematic identification, recognition

and understanding of relevant biology information during biom*.

One possible solution is to follow a trade-off based approach to CAB, introduced

by the BioMimetic Ontology (BMO). The trade-off approach initially bridges the

engineering and biology domain at a domain-independent abstraction level, after

which more fine-grained analogies can be identified at a systems level. Sections 3.2.2

and 3.3 illustrate how the trade-off approach enables the systematic application of

biom*. And the caselet in section 7.4.6 verifies that framing a problem in a distant

domain as a trade-off, in this case a trade-off identified in Information Extraction,

can indeed help identify relevant biology texts.

Beyond the scope of this thesis, trade-offs provide a route to solution-driven

biom*. First, mechanisms to manipulate a trade-off can be used to identify relevant

engineering problems. Second, it may be possible to identify biology papers that

describe a trade-off and provide accompanying data. Pareto analysis on an overall

performance measure in response to specific parameters can elucidate patterns that

may indicate similar trade-offs in engineering data – thus prompting the question

whether a known biological mechanism could optimise an engineering solution.

8.1.3 Relation Extraction for CAB

“What approaches to Relation Extraction are suited for a CAB tool?”

The CAB tool proposed in this thesis focuses on the extraction of within-domain

information from biology texts. Specifically, (1) trade-offs expressed explicitly in

text and (2) contextual relations that capture the systemic context. Chapter 4

identifies that there is no single approach to Relation Extraction (RE) that will
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work well for the identification of these two relation types.

The Rule-Based methods used in existing CAB tools have been largely unsuccess-

ful at capturing the relevant information in both introductory and scientific biology

texts. Out-of-domain terminology limits the use of lexicalised extractors, and the

complexity and length of sentences in scientific texts further complicates the use of

syntactic patterns in general. Both issues also affect the output of Open Informa-

tion Extraction (OIE) systems that were developed for Web and news-wire domain

texts. Furthermore, the output of a simple Rule-Based System (RBS) to extract

explicit TradeOff relations confirms that Rule-Based scientific IE is not trivial.

First, a RBS has trouble extracting the correct argument boundaries because of the

large variety of syntactic structures that do indicate a TradeOff. Second, a RBS

requires a plethora of rules and exceptions to (1) determine whether a trigger word

actually indicates a Trade-Off, and (2) identify all correct arguments for n-ary

Trade-Off relations.

Nevertheless, a Rule-Based approach suits the extraction of relations that cap-

ture the systemic context. The reason is that statistical methods require training

data, while it is not clear what types of relations make up the systemic context.

Large numbers of unique relation and entity types, as well as surface forms, further

aggravate the complexity of collecting training data.

Chapter 7 describes experiments with an existing OIE system to capture sys-

temic context. Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE) is introduced to reduce the

anticipated large amount of redundant and uninformative OIE extractions. Quan-

titatively, SORE is indeed able to reduce the number of OIE extractions found in

scientific texts. However, the quality of OIE extractions is too poor to achieve

reliable results using the proposed filtering approach. Especially the length of ar-

guments is found to greatly decrease the reliability of aligning arguments using the

implemented combination of clustering and cosine similarity.

Developing a dedicated scientific OIE system is a challenging task. The task

could be simplified by breaking up complex and long sentences and extracting only

binary relations, although this strategy has been shown to result in an even larger

number of OIE extractions [112]. A supervised direction of research may focus on

span-based concept recognition, after which a classifier can determine whether the
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spans are related or not. Given the right training data a Neural Network (NN)

based approach to filtering could handle co-reference in multi-sentence input. An

additional benefit of a neural approach is the generalisation over words that were

not seen during training.

A supervised approach to Relation Extraction (RE) has been shown to work

well for the extraction of explicit TradeOff relations. NN based methods are

able to learn salient features with respect to a given task and dataset. However,

the best performing model (SciIE∞) overfits, resulting in worse performance on

unseen texts. This means the coverage of the collected dataset for the CAB task,

FOBIE, contains biases. To some extent the biases in FOBIE stem from the

RBS-based bootstrapping approach used to collect candidate TradeOff relations.

Future work should focus on growing the FOBIE dataset to include more variety and

balance, e.g., in terms of relation indicators, arguments, argument lengths, modifiers,

and sentential structures. For the collection of candidates for annotation, supervised

RE systems trained on FOBIE may be too biased towards specific indicator words.

But the verbatim arguments of TradeOff relations identified through supervised

RE enable bootstrapping with a distant supervision approach.

8.1.4 Supporting biologists

“Can Relation Extraction aid an expert biologist during biom*?”

The CAB tools described in Chapter 2 primarily extract engineering terminology.

The systems that extract relations follow a design theoretical framework for biom*

and the extraction patterns used are found to work poorly. The approach is moti-

vated by the aim to support engineers that lack expertise in biology. In contrast,

an expert biologist does not necessarily benefit from the extraction of engineering

terminology or relations that work for a specific transfer model.

The CAB tool developed in this thesis is found to aid expert biologists during the

identification of trade-offs in scientific texts. Section 6.2 shows that a supervised RE

system trained on FOBIE can speed up the identification and selection of papers

that express an explicit TradeOff relation. Furthermore, the qualitative analysis

of SORE results in section 7.4.5 and the caselet in section 7.4.6 indicate that RE can

help identify the systemic context and mechanism used to manipulate a trade-off.
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Figure 8.1: The manual labelling of clustered TradeOff arguments can provide insight
in the types of trade-offs that are studied in the biology domain.

In this thesis automated population of the BMO is avoided in favour of scalability.

This would require automatically associating biological solutions, relevant trade-offs

and Inventive Principles. The CAB tool can, however, support biologists during the

population of the BMO, during the analysis of specific TradeOff relations and

during more global analyses of the types of trade-offs that have been investigated.

The CAB tool could provide additional support by classifying trade-off arguments

into abstract TRIZ Parameters and highlighting terms that may indicate Inventive

Principles.

Furthermore, the CAB tool developed in this thesis could support large scale

analysis and grouping of biological solutions to derive design principles. Large-scale

extraction of TradeOff relations may also provide insight in the types of trade-

offs studied in the domain of biology, also see Figure 8.1. Such studies, as well as

continued population of the BMO, could help classify trade-offs that are harder to

interpret for non-experts. As an example, it may not be clear how a trade-off between

the ‘immune system’ and ‘reproduction’ could apply to an engineering context.
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There likely exists a finite set of trade-offs between abstract concepts. But the

way trade-offs are expressed in text is theoretically unlimited. In supporting do-

main experts during the population of the BMO, the current approach to extracting

explicit TradeOff relations has several limitations.

Section 6.2.4 indicates that the supervised RE approach only identified 41.68%

of the TradeOff relations in 523 texts correctly. Furthermore, uninformative

TradeOff relations were identified as being either a reference or because the

arguments were generic terms, e.g., a trade-off between cost and benefit without

defining what the cost and benefit are. The extraction of false negative and false

positive instances reflects the limited coverage of FOBIE. And Chapter 7 verified

that the FOBIE dataset is indeed biased. Future work should aim to improve the

quality of FOBIE in terms of size, quantity and coverage of the TradeOff and

Not a TradeOff relations.

In terms of the supervised RE model a span-based approach can accurately

detect the boundaries of an unseen argument to some relation. Providing explicit

labels for arguments results in a slightly better performance on FOBIE, but this

increased performance is likely the result of biases in the dataset. Section 7.4.3 and

7.4.6 show that the SciIE model is biased towards the trigger words and misses

argument modifier relations. OurModel focused too much on syntactic patterns

and identified 177 types of indicators for TradeOff relations.

Extending the extraction to implicit trade-offs is not straightforward. This re-

quires the identification of a link between the increase in one unknown argument

and the decrease in another unknown argument. Using a supervised RE system that

is trained on FOBIE, it is possible to identify arguments that could be used in a

distant supervision approach to provide candidate pairs for annotation. To narrow

down the retrieved paragraphs, or even sections, it may be necessary to identify

patterns of increase and decrease.

8.2 Supporting non-experts during biom*

This section answers the main research question: “Can Relation Extraction help an

engineer with the identification, selection and understanding of any scientific biology
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text that is relevant to a given engineering problem?”

8.2.1 Identification

Intuitively, presenting biological systems in terms of engineering concepts and rela-

tions simplifies the biom* process for an engineer. Existing CAB tools largely adhere

to this intuition and neglect terminological differences when mapping information

across domains. But the engineering-centric approach to biom* does not work for

CAB. First, function-based approaches and transfer model can not accurately cap-

ture every possible biological system. The related engineering-centric terminology is

not used much in biological texts and may convey different semantics, both compli-

cating IE. Second, it is not clear which relation types should be extracted to capture

the relevant systemic context. This issue is aggravated because (1) the modelling of

biological systems requires an understanding of the systemic context at various hi-

erarchical levels, and (2) scientific texts contain many unique relation types. Third,

identifying biological systems on the basis of systemic relations is prone to bias:

• Identification will be biased towards the specific terminology used to describe

systemic relations in text.

• Selection will be biased towards biological systems where the systemic relations

are described in familiar terminology, while the biological system itself may not

be relevant to the engineering problem – this problem is sometimes referred

to as fixation.

• Understanding will be biased by the terminology that the CAB tool focuses

on, as well as the domain expertise of the user. Here, simplifying assumptions

have been shown to be the cause of project failure.

In a trade-off approach to CAB the first two biases can also be problematic for

non-experts. As an example, the arguments of trade-offs are not always expressed

in generic terms. In section 7.4.6 the document BMC.2955 only mentions a single

quality-quantity trade-off. A non-expert may not directly recognise that a trade-

off between ‘egg number ’, ‘egg mass and ‘maternal expenditure’ implies a trade-off

between quality and quantity. Therefore, inexact search is a strength as users often

do not know how to phrase the keywords for search. A simple expansion of search

keywords, as in appendix F, can improve the quantity of retrieved results at the
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potential cost of quality.

As long as trade-offs are expressed in recognisable terms, biological expertise is

not necessarily required – this is the strength of the BMO. The use of generic con-

cepts is thus beneficial to the trade-off approach. As an example, consider how the

generic terms ‘speed ’ and ‘accuracy ’ are domain-independent. Defining a problem

space in such abstract terms enables a non-expert to identify abstract solution mech-

anisms and relevant biological systems. In contrast, generic engineering functions

have been found to hurt the search performance, see section 2.5.3.

Section 7.4.6 illustrates how supervised RE can indeed enable a search for biolog-

ical texts that deal with a generic, explicit TradeOff. The search for a common

problem space reduces the chances of fixating on a single functional analogy during

biom*. But the search provides only an initial filter. It is important to emphasise

that a trade-off is part of the systemic context, but not part of the biological system.

8.2.2 Selection

Chapter 2 identified the need for extracting within-domain information from biology

texts. And the trade-off based approach described in chapter 3 enables the use

of a within-domain CAB tool during biom*. However, the extraction of within-

domain information can be a handicap to non-experts in terms of selection and

understanding.

Section 7.4.6 and appendix F illustrate that extracted TradeOff relations pro-

vide handles for the selection of one or more documents during biom*. Both the

document title and argument modifiers significantly ease the selection, which con-

firms that the context of the trade-off is crucial during selection. Selection may be

further supported by providing the reader with an overview of most relevant con-

textual relations, e.g., see Figures 7.11 and F.3. However, the OIE extractions and

resulting SORE output is too poorly structured to automate the creation of such

overviews.

Alternative approaches to support the selection of a document include annotating

texts with scientific concepts found in that text. These concepts could be identi-

fied through an unsupervised approach to Named Entity Recognition, e.g., following

[400] or [401], or by matching terms from a dynamically updated list. Again, clas-
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sification of biology terms into Inventive Principles or abstract TRIZ Parameters

could aid selection.

It is worth noting that the BMO makes biology information more accessible

to engineers in at least two ways. First, the BMO adapts the TRIZ classification

framework which is derived from engineering problem-solving. Second, costly man-

ual analysis is required to populate and maintain the BMO. But the classification of

biological mechanisms into highly abstract trade-offs does not limit the applicability

of such mechanisms to a single use-case. Therefore, the BMO is a valuable CAB

tool for non-experts, especially during the selection of relevant biological systems.

8.2.3 Understanding

Chapter 2 finds that iterative modelling of systemic context leads to the understand-

ing a biological system. During modelling, the understanding can be scaffolded by

elucidating the relations between relevant systemic components. Existing CAB tools

aim to directly capture these relations in recognisable engineering terminology, e.g.,

functions and structures. But the systemic relations in scientific texts are often not

expressed in engineering terminology. The result is that automatically populated

transfer models are incomplete and unreliable.

The CAB tool developed in this thesis aims to automatically identify the within-

domain relations. Because the contextual relations are not automatically mapped

to the engineering domain, a lack of knowledge on the biology domain poses two

distinct issues:

• Not recognising which relations are relevant to model the systemic context.

• Not recognising domain-specific terminology in general.

Section 5.3 describes how RE may be used to address both problems. Section

7.1 argues that a hybrid approach will be required that combines the precision of

supervised RE and the recall of OIE – SORE.

SORE is explored by filtering OIE extractions using the arguments of Trade-

Off relations. Section 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 indicate that SORE can indeed focus the

recall of OIE to a subset of its regular output. Furthermore, SORE has been found

to increase the relative informativeness of OIE extractions (5.75%) and sentences

(8.25%). This suggests that SORE is feasible and future work on improving the
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approach is worthwhile.

The extractions found by the OpenIE 5 system are found to be qualitatively

too poor to identify systemic relations. That is, even when the sentence in which

an OIE extraction was found expresses a systemic relation, the OIE extractions

for that sentence seldom capture that relation correctly. Furthermore, both OIE

extractions and the sentences in which they were found may be retained for the

wrong reason, e.g., an OIE argument matched with the argument of an incorrect

TradeOff relation. The length of OIE arguments is found to further degrade the

reliability of filtering through clustering and cosine similarity.

Sections 7.4.5 and 7.4.6 indicate that the sentences in which OIE extractions

were found can still guide a user towards relevant information. This means that

SORE achieves the aim of supporting even a non-expert during biom*, although the

output may not be used for downstream tasks like populating transfer models. It

also suggests that TradeOff relations indeed capture central concepts in a text.

Sentences that were retained because the OIE extraction matched with a small,

coherent cluster were most often informative. Future work on SORE should aim to

match relational arguments based on such more-or-less coherent clusters.

The qualitative inspection of SORE results suggests that well-formed OIE ex-

tractions can elucidate the systemic context – despite the use of domain-specific

terminology. As an example, the SORE extractions in section 7.4.5 can clarify a

term like ‘torpor ’ to a non-expert. The quality of OIE extractions poses a limita-

tion to their use in providing a summary view, which may be combated by training

a classifier to filter out poorly structured OIE extractions. ArgumentModifier

relations were found to provide higher quality context, such as location, manner or

time. An alternative approach to providing a summary view of terms may rely on

the collection of ArgumentModifier relations from multiple documents, possibly

linking terms to dictionaries or ontologies. Future work should also include a study

on the order of sections from which OIE extractions are derived – the introduction

typically expresses information in terms that require less domain-specific knowledge.

Finally then, appendix F indicates that using the CAB tool developed in this thesis

can already be useful during biom*. The trade-off approach provides an initial

filter for the identification of relevant paper. SORE further helps recognising – and
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sometimes understanding – relevant contextual information, including descriptions

of the mechanism to manipulate the trade-off. Subsequent development of the CAB

tool may be directed specifically at further improving the efficiency and effectiveness

of recognising and understanding systemic context.
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Conclusions

Engineers that lack knowledge on the domain of biology need systematic support

during biom*. Because a systematic approach to biom* has been lacking, the field

is sometimes stigmatised as a toy collection of examples. The research in this thesis

aims to break that stigma.

The lack of biological knowledge is a bottleneck because several steps in the

biom* process depend on it. Specifically, the identification, selection and under-

standing of biology information require domain-expertise. Existing Computer-Aided

Biom* (CAB) tools try to bypass this bottleneck following an engineering-centric

approach. They either search for relevant biology information using engineering

terminology, or aim to present biology information in terminology that is easy to

understand for engineers. However, the automated mapping of biology information

to engineering is unreliable. The result is that these CAB tools are limited in use

and often do not scale well to the millions of research papers that are thought to

represent the domain of biology most comprehensibly. For a comprehensive overview

of conclusions on the strengths and weaknesses of existing CAB tools, see the con-

clusions to Chapter 2.

The CAB tool developed in this thesis focuses primarily on scalability. The

biom* bottleneck is not bypassed. Instead, the effort required to identify, select

and understand biology information is alleviated for both domain-experts and non-

experts. To this end the CAB tool relies on an abstract solution principles approach

that relies on the concept of trade-offs. Trade-offs are a central concept to a propor-

tion of all biology research papers, and they express negative correlation between
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competing demands. Importantly, trade-offs can be used to define a problem space

in domain-independent terms. They provide an initial filter for searching relevant

information, even for non-experts.

A second consideration is that the CAB tool aims to support human reasoning,

rather than directly populating design theoretical frameworks that may aid the

transfer of biology information to the engineering domain. To this end the CAB

tool extracts an open-ended set of contextual relations. Here, the aim is to support

iterative modelling of the systemic context. Because the output is not meant to

be used in downstream computing tasks, the requirements in terms of accuracy are

significantly lowered. For a comprehensive overview of conclusions on the trade-off

based approach, see the conclusions to Chapter 3.

To identify relations in biology texts, the proposed CAB tool relies on both

Rule-Based and Neural Network (NN) methods for Natural Language Processing

(NLP). The supervised NN approach to Relation Extraction (RE) necessitates a

dataset, which is shown to accurately extract explicit trade-offs in scientific biol-

ogy texts. To support the reasoning over biological mechanisms and the involved

systemic components, Open Information Extraction (OIE) is required. However,

existing OIE systems are developed for Web and news-wire domain texts, and de-

veloping an OIE system from scratch is non-trivial. Instead, Semi-Open Relation

Extraction is proposed to find a novel balance between (1) the accurate extraction of

a handful of semantic relations, such as trade-offs, and (2) the unreliable extraction

of an unbounded set of contextual relations. For a comprehensive overview of the

considerations regarding required RE techniques, see the conclusions to Chapter 4.

The resulting CAB tool extracts both trade-offs and systemic context, which is

shown to speed up the trade-off analysis. Presenting the key concepts captured by

trade-offs and relevant contextual relations in a structured form eases the task of

determining paper content and relevancy to a layperson end-user. The CAB tool

embodies the possibility of supporting non-expert users during the identification,

selection and understanding stages of biom* in a completely scalable manner. How-

ever, the approach also provides ample opportunity for improvement – see chapters

6, 7 and 8.
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Section 9.1 summarises the most important findings and section 9.2 describes the

contributions of this work.

9.1 Main findings

• Biom* is more likely to succeed if you know biology or have access to a biol-

ogist. Existing scalable Computer-Aided Biom* (CAB) tools are not capable

of substituting a biologist or domain-specific knowledge. The necessity of in-

volving someone with domain-specific knowledge may be postponed using the

CAB tool developed in this thesis, and in some cases avoided altogether.

• A CAB tool that follows a trade-off based approach to biom* can facilitate

a systematic approach to biom*. The trade-off approach by itself supports

domain-experts during the analysis of scientific biology texts. In order to

fill the gap in biological knowledge for engineers, it is possible to elucidate

contextual relations that promote the iterative modelling of biological systems.

• A scalable CAB tool should rely on Natural Language Processing (NLP) tech-

niques to extract information from the large number of scientific biology texts

available on the web. Supervised Relation Extraction (RE) can provide the

precision that may be desired for the extraction of specific relations and con-

cepts. Open Information Extraction (OIE) can provide the recall required for

the extraction of the wide range of possible relations and argument types that

can be found in scientific texts.

• Semi-Open Relation Extraction (SORE) can provide a balance between the

precision or supervised RE and the recall of OIE. Despite the poor quality of

retained extractions, SORE has been found to guide the user to sections in a

text that describe relevant contextual information and solution mechanisms.

• The CAB tool developed in this thesis can be used to speed up the population

of the BioMimetic Ontology by domain experts. An open research question

remains how often a trade-off requires interpretation by a domain expert before

a non-expert can recognise its value.

• The CAB tool developed in this thesis can be used by non-experts during

biom*. The outputs indicate that the tool supports the identification, selection
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and understanding of scientific biology texts that describe one or more explicit

trade-offs. An open research question remains what percentage of biology texts

actually contain a trade-off, the 10K corpus collected in this thesis suggests

that this may be anywhere between 8% to 15%.

9.2 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are cross-disciplinary :

• This thesis synthesises the findings from research on Biom* on a scale that

has not been done before, as well as findings from studies on Computer-Aided

Biom* (CAB) for the first time – Chapter 2.

• This thesis identifies that a trade-off based approach is currently the only sys-

tematic approach to Biom*, and extends this approach to support the iterative

modelling of biological systems – Chapter 3.

• This thesis describes the first completely scalable CAB tool, and identifies

the Natural Language Processing techniques required to implement a proof-

of-concept – Chapter 4.

• This thesis identifies a gap in the existing Information Extraction approaches,

which is manifested as a trade-off between the quality and quantity of extrac-

tions – Chapter 5.

• This thesis contributes FOBIE, a dataset for the extraction of trade-offs and

similar relations from scientific biological publications. It also provides insight

in the biases of outputs produced by supervised RE systems trained on FOBIE

– Chapter 6.

• This thesis proposes Semi-Open Relation Extraction as a mechanism to over-

come to the quality-quantity trade-off in scientific Information Extraction. A

simple filtering approach is explored that combines outputs from supervised

and Open Information Extraction systems. Empirical evidence is provided to

show that Semi-Open Relation Extraction is feasible and can guide a non-

expert in a domain to relevant information – Chapter 7.
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Natural Language Processing

terminology

Much of the information in this appendix is based on the (removed) Coursera course

“Introduction to Natural Language Processing”, by Professor Dragomir Radev.

A.1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) revolves around the interaction between com-

puters and human language, also known as natural language. NLP includes a large

variety of research fields that aim to effectively process natural language input and

output [232]. NLP tasks range from simply splitting a sentence into words, so-called

tokenisation, to complex tasks like:

• Named Entity Recognition (NER): determining whether a word is a named,

real-world object, e.g., ‘Heriot-Watt University ’ and ‘Boris Johnson’.

• Reading comprehension: systems that process text, understand its meaning

and updating the current understanding of entities and interrelations in a

Knowledge Base.

• Word sense disambiguation: determining the right sense of a word within a

context.

• Semantic Role Labelling (SRL): determine the predicate-argument structure

of a sentence, e.g., which part of a sentence plays which role.

• Co-reference Resolution: identify expressions (anaphora) that refer to the same
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entity or discourse (antecedent) and link them together.

• Question answering (QA), Natural Language Generation (NLG), Sentiment

analysis, Machine Translation (MT), summarising text, converting text to

speech, handling entailment and paraphrasing, dialogue systems, and more.

This appendix introduces several high-level NLP concepts like morphology (A.1.1),

syntax (A.1.2) and semantics (A.2). Another distinctive field is pragmatics ; the

study of how language conventions interact with both literal meaning and knowledge

about the world. An example is understanding why a letter starts with ”Dear Sir

or Madam”, instead of ”Hi there”. Pragmatics is outside the scope of this thesis.

A.1.1 Morphology

Morphology concerns how words are formed from and related to their stem. Mor-

phological differences can provide insight into a word:

• Inflectional morphology: Grammatical influence to denote tense, plurality,

person, mood, aspect;

– Concatenative morphology: Affixes that are added to the beginning, pre-

fixes, or end, suffixm, of the morpheme.

– Templatic morphology: e.g. different vowels; drink, drank, drunk

• Derivational morphology: Suffix, example is a [verb + suffix] like [drink +

able]

• Reduplicative morphology: Whole or partial repetition of stem, e.g., mama

and walkie-talkie

• Circumfix morphology: Prefix and suffix, e.g., Dutch berg→ ge+berg+te :

mountain → mountains

A lexeme is a set of inflected word-forms, e.g., play includes play, plays, played

but not player. Knowing which words belong to the same lexeme is valuable to

computational systems. Consider for example the task of Information Retrieval on

a document that contains many inflected forms, but not the exact query keyword

Stemming is an approximate approach to finding words in a text that belong to

the same lexeme. Here, the aim is to remove possible inflections and determine the

root/base/stem of the word. Lemmatization is a process that has the same aim,

but incorporates information on Part-of-Speech of the word to normalise the type
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of inflections per lexical category.

A.1.2 Syntax

Syntax pertains to the arrangement of words to form phrases and sentences. Syn-

tactic categories at word level are called Part-Of-Speech (POS):

• Nouns: Words (other than pronouns) that identify any of a class of people,

places, things or named entities; can vary in number, gender, case.

• Pronouns: A word that functions as a noun and refers to a noun, e.g. ‘you’

and ‘it ’. Can vary in class, gender, number, case.

• Determiners: Articles, e.g., ‘the’ and ‘a’, and demonstratives, e.g., ‘this ’ and

‘that ’.

• Adjectives: Describe properties, can be attributive, e.g., ‘small ’ house, or

predicative, e.g., the house is ‘small ’. Most adjectives vary between positive,

comparative and superlative; ‘small ’, ‘smaller ’ and ‘smallest ’.

• Verbs: Describe actions, activities and states in present, past and future; pro-

gressive or perfective, active or passive. There are four verb forms in English

and have intransitive, transitive and ditransitive arguments.

• Adverbs: Words that modify or qualify other words, or groups of words, in

terms of a specific manner, time, circumstance, etc. Examples include ‘hap-

pily ’, ‘there’, and ‘never ’.

• Prepositions: Words that start a prepositional phrase, that is a group of words

that usually modify a noun or verb. An example is the preposition ‘after ’, in

the sentence “He arrived after me.”.

• Particles: Usually used in Phrasal verbs like ‘take off ’, where off is the particle.

• Coordinating conjunctions: Used to connect similar parts of the sentence. E.g.

and, or, but,..

• Subordinating conjunctions: Used to connect different portions of the sentence

that are not equal. E.g. if, because, that, although,...

• Interjections: Expressions of sudden emotions or feelings, such as ‘Holy cow ’

or ‘Ouch! ’
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POS tagging is the automated annotation of words with their corresponding

POS, and can reduce ambiguity of words in a sentence by determining morphological

context. POS information is interesting from a syntactic point of view, because of

the way nouns and verbs etc. can be used to build sentences. Language is not

just ‘bag of words’, grammatical rules apply to categories and groups of words.

Tokenisation is the process of splitting a sentence into separate words, e.g., ”This

appendix introduces NLP” → ”This”, ”appendix”, ”introduces”, ”NLP”.

At a sentence level, syntactic representations revolve around the phrase structure.

A sentence may be broken up into constituents, a fundamental concept in syntax.

Constituents are continuous pieces of text that function as a single unit; each word

is a constituent in itself and constituents are non-overlapping. Testing whether a

group of words is a constituent can be done by several tests:

• Pronoun test: If you can replace a part of a sentence with ‘it’, the part is a

constituent.

• Question by repetition: If you can repeat a part of a sentence, within a valid

question, then it is a constituent.

• Coordination test: if you can combine two constituents with a conjunction,

then they are of the same type.

• Topicalisation, deletion and more.

Most constituents are phrases, sequences of words that are built around a head word.

Examples include Noun-Phrases, where the head word is a noun, and Verb-Phrases,

where the head word is a verb. Most phrases belong to a clause, a part of a sentence

that expresses a predicate and an subject. The former are typically Verb-Phrases

that may contain an object, and the latter typically denotes the word or phrase that

controls the verb in the predicate; e.g., subject(This appendix) predicate(introduces)

object(NLP). Phrases capture information about the relationships between words

and can be represented as a tree, see Figure A.1.

Constituency parsing is the NLP task of breaking a sentence up into constituents

and determining their interrelations. It is also possible to focus on the interrelations

between words. As an example, in the Noun Phrase ‘red apple’ the Adjective ‘red ’

modifies the Noun ‘apple’. Here, ‘apple is called governor of the dependency re-

lation, also referred to as head, parent or regent. The dependent in the example
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Figure A.1: Constituency tree (left) and dependency tree (right) for the sentence ”This
appendix introduces NLP”, generated online at https://demo.allennlp.org/.

dependency relation is ‘red ’, also called the modifier, child, or subordinate. Depen-

dency parsing is the task determining how words in a sentence depend on each

other and assign the type of dependency – ‘red ’ is a nominal modifier in the example

dependency relation with ‘apple’.

A.2 Semantics

Semantics revolves around the meaning of words, phrases, sentences and so on. A

broad division can be made between lexical semantics and compositional semantics.

The former pertains to the meaning of individual words and relationships between

single words, e.g., synonymy and idioms. The latter revolves around the meaning of

a text based on the meaning of its substituent components, syntax is thus important.

Background knowledge can provide information on semantic similarity or lexical

similarity between text at different granularities. While lexical similarity revolves

around spelling, morphology and/or syntax, semantic similarity is about the mean-

ing of a text. Several notable similarity measures include:

• Stemming (Morphological similarity): Identify words that are morphologically

related, and thus words with the same root and probably a similar meaning.

• Synonymy: two words with a (very) similar meaning

• Synset: group of synonyms of the same word (e.g. all semantic interpretations

of the word bar)

• Polysemy: A word that refers to different things, as is usually the case. These

can have different parts-of-speech and do not have to occur equally frequently.
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• Antonyms: two words with opposite meanings

• Hypernymy: superclass

• Hyponymy: subclass

• Membership Meronymy: flock includes sheep

• Part Meronymy: a table has legs

• Semantic similarity: when words are related in meaning

Appendix D revolves around computational representations of semantic similarity.
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Relation Extraction terminology

This appendix describes the Relation Extraction terminology used in this thesis.

B.1 Types of relations and arguments

In Relation Extraction (RE) a relation can be defined as a predicate with a single

parameter of the type tuple, e.g. a triple predicate<subject, object>. This tuple

is an ordered list that contains two or more related arguments, which is expressed

through the arity of the tuple – e.g. unary, binary, ternary, ..., n-ary. Table B.1

provides examples of such relations and corresponding tuples. The relations, or

predicates, can be predefined in a vocabulary, or arbitrary relations can be derived

from the information source directly [252].

Unary relations are used in sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining. These

are often adjectives and adverbs that indicate a positive or negative sentiment, or

intensify the polarity of such sentiment respectively [402, 403]. An example from

biology is ‘extremely tall species ’. Here the adverb ‘extremely positively modifies

the adjective ‘tall ’ that in turn modifies the noun ‘species ’ with an indication of

the concept size. The comparative polarity of adverbs is known as the gradability.

The properties of adjectives, such as form, topic and position, may be useful in

identifying implicit trade-offs, also see Figure 3.6.

Binary relations are the most studied relation in RE [225, 250]. Many binary

relations are indicated by Verbs, but Noun-mediated relations exist as well, e.g.,
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Table B.1: Examples of unary, binary and ternary relations expressed in text, as well as
the corresponding tuples that represent these relations.

Unary

adjectives or adverbs
“increasing safety”

increase<safety>
Binary

verbs
“xylem transports water and nutrients”

transport<xylem, water>, transport<xylem, nutrients>
appositives

“xylem and phloem, a plant’s two types of transport tissues, ... ”

type of<xylem, transport>, type of<phloem, transport>
possessives

“a plant’s transport tissues, xylem and phloem”

is a<xylem, transport tissue>, is a<phloem, transport tissue>
compound noun phrases

“conifer xylem”

part of<conifer, xylem>
complex compound noun-phrases

“plant transport tissues xylem and phloem”

is a<xylem, plant transport tissue>, is a<phloem, plant transport tissue>
Ternary

transitive verbs
“xylem architecture that imparts resistance to cavitation”

imparts to<xylem architecture, resistance, cavitation>

‘Professor X ’ indicates that ‘X ’ is a professor [285]. Arguments of Verb-based

binary relations typically fit into a small number of syntactic categories [253], also

see Table B.2. The arguments of a binary relations can be either general concepts or

specific terms, e.g., the specific term ‘Heriot-Watt University ’ is and instance of the

class university. Instances are also referred to as proper names or named entities;

Named Entity Recognition (NER) thus revolves around identifying instances. By

disambiguating the arguments of binary relations, it is possible to comprise more

complex n-ary relations with an arbitrary number of arguments [225].

n-ary relations are usually extracted through either frame-filling, or, through

Semantic Role Labelling (SRL) [219]. Frames generalise over groups of words that

describe a similar state of affairs [231]. Frames are script-like conceptual structures

that encode a particular situation, object or event, together with constrains for

allowable attributes and involved entities [229, 244]. An example is extracting details
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Table B.2: Taxonomy of arguments for binary relationships that are indicated by a verb.
In each sentence, the argument is bolded and the relational phrase is italicised. Multiple
patterns can appear in a single argument so percentages do not need to add to 100. In
the interest of space, argument structures that appear in less than 5% of extractions were
omitted. Upper case abbreviations represent noun phrase chunk abbreviations and part-
of-speech abbreviations; NN - noun, JJ - adjective, NP - noun phrase, VP - verb phrase,
PP - prepositional phrase, WP - pronoun starting with ’Wh’, WDT - determiner starting
with ’Wh’. Adapted from [253].

Category Patterns Frequency Arg1 Frequency Arg2

Basic Noun
Phrase

NN, JJ NN,
etc.

65%
Chicago was founded in
1833.

60%
Calcium prevents osteo-
porosis.

Prepositional
Attachments

NP PP+ 19%
The forest in Brazil is
threatened by ranching.

18%
Lake Michigan is one of the
five Great Lakes of North
America.

List NP (,NP)*,
? and/or NP

15%
Google and Apple are
headquartered in Silicon Val-
ley.

15%
A galaxy consists of stars
and stellar remnants.

Independent
Clause

(that | WP
|WDT)? NP
VP NP

0%
Google will acquire
Youtube announced the
New York Times.

8%
Scientists estimate that 80%
of oil remains a threat.

Relative
Clause

NP (that |
WP | WDT)
VP NP?

<1%
Chicago, which is located
in Illinois, has three million
residents.

6%
Most galaxies appear to be
dwarf galaxies, which are
small.

on an event such as a disease outbreak, where the name of the disease, number of

people affected, date of outbreak etc. are of interest. Specific verbs, adjectives or

adverbs can be identified that evoke a frame, e.g., the adjective edible may evoke the

ingestion frame. An issue with the frame-based approach is scalability [404]. The

theory on Frame Semantics [405, 406] is embodied in FrameNet [231], a resource

that contains 1,200 semantic frames [407]. The alternative strategy, SRL, aims to

overcome this scalability issue by defining a generic set of roles that can be applied

to any situation [229, 231, 245], also see the sidenote on Semantic Roles.
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Sidenote: Semantic Roles

Semantic Roles provide an interface between semantics and syntax [408]. By

breaking down a sentence into syntactically coherent chunks, such as Noun

Phrases and Verb Phrases, the semantic roles of these chunks of text can be

assigned. The encoding of this semantic information enables computers to

answer questions like ‘Who did What to Whom? ’ [231]. Originally, concepts

like thematic roles and case roles were introduced [409, 410], e.g. [411]:

• Agentive case: The animate causer of an event, e.g., “John broke the

window with a hammer.”

• Objective case: The direct or indirect object of an event, or a prepo-

sition, e.g., “John broke the window with a hammer”

• Instrumental case: An inanimate object or force involved in an

event, e.g., “John broke the window with a hammer.”

The rich information that a role label represents is called deep semantic en-

coding. Issues with deep semantic roles are (1) the lack of a consensus on

which roles should be encoded, and (2) when and where these roles should

be assigned [408]. To overcome these issues, shallow semantic representations

were introduced that focus on the general behaviour and argument structure of

verbs [230, 404, 412, 413] – for a comprehensive overview see [231]. Notably,

PropBank uses a theory-agnostic annotation style where verbs specify the

relation-predicates and arguments are labeled Arg0, Arg1, etc. [229, 230].

Generic ArgM (ArgumentModifier) roles are additionally defined that spec-

ify an argument’s attributes, e.g., location, cause, manner, direction. The aim

is provide a robust and domain-independent annotation of semantic informa-

tion, and provide a resource for data-driven statistical methods that can be

linked to rationalist resources like FrameNet [231].

B.2 Evaluating Relation Extraction

For many NLP tasks it is difficult to clearly define the input and output character-

istics, and agree on a common easily applied evaluation metric [414]. RE tasks are
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usually formulated as a binary classification problem [222]. The standard approach

is to list all possible binary tuples given a sentence and assign each with a positive

or negative label for every relation type [225, 248]. But this approach does not scale

well to relations of higher arity [225]:

• The first problem is that the number of possible candidate tuples involving at

least 1 correct entity grows exponentially with the arity n of a relation type.

As an example, a relation that takes m or more possible entity types at each

location gives rise to at least mn tuples.

• The second problem is managing incomplete, but correct tuples. As an ex-

ample, for the ternary relation Imparts to in Table B.1 one might want to

extract < xylemarchitecture, resistance,⊥> from the sentence “xylem archi-

tecture has been shown to impart resistance” – where ⊥ is a missing argument.

If incomplete tuples are labelled as negative examples of the Imparts to re-

lation, the classifier will learn to incorrectly label tuples with relevant features.

A solution is to regard each n-ary relation as an undirected graphG = (nodes, edges),

where the nodes are entities and the edges are binary relations [222]. This factoring

of complex relations into sets of binary relations leads to a simpler task and more

accurate classification [225]. Importantly, the classification performance increases

due to a bigger and more balanced dataset [227].

While accuracy is a good measure when the target classes are nearly balanced,

its use is very limited otherwise [227]. Accuracy in classification tasks equates to

the amount of correct predictions divided by the total of all the predictions. As an

example, consider a system that has to detect 10 bombs divided over 100 rooms.

A system that would label every room with the majority class no-bomb would do a

lousy job, but still achieve an accuracy of 90 percent.

Table B.3: Confusion matrix of predicted labels versus actual labels in binary classifica-
tion. E.g. a false negative occurs when the predicted label is negative and the actual label
positive. Accuracy in this type of classification is defined as the sum of true positives and
true negatives divided by the sum of all predictions.

Labelled positive Labelled false

Predicted as positive True positive False Positive

Predicted as negative False negative True Negative
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A more complete view of the performance of an RE system is given by the precision-

recall curve, usually summarised in a single indicator called the F1 score [415].

Precision is a measure of correctness, the percentage of positive extractions correctly

labelled positive (equation B.1). Recall measures completeness, the percentage of

positive samples that were correctly extracted (equation B.2). In the bomb-detection

example, one can imagine recall is more important than precision – a system with

100% recall and 50% precision is favourable over a system that has 100% precision

but only 50% recall.

Precision =
TruePositives

TruePositives+ FalsePositives
(B.1)

Recall =
TruePositives

TruePositives+ FalseNegatives
(B.2)

The F1 score measures the harmonic mean between precision and recall (equation

B.3). When precision and recall have similar values, the F1 score is close to the

average of the two measures. Otherwise, the F1 score is closer to the smaller of the

two values. As an example, the F1 score of a system that achieves 50% precision

and 100% recall would be 66.67 out of a maximum 100. A useful feature of the F1

score is that it provides insight in the performance of a system that is trained on

an unbalanced dataset. This is often the case in RE, amongst others due to the

diversity of features that are required to make accurate predictions.

F1− score = 2 · Precision ·Recall
Precision+Recall

(B.3)
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Trends in Natural Language

Processing

In recent years deep artificial Neural Network (NN) have pushed the state-of-the-

art in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [235]. From a computing

perspective NNs challenge the traditional symbolic paradigm of AI and follow a

distinctly empiricist approach [416, 417]. The usual way to exemplify these two

approaches is to compare what a human – and therefore, a computer emulating

human-like intelligence – might already know about Natural Language at birth:

• A rule-based rationalist approach follows the assumption that key parts of

language understanding in a human brain are fixed in advance, e.g., inherited

as rules, rather than derived through sensory information [418, 419].

• The empiricist approach poses that language understanding is mostly learned

[417]; only some initial structure in the brain (the structure of a Neural Net-

work) is present, allowing it to organise and generalise sensory input through

association and pattern recognition [419].

Regardless of the plausibility of either view, both angles of solving NLP problems

have their strengths and weaknesses [233] – also see Table C.1. As an example,

rule-based systems are inherently capable of compositionality; combining linguistic

expression to produce a theoretically infinite set of possible expressions [235]. On the

other hand, randomly initialised NNs can successfully learn a variety of simple tasks

from examples, which seems to indicate the empiricist view is correct; intelligence

can be constructed from perceptual input using learning mechanisms [418, 420].
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Furthermore, the recent state-of-the-art results achieved with deep NNs support

the empiricist idea that information gleaned from experience may also enable more

complex reasoning [421–423].

One might wonder whether, given adequate training data and training objective,

a NN can ‘learn’ to emulate high-level feats of intelligence and structured behaviour

[417, 424]. Recent studies suggest they are not [235], e.g., NNs are not able to;

generalise well over pairs of words that were not seen during training, generalise to

sentences of unseen lengths, handle synonyms and exceptions that were seen only

a few times, or follow syntactic structures of input [242]. Because NNs are unable

to capture compositional models, they are far from solving AI-complete tasks like

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) [417].

Table C.1: Overview of the general trends in NLP research before the year 2000, which
can be roughly divided into four phases.

Empiricism

50’s

Since the late 1940’s NLP concentrated largely on experiments

in automated Machine Translation, such as the automated

translation from Russian to English [425]. Initially, lookup

methods were applied that used a dictionary-based word-for-

word processing style, and issues such as syntactic and seman-

tic processing were encountered [239]. The strategy was to

tackle syntax first, while little work was done on, e.g., corefer-

ence resolution and the incorporation of world knowledge [426].

In the 60’s the focus of research turned more towards Ques-

tion Answering and interest grew in interfacing with databases

[414].

Table C.1 continues on next page
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Table C.1 continued from previous page

Rationalism

70’s

The second phase of NLP focused on Artificial Intelligence

(AI) methods and the interaction of language with world

knowledge [414, 426]. After focusing on syntax, the inter-

est grew in representing the meaning of words, or groups of

words, in a sentence [240]. The use of frames was promul-

gated, which are data-structures that represent stereotypical

situations or events [427]. It became apparent that to inter-

pret long discourse in texts and dialogues there was a need

for large scale organisation of knowledge, beyond the informa-

tion captured in single sentences [240]. When interfacing with

Knowledge Bases (KBs), however, NLP systems were found

to deal poorly with input that is incomplete or ill-formed, the

large variety of input with similar meaning, and out-of-domain

input [350, 351]. It became clear that building predictable and

extensible NLP systems, even for heavily restricted applica-

tions, is a complex task [426].

Rationalism

80’s

The third phase in NLP research moved back to syntax-driven

compositional processing of text into logical statements [426].

The use of grammars and logic led to the widespread, and

sometimes rather informal, use of predicate calculus-style rep-

resentations of semantics. It was found that extracting parts

of the meaning of input was more successful than trying to ex-

tract the complete meaning of every input [414]. Researchers

started to revisit the work of the 50’s on Machine Translation,

and instead of dealing with typed interactions, interest grew

in dealing with written language, e.g., paragraphs or larger

chunks of text [414].

Table C.1 continues on next page
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Table C.1 continued from previous page

Empiricism

90’s

The fourth phase has seen NLP research shift away from study-

ing small-scale systems and theoretical models towards sys-

tems that process, and learn from, large corpora [426, 428].

Rather than focusing on complex NLP challenges, such as AI-

complete problems and long-distance dependencies, a divide-

and-conquer strategy was applied to solve relatively small

parts of the NLP puzzle [233]. Examples of smaller tasks in-

clude determining the Part-Of-Speech (POS) for the words in

a sentence, or Language Modeling (LM) – see Appendix A for

an overview of high-level NLP terminology. For these smaller

tasks large annotated corpora were thought to provide signif-

icant insight in the recurring patterns of text. A well known

example of such a large corpus is the Penn Treebank corpus,

which consists of more than 4.5 million words that were anno-

tated with their POS [349]. Some tasks, such as LM, do not

require annotated corpora at all; a recent LM system has been

trained on a combined corpus of 3,300 million words [429].
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Capturing Semantic Similarity

Distributional approaches have surpassed traditional symbolic approaches to many

NLP tasks, by applying Machine Learning (ML) methods that learn models – rather

than explicitly programming NLP algorithms [280]. However, both the input and

output of ML systems are approximations of the complicated details captured in

symbolic space [232]. This appendix describes how these representations are able

to capture the semantics of words, and why using these representations provides an

advantage for many NLP tasks. Section D.1 introduces the traditional statistical

methods to capture semantic similarity in NLP. Section D.2 describes how Neural

Network (NN) methods have recently been used to provide much stronger represen-

tations of words, which are able to take into account the context of a sentence.

D.1 Capturing semantic similarity

D.1.1 Vector Space Models

Computers do not understand the semantic meaning of Natural Language [381].

Vector Space Models (VSM) provide a means to capture the semantic similarity

of text by counting how often word co-occur together in a similar context [381].

VSMs were initially applied to the task of Information Retrieval (IR) – the task

of finding relevant documents based on a query [368]. Here, VSMs represent a

corpus of documents as vectors in multidimensional space, where proximity models

relatedness [381]. The VSM is an n-dimensional space that represents documents as

vectors within an axes-system that has words as indices; the amount of times a word
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occurs in the document determines the value of the vector along its corresponding

index. Table D.1 illustrates such a vector. If a query is represented by the same

type of vector it is possible to determine the distance with regards to the encoded

document-vectors.

Table D.1: Example of a simple term-document matrix, where documents with similar
valued vectors are assumed to describe similar topics. Furthermore, the frequency of the
word in the overall corpus is used to differentiate between common and rare words. The
vector for document 2 is an array [1, 0, 1, 9, ...] (blue row in the table). Often, the
frequency of words is normalised by the total amount of words in a document, which is
called a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) matrix.

Words in documents︷ ︸︸ ︷
‘eats’ ‘his’ ‘at ’ ‘the’ ...

D
o
cu

m
en

ts
︷

︸︸
︷

Document 1 0 1 4 12

Document 2 1 0 1 9

Document 3 4 2 0 8

...

D.1.2 Latent Semantic Indexing

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is an IR technique that uses the VSM to index

documents in a Term-Document Matrix (TDM), usually a Term Frequency - Inverse

Document Frequency1 (TF-IDF) matrix [379]. Note that the biom* tool SEABIRD,

described in section 2.6.1, applies an algorithm that is closely related to LSI. The

TDM is used to search for documents that are relevant to a query; relevance is based

on a similarity metric that is computed between (1) document vectors in the TDM,

and (2) a vector that represents the words of a query. A TDM can be assumed

to be non-symmetrical and rectangular; in a large corpus documents contain, on

average, only 1% the terms found throughout all documents [430]. That means

TDM matrices are sparsely populated and do not have full rank. Dimensionality

reduction, e.g., using Singular Value Decomposition, can help overcome sparsity

issues and increase representation efficiency [381, 431].

1Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a VSM approach that lists the
vocabulary of terms found in a corpus of documents along one axis, and the documents along the
other axis. The vector for each term is an array of values that correspond to the frequency of that
term in a specific document, divided by the total amount of documents in the corpus.
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Contexts

corpus word vectors

Words
=

≈ Σ kxk

M wxc

W wxw

k k

k k

Σ cxc

Σ wxc

context vectors

C cxc
T

C cxkT

W wxc

W wxk

w     c If matrixWwxw is very large, it can be split into W1wxc and W2wx(w-c). 
ReplacingWwxw with W1wxc provides a more economical representation, 
asW2 is not required for the computation (saving time and memory).

Figure D.1: Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is the factorisation of any matrix (M)
into three matrices; two orthonormal matrices (W and C>) and a diagonal matrix (Σ) of
singular values that is arranged in descending order. Because w is much larger than c the
diagonal matrix contains many zero valued rows beyond row c. As a result the columns
in W beyond column c are not relevant to the computation. A truncated version of SVD
takes this idea a step further by introducing a value k to limit the sizes of the matrices

(W̃ , Σ̃ and C̃>). Limiting the value of k forces a greater correspondence between the
word-to-context mapping, often 300 is used for k.

In LSI a truncated version of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to fac-

torise a word-context matrix M ∈ R|VD|×|VW | into two narrow matrices [379]. As

shown in Figure D.1, the result is a word matrix W ∈ R|VW |×k and a context ma-

trix C ∈ R|VC |×k [220]. Truncated SVD creates a low-dimensional linear mapping

between the rows and columns, words and contexts respectively [381]. As a result,

a mapping is created between words and relevant contexts, which can be regarded

as a method to groups words that occur in contexts with similar semantic meaning

[376, 379]. Other benefits of dimensionality reduction include noise and sparsity

reduction. Nevertheless, serious problems with LSI remain:

• LSI treats documents as a bag-of-words, where word-order is not taken into

account. A sentence like “The soup wasn’t great, was it?” conveys a different

meaning then “The soup was great, wasn’t it?”, but a vector that is built from

the frequency of words is unable to capture that difference. See section D.2.

• Another issue is that words in LSI are represented by a single point in space,

making it hard for LSI to deal with polysemous words. As an example, a

system may retrieve document on ‘power plants ’ when searching for “the sun
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powers plants”.

• The success of LSI relies heavily on idiosyncratic pre-processing of the input

data, e.g., deciding which parts of a document represent the information that

is relevant to IR – or even which words or phrases should be taken into account.

D.1.3 Pre-processing

Pre-processing pertains to the reformatting steps that are required to make predic-

tions or analyse text input. Such reformatting is influenced by (1) the methods used

and (2) the domain of the text, also see table D.2. Pre-processing steps can include:

• Dealing with text-encoding.

• Cleaning and normalisation, e.g., removing equations and non-alphanumeric

characters, lowercasing capitalised words.

• Split text into sentences and words, e.g., tokenisation splits a string into min-

imal, meaningful units called tokens.

• Removing stop-words, e.g., determiners and common words.

• Morphological processing, e.g., stemming, lemmatisation, sub-word units.

• Augmentation, e.g., POS-tagging, dependency and/or constituency parsing,

chunking, embedding.

• Run existing NLP tools, e.g., Named Entity Recognition.

Table D.2: Additional representations of text can provide useful features for text min-
ing and classification algorithms. From top to bottom the representation decreases in
generality and requires more pre-processing effort.

Text representation Type of analyses Example applications

String of characters String processing Representation compression

+Part-Of-Speech
(POS)

Word relation analysis,
topic analysis, sentiment
analysis

Thesaurus discovery, topic and
opinion related applications

+Syntactic structure Syntactic graph analysis Stylistic analysis, structure-
based feature extraction

+Entities and relations Knowledge graph analysis,
information network analy-
sis

Discovery of knowledge and
opinions about specific entities

+Logic predicates Integrative analysis of
scattered knowledge

Knowledge assistant for biolo-
gists
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D.1.4 Distributional Semantics

Due to its success in IR the VSM method was extended and applied to other NLP

tasks, e.g., representing the semantic similarity of words [432–434], concepts [? ],

and relations [363, 380, 435]. An important assumption that underlies dense rep-

resentations is that similarity in semantics can be derived from similarity in the

textual context of words, concepts and or relations. As an example, semantic simi-

larity of red and blue can be derived from their frequent co-occurrence with words

like color, flower, dress, car, dark, bright, beautiful, etc. [434]. The idea that one can

deduce the meaning of words from patterns in word usage is known as the statistical

semantics hypothesis [436, 437] – also see the sidenote on Distributional hypotheses

and Compositionality.

Sidenote: Distributional hypotheses and Compositionality

The generic idea of deducing word meaning from patterns in word usage has

led to four specific statistical semantics hypotheses [381]:

• Distributional hypothesis: Words that occur in similar contexts tend to

have similar meanings [377–379].

• Bag-of-words (BOW) hypothesis: The frequencies of words in a docu-

ment tend to indicate the relevance of the document to a query [368].

• Extended distributional hypothesis: Patterns that co-occur with sim-

ilar pairs tend to have similar meanings [363].

• Latent relation hypothesis: Pairs of words that co-occur in similar pat-

terns tend to have similar semantic relations [433].

Many methods that follow these hypotheses represent words or phrases in

isolation, while linguistic structures are compositional – simpler elements are

combined into more complex ones [356]. The principle of compositionality,

also called Frege’s principle of compositionality, states that the meaning of

a complete whole must be explainable in terms of the meanings of smaller

parts [355, 438]. Thus, the semantic meaning of a text must be explainable in
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Continued: Distributional hypotheses and Compositionality

terms of the substantial parts, such as phrases and words. One could add to

this that the particular syntax of a sentence play a role in the meaning of the

sentence, as well as that background knowledge could be important as “the

whole is greater that the sum of its parts” [356]. In spite of the compositional

structure of language meaning, vector averaging and vector addition are the

most common methods for combining text representations that follow the

Statistical Semantics Hypothesis [356, 376].

D.1.5 Distributed representations

An alternative word representation approach that follows the Distributional Hy-

pothesis is called distributed representations. Similar to the word representation

obtained through methods like LSI, the meaning of words is distributed across many

dimensions of a vector v ∈ Rd [356]. Again the dimensions d of vector v are much

smaller than the vocabulary size [300], akin to the vectors of reduced dimensionality

produced through truncated SVD. As a result, the dimensions do not necessarily

map to a specific concept or context that a word occurs in [220].

A notable strength of distributed representations is density, because words are

mapped to a shared low-dimensional space [439]. This density makes distributed

representations more efficient than sparse local representations [220]. To exemplify

this, consider the opposite – local representations, in which words are represented

as discrete symbols [220]. The simplest example of a local representation is a one-

hot vector, which are binary arrays with a single non-zero entry. Each index maps

to a single feature and the length of the array is equal to the number of features

that it can model. As an example, in a bag-of-words representation of a vocabulary

of 50,000 distinct words, a 5-gram is represented by a concatenation of 5 one-hot

vectors. The result is a vector with 250, 000 values where only 5 are non-zero entries.

Methods like auto-encoders, sparse coding, Restricted Boltzmann Machines, and

multi-layer Neural Networks (NN) can represent an exponential number of input

regions using a set of parameters that grows linearly [280]:

• O(2k) input regions, with k the number of non-zero elements in a sparse rep-
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resentation, and k = N in dense representations.

• O(N) the number of parameters used in dense representations.

The main strength of distributed representations, however, is their ability to gen-

eralise – they deal effectively with new situations that are similar, but not identical

to situations seen during training [439]. Sparse one-hot vectors are unable to model

any semantic relatedness between words like doctor, therapist and remedy [440]. And

in contrast to the dense vectors created through purely count-based methods, such

as LSI, distributed representations capture the meaning of a word with respect to a

given task, which makes a big difference in performance [441]. Section D.2 provides

more insight in the differences between these methods.

D.2 Word Embeddings

Many NLP applications rely on word embeddings, which are distributed word

feature vectors that can be associated to each word in a vocabulary [300]. These

word embeddings can be learned by a Neural Network that is trained on a specific

task, this is best explained through neural Language Modelling (LM) [236]. This

section introduces the task of LM and how Neural Network (NN) approaches use

this task to learn semantic representations of words.

D.2.1 Language Modelling

Language Modeling (LM) is the task of learning a likelihood function for word

sequences in a language [220]. The basic intuition is that a Language Model assigns a

probability to the sequence of words, based on the probability of each word following

the previous words. Learning such a function captures salient characteristics of the

distributions of word sequences and can capture some frequency-based semantic

information2. The LM task can be formalised as assigning a probability to any

sequence of words, P (w1:n). Using the chain rule:

P (w1:n) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w1:2) · · ·P (wn|w1:n−1)

2An example is learning that Edinburgh is likely to follow the sequence The capital of Scotland
is.
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For long sequences, such as most sentences, the probabilities of values later on

in the sentence become both (1) far too small and (2) hard to compute. These

difficulties can be considerably eased by splitting a sequence into n-grams for which

a probability can be computed:

• Uni-gram: P (wx) = P (wx)

• Bi-gram: P (wx) = P (wx|wx−1)

• Tri-gram: P (wx) = P (wx|wx−1, wx−2)

• 4-gram, 5-gram, etc.

Still, most possible higher order n-grams are never actually observed in even very

large corpora [442]. This results in sparse data, as can be shown in the Shakespeare

corpus3:

• Uni-grams: 29,524 symbols found in corpus, ± 900k tokens, 29,524 possible

uni-grams

• Bi-grams: 346,097 symbols found in corpus, ± 900k tokens, ± 900-million

possible bi-grams

A LM trained on bi-grams from this corpus would thus not be able to learn probabil-

ities for more than 989 million bi-grams, and as a result no conditional probabilities

that include any of these. To overcome this issue the Markov assumption can be

applied, where only the k preceding words are considered relevant to the probability

of word wi:

P (w1:n) ≈
n∏

i=1

P (wi|wi−k:i−1)

While this approximation is clearly wrong for any k, the computation is much more

robust and produces reasonable results for relatively small values of k [220]. Counts

of such n-grams, typically tri-grams [300, 442], are used to compute a Maximum

Likelihood Estimate (MLE).

An issue is that MLE requires the values of feature to be non-zero, while many

possible n-grams will never be observed in a corpus. Various smoothing techniques

were developed to avoid zero-valued probabilities for unobserved n-grams [443], e.g.,

add-α smoothing assumes every n-gram occurs at least once in the corpus. But

smoothing techniques are not always straightforward. A simpler approach, known

as back-off [444], is to consider the probability of a k-1 -gram when a k -gram is not

3http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/
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observed, or a k-2 -gram if the k-1 -gram is not observed – possibly even backing off

to sub-word level [220].

D.2.2 Neural Language Modelling

There are at least two important issues with n-gram based approaches to LM are

[300, 441]:

• Similarity between words is not taken into account, e.g., the estimated likeli-

hood of green apple does not influence that of red apple.

• Context beyond the window size of an n-gram is not taken into account, while

sequential information is crucial to the semantic meaning and sentiment.

Besides, with scaling to larger n-gram sizes and vocabularies, sparsity becomes an

ever greater issue for the task of LM, e.g., the amount of possible n-grams for a

vocabulary of size V is |V |n [220]. This problem of data sparsity is an example of

the so-called ‘curse of dimensionality ’ [440].

The curse of dimensionality implies that as the dimensions of a n-dimensional

space increase, the volume of the space increases so fast that there is not enough

available data to fill it. This results in both sparse and high dimensional data, from

which statistical models do not easily learn generalisations [440], also see Figure E.9.

Neural Language Modelling overcomes the curse of dimensionality [300, 441],

alleviating issues of scalability, generalisation, and the need for intricate smoothing

techniques [220]. In this statistical approach to LM [300, 441]:

• Each word in a vocabulary is associated to a distributed word feature vector

∈ Rd – a word embedding with dimensionality of d.

• The joint probability function of word sequences is expressed in terms of these

word embeddings.

• The word embeddings and the parameters of the probability function are

learned simultaneously.

The above joint probability function is learned by a multi-layer NN [441]. The joint

function f can be decomposed into (1) a mapping C from every element i in the

vocabulary V , where C is a matrix of shape |V | × d, and (2) a function g that maps

the feature vectors in C to a conditional probability distribution over vocabulary V
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for the next word wt [300];

f(i, wt−1, . . . , wt−n+1) = g(i, C(wt−1), . . . , C(wt−n+1))

Here the output of g is a vector whose i-th element is an estimate of probability

P̂ (wt = i|W t−1
1 ), as shown in Figure D.2. The prediction task can be viewed as a

multi-class classification task, where the output is a probability distribution over

the vocabulary. The parameters of the NN are iteratively tuned to improve the

prediction of the probability that a word is the next word, given previous words.

By training the network on a large set of training sentences, e.g., over a million

sentences, the word embeddings in matrix C implicitly learns relevant features for

each word in the dictionary. Note that the matrix C provides a lookup method,

similar to VSMs. The first layer of the NN that learns C is usually called an

embedding layer, and the learned parameters may be reused for NLP tasks that

are related to LM, such as Machine Translation [445].

Figure D.2: Overview of the multi-layer Neural Network architecture used in [300, 441].

D.2.3 Pre-training

Pre-training refers to the explicit training of word embeddings in a NN, so that the

learned parameters can be reused – which was shown to improve performance as

early as 2008 [445]. To further tailor the pre-trained word embeddings to the task of

Machine translation (MT), the statistical LM task used in pre-training was slightly

changed. In MT both the previous and next words in a sentence may be relevant,
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as the order of words can be different across languages. The LM task thus became a

two-class classification task: predict whether a word in the middle of a given input

window is related to (1) the preceding context or not, and (2) the subsequent context

[445]. Negative examples can be automatically generated by replacing the correct

middle word with a random word.

The use of pre-trained embeddings in NLP became hugely popular following the

introduction of Word2Vec, which is a toolkit that enables the training and use of

pre-trained embeddings [302]. Previous methods would be trained for weeks on

huge databases, e.g., 7 weeks training on 852 million words in sentences from the

Wikipedia corpus and Reuters RCV1 [446] with a vocabulary of 130,000 words [447].

Instead, Word2Vec computes an efficient estimation of word embeddings in a matter

of days, while the embedding dimensionality is 1,000 and the training data consists

of billions of words and a vocabulary size of millions [302]. This gain in efficiency

can be explained, amongst others, by:

• Allowing the LM to take more context into account during training increases

the processing speed. As an example, the two preceding and succeeding words

may be used as context.

• The training objective, which is aimed at supporting many NLP tasks. By

creating (word, context) pairs from data, two training settings are evaluated:

– Given a context, predict the correct word.

– Given a word, predict the correct context.

• Increased computational power available for pre-training, e.g., parallel pro-

cessing on more than 100 CPU cores.

• Dropping the hidden layer from the NN reduces computational complexity.

In a systematic evaluation, word embeddings trained using a context-predicting neu-

ral LM were found to outperform count-based methods, such as LSI [448]. Another

popular type of embeddings, Global Vectors (GloVe), challenges this outcome and

aims to combine the best of both VSM and neural LM approaches [329]:

• Count-based matrix factorisation methods, such as LSI, efficiently leverage

statistical information, while performing relatively poor on word analogy tasks

(see sidenote on Semantic Similarity and Word Analogy) – which is noted to

indicate a sub-optimal structuring of the embedding space.
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• Local context prediction methods, such as Word2Vec, perform well on word

analogy tasks, but these methods rely too much on local context and too little

on corpus-wide co-occurrence counts.

GloVe takes a word co-occurrence matrix as input, thus relying directly on VSMs,

and trains a NN with the explicit aim of encoding semantic similarity of words. Both

count-based and local-context prediction methods capture distributional semantics

in a similar fashion “at a fundamental level” [329].

Sidenote: Semantic Similarity and Word Analogy

Semantic similarity revolves around similarity in the meaning of text, also see

section A.2. Typically, cosine similarity is used to measure word similarity in

vector spaces [449]. Here, the angle between two vectors indicates a measure

of similarity:

cos(A,B) =
A ∗B

||A|| × ||B||
=

d∑
i=1

(Ai ∗Bi)√
d∑

i=1

(Ai)2 ∗

√
d∑

i=1

(Bi)2

where Ai is feature i of word vector A with dimensionality d, and Bi is fea-

ture i of word vector B with dimensionality d. The cosine similarity of two

vectors provides similarity values that can range from -1, for vectors in the

opposite direction, to 1. Because the magnitude of vectors is not taken into

account under the cosine similarity measure, vector addition and averaging is

equivalent [356]. As a result, a bi-gram like ‘brown cow ’ would be represented

as an average of ‘brown’ and ‘cow ’ – although this bi-gram does not indicate

some concept intermediate to ‘brown’ and ‘cow ’ [450].

The Word Analogy task aims to capture semantically similar relations be-

tween pairs of word embeddings, e.g., [302]:

emb(‘Paris’)− emb(‘France’) + emb(‘Italy’) = emb(‘Rome’)

Systems trained for this task, like Word2Vec, are trained on datasets that

present queries of the form A is to A′ as B is to B′, where B′ has to be
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Continued: Semantic Similarity and Word Analogy

guessed [451]. The analogy assumption is that there exist some implicit

analogy relation – syntactic and/or semantic – captured by word embeddings

[384]:

rel(‘capital-of’) ≈ emb(‘Rome’)− emb(‘Italy’)

≈ emb(‘Paris’)− emb(‘France’)

There is no reason, however, for pairs (A,A′) and (B,B′) to be similarly

positioned in an embedding space [384]. As an example, consider the

different rel(‘pet’) relations resulting from emb(‘human’) − emb(‘cat’) and

emb(‘human’)− emb(‘hamster’). More specifically, issues with the word anal-

ogy task may arise for the following reasons.

First, word representations provide little control over the type of similarity

that is captured between words if context is disregarded [220]:

• Obvious examples include polysemous words, e.g., in different contexts

‘star ’ can refer to a celestial body, a famous person, etc. depending on

a given context. In Word2Vec and GloVe ‘star ’ is represented by some

average of these different semantic meanings.

• Antonyms, such as ‘good ’ and ‘bad ’, are often mentioned in similar contexts.

Therefore, such word representations might end up being very similar.

• Not all knowledge, such as cats being a type of pet, is explicitly expressed in

text [452, 453]. Such common sense knowledge may thus not be captured

in the described word embeddings – it may be captured by embeddings

trained on structured knowledge bases [454].

Second, word embeddings are derived following the distributional hypothesis –

meaning that similarity of embeddings indicates a similarity in observed word

contexts. However, distributional similarity assumption does not necessarily

justify the word analogy assumption [384]. As an example, consider how

semantically similar terms, such as country-names or languages, have similar
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Continued: Semantic Similarity and Word Analogy

embeddings because they are often found in similar contexts. This means that

emb(‘English’)−emb(‘England’) yields (nearly) the same position in euclidean

space as emb(‘French’) − emb(‘Spain’) and emb(‘Spanish’) − emb(‘France’).

And, therefore, the analogy assumption can break:

emb(‘England’)− emb(‘Spanish’) + emb(‘Germany’) = emb(‘Denglish’)?

6= emb(‘German’)

Third, geometrical approaches to the comparison of Word2Vec and GloVe

word embeddings do not always successfully capture semantic relational sim-

ilarity between pairs of words [449]. Considering the word analogy task, the

euclidean distance – the relative distance between two points in a space –

seems the most suitable measure to capture an analogy relation between two

word embeddings. The scalar values in word embeddings are trained to be

representative of how much some context-based feature contributes. Thus,

what remains from emb(‘human’)− emb(‘cat’) is a vector that represents the

difference in context-based embedding features. It turns out that this vector

is not very good at indicating a range of semantic relations (relation types

are derived from the SemEval 2012 task 2 dataset [455]) that do not rely on

word-context specifically [449]:

• Euclidean distance performs relatively well on so-called SPACE-TIME

relations, such as (library, book).

• Cosine similarity performs well on so-called CASE relations, such as

(soldier, gun).

• Both measures perform poorly on SIMILARITY, CONTRAST, and

NON-ATTRIBUTE relations – such as (simmer, boil), (old, young) and

(fire, cold) respectively.

Here, performance is based on a comparison to human judgement of seman-

tic relational similarity [449]. These results indicate that the Word2Vec and

GloVe word embeddings are really just capturing patterns of co-occurrence,

and not semantic similarity as is sometimes claimed.
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D.2.4 Count-based prediction

While GloVe can be considered a context prediction method, it explicitly factorises

a count-based matrix [451]. Word2Vec also implicitly performs a weighted matrix

factorisation on a word-context VSM, applying iterative per-observation parameter

updates [382]. In a comparison of both approaches Levy et al. [451] find that:

• SVD performs best on word similarity datasets, such as WordSim353 [456].

• Word Analogy datasets present mixed results – Word2Vec prediction-based

word embeddings performs best on MSR’s analogy dataset [383], and a

positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) count-based approach achieves

the best results on Google’s analogy dataset [302].

These results suggest that neither approach is superior. [451] and [457] provide an

overview of pre-processing, method-specific and post-processing steps that influence

performance – such as ignoring infrequent input words and L2-normalisation.

There is a difference between (1) combining semantic vectors to create a new repre-

sentation, and (2) the problem of incorporating multi-word contextual information

into a distributed representation of a single word [356]. With regards to (1), com-

bining vectors through addition and subtraction seems to be an essential part of the

word analogy training objective – see the sidenote on Semantic Similarity and Word

Analogy. But vector addition does not take into account syntax and word order; the

meaning representations of a combined vector are simply a blend of the meanings

captured by constituent components [356]. In the light of (2), GloVe and Word2Vec

methods essentially remain bag-of-words approaches – each word is mapped to a

weighted bag of context-words [451]. Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo)

overcome the context-based representation issue, by learning representations that

are a function of the entire input sentence [338].

D.2.5 ELMo embeddings

Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) are trained on a text corpus of approx-

imately 30 million sentences [338]. The LM objective is modified to predict a word

given both the preceding context and the subsequent context, where the contexts to-

gether represent the whole sentence – apart from the word that has to be predicted.
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To capture the context two sets of hidden Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [458]

layers are used that are run separately from the start of a sentence to the end, and

vice versa, see Appendix E for an overview of NN architectures. It has been shown

that such hidden LSTM layers can encode different types of information [338], e.g.;

• The introduction of additional syntactic supervision, such as gold labels for

POS tags, to the early layers of a multi-layer LSTM improves performance on

higher level tasks like dependency parsing [459] and Combinatory Categorical

Grammar (CCG) super tagging [460].

• The representation learned at the first layer of a 2-layer LSTM encoder were

shown to predict POS tags better than the second layer [461].

• The last layer of an LSTM for the encoding of word context has been shown

to learn representations of the different senses of polysemous words [462].

To learn both low-level syntactic representations and high-level semantic represen-

tations ELMo relies on (1) a character-level embedding layer4, (2) a bi-directional

LSTM layer that learns syntactic properties like POS tags of preceding and subse-

quent context, and (3) a bi-directional LSTM layer that learns representations of

word sense [338]. Similar to [373] and [374], the embedding layer learns a matrix C

that maps characters into a low-dimensional space. Each input word is represented

as a concatenation of character embeddings, which are fed to a Convolutional Neu-

ral Network (CNN) [296, 463] layer and a max-pooling layer [464] that learns which

n-grams of characters represent the word best. Subsequently, the selected n-gram

representations are fed to a two-layer high-way network [465] that learns interactions

between these. Overall, the embedding layer learns [373, 374]:

• to differentiate between prefixes, suffixes, and other types of relevant subword

representations.

• to smooth input, emulating back-off by using morphological characteristics of

unseen words – as a result the vocabulary of words that can be embedded is

not restricted to a fixed vocabulary.

• a compact parameterisation of word embeddings, e.g., reducing the size of the

input layer by a factor of 11.

Finally, one of the strengths of distributional representations is that they can repre-

4Recall that an embedding layer is the first the layer of a NN, which learns matrix C in the
neural LM approach described above.
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sent a word by concatenating indicators for syntactic, morphological, ánd semantic

features [466]. ELMo representations take advantage of this strength by stacking

the three distinctive representations learned in their bi-directional LM [338]. The

combined distributed word representations are shown to capture context-dependent

aspects of word meaning, as well as syntactic aspects. As a result, ELMo embedding

have improved the state-of-the-art on a variety of NLP tasks, see Figure D.3.

Figure D.3: The improvements achieved with ELMo on a wide range of NLP tasks [467].

D.2.6 No free lunch

Connectionist models of cognition, such as NN approaches, seem to provide a way

to capture ‘patterns of activity ’ that are distributed over many processing elements

[356, 439, 468]. A strong word representation is expressive, meaning that it balances

well the efficiency of the representation against a huge amount of input configurations

that should be captured [280]. ELMo embeddings show that the amount of NN

layers, the so-called depth, is important in capturing both subword and sentence

level context [338] – resulting in more expressive embeddings than those created

through count-based approaches like LSI.

Sentence level context is important for disambiguating word meaning, especially

because the meaning of words may rely on the other words in a phrase [356] – con-

sider how the meaning of ’good time’ is not simply a concatenation of the meanings

for ’good ’ and ’time’. In contrast , a common practice in pre-processing is to remove
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or ignore function words, such as ‘the’, ‘that ’ and ‘which’. These words are actually

important signals of syntactic structure that aid disambiguation and tracking of en-

tities in text [206]. As an example,‘the embeddings ’ may refer back to the definite

Noun Phrase ‘ELMo embeddings ’ mentioned in the previous paragraph, while the

indefinite ‘some embeddings ’ does not.

Despite the recent successes in NLP, which relies for a large part on pre-trained

word embeddings, the exact structure of language remains a mystery [220]. A well-

known statement in Machine Learning is ‘no free lunch’, meaning that no one model

is the best choice to tackle any problem. More specifically, “LM is only a proxy to

language understanding” [467]. To address this issue a transfer-learning method

has been introduced that takes a NN, which is pre-trained on a LM task, and

continues to tune the parameters of the entire NN on a specific task of interest [469].

Together with novel NN architectures, such as transformers [470], this transfer-

learning approach achieves state-of-the-art results on a wide variety of NLP tasks

[429] – details on these methods are outside the scope of this thesis.
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Neural Network methods

E.1 Introduction

In recent years state-of-the-art results for IE and many other NLP tasks have been

achieved using Neural Network (NN) methods, e.g., [338, 429, 469]. These NNs

belong to a group of Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods that draw on aspects of

human cognition [417]. Loosely inspired by the human brain, NNs consist of inter-

connected nodes – simple processors called artificial neurons [417, 471]. The design

of these processing units is inspired by contemporary neuroscience [296, 472, 473],

and will be briefly described in Section E.2.

Section E.2 further introduces how a network of artificial neurons can ‘learn’

to recognise important classification features, and patterns of features. Notably,

the scope of this appendix is limited to supervised training of NNs. Section E.3

describes how feature recognition in Deep Neural Network (DNN) can be improved

by adapting specialised architectures. These architectures allow NNs to process

input sequences of arbitrary length, while providing improvements in computational

and statistical efficiency.

E.2 Intuition on Neural Networks

This section introduces early models of artificial neurons and learning mechanisms.

While novel NN architectures differ in terms of complexity, the intuitions remain

largely the same.
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E.2.1 Artificial neurons

The functional similarity between biological neurons and simple on-off computing

units inspired a profusion of artificial neuron models in the 40’s and 50’s [473]. The

aim was to analyse how highly complex function can arise from simple elements. An

early artificial neuron is the McCulloch-Pitts neuron [472], see Figure E.1.

`Cell body’

Cell body (soma)

`Axon’

Axon Oligodendrocyte

Node of
  Ranvier

Myelin sheath

Synapse

Dendrite

Cell membrane

...  

Figure E.1: The McCulloch-Pitts neuron is loosely inspired on neurons, specifically the
concepts of aggregating input in the cell body and passing a signal on to other neurons
[472]. Image of neuron courtesy of [474].

In the McCulloch-Pitts neuron the cell body is represented by a function g that

sums an n number of inputs X. The axon is represented by an ‘activation function’

f , which compares the aggregated value against a threshold θ. If the threshold θ is

reached, the artificial neurons ‘fires ’ by outputting a 1. Various Boolean functions

can be emulated by simply varying θ, e.g., to simulate the AND function with a

neuron that has two inputs θ ≥ 2. Limitations of this model include:

• Can not handle Boolean functions that are not linearly separable, e.g., XOR.

• Can not handle non-Boolean, real-valued inputs.

• The threshold value θ has to be set manually.

• It is not possible to assign more or less importance to specific inputs.

E.2.2 The perceptron

In contrast to the McCulloch-Pitts neuron, the perceptron is an artificial neuron

that can (1) automatically learn threshold value θ, (2) handle both Boolean and

real-valued inputs, and (3) assign importance to specific input features [473, 475].

As can be seen in Figure E.2, g is a weighted sum over inputs x = {x1, ..., xn} with
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X ∈ R. Importantly, both the weights w = {w1, ..., wn} and threshold θ can be

‘learned ’ by comparing the angle between weights and input vectors. In order to

limit the number of parameters that have to be learned, the value of the threshold

θ can be learned together with the weights; by convention a weight is prepended to

w, which is is set to −θ – indicated in red in Figure E.2. Correspondingly, a value

of 1 is prepended to input x.

...  O 
...

Index 1

Index 2

Index 0

α

Figure E.2: The perceptron explicitly weighs the input values to distinguish between
more and less indicative input features.

Practically, learning relies on adjustments to the weights w. These weights may

be randomly initialised. The perceptron is then used to predict an outcome ŷ for

examples in a ‘training set ’; input vectors for which the (‘target ’) output value y is

known. A comparison between ŷ and y is used to determine whether the weights

will have to be adjusted.

Predictions are made by computing a dot-product between the vectors w and x.

When x0 = 1 and w0 = −θ, binary classification in the perceptron is approximated

as follows:

f(x) =


1 if

n∑
i=1

wi ∗ xi+b ≥ 0

0 otherwise

where b = w0 ∗ x0 = −θ ∗ 1. This threshold b is also known as the bias, because

it represents some prior knowledge towards the predicted outcome ŷ – activate or

not. As an example, a perceptron that has a small value for b will likely activate for

many inputs.

Adjusting the weights is based on the angle between w and x. Consider the

following values of the dot product:
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• w · x = 0, the vectors w and x are perpendicular.

• w · x = 1, the vectors w and x are parallel.

• w · x = −1, the vectors w and x are antiparallel.

For any input x that is labelled positive y = 1, we would like the dot product

to be larger than 0 – between parallel and perpendicular. And for any input x

that is labelled negative y = 1, we would like the dot product to be smaller than

0 – between antiparallel and perpendicular. To attain the correct values of the

dot product between w and x, the perceptron adjusts the weights w following two

update rules. For every example (x, y):

1. If w·x < 0 (ŷ = 0) and the correct label y is 1, then we update w = w+x. That

is, the angle between w and x is reduced in case of false negative classifications.

2. If the w · x ≥ 0 (ŷ = 1) and the correct label y is 0, then we update w =

w−x. That is, the angle between w and x is increased in case of false positive

classifications.

w 
w  x = 0T

x2  

x1 
e1 

e4 e3 

e2 

e5 

e6 

w-x 

x 

-x 

w 

False positive - increased angle

w 

w+x 

+x 
x 

False negative - reduced angle

Figure E.3: The update rules in a perceptron rely on changing the angle between the
weights vector w and an input x. As a result, a weight vector can be learned so that the
dot product between input vectors and this weight vector linearly separates positive from
negative examples – a simplified example is shown on the right.

These update rules can be rewritten into a single expression:

w = w + (y − ŷ)x

That is, the weight vector w is adjusted whenever the perceptron makes a mistake:

y 6= ŷ. As illustrated in Figure E.3 the weights are not updated as long as the vector

w makes (1) an angle smaller than 90◦ to positive examples (in green), and (2) an

angle larger than 90◦ with negative examples (in red).

For training examples that are linearly separable, it has been shown that the
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weights in the perceptron will always converge to some set of values – none of the

training example trigger an update [476]. However, a perceptron will not converge

if data is not linearly separable, such as the Boolean function XOR [475, 477].

E.2.3 Multi-Layer Perceptron

A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) can also model Boolean functions that are not lin-

early separable, including the XOR function illustrated in Figure E.4 [478]. Actually,

an MLP can separate any two classes if it has [479]:

1. Sufficient perceptrons in a single, very wide, hidden layer.

2. Sufficient perceptrons in a very deep chain, which pass the original input along

with their outputs.

x2  

x1 

XOR network 

w  {-1, 1}∈
x  {0, 1}∈

y  {0, 1}∈

input layer hidden layer output layer

input 

1
0

0
1

1
0

1
0

1

0

output

+1

+1

+1

+1
-1

-1

Figure E.4: In a Multi-Layer Perceptron, several layers of perceptrons are stacked and
interconnected. Adapted from [478].

A deep network of perceptrons is more efficient, e.g., a deeper MLP requires less

artificial neurons to model the same classifier as an MLP with a single hidden layer.

The reason is that stacked layers of perceptrons allow a multitude of ’paths ’ that re-

use the same perceptron [280]. As an example, in Figure E.4 each input perceptron

connects to the output perceptron by two separate paths. Adding p1 perceptrons to

the first hidden layer increases the number of input-to-output paths by p1. While

adding p2 perceptrons in a second hidden layer multiplies the number of input-to-

output paths by p2.

Importantly, if the same functions can be represented with fewer perceptrons,

then the number of parameters to be learned is smaller; and updating the weights

of the networks requires fewer training examples [280]. A major issue with MLPs,

however, is that the perceptron update rule relies on a comparison between the

‘target ’ output y and the predicted output ŷ. Because the target is only known for
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the output value of the MLP, updating the weights of all perceptrons in a network

is not possible. To automatically update the weights in a MLP, three new concepts

have to be introduced:

1. Rephrasing the learning objective as a loss function, see E.2.4

2. Non-linear activation functions, see E.2.5

3. Backpropagation using Gradient Descent, see E.3.2

E.2.4 Learning objective

The perceptron update rule (w = w + (y − ŷ)x) aims to find a set of weights that

works well for each training example x. However, if there exist a good set of weights

for x1 and a good set of weights for x2, it does not follow that the average of these

two sets of weights is a good overall set of weights.

Alternatively, the goal of the update rule can be rephrased as ‘minimising the

prediction error ’ E:

Ei = yi − ŷi

with i the index of a sample in the training data. The objective is then to minimise

the prediction error for the entire training set, which usually amounts to summing

the prediction errors for individual training examples [220]. The function to compute

the total error is often called a loss function (other names include the criterion, cost

function, error function, or objective function). A common example of a loss function

is [480, 481]:

LMeanSquaredError(ŷ, y) =
1

2

∑
c

∑
i

(yic − ŷic)2

where i is the index of a sample in the training data, and c is an index over the

outputs. The above loss function L is a regression function that can be applied

when the output is a continuous value. Specifically, this Mean Squared Error (MSE)

loss (1) penalises large error values more than small error values, and (2) squares the

error E so that both negative and positive values are treated equally when averaging

over multiple outputs or samples.

To minimise the loss function, the weights in the network have to be adjusted

with respect to the desired outputs of the training set. This minimisation objective

works even for non-linearly separable problems. As an example, a NN may converge
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to a set of weights that works well overall, but does not work for some specific inputs

xi. Minimising L(ŷ, y) can be done using Gradient Descent, which necessitates the

computation of the partial derivatives of L with respect to each weight in a network

[480] – also see the side note on Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).

Sidenote: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

As a simple analogy, consider walking down a mountain in complete dark-

ness. The gradient-based approach is to follow the direction of the steepest

descent, step-by-step, which eventually leads to some a minimum. However,

this minimum may not be the global minimum – the foot of the mountain.

One way to find the minima and maxima of a function f(x) is to compute the

second derivative f ′′(x), and solve f ′′(x) = 0. This approach can be challeng-

ing for multivariate functions f(Θ), where Θ is a set of unknown variables.

Gradient Descent (GD) overcomes this challenge iteratively, which is most

easily understood in the case of a single variable [220]:

1. Randomly set a value for x

2. Compute the first derivative f ′(x)), also called the gradient :

• If f ′(x) = 0, then x indicates a minimum

• If f ′(x) 6= 0, adjust x – ∆x = α(x− f ′(x)), where α, the so-called

learning rate, determines the rate of change (the size of a step)

3. Repeat step 2 until a minimum is found, which may be a local minimum

for non-convex functions

For multivariate functions, the same process can be followed using partial

derivatives; the gradient of a function with k variables is the collection of k

partial derivatives [220] – also see section E.3.2.

GD repeatedly computes the gradient of the loss function L, which takes into

account the entire batch of examples in a training set [481]. Stochastic Gra-

dient Descent (SGD) simplifies this process by computing an estimate of the

corpus-wide loss [220]. Rather than computing the ‘true gradient ’ of L, SGD

estimates L based on a single, randomly selected, example from the training

set [482]. The result is a rough, noisy estimate that greatly speeds up the
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Continued: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

training process. A common way to overcome this noise is to compute the

estimate based on a so-called ‘minibatches ’ of m randomly selected training

samples. Minibatch SGD, like SGD, is guaranteed to converge to a global

minimum for convex functions [220]. And it provides a robust and efficient

optimisation method, even for non-convex functions like multi-layer NNs.

Cell body (soma)Axon AxonSynapse SynapseDendrite

...  
  

Dendrites

0

1

-1

0

Hyperbolic tangent
Derivative

0

1

-1

0

0

1

0

 Hard hyperb. tan. Rectified Linear Unit

Activation function (                    )

Derivative Derivative

0

1

0

Sigmoid
Derivative

Figure E.5: A generic model of a neuron in a Neural Network, which is remotely inspired
by biological neurons. By increasing the ‘synaptic weight ’ of a specific connection between
two neurons, more emphasis is placed on the influence of that connection on the output
signal. Following the aggregation of input signals, an activation function f determines
whether the function ‘activates’ or not. Examples of non-linear activation functions and
their derivatives include Sigmoid, Hyperbolic tangent (tanh), a Hard Hyperbolic tangent
(HardTanh), and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU).

E.2.5 Non-linear activation functions

The activation function f of a perceptron is a binary threshold gate; the artificial

neuron either ‘activates ’ or not. If the perceptron is given real-valued input, it

acts as a linear classifier – also see Figure E.2. An MLP combines such individual

classifiers. A combination of linear classifiers, however, remains a linear function of

the inputs [483].

Linear models are not able to represent the complex relationships between (1)

observed high-dimensional data, and (2) independent underlying factors1 – unless

1It is worth noting here that the biom* tool SEABIRD, described in section 2.6.1, relies on a
linear transformation by applying Principal Components Analysis [280].
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the input features have been engineered appropriately [236, 280, 447]. That is,

non-linear mathematical functions are thought to be required to express complex

and ‘intelligent ’ behaviour that is based raw observations [466]. The reason is that

non-linear classifiers are capable of representing a more complex decision surface

than linear classifiers [484]. This enables the input-output function to be invariant

to irrelevant aspects of the input, such as variations in pitch and accent during a

speech recognition task [236].

To be able to model non-linear functions, the activation functions in an MLP can

be replaced with non-linear functions – also see Figure E.5. Examples of non-linear

activation functions are listed in table E.1.

Table E.1: Examples of widely used activation functions.

Sigmoid activation – σ(x)

1

1 + ex
• ‘Squashes ’ the output of g ∈ {−∞,∞} to {0, 1},

values of 0 are mapped to 1
2
.

Hyperbolic tangent – tanh(x)

tanh(x) = −e
2x − 1

e2x + 1

• ‘Squashes ’ the output g ∈ {−∞,∞} to {−1, 1}
• This scaled, zero-centered version of the sigmoid

is easier to optimise.

Hard hyperbolic tangent – HardTanh(x)
1 if x > 1

−1 if x < −1

x otherwise

• Approximates tanh(x), but is faster to compute
and derivatives are easier to find [220].

Rectified Linear Unit – ReLU(x) = max(0, x){
0 if x < 0

x otherwise

• Fast to compute and derivatives are easy to find.
• Does not saturate – saturation is an undesirable

property of sigmoid and tanh activation func-
tions where the gradients of large, possibly nega-
tive, values (|v| ≥ 1) are always close to 0 [220].
Such near-zero gradients cause issues in multiply-
ing gradients during backpropagation (see section
E.3.2), essentially ‘killing ’ the neuron.
• Could ‘die’ if a large value passes through the neu-

ron; the weights may be updated in a way that all
signals entering the neuron are negative, causing
the neuron to never activate again [220].
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E.2.6 Backpropagation

Backpropagation is a computational process which adjusts the weights for all connec-

tions in a multi-layer NN [480, 481]. Recall that the aim of the NN is to reduce the

loss L by updating the parameters Θ of the NN, as described in section E.2.4. The

method to minimise L is SGD, as described in the sidenote on Stochastic Gradient

Descent (SGD), which necessitates the computation of ‘gradients ’ with respect to

each weight in the network [480]. Figure E.6 visualises how predicted outputs ŷ1:p

are computed for a single training example (x1:n,y1:p), and how backpropagation

relies on this loss to compute the error gradients throughout the network.

The forward pass is a composite function, which combines the aggregation func-

tions gLi and activation functions fLi of the neurons with index i for every layer L.

Notably, the example NN in Figure E.6 illustrates a multi-classification setting that

has p output classes. A common loss function used in such settings is categorical

cross-entropy, also called the Negative Log Likelihood Loss (NLLL):

Lcross-entropy(ŷ, y) = −
p∑
i

y[i]log(ŷ[i])

where ŷ[i] = P (y = i|x), which is the output of the last linear layer that has been

transformed by a ‘softmax ’ function. This softmax is a type of sigmoid activation

function. It takes an input vector x1:p, and forces the values to be positive and sum

up to 1 – enabling the transformed values to be interpreted as probabilities [220]:

softmax(x)[i] =
exi

p∑
j=1

ex[j]

Backpropagation can be initiated once the loss L has been determined. Using the

chain rule, the partial derivatives can be computed for a weight wL
jk with respect to

the input of an artificial neuron – gLi (zL−1), with i the index of the neuron in layer

L. By using non-linear activation functions, gradients can also be computed with

respect to the output of a neuron – expressing the relationship between a specific

neuron’s output and the loss. In turn, the gradient of a neuron’s output enables

the computation of gradients for incoming weights to that neuron. As a result, the
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gradients for any weight wL
jk in the network can be computed with respect to the

loss L. Updating the values for weights can then be achieved by the so-called delta

rule [480]:

∆wL
jk = −α ∂L

∂wL
jk

where α is the learning rate, which is usually a small value like 0.001. Although a

small learning rate may result in slow convergence of SGD, a learning rate that is

too large can prevent the network from converging at all [220]. Furthermore, too

high a learning rate can result in high values for incoming weights of a neuron, which

in turn can lead to dying neurons with ReLU activation – see Table E.1. A solution

to selecting the learning rate is to use an adaptive learning rate scheduler, such as

Adam [353].

The resulting NN is hardly a MLP, considering the changes required to (1) the learn-

ing objective, (2) the activation function of individual artificial neurons, and (3) the

use of SGD and backpropagation to update weights. Nevertheless, the name MLP is

sometimes used to loosely refer to Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs) like the

one visualised in E.6. Such a FFNN is one type of multi-layered NN, which is also

called a Deep Neural Network (DNN) as long as it contains at least one hidden layer.

The training of such DNNs has become much easier over the past decades because

of: increased computing resources, heavily parallelised computation on Graphics

Processing Units (GPU), the availability of large training datasets, methods to arti-

ficially augment training data, specialised training objectives, the ReLU activation

function, initialisation and parameter update schemes, and a number of improved

NN architectures [236, 237, 280].

E.3 Deep Learning architectures

The previous section introduced artificial neurons and networks of these neurons, as

well as several aspects of training Deep Neural Networks (DNN) as general-purpose

classifiers. First, this section introduces the idea of representation learning – of

which Deep Learning methods are a subset [236, 280]. The notion of representations

provides an intuitive way to think about designing a multi-layered NN [483]. Second,

this section introduces several distinct NN architectures that handle input data
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differently and, thus, are able to focus on different types of features. Specifically,

neural architectures that are often used in NLP are introduced: Feed Forward Neural

Networks (FFNN), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural

Networks (RNN).

E.3.1 Representation learning

Many practical applications of Machine Learning (ML) rely on hand-engineered

features and linear classifiers, which can only carve the input space into simple

regions [236, 280]. In general, the difficulty of classification tasks depends heavily

on the way input data or features are represented. Deep Neural Networks (DNN)

can learn to transform an input representation into a new representation that is

easily classified, as illustrated in Figure E.7. As each layer of the NN transforms

the input into a slightly more abstract representation, highly complex functions of

the input can be learned that amplify important features and suppress irrelevant

combinations [236, 280].

Input layer representation Hidden layer representation Output

class A
class B

Figure E.7: The hidden layer in a multi-layer NN applies non-linear transformation to
the input space, which creates a new representation that can ease the classification task.
Adapted from [236, 485]

Unlike ML systems, DL systems are often trained ‘end-to-end ’ – the network has to

learn useful representations from unprocessed input data [486]. In NLP settings end-

to-end means that ‘raw ’ input might be provided to the network, such as vectors that

represent a string of words that has only been split into tokens. Avoiding manual
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feature engineering, such as annotating the POS and dependency tags of words,

and explicit structuring of input data has at least two additional benefits. First,

creating datasets for supervised and semi-supervised training becomes cheaper in

terms of time and effort. Second, the influence of representational and computational

assumptions a priori is minimised.

One important strength of DL methods is their ability to generalise, even over

unseen input data [236]. This generalisation power arises from sharing features by

(1) the use of distributed representations, as described in section D.1.5, and (2) the

depth of a network, as described in section E.2.3 [220, 280, 483].

A second strength is the ability to reuse learned representations [483]. Consider

for example the use of word embeddings – described in section D.2. Furthermore,

the representations that are learned by a network can be shared among multiple

tasks in a joint or multi-task learning setting.

A third strength of DL is the ability impose priors on the way to handle input

data, by mixing and matching NN architectures [220]. Distinct types of layers are

able to suppress or amplify specific types of features, e.g., sequential information

versus categorical. Notably, a layer in a network may actually be a neural network

in it’s own right. As an example, an ELMo embedding layer (see section D.2.5) can

be used to associate input words to pre-trained word features. This ‘layer ’ actually

consists of a character-level CNN layer, a max-pooling layer, a two-layer highway

network, and bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [338].

E.3.2 Feed Forward Neural Networks

Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNN) are described in section E.2, e.g., see figure

E.6. The neurons in the hidden layers of a FFNN are connected to all neurons of

previous and subsequent layers. Such layers are called fully connected layers or

linear layers.

Using a set of fully connected layers, it is possible to squash a vector of any

size to a desired number of independent output classes. In case of a single output

class, a sigmoid activation function can be used to indicate the probability of class-

membership. In a multi-class setting the outputs of g(xi) – sometimes referred to

as logits – are fed to a softmax activation function. As noted in section , the output
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of this softmax represents a probability distribution over a set of classes.

Depth of a NN Deeper NNs are able to represent certain classes of functions

exponentially more efficient than shallow NNs [465]. The efficiency gains are both

statistically and computationally [236, 280], e.g., the number of neurons and pa-

rameters required – also see section E.2.3. Research on how to train deeper NNs

has seen various strategies, including improved initialisation of weights, training in

multiple stages, and train with temporary loss functions [465, 487].

...

...

...

...

...

... ...

concatenation
compact solution 
iterative estimate
of the input to  
layer
requires embedding
dimensionality of the
hidden vectors to be 
equal

elementwise sum
allows the model to
re-use and ‘cherry-pick’ 
features from both 
hidden representations
improves propagation of
gradient through the
network
verbose solution

Figure E.8: A hidden representation can ‘skip’ a layer in the network. The connection
combines the input to a hidden layer with the output of that hidden layer. This can
be achieved either by an elementwise summation or a concatenation of the two hidden
representations.

Very deep Neural Networks One approach that helps overcome training very

deep NNs involves the introduction of ‘skip-connections ’, also see Figure E.8. Here,

the output of some hidden layer is combined with the output of a subsequent hidden

layer. These skip-connections can reduce the path length along which errors have to

be propagated, reducing the effects of vanishing and exploding gradients [465, 483,

488] – also see the sidenote on Vanishing and Exploding gradients in section E.3.4.

Implementing skip-connections can be achieved in various ways, notable examples

are [487, 489–491]:

• Residual networks simply bypass the non-linear activation of a layer by adding

an identity function of the input to the output: xout = f(g(xin)) + xin.

• Highway networks make use of two so-called gating units C and T , which are

two linear layers of dimensionality xin and 1 respectively. The output of a

gating unit passes through a sigmoid activation function – outputting a value

between 0 and 1. These gating units learn to determine how much of f(g(xin))

and xin are added to xout: xout = f(g(xin)) · T (xin) + xin · C(xin).
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• Dense networks simply concatenate the input and output of a layer: [xin;xout].

It worth noting that element-wise summations in Residual and Highway networks

can impact back-propagation, which is not the case when the representations are

concatenated [491]. The use of concatenated representations, however, requires a

much larger amount of computing resources.

The use of skip-connections makes it possible to train very deep networks, e.g.,

a network of 900 layers [465, 489]. And their use has become widespread in a

variety of applications [488], e.g., in character-aware neural Language Models [373].

The ability to train such deep networks seems intuitively beneficial because (1)

computational resources are limited to some extent and, therefore, the network size

is limited, and (2) investing the available resources in depth is thought to be more

efficient than investing them in layer width [490].

That being said, a NN with many layers inter-weaved with skip-connections does

not necessarily make use of all non-linear transformation. By manually setting the

weights of later layers in a trained NN to all zeroes, it has been shown that simpler

tasks use fewer layers than more complex tasks [487]. The optional depth that is

introduced by skip-connections is thought to provide additional benefits, such as

avoiding layers that run in to optimisation issues [488]. And small blocks of succes-

sive layers are thought to collaborate; they iteratively improve the representation of

the input to the block [490].

With the increased depth of DNNs comes an increase in the number of parameters

that have to be learned. And when large FFNNs are trained on a relatively small

amount of training data, it typically does not generalise well to unseen test data

[220, 492] – also see Figure E.9 on overfitting.

Under�tting
The model does not represent the 
training data well, nor unseen data

Over�tting
The model speci�cally represents the
training data, but does not generalise

Desired �t
The model generalises over training 
data, as well as  over unseen data

Figure E.9: Underfitting and overfitting visualised on a simple binary classification task.
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Avoiding overfitting Approaches to avoid overfitting include stopping the train-

ing as soon as the predictions on a held-out validation set become worse, as well as

the introduction of penalties on weight updates [493]. Such weight-update penalties

include L1 and L2 regularisation terms [220]. But a more adaptive method to con-

trol overfitting is dropout [492, 494], which led to great performance boosts in the

training of networks with many parameters [236, 280].

The key idea of dropout is to randomly drop neurons and their connections to

prevent co-adaption of all neurons during training time [493]. And the effects of

dropout are shown to be strongly correlated to L2 regularisation [220, 495]. An

alternative view is that the random removal of neurons and connections result in a

new NN architecture [237, 493]:

• A random selection of neurons and connections is neglected during training.

The selection varies per batch of training-samples provided to the network.

• During test-time all neurons and connections are used, which can be seen as

an ‘ensemble’ of the different networks that were created during training time.

NLP applications have benefited from the introduction of skip-connections and high-

way layers to NN architectures. However, using FFNNs for NLP tasks poses two

major issues [220]. First, the input size to a fully connected layer is fixed, whereas

text is characterised by variable length inputs. Second, inputs are treated as a list

of independent features, while the order of text inputs is crucial – such as the words

in a sentence or characters in a word.

E.3.3 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a class of NN architectures that are

specifically designed to deal with features that depend on their spatial ordering, e.g.,

groups of pixels in a digital image [220]. The first type of CNN was the so-called

‘neocognitron’ [296] – inspired by neurons found in the eyes of cats and monkeys,

which were found to be sensitive to location and orientation [496, 497]. As such,

CNNs historically apply 2-dimensional convolutions for image recognition tasks.

The key idea of CNNs is that regardless of the location or orientation of a group

of features, they should be recognisable as being the same object [498]. This is
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achieved through (1) ‘equivariance to translation’ by sharing parameters to detect

local features, (2) ‘invariance to local translations ’ using a local summary operation

called pooling, and (3) ‘compositionality by integrating local features through con-

volution [483]. Here, convolution refers to the combination of two or more features

to create a new feature. This section briefly introduces the use of CNNs for NLP

tasks, where 1-dimensional convolutions are used.

an input of size    is 
scanned by   filter types,
this requires      filters of 
every type 

...  

parameter sharingfeature filter

each set of filters types     activate for the same local feature,
regardless of location, and update the same parameters

Figure E.10: Parameter sharing in a 1-dimensional convolution reduces the number of
weights that have to be learned by a factor of m. Such a set of weights W `i , which learns
to recognise a specific input pattern, is often called a filter or kernel. See Table E.2 for a
description of network parameters, such as filter size, stride and padding.

Equivariance to translation Figure E.10 illustrates the concept of parameter

sharing. A 1-dimensional convolution scans a sequence of n inputs, each of dimen-

sionality d. Each neuron learns to ‘activate’ if its k inputs are arranged following a

specific local pattern. That means ` neurons are required to check the same k inputs

for ` distinct types of local patterns. Furthermore, the input is scanned m times for

each type of local pattern. Parameter sharing refers to the fact that all neuron that

learn to detect local pattern `i share the same set of weights, and such a shared set

of weights is called a filter. That means each filter learn to detect a local pattern,

regardless of its position in the input sequence – which is referred to as equivariance

to translation of a local pattern.

Parameter sharing greatly reducing the number of weights that a CNN has to

learn. The number of neurons m that update the same set of weights W `i , depends

on the input size n and so-called hyper-parameters. Hyper-parameters are set-

tings of the network that control the behaviour of a NN, such as the learning rate,

and often have to be set by hand [220, 483]. Table E.2 describes some of these

hyper-parameters for a CNN, such as the filter size k and the number of filters `.
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Table E.2: Overview of several hyper-parameters of a CNN, also see Figure E.12.

Hyperparameter Description

Number of filters Each of the ` filters learns to look for a different
feature pattern in the input.

Filter size The window-size of a feature filter, also called
kernel size, refers to the amount of input vectors
fed to a filter.

Stride The offset between subsequent filters in number
of input features.

Dilation Introduces spacing between weights in a filter.
Padding To be able to distinguish whether an input is

located at the start or end of a sequence, it is
possible to pad the sequence with 0-valued vec-
tors. If padding is used the convolution is some-
times called a wide convolution, and similarly
not padding can be called a narrow convolution.

Channels A convolution can be applied on various types of
input ‘channels’, e.g., RGB values in image pro-
cessing. In NLP one could feed in a sequence of
words in one channel and their POS-tags in an-
other channel. The output of convolutions over
these channels can be either summed or concate-
nated.

Pooling strategies Choice of summarising strategy for a group of
n inputs, such as max-pooling, average-pooling,
k -max pooling and dynamic pooling. Figure
E.11 illustrates how max-pooling in 2 dimen-
sions achieves invariance to local translations.

Activation functions Choice of non-linear activation functions for a
layer of neurons, such as tanh, HardTanh and
ReLU – see Table E.1

Invariance to local translations For each filter type a convolution outputs a

feature map, which consists of m vectors of input dimensionality d. These feature

maps are sensitive to the location of features in the input [483]. In image recognition

it can be useful to achieve invariance to translations within a local pattern of k

inputs. Usually, a max-pooling operation is applied when one cares more about

whether a feature is present than the location of that feature [483], also see Figure

E.11. Invariance to local translations makes less sense in an NLP setting. Consider

how in NLP a feature map essentially represents an n-gram of size n = k. Invariance

to local variations in n-grams is usually not desirable. As an example, in most NLP

settings it is not useful to represent the bi-grams ‘part human’, ‘human part ’ and

‘not human’ by the single word ‘human’.
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trade-off

trade-off between

between speed

between speed
speed and

and accuracy

and accuracy

trade-off between speed

speed and accuracy

between speed and

channels

pre-trained embeddings
embbedings from scratch 

max-pooling 2-dimensional
Using                         to represent a local filter, 
results in invariance to local translations

Figure E.11: Applying max-pooling (top left) on a 2-dimensional convolutional filter
essentially makes this filter invariant to local translations. A ‘hierarchical ’ convolution
(right) applies two or more layers of convolution. As a result, the convolutional filters of
size k = 2 capture an increasingly large window of the input. In this figure two channels
(left bottom) are fed to the first convolutional layer: a static pre-trained embedding and
an untrained embedding for each word, both of dimension d.

In NLP pooling strategies may still be useful. Firstly, pooling operations can be

used to down-sample inputs of variable size to a fixed output dimension. As an

example, one might split the inputs x1:n into r different groups and apply a pooling

operation on each of these groups. This is known as dynamic pooling and can, e.g.,

be used to split up a sentence into (1) the words before a verb, (2) the verb, and (3)

the words after a verb. This strategy has been used to find the subjects and objects

of verbs for Relation Extraction [303, 304].

A second pooling strategy that may be used in NLP is max-pooling over time

[447, 499]. As an example, a transposed max-pooling operation can be applied over

the filter types `. This can result in a single vector c ∈ R` that represents the

most salient type of feature to represent an input sequence [500], or, if applied to a

specific position mi in the feature map m it results in the most salient feature for

that location [501].

Compositionality While some semantic aspects of text may be context-invariant,

it is necessary to somehow capture long-distance relations between words in a sen-

tence [502]. In this regard, the compositional aspect of a convolutional layer is

limited to the size of a filter. Filters of sizes larger than 5 are typically not use-

ful in NLP, because this leads to very large, sparse embedding matrices – also see

the notes on sparsity in section D.2.1. In general, n-grams defeat the purpose of

distributed representations for single words, e.g., ‘very good ’ and ‘quite good ’ are
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considered completely independent of one another. On the other hand, representing

single words as character-level n-grams can be used to represent unknown words as

a composition of subword information [220, 499].

Besides simply increasing the filter size, it is possible to apply several stacked

convolutions before applying the pooling operation – this is known as a ‘hierarchical

convolution’ and illustrated in Figure E.11. The resulting vectors capture an increas-

ingly large window of the input, the so-called ‘receptive field ’. The receptive field

of a set of hierarchical convolutions can be increased even further by introducing

dilation [503, 504], also see Figure E.12.

hyper-parameters

T r da e - o f f</p>

stride = 5

filter size = 3
padding = 1

dilated convolution

dilation factor = 2

dilation factor = 1

filter/weights

dilation factor = 4

Each layer in the hierarchy 
has a stride of size

Figure E.12: An overview of hyper-parameters that influence the ‘receptive field ’. The
hierarchical convolutions in this image form a so-called dilated CNN block, where neurons
contributing to the single neuron in the last layer (in green at the top) are highlighted. In
this dilated CNN the maximum filter width is 5 and maximum dilation width is 4.

E.3.4 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent Neural Networkss (RNNs) were developed to model time-series; sequential

measurements ordered by time [297, 480, 505]. RNNs process sequences of inputs

one input at a time, allowing them to work with sequences of arbitrary lengths and

continuous streams of input [236]. An RNN neuron retains a summarised state of

previous inputs that enables a type of associative memory with regards to current

inputs. Therefore, they are particularly good at capturing statistical regularities

in sequential input without having to resort to the Markov assumption [220] – the

Markov assumption is briefly described in section D.2.1.

Traditional ‘simple’ RNN or Elman RNN[297] units2 have two inputs and two

outputs, also see Figure E.13. Besides the input feature x at time-step t (xt), a

2The term unit is used here instead of neuron, because an ‘unrolled ’ RNN can be seen as a set
of neurons equal to the number of inputs. In general artificial neurons are often called units to
indicate that they are not that similar to biological neurons.
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... one-to-many 

parameters shared across recurrent neurons ...

...

many-to-one one-to-one

...

...

many-to-many ...

...

many-to-many 
(sequence to sequence)...

...

Image captioning

Sentence classi�cation

Machine TranslationFrame-by-frame
  video classi�cation

Simple RNN

Figure E.13: A ‘simple’ RNN unit may be used recurrently on a continuous stream of
data. For finite sequences, such as text and video, the recursion can be unrolled. The
recursion may be applied to both input and output (many-to-many), only the input (many-
to-one), or only the output (one-to-many) in a generative setting. These variations are
visualised and exemplified above.

second input captures information on previous inputs – the so-called hidden state

h. This hidden state relies on previously computed hidden states, e.g.;

h3 = tanh(W xx3 +W rech2)

= f(g(x3, h2))

= R(x3, h2)

= R(x3,

h2︷ ︸︸ ︷
R(x2, h1))

= R(x3, R(x2,

h1︷ ︸︸ ︷
R(x1, h0)))

with R a recurrent function that relies on xt and ht−1.

The hidden state ht is used to compute the output ŷt, possibly by applying

some non-linearity ŷt = O(ht) [220]. The output of the RNN ŷt is eventually used to

compute the loss, after which the error can be back-propagated through the network.

This is achieved using a variant of backpropagation that takes into account the

recurrent function R, usually referred to as backpropagation through time (BPTT).

In BPTT the derivative of any output function O depend solely on the current

time-step t. But the derivative for R depend on the previous time-steps as well
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[505]:

∂Lt

∂W h
=

sum over previous time-steps︷ ︸︸ ︷
t∑

k=0

∂Lt

∂ŷt

∂ŷt
∂Rt

(
t∏

j=k+1

∂Rj

∂Rj−1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

derivative of R

∂Rk

∂W h

where the contributions of previous time-steps k are summed. For each value of the

iterator k, the derivative of R is a product between t− k = j factors.

Theoretically, an RNN can handle input sequences of arbitrary length and model

dependencies between inputs that at long distances – further than a standard CNN’s

receptive field. In practice, however, it was found that SGD has issues converging

to a solution if a RNN models long-term dependencies [506]. The reason is that
t∏

j=k+1

∂Rj

∂Rj−1
is a product between t−k Jacobian matrices that causes the gradient to

either shrink or grow exponentially at every time step [236, 505] – also see the side

note on Vanishing and Exploding gradients.

Sidenote: Vanishing and Exploding gradients

Vanishing gradients can arise from saturating sigmoid or tanh activation func-

tions, also see Table E.1. Here, multiplying with a near-zero gradient causes

subsequent gradients to ‘vanish’ during backpropagation [220]. A similar issue

occurs in RNNs, but it is caused by the weight matrix that is shared across

time-steps [505].

During BPTT the shared weight matrix W rec is repeatedly applied [505].

If the spectral radius of W rec is smaller than 1, it will result in vanishing

gradients (sufficient condition). Furthermore, if the spectral radius is larger

than 1 it may lead to exploding gradients (necessary condition). Note that

the spectral radius is the largest absolute eigenvalue of a matrix.

As an example, consider an Elman RNN where the hidden state is replaced

by a scalar value s0. For a sequence of n inputs, BPTT takes into account the

contribution of previous time-steps. The contribution of input k at time-step

t involves t − k multiplications of the derivative of R, which itself involves a

multiplication of s0 with shared weights W rec. The number of multiplications

grows linearly with the distance between the input at time-step t and some
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Continued: Vanishing and Exploding gradients

previous time-step k. Longer distances (t >> k) require many multiplications

with, causing both the product and it’s gradient to either ‘explode’ or ‘vanish’

– depending on the values of the weights in W rec:

Wns0 =

∞ for W > 1

0 for W < 1

→ ∂Wns0

∂W
=

∞ for W > 1

0 for W < 1

The same problems occurs in the multiplication of a weight matrix W rec with

a vector ht− 1; depending on the spectral radius of W rec [505].

Gradients with near-zero values (vanishing gradients) impede the learning

process, and very large gradients (exploding gradients) tend to destabilise the

learning process [483]. For example, the SGD algorithm makes optimisation

‘steps ’ that are too little to or too large to ever converge. In the case of

vanishing gradients, this affects only learning long-term dependencies (t >>

k) in an RNN. Short-term dependencies are preserved because gradient +

0 = 0. Exploding gradients, however, influence both long and short-term

dependencies because gradient +∞ =∞. A common, simple solution to the

exploding gradient problem is to clip gradients above a threshold value [505].

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Even when a RNN is able to model long

term dependencies (t >> k) between inputs of a sequence, the gradients for long

term interactions are exponentially smaller than the gradients of short term interac-

tions [483]. The result is that gradient based optimisation becomes nearly impossible

for sequence of length 10 to 20 [506]. Figure E.14 illustrates a specialised RNN called

a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [458]. LSTMs overcome the vanishing

gradient problem by using a constant and linear activation for the recurrent function

R [237, 458, 507]:

ct =

new content︷ ︸︸ ︷
f(g(xt, ht−1)) +ct−1

where the new content is learned by two separate components that rely on linear

layers – the candidate content C̄t and the input gate described below. The vector
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c ∈ R is called the ‘cell state’. By adjusting the previous cell state ct−1 through a

sum with the new content, LSTM are able to pass information over long distances

– until the information flow is interrupted by a forget gate [508].

All the recurrences over time are mediated by the cell state c, and the current

cell state ct is a weighted sum of (1) what is retained of the previous cell state ct−1,

and (2) what is retained of the candidate content C̄t [509]. Changes to the cell state

are required to (1) keep track of previously seen inputs and (2) to add information

on the current input. As illustrated in Figure E.14, these changes to the cell state

are controlled by four components:

1. Forget gate. A single fully-connected layer with sigmoid activations, the

resulting values between 0 and 1 at each feature index determine how much

of the previous cell state Ct−1 will be kept:

forgett = σ(W fhht−1 +W fxxt + bf )

2. Candidate content. A single fully-connected layer with a tanh activation,

which provides a vector of value that may be added to the previous cell state

Ct−1 (or what is left after Ct−1 has been multiplied by the outcome of the

forget gate):

C̄t = tanh(W C̄hht−1 +W C̄xxt + bC̄)

3. Input gate. A single fully-connected layer with sigmoid activations, the

resulting values between 0 and 1 at each feature index determine how much

of the candidate content C̄t will be used to update the previous cell state

Ct−1 → Ct:

inputt = σ(W ihht−1 +W ixxt + bi)

4. Output gate. A single fully-connected layer with sigmoid activations, the

resulting values between 0 and 1 at each feature index determine how much

of the output is passed on. The output is based on the cell state Ct. The

remaining value, after passing through the output gate, is provided to the

subsequent LSTM cell as the hidden state ht:

outputt = σ(W ohht−1 +W oxxt + bo)
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The input xin(t) to the above components can be re-written as a concatenation

[ht−1;xt] of the previous hidden state ht−1 and xt. The weights for each linear layer

W concatenated then become a rectangular matrix [W h;W x], with a shape of dim×2dim

– also see Figure E.14. Here, dim represents the embedding dimensionality of the

inputs +1 dimension for the biases. Using the rewritten input and weights, the

output becomes:

xout(t) = σ(W oxin(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
output gate

�tanh


ct︷ ︸︸ ︷

σ(W fxin(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
forget gate

�ct−1 + σ(W ixin(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
input gate

� tanh(W C̄xin(t)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
C̄t


where � is an elementwise multiplication. Computing the derivatives of the three

gates and the candidate content gives the derivative of ht−1. Therefore, recurrence

during BPTT relies solely on the cell state that has a self-connection of value 1 [505].

LSTMs and other types of gated RNNs have been highly successful in NLP tasks

[507–509]. But the success of LSTMs cannot be explained solely by overcoming

the vanishing gradient problem. The weighted sum to compute the new cell state

implicitly implements another powerful mechanism; the ability to learn to attend

to salient features in the LSTM embedding space [510]. By ablating the candidate

content layer and the output gate layer to retrieve a , it is also possible to visualise

what this weighted sum learns – see Figure E.15.

Attention mechanisms The key idea of attention mechanisms is to assign a

relative importance to the elements in a sequence [339, 493, 511]. A variety of

mechanisms exist, but an overview is outside the scope of this thesis. Figure E.16 il-

lustrates a attention mechanism for a Machine Translation task, where the attention

is a weighted sum over the input sequence for each element of the output sequence.

It is thought that the LSTM gates are implicitly embed an attention mechanism

[510] – notice the similarity between the weighted sum computed in the attention

mechanism in Figure E.16 and that computed by the LSTM gates in Figure E.15.
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forget input outputcandidate

...

... ...

FFNN layers for gates

Figure E.14: Top of image; overview of an LSTM unit. The green blocks indicate a fully-
connected layer with equal input and output dimensions dim = dimhidden +diminput; the
forget, input and output gates use sigmoid activations (‘σ′) and the candidate content that
is tanh, indicate the gate In the yellow circles, the ‘�’ indicates elementwise summation,
‘×’ indicates elementwise multiplication, and ‘[ ; ]’ indicates concatenation. Bottom of
image; each of the gates in an LSTM is essentially a single fully connected layer that take
as input a concatenation of the previous hidden state ht−1 and the input at the current
time-step xt. A sigmoid activation function is used to output a values between 0 and 1
for each hidden dimension, which determines how much of the feature in that dimension
is passed on.
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Figure E.15: Visualisation of the ‘weights’ learned by the input and output gates of an
restricted version of the LSTM, which was trained on a Language Modelling task (left)
and a Dependency parsing task (right). The input gate learns to identify which embedding
features from xin are worth passing on. While the forget gate learns to identify embedding
features stop being relevant to the rest of the sequence, given xin. Adapted from [510].
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are

you

still

at

home

?

<end>

en casaestantodavia¿<start> ? <end>

...

...

Attention weights

with

     is an    -dimensional vector that sums to

Figure E.16: Top of image; attention weights from NN trained on a Machine Translation
task. The network translates a Spanish sentence “¿todavia estan en casa?” to English
“are you still at home?”. The weights indicate a percentage of influence from each element
in the Spanish input sequence to some element of the English output sequence. Bottom of
image; the attention mechanism comprises a fully connected layer. Each of the units takes
as input a concatenation of (1) the previous hidden state of the translation output, st−1,
and (2) one of the inputs to-be-translated x1:n. The output is multiplied by a vector vᵀ

to compress the dimensionality into an n × 1 vector of so-called ‘energy ’ scores e. These
scores indicate the importance of input xi, with respect to the previous hidden state
si−1, in deciding the next hidden state si and predicting a translation output ŷi [339]. A
softmax function normalises the scores to sum up to 1 – enabling the interpretation of
energy scores as a probability distribution. Usually, the linear transformation vᵀ and the
softmax function are illustrated as a FFNN – the illustration here is aimed at clarifying
the similarity between the weighted sum computed by the forget and input gates in an
LSTM (see Figure E.15). The attention weight matrix (left) is adapted from [512].
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STING caselet

This appendix briefly investigates the use of the developed CAB tool during an

engineering problem-solving process. It is important to note that while the method

may work in principle, the results of the developed prototype can be limited. One

reason is that the prototype has access to only 10,000 papers, which still covers

merely a fraction of the biology domain1.

F.1 Problem decomposition

As the engineering problem at hand, further development of the STING project is

considered – the STING project is introduced in section 3.2.2. In the STING project

the ovipositor of a wood wasp (Megarhyssa nortoni nortoni) provides an elegant

model for the development of a probe that can follow a curvilinear path during key-

hole brain surgery. While developing a proof-of-concept for this woodwasp-inspired

steerable needle, additional challenges have been identified [190, 513–515]:

• Accurately keeping track of the position of the tip of the needle, possibly

through embedding a small magnetic tracker at the tip of the needle. Notably,

the radial symmetry of needle compartments results in a rotational deflection

during insertion of the needle – also see Figure F.1

1If we compare the search for an elegant biologically inspired solution to searching for a needle in
a large haystack, we are only able to look at the first handful of straw with the current Computer-
Aided Biomimetics (CAB) tool
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A) B)

C) D)

Figure F.1: A) The STING needle consists of four compartments. Each of these compart-
ments has a bevelled tip, which allows a force to be applied laterally to the compartment
during insertion – thus providing a bending moment. B) Due to the force angle deviation
σi the friction during sliding is unevenly distributed. As this force increases a deformation
of the compartments may lead to interlocking failure. C) Image of needle insertion. D)
Bending results in an axial deflection during insertion of the needle. The z-component of
deflection, along the transverse plane, is ignored. Images taken from [513, 514]

• The needle has to avoid causing harm to blood vessels in the brain, which might

have dire consequences for a patient. Therefore, identification of desirable

trajectories is necessary both before and during needle insertion.

– Before insertion: planning is based on an MRI-scan that is segmented

into anatomical regions, including user-defined no-go areas.

– During insertion: insight in the position and orientation of blood vessels

in the approximate area before the needle tip is achieved through Laser

Doppler Flowmetry.

• Miniaturisation of the needle, while considering the risk of both buckling and

separation of the axially interlocked parts. Notably, to reduce sliding friction

a nano-coating is applied to each of the compartments.

• A trade-off is noted to exist between sliding and extraction performance. A

comparison of the compartment shapes shows that interlocks with greater

strength have larger features with increased radii and thickness, resulting in

more distinctive shapes with larger areas of contact and higher contact forces.
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The existing trade-off between ‘sliding ’ and ‘extraction performance’ seems to be a

good starting point for testing the CAB tool. Upon closer inspection the arguments

of the trade-off are both arguments are aspects of friction. That is, excessive friction

reduces the sliding performance and insufficient friction between compartments may

lead to interlocking failure. Figure F.2 further decomposes the problem and identifies

that a trade-off does exist between ‘force’, e.g. frictional forces, and ‘shape’, e.g.,

the shape of the interlocking compartments.

Shape of interlocking causes 
uneven distribution of forces 

Friction coe�ecient of 
materials in contact

Bending interactions 
between compartments

Forces correlated to bend-
ing radius of needle

Bevelled tip required 
for steerability

Interlocking failure Faltering or no sliding

ine

non non-changeable
contradiction
negative e�ect

positive e�ect
ine�cient e�ect
excessive e�ect
insu�cient e�ect

non non

ine

+/-

Contacting material of 
compartments

+/-

Solution: introduce nano-coating

+/-

ine

Bevelled tip dictates 
bending radius for single 

compartment

ine

neg neg

exc

neg
ins

Ease of manufacture
(3D printing)

pos

Medically safe

pos

Cheap assembly
pos

Interlocked shape is 
required for steering

pos

pos

Variable friction 
between interlocked 

compartments

ins exc

Deformation of 
compartments

exc

Deformation caused by 
forces in traverse plane

ine

Figure F.2: The trade-off between sliding and extraction performance can be decomposed
using Root Conflict Analysis [516], a method using to identify contradictions for which
a novel solution may be found. In further developing the STING needle, the trade-off
identified at ”Contacting material between compartments” has already been solved by
introducing a nano-coating. But a trade-off remains between distribution of forces and
the shape of the interlocked compartments.

F.2 Search for analogies

The CAB tool developed throughout this thesis is used to search the dataset of

10k papers for a trade-off between ‘force’ and ‘shape’. Specifically, the experimental

setup described in section 7.4.1 is used. In order to expand the search terms further,

thesaurus terms from the BMO are adopted [188]:

• ‘force’ is expanded by words like ‘friction’, ‘drag ’, ‘torque’, and ‘twist ’.

• ‘shape’ is also referred to as ‘morphology ’ in the BMO and is expanded by

words like ‘geometry ’, ‘twining ’, ‘coil ’, and ‘orientation’.
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The CAB tool returns 8 papers that describe a trade-off that captures at least one

argument related to ‘force’ and at least one argument related to ‘shape’:

• 2 papers do not describe a ‘shape’-‘force’ trade-off, but a trade-off that has a

‘shape’-dependent ‘force’ as one its arguments. This indicates that the search

method has to be improved.

• 3 papers investigate the existence of a trade-off but do not describe any mecha-

nism to manipulate the trade-off. It is worth noting that in all of these papers

the trade-off argument that matched as ‘shape’ contains the word ‘growth’.

This indicates that the expansion through BMO terms is not always accurate.

• In 1 paper the systemic component that provides a solution mechanism is

identified, but the mechanism itself is not described – this paper might prompt

further investigation.

• 2 papers deal with a trade-off between the morphology of the jaw and biting

force, where specialised joint mechanisms provide advantages to perform spe-

cific functions [517]. As an example, the common marmoset exhibits muscu-

loskeletal morphologies that facilitate the production of wide jaw gapes [518].

The reason is that the diet of these small primates includes sap and gum from

trees. While biting into relatively large tree trunks and branches, a trade-off

exists between biting force and how far the jaw can be opened. These papers

suggest that the shape of the STING needle compartments can be changed,

e.g., introducing a lever to the interlocking system makes it possibly to adapt

the interlocking shape to applied forces.

• 1 paper that deals with a trade-off between, amongst others, ‘shape’ and ‘force’

is described in more detail below – also see Figure F.3.

• Finally, one paper is selected for a more in-depth exploration – see below.

The selected paper investigates trade-offs that affect (1) the force required to launch

a ballistic seed from a helm, and (2) the shape of awns [519]. An awn is a stiff bristle

growing on the seed of barley, rye and many grasses. Trade-offs mentioned in the

paper are, also see Figure F.3:

1. A trade-off between ‘stiffness ’, ‘toughness ’, ‘critical crack length’, ‘drag ’ and

‘range’, which affects amongst others the ‘dispersal distance’ of awns.

2. A trade-off between ‘length of the styles ’, ‘the number of turns ’ and ‘awn
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diameter ’, which affects the ‘self-burial ’ ability and ‘hygroscopic movement ’

of awns.

The traits affected by these trade-offs, the ‘dispersal range’ and ‘self-burial ability ’,

are both important fitness factors. The mechanism employed to overcome this trade-

off is to change the shape of the awn – and thus the amount of force resulting from

drag – based on environmental humidity levels. Specifically, the change in shape is

accomplished through ‘hygroscopy ’ – the attraction and holding of water molecules

via absorption or adsorption from the surrounding environment.

Microfibrils at specific angles constrain the expansion of cells that make up the

awn in the transverse plane [520]. The coiled dry awns build up elastic energy that

allows the seed to be catapulted away, while cyclical coiling and uncoiling enables a

self-burial mechanism.

Mock-up User Interface. Figure F.3 presents a mock-up of what a User Interface

of a CAB tool could look like. The graphical representation on the right-hand side

of the figure is expected to help engineers assess the relevancy of a paper. For the

selected paper, an engineer may recognise that various plastics are hygroscopic2.

This may influence the choice of material to manufacture the STING needle, which

will be in direct contact with fluids during surgery. The mechanism employed by

awns may also inspire a solution that specifically makes use of hygroscopic plastics

in certain parts of the STING needle, or that allows hygroscopic expansion along

specified axes.

Conceptual solution. Figure F.4 illustrates what a conceptual solution could

look like. First, the interlocking of compartments is achieved by a separate set of

compartments – called i-sections in the Figure. This enables a symmetrical design for

the compartments, which improves the predictability of deformations. The i-sections

may also be made of a different material with specific desirable properties, and again

a coating may be applied to reduce friction. Second, a hinge lever is introduced in

the i-sections. The result is that forces that would drive the needle compartments

away from each other result in a bending moment on the i-section’s arms. This

2Examples of polymers that absorb and release moisture through the air include nylon, acrylic,
PET, polyurethane, polycarbonate and others.
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Symmetrical design Hinge lever

suspension hinge

compartment

i-section

coating breakpoint

 Figure F.4: Conceptual solution to avoid interlocking failure or reduced sliding per-
formance in the STING needle. The symmetrical design of the compartments avoids
deformations associated to forces in the traverse plane. The i-sections afford the use of
a different material to modify interlocking and sliding behaviour. A set of hinges in the
i-section may act as a lever to adapt sliding behaviour in correspondence to applied forces.

bending moment may be further modulated by introducing elastic hinges. Third,

if forces are exceeding a given threshold the coating of the i-section is expected to

break. A hygroscopic material may be able to expand by absorbing fluids from it’s

surroundings. That is, hygroscopic expansion of the i-section can be employed to

ultimately prevent interlocking failure in alternative use-cases of the STING needle.

F.3 Conclusions

The main conclusion of this appendix is that the CAB tool can already identify a

handful of relevant papers from a corpus of 10,000 biology texts. The extraction

of TradeOff relations provides the primary handles for search. The less-accurate

extraction of relevant context through SORE can be used to more efficiently and

effectively recognise systemic context. Such context can help filter and group search

results, although more accurate extraction of systemic context is desirable for this

approach to be robust. Furthermore, the expansion of search terms can be improved,

e.g., by training classifiers to recognise biological terms that may indicate the pres-

ence of the domain independent trade-off parameters. A limitation of this study is

that the given engineering problem might not have required a biom* solution nec-

essarily. Nevertheless, the biom* process led to the identification of solution routes

that might have been overlooked in a classical engineering approach.
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